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Pictures, Power and the Polity: A Vision of the Political Images
of the Early Dutch Republic
Andrew Sawyer
The Dutch Revolt (c. 1568-1648) led to the establishment of a new state in the
northern provinces of the old Habsburg Netherlands. This new polity confronted
intense hostility from Habsburg dynastic interests. It sustained itself militarily against
these interests, and extended its power globally. In addition it developed a
remarkable and wealthy mercantile culture. However configurations of power in the
new state differed radically from those within the surrounding monarchies, and its
political texts remain problematic.
Thus there is no dynamic political theory to match the reality of its might. However,
one of the remarkable features of its culture was the unprecedented output of pictorial
art, including thousands of political prints. Therefore, this thesis addresses the issue
of power in the Republic on the basis of pictorial evidence, using a combination of
three routes.
First, instead of examining evidence made up of texts, it was decided to use a range of
political imagery, largely political prints, to serve as primary sources, inverting the
usual practice of alluding to images from an argument based on texts.
Second, there is a requirement upon historians for a systematic approach to primary
sources, allowing argument to be tightly referenced. However, imagery is not subject
to the usual methods (footnoting chapters and pages for example), so a methodology
was developed which incorporates digitally modelled representations of the prints.
This was based upon work undertaken by Gerhard Jaritz at the Instituts für
Realienkunde des Mittelalters und der Frühen Neuzeit in Austria.
Thirdly, prompted by the doubts of several scholars about the utility of conventional
political theories in the context of the Dutch Republic, the work of Michel Foucault,
in particular his prescription for the study of power, has been adapted and used as an
analytical framework in which to discuss the sources.
The thesis demonstrates the systematic exploitation of pictorial sources in the context
of historical study. It demonstrates the advantages and limitations of digital models
and computer analysis. On the basis of these novel methodologies, the thesis
summarises a thorough exploration of a range of political imagery. It also highlights
the extraordinary success of a particular image of the Revolt, the Tyranny of Alva.
On the basis of the evidence examined, it also demonstrates that there was a profound
antipathy towards monarchic, 'top down1 power in the early Republic, and argues that
power there was more easily diagrammed than textualised.Contents
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Introduction
The Dutch Republic was a maverick state: in its extraordinary genesis, its unexpected
survival, its dramatic rise to pre-eminence and its diffuse political and state
structures, it diverged sharply from other dynastic European states. Yet
paradoxically, whilst the monarchies gave rise to works of lasting significance to
European political thought (exemplified by Machiavelli, Bodin, and Hobbes),2 the
politics of the dynamic new Republic appear to lack an hegemonic explanatory text,
and have not notably affected conventional political theory.
However, the Republic did see the emergence of a lively political discourse in
pamphlets: escaping the confines of the authoritative and scholarly tome, political
debate was out on the street. Furthermore, as Van Gelderen observed (in a work
which made extensive use of those pamphlets), political concerns also found
'The paradoxical fact about the inhabitants of the Low Countries was that they
"turned Swiss" [republican] in an age that witnessed a spectacular increase in power
and prestige for the monarchical system of government.1: H. F. K. van Nierop,
'Similar Problems, Different Outcomes: The Revolt of the Netherlands and the Wars
of Religion in France', in K. Davids and J. Lucassen (eds), A Miracle Mirrored: The
Dutch Republic in a European Perspective (Cambridge, 1995), pp. 26-56 (p. 26).
Such 'great thinkers' retain their significance in general studies of political thought
covering the early modern period. See J. H. Burns, 'Introduction', in J. H. Burns and
M. Goldie (eds), The Cambridge History of Political Thought 1450-1700
(Cambridge, 1991), pp. 1-6, especially p. 6; also Richard Bonney, The European
Dynastic States 1494-1660, The Short Oxford History of the Modern World, series
(Oxford, 1991), p. 306.expression in coins, letters, paintings, plays, prints, sermons, and songs, all of which
served as 'vehicles of developing and transmitting political ideas'. These concerns, it
can be seen, were often expressed pictorially
- and this, in a culture of extraordinary
visuality, is especially significant.4 A sample of imagery, chiefly prints catalogued in
the nineteenth century as historieprenten, spotprenten, and zinneprenten (history
prints, and prints featuring caricature and satire), forms the subject of this thesis.
Chronologically, the focus is upon the years between 1588 and 1632. The events of
1588, including the departure of the Earl of Leicester, are conventionally a
landmark. Moreover, it will be argued that the decades which followed were
formative years for the new state. The research could have concluded with the
resolution of the crisis of 1618, or the start
- or end
- of the Twelve Years Truce, or
the death of Maurits, or with the end of the war in 1648. However, 1632 was
chosen for several reasons. Again, it will be suggested below that by the end of the
Twelve Years Truce, the formative phase of the new state was complete, but by
extending the research to 1632, the first years of Frederik Hendrik's stadholderate
can be included, allowing a contrast with that of Maurits. Less easily measured, but
equally significant, is that by the 1630s the generation who had taken part in the
heroic, early years of the Revolt were passing away. However, going beyond the
1630s and extending the analysis to the mid-seventeenth century, would have
required a further tranche of historiographical background in order to assess the
established, self-confident Republic in its 'Golden Age'.
3
M. van Gelderen, The Political Thought of the Dutch Revolt 1555-1590
(Cambridge, 1992), p. 12.
Israel claimed that by the 1590s there was an outpouring of artistic talent 'the like
of which, in terms of quantity, quality, and variety, has never been equalled by any
other society or age'. See J. I. Israel, The Dutch Republic: Its Rise, Greatness, and
Fall 1477-1806 (Oxford, 1995), pp. 549-50. It has been demonstrated notably by J.
M. Montias, in his Artists and Artisans in Delft: A Socio-Economic Study of the
Seventeenth Century (Princeton, NJ, 1982).
At least this periodisation is followed by G. Parker, The Dutch Revolt, rev. edn
(London, 1985), pp. 221-24 and Israel, Dutch Republic, p. 231. See also G. Luijten
et al., Dawn of the Golden Age: Northern Netherlandish Art 1580-1620, ex. cat.
(Amsterdam, 1993).The structure of the thesis
The first three chapters form an extended introduction. First, the novel nature of the
sources imposed changes to conventional methodologies, which in turn has led to the
use of novel technical means: these subjects are addressed in Chapter 1. Then, since
power
- or more precisely the analysis of power
- in the Dutch Republic is the object
of our concern, Chapter 2 offers a survey of political thought; and since conventional
political theory appears ill suited to the new state, the ideas of Michel Foucault are
also explored here in the expectation that they may provide more appropriate
concepts. Chapter 3 outlines the role of imagery, particularly political prints, in the
early Republic, including a discussion of the technical expertise and equipment
necessary for the production of prints.
To examine in detail every theme in Dutch rebel propaganda would extend both the
period covered and the length of the thesis considerably. Instead, Chapter 4
examines in some detail one major visual theme, the Tyranny of Alva. It was perhaps
the most important, and as will be demonstrated, it was certainly the most popular
pictorial perspective of the Revolt: commencing with its genesis in 1569, its
development will be traced, going well beyond 1632. However, that 'development'
was not as planned or systematic as the word implies, nor did it result in any mature
expression of the theme. Rather, what is charted is the unstable trajectory of an idea
in discourse: cannoning off different artists and designers, being shaped by, and
presumably shaping, the cultural historical milieu through which it moved, and
becoming lost, or dissolving as it were, in the later seventeenth century.
It is in this context
- that of a dynamic and negotiated political structure, in a society
sensitised to the visual, and in which imagery conveyed concepts of power and
polity, often in well-known topoi with their own histories
- that Chapter 5 employs
new technical means to systematically analyse pictorial data in connection with a
specific historiographical problem: that is, the nature of power in the new state.Supplementing this analysis is an Appendix, consisting of an analytical catalogue of
the most common topoi making up political imagery.
A second volume contains supporting material. Section A lists the technical queries
used. Section B provides pictorial endnotes. Section C consists of the sample
images which make up the primary sources, and Section D has additional
illustrations. Section E contains details of all the prints and paintings of the Tyranny
of Aha. Section F shows the original formats of all the images making up the sample
and gives details of their conversion to digital models. Section G shows the structure
of the database used in the research, and a sample of the detailed description made of
each image for analysis.
The argument
The choice of images as the primary sources for such an investigation
- using the
textual in a supporting role and thus inverting convention
- may cause some surprise,
for modern historiography privileges the text in its analysis. This privilege, it is
assumed, needs no justification. Recent scholarship however, has drawn our
attention to the cultural or technical, rather than the heuristic grounds upon which
that favour is based. Kempers has argued, in a succinct review of the secondary
status of images in western academia, that scholarly mistrust of the image may be
traced to the foundations of our Judaeo-Christian culture.6
Technical limitations or opportunities have also played a part in the reluctance to use
pictorial sources. For example, until the later nineteenth century, art history as a
discipline was restricted by the means of reproduction, which was limited to sketches
or engravings; the only alternative was a viewing of the actual image, which was of
course frequently impossible. A radical transformation took place with the
introduction of photographic technology, providing scholars with reproductions of a
standard quality and a high level of verisimilitude. Similarly, the growth of digital
B. Kempers, Tnleiding', in B. Kempers (ed.), Openbaring en hedrog: De
aßeelding als historische bron in de Lage Landen (Amsterdam, 1995), pp. 11-17.
W. M. Ivins, Prints and Visual Communication (Cambridge, MA, 1953; repr.
1969), p. 177.information technology since the 1980s has enabled scholars to both access and
exploit imagery in ways not possible before, for example as data available on CD, or
a local database, or via the internet. Indeed, the reception of imagery in historical
studies may well turn upon technological developments as much as upon
epistemological debates
- technological developments which are themselves 'biased*.
For example, John Berger linked the early development of photography to the drive
for objective, quantifiable truth1, allowing a 'model of objective neutrality', while
more recently it has been argued that digital technologies, especially 'virtual reality',
are 'destabilising the old photographic orthodoxy'. 'Scientific' objectivity may be a
significant factor in technical invention, but its development would seem to be driven
by more human forces.
Whatever the state of this debate, non-textual data is finding increasing acceptance;
but it has been suggested that some images present more difficulties than others in
the context of historical studies. The Dutch art historian Ilja Veldman argues that 'in
general, visual objects are of limited usefulness as historical source material; the
visual arts have laws and traditions of their own'. She admits there are exceptions
-
she goes on to note that some images (moralising prints) might be accessible for
historical study, since 'the images dealt with here are quite deliberate expressions of
norms and values, they have a place in the debate '.10 By contrast, others have
argued that all imagery can be employed as useful historical data. For example,
Zapalac argues in the very broadest sense that imagery may well have occupied the
prime role in the political discourse of sixteenth-century Regensburg: 'It is my thesis
that visual and verbal images, many of them having their origins in conceptions of the
'Technological development is seen as some kind of transcendent and autonomous
force
- rather than what it really is, that is to say embedded in a whole array of social
institutions and organisations.1: K. Robins, Into the Image: Culture and Politics in
the Field of Vision (London, 1996), pp. 149-50.
These arguments are assessed
- not entirely sympathetically
- by Robins, pp. 149-
68.
I. M. Veldman, Images of Labour and Diligence in Sixteenth-Century
Netherlandish Prints: The Work Ethic Rooted in Civic Morality or Protestantism?',
Simiolus, 21 (1992), 227-64 (p. 229).sacred, were a powerful
- perhaps the most powerful
- part of political thought in
German cities in the sixteenth century1.
In redressing this conventional imbalance of text and image, the conceptual approach
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developed by Bryson and others has been taken as a starting point. This relocates
pictorial sources: in a significant theoretical shift, they are placed firmly in a context
of discursive power, rather than one of decorative illustration. Bryson argues for a
semiotic approach to images, a decisive step away from the 'Perceptualist' tradition
as exemplified by scholars such as Gombrich,13 where Art is presented as a quest for
verisimilitude. This is necessary because, as Bryson suggests, 'if we stand back a
little and begin to ask questions of the Perceptualist account we will find that,
crucially, it leaves no room for the question of the relationship between the image
and power1 (p. 63).
Briefly, Bryson's argument is that in the 'perceptualist account', the image 'is said to
span the arc that runs from brush to retina1 (p. 65), in a private manner which places
the image outside power and societal structures. Central to this account is the role
of the artist in producing a convincing likeness of his subject, and his or her success
in convincing the viewer
- an argument given some credence by the astonishing
realism displayed by some of the more painterly works of Dutch artists. By contrast,
Bryson argues for 'a changeover from an account of painting in terms of perception
to an account of painting as sign' which is 'nothing less than the relocation of painting
within the field of power from which it had been excluded1 (p. 65). Hence the
importance of Bryson's work for this study, which is devoted to the analysis of
power deployed through images. Indeed, since few of the pictures which form the
basis of this work have painterly pretensions, and indeed are mostly allegorical rather
than realist, Gombrich's perceptualist view has little relevance.
K. E. S. Zapalac, In His Image and Likeness: Political Iconography and
Religious Change in Regensburg, 1500-1600 (London, 1990), p. xii.
N. Bryson, 'Semiology and Visual Interpretation1, in N. Bryson, M. A. Holly and
K. Moxey (eds), Visual Theory: Painting and Interpretation, (Cambridge, 1991),
pp. 61-73.
E. H. Gombrich, Art and Illusion, 2nd edn (Princeton, NJ, 1961), p. 43, as quoted
in Bryson, 'Semiology', p. 62.It should be noted that the communication process is itself the subject of debate.
This is a field more properly the subject of communication and media studies,14 and
involves the complex modelling of the communication process as it takes place in a
given social setting, encompassing a much broader range of phenomena than simply
the course of a particular message from its point of publication to its reception,
whether in mansion or alehouse. The acceptance of one model of communication
against another will affect how imagery is studied. Research based upon the premise
that 'ideology uses the fabrication of images and the processes of representation to
persuade us that how things are is how they ought to be, and that the place provided
for us is the place we ought to have1,15 assumes a linear model, one which is to some
extent a 'one way street1. Alternatively, seeing a print or painting or medallion as
part of a wider activity, casting the source as 'a nexus of cultural activity through
which social transactions circulate and flow'16 invokes a less predictable, more diffuse
perception.
Such premises, explicit or not, necessarily orient research in particular directions.
Here the tendency is to accept, like Bryson, the setting of pictures in the arena of
discursive power. The sources are thus no longer art objects of conventional art
historical interest: they are rather the empty shells or 'husks', in which power was
once manifested, in the form of the early Dutch Republic. They remain whilst that
manifestation of power has ceased.
These concepts are exploited in the work of Moxey. In his investigations of
sixteenth-century prints from Nuremberg, he argues that 'the social values expressed
by the visual sign systems of these media cannot be distinguished from some
underlying reality that they are assumed to "reflect". To all intents and purposes,
A standard introduction to the range of communication models may be found in
D. McQuail and S. Windahl, Communication Models for the Study of Mass
Communication, 2nd edn, (London, 1993).
W. Nichols, Ideology and the Image (Bloomington, IN, 1981), p. 1.
K. Moxey, The Practice of Theory: Poststructuralism, Cultural Politics, and Art
History (Ithaca, MI, 1994), p. 31.8
these systems constituted the society whose values they articulated'.1 Moxey's
insistence that these images constitute a reality about which society is structured,
rather than simply reflecting society, indicates his close association with the ideas of
Bryson (and perhaps Scribner). This view is echoed by Kempers, who wishes to
place imagery on the same level as other sources, and who questions the view that
(for example) 'the economic aspect of society is more significant than the cultural,
and that within the latter the visual is, in turn, of subordinate importance'.19 The
impact of such arguments can be seen in recent work exploiting imagery and space,
where it is claimed that 'allowing text to be the stuff of substance, and image merely
that of illustration, has impoverished our models of distant historical places and
. i 20
moments.
On the basis of such claims, it is further argued in Chapter 3 that the complexities of
power in the early Dutch Republic cannot be fully grasped when examined in a single
medium, that of text. Because the United Provinces were 'wired' for imagery (as
today's 'information societies' are 'wired' for digital information), pictorial data should
be of especial significance to the historian ofthat polity.
Turning to the historian's task of analysing the prints, it will be argued in Chapter 1
that the specific imperatives of historical, rather than art historical research should be
obeyed. The pictorial data are regarded as historical sources rather than 'art1; in other
words with the focus on the analysis of power rather than on the artefact. Although
prints form the major source, the real quarry
- the deployment of power
- has been
pursued regardless of the artefact in which it is manifested. Similarly, art historical
concerns with the 'histories' of many of the topoi in the images, often stretching back
decades, or perhaps centuries before the 1580s, have not been addressed for their
own sake. On the other hand, in demonstrating the 'genealogy' of some
K. Moxey, Peasants, Warriors and Wives: Popular Imagery in the Reformation
(London, 1989), p. 131.
18
R. W. Scribner, For the Sake of Simple Folk: Popular Propaganda for the
German Reformation (Cambridge, 1981), pp. 10-12.
Kempers, 'Inleiding', p. 14.
F. Colson et al., 'Cutting off the King's Head: Images and the (Dis)location of
Power1, in A. Bolvig and P. Lindley (eds), History and Images: Towards a New
19
20conceptualisations of power, it has been necessary to call upon sources pre-dating
the Republic by many years (and indeed Chapter 4 examines the genesis and
evolution of one topos in detail).
In brief, the thesis investigates the florescence of power on the Rhine delta between
the 1590s and the 1620s, a flowering which in some senses pre-dated the
emergence of the polity. It will be argued that linear, narrative text (with its
implied hierarchies), and conventional political thought (preoccupied as it is with
theoretical concepts such as sovereignty), leave some aspects of Dutch power and its
political expression blurred. Pictorial sources (with their ability to diagram networks
Iconology, forthcoming (Copenhagen, 2001).
'Florescence1, because the wealth and commercial vigour of the Low Countries
had long been growing: in the late sixteenth century, that wealth and vigour suddenly
became apparent in a new and striking way, in the same manner that a plant which
has been long in growing will, in a relatively short period of time, become strikingly
obvious in bloom. See for example De Vries and Van der Woude, who note a
gathering of economic forces from 1480, and an explosive 'take off into sustained
growth from 1585 to 1621. See J. de Vries and A. van de Woude, The First Modern
Economy: Success, Failure and Perseverance of the Dutch Economy, 1500-1815
(Cambridge, 1997), p. 717. Here they refer to a well known economic theory, citing
W. W. Rostow, 'The Take-off into Self-Sustained Growth', Economic Journal, 66
(1956), p. 27. The term 'Rhine delta' makes due allowance for the early years of the
Revolt when it was by no means clear if a state would emerge from the chaos, and if
it did, what its boundaries would be.
It is not usual to refer to the rebel provinces as a state, or the 'Dutch Republic',
until the 1590s, yet the successful implementation of the defensive union formed in
1579 (the Union of Utrecht) and the Abjuration of a monarch in 1581
- for example
- were powerful political actions. Even when established, the definition of the
Republic as a state in the modern sense at all will be challenged in Chapter 2. The
direction ofthat chapter is reflected
- albeit in economic terms -by De Vries and
Van der Woude, who observed that the Republic could be seen as a 'flimsy political
umbrella' for a number of differing regional and municipal economies; see page 174,
and also page 192, where they observe that 'the economy was a practical reality
before it became a political reality1. Turning to political imagery, Chapter 4 will
examine one of the most popular topoi in the new state: Alva's tyranny, which
illustrates a regime which existed only from 1567 to 1573. Therefore, the term 'Rhine
delta' seems an appropriately inchoate term for the emergent polity. It was used by
B. Kempers in 'Assemblage van de Nederlandse leeuw: Politieke symboliek in
heraldiek en verhalende prenten uit de zestiende eeuw1, in Kempers, Openbaring en
Bedrog, pp. 60-100. He used the term to describe the area in which he locates the
emergence of the Leo Belgiern as a patriotic icon, because its emergence preceded,
or emerged with, the new state. The actuality of Dutch power, and its pictorial
expression, preceded the polity.10
of power), and theory informed by post-modernity (which perceives power as
dynamic and net-like) may provide a sharper focus and enrich our understanding.
The exploitation of neoteric political theory in an academic context is not unique.
However, accessing the kaleidoscopic imagery of the prints, and incorporating this
evidence into a debate carried on in words, with the sustained analytical rigour
normally reserved for texts, is novel: yet it is required of any attempt to complement
perceptions hitherto structured by textuality.
The sources and the criteria of selection
The prints which make up the bulk of the sources are largely held in the Müller
Collection in the Rijksprentenkabinet at the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam. These
were catalogued by the nineteenth-century collector Frederik Muller, after whom the
collection is named, and his catalogue remains the principal guide to the collection.
However, the precise extent of the collection is difficult to specify, since the
Rijksprentenkabinet does not have all the prints Muller noted, whilst since his
remarkable catalogue was compiled, the museum has collected more prints, some of
which were not noted by Müller. Hence the only reliable guide to the collection is
the annotated edition of his catalogue held at the Rijksprentenkabinet, used in
conjunction with the collection itself. All of the prints present in that collection in
1994, and reckoned to relate to events falling within the years 1588 to 1632, were
seen.
Of prints elsewhere, the most significant collection is that at the Atlas van Stolk in
Rotterdam. Again, the relevant catalogue does not contain all the material now in
the collection. The third important collection in the Netherlands is at the Museum
23
F. Muller, De Nederlandsche geschiedenis in platen, beredeneerde beschrijving
van Nederlandsche historieplaten, zinneprenten en historische haarten, 4 vols
(Amsterdam, 1863-82; repr. 1970).
G. van Rijn, Atlas van Stolk, Katalogus der Historie- spot- en zinneprenten
betrekkelijk de geschiedenis van Nederland, 10 vols (Amsterdam, 1895-1933). I
would like to thank the staff of the Atlas van Stolk for their assistance in locating
prints held in the collection but not in Van Rijn's work.11
Mr Simon van Gijn, of which there is no published catalogue.25 These collections
were also visited.26
Prints extant in British collections were also seen: at the Department of Prints and
Drawings of the British Museum in London. There is no systematic catalogue of the
collection, but the User's Guide proved invaluable.27 Dutch prints are also found in
the Beudeker Collection held in the Museum's Map Room, and in the Foreign
History and 'Dutch Drolles' sections of the collection of Her Majesty the Queen at
Windsor Castle, which were also visited. The catalogues of the Hennin Collection in
Paris were also studied.29 To assess the role of prints as book illustrations, the
collection of Dutch books at the British Library was examined,30 whilst all the
pamphlets in the Knüttel Collection were viewed, since several prints appear in the
form of large illustrations with some letterpress, and many pamphlets are
illustrated.31 Two collections in Brussels were also visited: at the Koninklijke Musea
voor Schone Künsten van Belgie and the Koninklijke Bibliotheek Albert I. Finally,
I would like to thank the staff of the museum, especially Ms J. Meerman, for their
assistance in locating prints.
I would like to thank the British Academy for additional funding which allowed
me to visit these collections.
A. Griffiths and R. Williams, Department of Prints and Drawings in the British
Museum User's Guide (London, 1987). I would also like to thank M. Royalton-
Kisch for his assistance in locating prints the collection.
For an introduction to this collection see A. E. C. Simoni, 'Terra Incognita: the
Beudeker Collection in the Map Library of the British Library1, British Library
Journal, 11.2 (1985), 143-75. A card index compiled by Simoni, and available in the
Map Room, provides a catalogue of the collection.
M. Hennin, Inventaire de Ia collection d'estampes relatives ä I'histoire de France
leguee en 1853 ä Ia Bibliotheque Nationale par le Chevalier Hennin, 5 vols (Paris,
1877-84).
For these items, two catalogues were used, the Short-title Catalogue of Books
Printed in the Netherlands and Belgium and of Dutch and Flemish Books Printed in
Other Countries from 1420-1600 now in the British Museum (London, 1965), and
A. E. C. Simoni, Catalogue of Books from the Low Countries, 1601-1621 in the
British Library (London, 1990). Simoni recorded whether books were illustrated or
not: the earlier work does not note this aspect, so it was not possible to
systematically check books from the period 1588 to 1600.
Catalogued in W. P. Knüttel, Catalogus van de pamflettenverzameling
berustende in de Koninklijke Bibliotheek, 10 vols (The Hague, 1899-1920; repr.
1978). The Hartley Library at the University of Southampton holds a microfiche
collection of these pamphlets.12
the collection of emblem books in the Maxwell Stirling collection of the University of
Glasgow was examined to provide an insight into the role of pictorial data in
emblems. Though time and financial considerations precluded a search of collections
in Germany, it is claimed that most of the extant material from the period 1588 to
1632 has been seen.
In the event some two thousand prints were examined (precise figures cannot be
applied given the volatile nature of the collections and the blurred definition of
political prints), together with many paintings; in addition, an attempt was made to
note developments in a range of other artefacts, such as drawings, coins and medals,
lockets and architecture.
However, some limits had to be imposed, since obtaining two thousand photographs
of all the prints was not possible, and although the medium can be photocopied with
good results, the process can damage the originals and was thus not an option. Had
it been possible to obtain photographs of all the prints, the cost of adequate digital
storage was beyond the reach of the individual researcher when this thesis
commenced.
The single major omission consists of prints produced during the period 1588 to
1632, which illustrated earlier events: a study of how the past was viewed, and how
power was pictured in that context, whilst not irrelevant, was thought to be
somewhat tangential; it would also require an extra layer of interpretation to be made
explicit. For similar reasons, prints relating to the period, but produced many
decades or even centuries later, have been omitted. That said, in tracing the
trajectory of some of the topoi studied here, it became clear that just such an extra
32
For the years 1588 to 1632, Muller's catalogue runs from 967 to 1707, that is 740
prints. A hundred or so may be added for minor variants, plus 590 in his
Supplement, with well over a hundred variants. To this may be added prints
collected by the Rijksmuseum since the catalogue was published, with another figure
subtracted for those prints which are no longer extant, but listed by Müller. One can
then add prints not listed by Muller but held in other collections
- the precise number
depending of course on whether one classifies them as 'history prints'. (Not all of
these are numbered in catalogues, and so are difficult to reference.) Hence the figure
of'about two thousand1.13
layer of interpretation was required in some of the analysis, because in the forty odd
years covered by this research, some of those themes such as Alva's tyranny, became
historicised. Moreover, although other media have been studied in conjunction with
the political prints, many other images have been left out: volksprenten,
devotieprentjes, lottery prints, and playing cards, for example.
Selectivity was therefore inevitable, and some consideration was given to the
selection criteria employed for choosing the sample for detailed study. At the outset
of the research, it was intended to use a random sample of sources, as indeed Harline
attempted for his study of pamphlets.33 In the event this proved impossible, and
largely for the same reasons encountered by Harline:34 however sophisticated the
attempt at providing a random or representative sample, one cannot escape the
historicised nature of the sources. There is as yet no agreement on the survival rate
for the prints, or, if it is assumed that many were lost, on the factors which caused
some to be saved. Moreover, the collecting and cataloguing strategies of major
archives are subject to evolution and change, which can also affect the source
collections. Only exceptionally can the journey of specific prints from leaving the
press until their appearance in Muller's catalogue be traced, though the nature of the
material in the major collections suggests that if a print survived long enough to
reach the hands of a nineteenth-century collector, it was safe. Müller seems to have
described everything he saw which was remotely relevant, and to have kept examples
of most.35
Secondly, as well as the wide distribution of printed images (in the form
historieprenten) throughout a variety of very different media, there are subtle
divisions in the manner in which events are illustrated. Van de Blom distinguishes
four main types: prints which glorify a particular regime; strongly partisan prints
employing satire, allegory and caricature to argue a case (spoprenteri); and prints
which simply record political and military events. Finally Van de Blom distinguished
C. E. Harune, Pamphlets, Printing and Political Culture in the Early Dutch
Republic (Dordrecht, 1987), p. 233.
34
Harline, pp. 233-34.
This subject will be further addressed in Chapter 3.14
prints which illustrate the birth of the Republic, and histories of the Revolt; these
appear from the late seventeenth century onwards, but are clearly concerned with
contemporary events (and fall outside the scope of this study).36
These classifications are considered further in Chapter 3, but in the meantime, it is
clear that extracting a random sample from such a complex matrix of sub-genres
would require a major work of reclassification. Even then, one could hardly claim to
be comparing like with like
- for example, the survival rate for the different
categories may well be wildly different.
Only when these factors have been considered can one address the problem of the
objectivity of the researcher in the selections he or she makes, or of the validity of
sample size employed. Thus no attempt has been made to secure a strictly random
sample, not least because it would almost inevitably have resulted in some prints with
a claim to special significance being omitted. Rather, prints were consciously
selected on a combination of two factors: the interest which Müller showed in them,
as evidenced by his catalogue entry, and the level of complexity of each print when
examined. Thus the sample is tilted slightly away from very simple images, though
some were deliberately included for the sake of balance.
Eighty-six prints were chosen for analysis as digital images, scanned from
photographs. As with most research, a larger sample would have been desirable, but
the cost of photographs is prohibitive, and it is not possible to obtain photocopies of
the prints (which because of the nature of print media might have been acceptable for
some analysis). Moreover at the start of the research digital storage was also very
expensive, though this would no longer be a problem. (The Müller collection is also
held on microfiche, and photocopies of these can be obtained economically: this
proved a useful way of assessing prints.)
As well as the prints which were scanned, the digital sample includes eleven
paintings, two coins, and one locket (though, like the coins, the locket bears two
36
A. van der Blom, 'Historieprenten 1500-1800', NAGN, 9 (1980), 222-27 (pp. 222-15
images). Thus one hundred and three images, from a range of formats, provide a
basis for detailed, systematic analysis.37 Each digital source, whether painting, coin,
or print, is referred to in the text by a three digit number, such as 009. The catalogue
number, when one exists, follows in brackets, thus 009 (FM518).
The numbers are not consecutive because, whilst all images obtained as either
photographs or photocopies of microfiches were given a number (including
photocopies obtained from the microfiche mentioned above), only those where
photographs were obtained were scanned and therefore analysed systematically. Of
the photocopies, those thought to be particularly relevant to the argument have been
included as illustrations in the thesis, and given a prefix'S' to indicate that they are
supplementary images, for example, S035. These are reproduced in Section D.
Technical aspects
The combination of computer hardware and software used to support the work, and
the manner in which it has been used, was decided upon as a result of an integrated
methodological decision. The principles behind these decisions are discussed, and
fully referenced with supporting argument in Chapter 1. Technical information is
available in Section F. The combination of theoretical and technological innovations
adopted are exploited, again with argument and reference, in Chapter 5 in particular.
However a few notes may be helpful here to indicate how they might be employed.
Because a detailed textual description is held in the database in addition to the image,
and linked to that image, it is possible to carry out conventional data retrieval tasks
upon the sources.
23).
For comparison, studies of pamphlets might be considered. Harline, out of about
six thousand, five hundred available in the collection he examined, chose five
hundred (on the basis of title) for examination. See Harline, p. 234. Geurts, who
produced the standard work, had over six hundred and fifty available to him in the
Knüttel Collection (Knüttel vol. I, nos. 136-720, with another seventy or so in
Knüttel vol. vm), plus others from the collections of Le Petit, Van Someren, and Van
der Wulp, which he also considered. Out of these he quotes 166 publications. See
P. A. M. Geurts, De Nederlandse Opstandin de pamfletten (Nijmegen, 1956; 2nd
edn Utrecht, 1983), pp. 299, 302-17.16
For example, headgear is often the most prominent, and occasionally the only item of
clothing which can be identified on the figures in the imagery. This is not surprising
in an age when hats and hat honour played a significant role in social intercourse,
and, when shown in pictures, provided a ready means of identification in an age when
few would have recognised faces. It is possible to examine several of the pictures,
and note that hats can be used quite imaginatively: we can allude to 050 (FM1329a)
for example, where we see a figure with an hourglass as a hat: Father Time.
However, such an approach is not very systematic
- but with a database, we can
produce a list of all the types of hat found in the imagery, and list the numbers of
each type found:
plumed appears 5 times.
pointed appears 4 times.
rat trap appears 4 times.
red appears 3 times.
ribbons appears 2 times.
rim appears 3 times.
rounded appears 7 times.
scarf appears 2 times.
shawl appears 1 times.
tall appears 54 times.
tasselled appears 1 times.
tiara appears 11 times.
town or buildings appears 1 times.
It is now possible to say that the type of hat was significant, because a pattern can be
seen: some hats are much more common than others. This is not possible if the
evidence is simply alluded to.
Furthermore, it shows that some of these hats are in the shape of rat traps. It is
possible to query the database, and ask: what is the name and status of people who
wear such hats?
[..J
status: hag name: Deceit text: Bedroch hat type: rat trap
status: maiden name: Deceit text: Bedroch hat type: rat trap17
status: maiden name: Deceit text: Bedroch hat type: rat trap
status: maiden name: Deceit text: Bedroch hat type: rat trap
Now it is clear that the rat trap is a hat worn only by Bedrog, or Deceit. It is also
possible to check all the other depictions of Deceit, and enquire as to what type of
hat they wear. (There are nine altogether, of which seven wear hats, and of these
only three are not rat traps.) It would also be possible, and indeed wise, to check art
historical literature for confirmation that we have identified a symbol used in Dutch
pictorial evidence indicating bedrog. But the point here is that we now have some
evidence of the kind expected in historical research.
Furthermore, it is possible, using the software, to extend the query: show me all the
scenes where a figure wearing a rat trap is seen. This will produce four scenes, one
of which is shown here, leading to possible further questions.
Having seen how some simple queries can produce hard evidence, can this
methodology be used in connection with other questions about the Dutch Republic?
For example: it may be that some Dutch political theory acknowledges monarchy as
the best form of government, but our impression is that most is republican in tone.
And in practice it is known that the Dutch abjured their king in 1581. Given that a18
crown is a symbol of monarchy we can ask: show me all the scenes where any figure
is wearing a crown. It might be that we could assess the scenes on the basis of
whether such figures were shown in a positive or a negative light.
The result might add to our knowledge of how the Dutch regarded monarchy:
perhaps it could be extended to examine the question of sovereignty. These
possibilities will be exploited further in Chapter 5.19
Chapter 1
Imagery, Technology, Theory, and the Past
The role of pictorial evidence
This chapter explains the methodological approach followed in analysing the prints:
first, the need for such a discussion is justified, with reference to some of the
problems presented by pictorial sources, and the impact of new technology in
connection with these sources; second, some possible approaches are presented; and
finally, the interplay of these approaches with the technologies employed is described.
Pictorial and other non-text sources are now becoming accepted in a profession
concerned, until recently, almost exclusively with words: nearly always written
words, or texts.1 It will be argued that this development has implications for currently
accepted methodologies, as it is doubtful if the traditional heuristic procedures used in
historical studies, rendered invisible by their longevity and ubiquity, are entirely
appropriate for the radically different nature of non-textual sources. There is not a
corresponding body of accumulated skills and methods available within the historical
profession with which to analyse images: for example, one historian, as recently as
1981, catalogued the use of photographic evidence in his field and noted that not only
was the exploitation of such evidence in a systematic manner very rare, but also that
none of the works surveyed included any guidance to the analysis of such evidence.2
Thus, whilst it is accepted that historians should be competent in analysing texts, it
could be argued that pictorial sources are generally impervious to the methods used
1
A shift which is difficult to document in detail; however, as an example see History
Today, 45.4 (1995), which had two articles, advertisements for four books, reviews of
nineteen other books, and three letters, all about non-textual sources. The subject
matter may to some extent be the result of the journal's glossy magazine format, but
the message in the review section is clear enough. See also the positive view of the
possibilities presented by images to historians taken by, for example, F. Haskell,
History and its Images: Art and the Interpretation of the Past (London, 1993), and the
contributors to D. Freedberg and J. de Vries, eds, Art in History, History in Art (Santa
Monica, CA, 1991).
2
J. Bordiert, 'Analysis of Historical Photographs: a Method and a Case Study',
Studies in Visual Communications, 7 (1981), 30-63 (pp. 30-31).20
for textual analysis: for whilst historians routinely survey, examine, edit, transcribe,
annotate, and incorporate large numbers of texts or parts of texts, images have not,
hitherto, been susceptible to such treatments. In practice, when 'modelling' textual
sources, historians employ a battery of familiar techniques
- from card indexes to
bibliographical essays
- which are too well known to require comment, but which are
rarely effective in analysing pictorial data. In contrast to texts, pictorial sources
cannot be transcribed, so transcripts cannot be conveniently gathered at one site for
analysis; if this problem is overcome, (by the use of photographs of the original
sources for example), images remain difficult to edit or annotate without destroying
the source (or photograph). A 'disposable' reproduction
- the photocopy
- rarely
approaches the quality needed for detailed analysis. Again, texts can be read from the
top left-hand comer down, and precisely referenced by chapter, page, line, and word;
whereas a print such as the Tyranny of Alva3 is resistant to such an approach, and it is
difficult to reference specific elements in such an image. Likewise, whereas one can
contrast the points of view in several texts by juxtaposing referenced sections on the
printed page, this process is rather more complicated when dealing with images. At
the level of interpretation, obtaining an apparent consensus on the meaning of a text
or part thereof is usually more straightforward
- such a consensus often being
assumed
- than it is when the source is an image. Should these difficulties be
overcome, the scholar employing imagery will be required, firstly, to display the
entire image, and secondly, to speak with authority about every part of it, whilst
historians routinely, and without challenge, quote only part of the textual sources used
in support of their arguments.
Scholars dealing with imagery have further to consider the integration of pictorial
evidence with conventional sources, and its incorporation into scholarly historical
debate, requiring the translation, or perhaps the transliteration, of pictorial data to a
literary arena. In the words of Duggan, in his discussion of the validity of images as
sources of study :-
Words are not perfect and never can be, but they will always remain our most
precise, if ever defective, mode of communication. By comparison, pictures
can be interpreted as artifacts and be very useful also as 'sources' and as
3
Anon., Tyranny of Alva, (1569?), see F. Muller, De Nederlandsche geschiedenis in
platen, beredeneerde beschrijving van Nederlandsche historieplaten, zinneprenten en
historische kaarten, 4 vols (Amsterdam, 1863-82; repr. 1970), I, 77, FM518.21
stimulants of new insights, but their correct interpretation can be corroborated
only by reference to other sources, by allusion to what one already knows, and
by the use of words to conduct an intelligible and fruitful discussion of the
meaning of individual pictures. Pictures cannot 'speak' clearly, only words
can. That is the long and the short of it.4
Or, from a different perspective, 'the computer offers us a lot of tools to manipulate
images. But even with these tools, research of both the formal and the iconographic
aspect of images will need text to enable others to use the results of this research.'5
Quite how clearly pictures or words 'speak' is open to challenge, but ultimately
scholarly argument about images has to be made in words.
It should be noted en passant that if the study of history can be differentiated from
other disciplines, then frameworks developed by those other disciplines cannot
provide a template for the study of pictorial sources by historians (although specific
techniques may be effective). Indeed, interdisciplinary approaches may obscure
rather than clarify, not least because at a fundamental level, historians and art
historians, for example, are engaged in different tasks: the art historian's primary
concern is with the artefact, contextualisation playing an explanatory role, whilst for
the historian, aspects of the historical context (economic, social, political etc.) are
central
- the image is purely a means to an end6 There may be other ways of
defining these differences, but Haskell's argument is sound: 'Fruitful co-operation
between the historian and the art historian can be based only on a full recognition of
the necessary differences between their approaches, not, as so often implied, on the
pretence that these approaches are basically the same'.7 Therefore respect for the
epistemological imperatives driving respective disciplines is essential for beneficial
4
L. G. Duggan, 'Was Art Really the "Book of the Illiterate"?1, Word and Image, 5.3
(1989), 227-51 (p. 251).
J. van den Berg, H. Brandhorst and P. van Huisstede, 'Image Processing and the
(Art) Historical Discipline1, in M. Thaller (ed.), Images and Manuscripts in Historical
Computing (St Katharinen, 1992), pp. 5-40 (p. 30).
6 'It is this divergence on the epistemological level between historians, trained to
produce statements about what has happened in the past by carefully studying as
many elements ofthat past as possible, and art historians, often engaged in a
contemporary discussion with elements from the past, that accounts for the difficult
relations between these two groups of researchers.': Van den Berg, Brandhorst and
Van Huisstede, p. 10.
7
Haskell, p. 10.22
co-operation between them, and also when, as will be explained below, new
methodologies are being worked out within them.
The methodological challenges presented by novel media to a profession hitherto
concerned with textual material have been joined by issues raised by technological
developments. Just as the development of photography revolutionised art history at
the end of the nineteenth century, information technology is changing the relationship
between sources and historians. One of the effects of these technical developments is
to make imagery much more accessible,8 as demonstrated by this thesis.
The impact of new technology has been muted, at least in the United Kingdom:
Harvey and Press, in a recent (1996) work upon computing and history, claimed that
'in using a database system, the historian is not adopting a fresh research paradigm,
but merely a technology which, on the face of it at least, supports traditional methods
of research and analysis'.9 Harvey and Press's views may be explained by the source
materials used by the contributors to their volume
- significantly, only one of the case
studies presented there involved considerations of non-textual evidence.10
Others foresee a more radical shift. Greenstein, in his comparative survey of the
development and acceptance of computing and history in the USA, Britain,
continental Europe, and Scandinavia, suggests that 'quite simply, the information
revolution promises to be a thorough and on-going one which will challenge and quite
possibly alter historians' professional practices1.11
8
For example, part of the Atlas Beudeker, a print collection gathered by Christoffel
Beudeker, (1675-1756) held in the Map Room of the British Library, can be seen at
URL, National Bibliotheek van Nederlanden and The British Library, Atlas van der
Hagen en Atlas Beudeker, <http://seagull.konbib.nl/atlas/> (3/4/97). At the time of
writing only one of the twenty seven volumes is accessible this way.
9
C. Harvey and J. Press, eds, Databases in Historical Research (Basingstoke, 1996),
p. xii.
0
F. Colson, 'Case Study C, Hypermedia Database Management System: Microcosm
as a Research Tool', in Harvey and Press, pp. 69-72 (p. 70).
D. Greenstein, "Bringing Bacon Home: The Divergent Progress of Computer-Aided
Historical Research in Europe and the United States', Computers and the Humanities,
30.5 (1996), 351-64 (p. 359).23
Scholars who have studied the 'human-computer interface' make a stronger argument
for recognising the impact of technology upon existing heuristic frameworks. Whilst
it might be assumed that when confronted by problematic sources, the simple
adoption of new techniques would enable the process of study to progress along
familiar lines (as Harvey and Press implied), this naive assumption is not usually
valid. Such an approach can result in either 'application pull1, in which the users
demand technology to make existing tasks more efficient or effective, or 'technology
push', in which the momentum for introducing the computer comes from
technological development. 'Application pull' tends to result in over conservative
designs, and users find themselves perplexed because use of the technology brings
unexpected changes. 'Technology push' often results in newly inserted features which
are inappropriate, and even hinder rather than help the users. However, if this simple
assumption
- that technology may aid existing tasks
- is replaced by a more
sophisticated model, benefits can accrue: it is possible to consider a 'task-artefact
cycle', whereby an analysis of the task, the role of the user, and the technology can not
only result in existing problems being met more effectively, but actually change the
nature of the task and the role of the researcher.12
This is a pertinent and significant observation: that the impact of a new, enabling
technology upon a given discipline can
- or rather, usually does
- change the nature
ofthat discipline. In other words, not only might the acceptance of imagery as an
historical source add to an understanding of the past, but the changes in
methodologies and technologies involved in such an acceptance will probably affect
the way in which the past is understood, affecting epistemological assumptions
underlying a discipline.
Thus any historical study which addresses new sources with new technology cannot
but become closely engaged with other theoretical developments
- particularly those
12
In J. M. Carroll, W. A. Kellogg and M. B. Rosson, 'The Task-Artifact Cycle', in J.
M. Carroll (ed.), Designing Interaction: Psychology at the Human-Computer
Interface (Cambridge, 1991), pp. 74-102, the authors dismiss the naive concept and
suggest that in reality there is cycle of tasks, requirements, artefacts, and possibilities
with no particular starting point. In this context their argument is that the H.C.I.
(human-computer interface) can be more fruitfully developed if design and
development acknowledge this.24
touched upon by post-modernism, not simply because it is a current issue, but because
the study of images presents problems already highlighted in post-modern discussion.
As an example of how the adoption of images can raise theoretical issues, compare
the options open to Harline in his study of pamphlets with those available for the
study of prints. Harline selected several hundred pamphlets for analysis on the basis
of their titles,13 which allows an apparently logical defence of the basis of selection
('all the titles refer to such and such') and is at least stable as the pamphlets bear their
own titles, which are more or less permanent. By comparison, if the titles of images
are used (as given in Muller's catalogue, for example), it can be seen that a print
known to the generation of Greve and Müller as De boerendans om de kerk te
Assendelft (Peasant Dance around the Church of Assendelf)14 is now known as A
Group of Young People ignoring the Advice of a Philosopher.15 Moreover, neither
title hints at the heavy theological flavour of the accompanying text, which refers to
the Israelites worshipping the golden calf in Exodus 32
- the basis, perhaps, of a third
title. This appears to demonstrate that sources, or at least the descriptions by which
they might be assessed, can be subject to historiographical shifts. In the case of the
prints, if titles cannot be employed, less definable criteria, equally indefensible in the
face of accusations of selectivity, have to be adopted.
To summarise the issue thus far, these two changes
- the acceptance of images by the
historical profession, and the possibilities presented by technical change16
- have
taken place in a relatively short period, and this against the background of a
profession once devoted almost exclusively to textual sources. Confronting
13 C. E. Harline, Pamphlets, Printing and Political Culture in the Early Dutch
Republic (Dordrecht, 1987), p. 233.
14
H. E. Greve, De tijdvan den Tachtigjarigen oorlog in beeld (Amsterdam, 1908), p.
123. Or Müller, more precisely, Boerendans om de kerk te Assendelft in Noord-
Holland, Muller, De Nederlandsche geschiedenis, IV, 95, FMS1050A.
15 G. Luijten, notes to Image 45, in G. Luijten et al., Dawn of the Golden Age:
Northern Netherlandish Art 1580-1620, ex. cat. (Amsterdam, 1993), p. 390.
16
'It is possible to include 20,000 page images on a single CD-ROM disc, costing
around 10 for disc production. This is the equivalent of sixty printed volumes, each
of which would cost many times 10 to print.1 Robinson's comment about texts
applies equally to images, though the price differentials are even more advantageous
than when this was published in 1993. See P. Robinson, The Digitization of Primary25
problematic issues (such as the location of sovereignty in the Dutch Republic), and
engaging with sources in a novel format (prints), has prompted the adoption of
radically new technology. It is argued here that such processes will inevitably have
an impact on accepted theory, and may indeed prompt a 'paradigm shift'.I7
This is the case even given a stable theoretical starting point for research, i.e. a
traditional approach which would imply a familiarity with a reasonably large number
of sources, and the ability to argue from well referenced evidence in a systematic
rather than allusive manner, from a supposed 'value-free' standpoint. However, the
somewhat difficult incorporation of new technology and imagery within the study of
history is also concurrent with challenges to that traditional and assumed theoretical
standpoint,18 and with the rise of what has been called 'the new cultural history'.19 If,
to quote Einstein (about a discipline supposedly far more 'empirical' than history), 'it
is the theory which decides what we can observe',20 then research touching on
pictorial sources, and exploiting new technology, requires an acknowledgement of the
role of theory.
Before considering some practical solutions to the difficulties presented by pictorial
sources, a couple of disclaimers should be made. First, if the 'task-artefact cycle' is a
complex issue, it is unlikely to be exploited fully in a single piece of research, so that
the methodology presented here is not a prescription but one event in what should be
a dynamic debate. Second, the approach here is not presented as a universal panacea:
whilst methods used in analysing texts may often be suited to a broad spectrum of
Textual Sources, Office for Humanities Communication Publications, 4 (Oxford,
1993), p. 1.
17 The term originated with Kuhn, who defined a discipline as in part formed by an
underlying structure of assumptions and theories held by practitioners, teachers, and
other disciplinary constituents, and liable to change, or 'paradigm shift', when
confronted by insoluble problems. See T. Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific
Revolutions (Chicago, 1962).
18 Advocated most spectacularly in K. Jenkins, On 'What is History?': From Carr
and Elton to Rorty and White (London, 1995).
19
A useful introduction being L. Hunt, ed., The New Cultural History (Berkeley, CA,
1989).
20
Quoted in J. Darius, 'Scientific Images: Perception and Deception', in H. Barlow,
C. Blakemore and M. Weston-Smith (eds), Images and Understanding: Thoughts
About Images, Ideas About Understanding (Cambridge, 1990), pp. 333-57 (p. 350).26
material, the efficacy of a common approach to the great variety of visual sources
covered by the word 'image' is unproven. Hence there is a particular need for
the historian concerned with images to understand the unique aspects of the medium
in which the source is manifested. Likewise, methods developed by individuals
are likely to be tailored closely to the sources concerned; this is true of the
techniques used here, which were developed specifically for prints,21 and would
not in all cases be appropriate for other media. It is with these reservations that
the approaches described below are discussed.
Some methods of pictorial analysis
In the light ofDuggan's comments, some form of image annotation would seem
to be a critical tool in engaging with imagery: that is, the translation, or transliteration,
of pictorial meaning into words. The complexity of the description of an image varies
of course, from that produced for a simple pamphlet cover to that appropriate to a
large decorative piece; but it is usually no mean task
- prints commonly illustrate over
five hundred elements capable of description, and listing around two hundred is
probably essential to obtain a detailed description.22
Careful description is essential, for several reasons. One can rarely be sure when, or
if, a particular detail might become significant, depending on the direction of the
research, or on new discoveries about the person, gesture, or object depicted. It is
also a way of learning, since it is in identifying and above all naming an item that the
concept pictured can be incorporated into debate. A systematic text description is also
the best way of ensuring that a researcher systematically observes and records for
future analysis all the detail in each of a mass of images. Together these factors can
ensure a more comprehensive understanding of the pictorial source. Moreover, since
21 The approach developed for the study of prints, and described here, owes much to
G. Jaritz, in particular his Images: A Primer of Computer-Supported Analysis with
KLEIOIAS'(St. Katharinen, 1993).
22
Describing every single detail in an image is impossible, if only because at very
high levels of 'granularity' the task becomes overwhelming. As it is, the text
descriptions have in the order of 204 elements (in 009) or 307 elements (in 052).
Many of these elements will have aspects or qualifying data, much of which needs
appending to the text descriptor. This can be seen in the example in Section G, where
a text description can be seen.27
a critical aspect of any image database is its competence in data retrieval, and since
these aspects are currently dependent on textual description, such descriptions should
be as 'dense1, or offer as great a 'granularity' as possible.
Whilst there may be a role for automated data retrieval here (using pattern matching
software for example), software of sufficient subtlety is still some way off, and
because of the points emphasised above, it should be seen as an adjunct to, and not a
replacement for, the detailed description just outlined: even if software capable of
pattern matching and searching were employed, there is a strong case for continuing
with systematic text description.
Special vocabularies and controls are normally recommended for such descriptions, to
enable searches to be carried out using standard terms.23 For the short term research
projects of individuals, complex systems of standardisation may not be required, and
none was used for this initial foray into the language of power in Dutch prints. It is
admitted that the result was unsatisfactory in some respects, and some form of basic
dictionary and system of checking for consistency of descriptive terms may have been
desirable, if such could have been obtained without 'flattening' the richness and
variety of the sources.
Jaritz has argued that analysis should be kept strictly separate from description, and
indeed commence only as part of data retrieval.24 Van Straten concurs, except in the
case of obviously allegorical images, where the accepted allegorical interpretation
may be included in the description. However, there is a sense in which description
is itself analysis (as Jaritz and Schuh were in fact quite aware).26 Certainly during this
research into Dutch prints, analysis inevitably took place at the same time as
description, to a degree. However, at the formal level of image description, an
23
As Van den Berg, Brandhorst and Van Huisstede point out, the need for such
control increases rapidly for databases compiled by more than one scholar, or where
others will require access. See Van den Berg, Brandhorst and Van Huisstede, pp. 34-
35.
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Jaritz, Images, p. 18.
25 Roelof van Straten, 'Indexing Italian Prints with ICONCLASS1, Visual Resources,
7.1(1990), 1-21 (pp. 8-10).
26 G. Jaritz and B. Schuh, "Describing the Indescribable', in M. Thaller (ed.), Images
and Manuscripts in Historical Computing (St. Katharinen, 1992), pp. 143-53 (p. 144).28
approach which attempted to record interpretation and analysis at the same time as
identification and description proved unworkable in practice. The argument for
keeping the two types of information methodologically distinct would appear to be
valid.
It can be noted here that such a process of annotation or transliteration is far from
perfect: 'in our reflections, certainly only a few aspects of the "Indescribable" could be
touched1,27 or more prosaically, 'Visual knowledge cannot be reduced to verbal
description'.28 This imperfection is one reason why it is unlikely that a definitive
description can ever be produced; another is that with learning and experience (not to
mention evolving theoretical approaches), descriptions are open to challenge.
Constant revision of such descriptions should be the norm.
Notwithstanding the problems of image description, it is possible, given enough
detailed work, to identify artefacts pictured in prints with enough confidence to serve
the purpose of historical research. But if image description presents problems, the
identification of relationships between elements within individual images is even
more contentious, and the mapping and referencing of such subtle data is a much
more difficult task. Indeed, it might seem that the effort required to demonstrate and
reference such spatial relationships might only prove that for pictures, a thousand
words is rarely cost effective. Nonetheless, it is argued here that the exploration of
spatial relationships within images, and particularly of the role of the depicted gaze in
defining such relationships, is central to their exploitation.
The significance of such data is more easily demonstrated than described. It can be
addressed, in an historical context, through the work of three specialists connected
with Dutch cultural history, Netherlandish art, and political history respectively: the
pyrotechnic, inspirational, and populist Simon Schama, who offered 'an interpretation'
of the Republic's culture in a recent work;29 the eminent art historian Eddy de Jongh,
whose cautious approaches are illuminated by a lifetime's experience of his subject;
27
Jaiitz and Schuh, p. 148.
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E. Margolis, 'Mining Photographs: Unearthing the Meanings of Historical Photos',
Radical History Review, 40 (1988) 33-48 (p. 36).
29 S. Schama, The Embarrassment of Riches (London, 1987; repr. 1991).29
and the doyen of political theorists, Quentin Skinner, who offers the definitive
interpretation of a single set of political images.30
At one point in The Embarrassment of Riches, Schama discusses a painting by Jan
Steen, The Burgher ofDelfi and his Daughter?1 Spatial or compositional analysis is
addressed by Schama who refers to figures in the painting being 'perversely
disconnected from each other', and notes the juxtaposition of other features in the
image, whilst he draws further meaning from the gaze of one of the figures. He notes
what seems to the modern observer to be an incongruity
- the wealthy burgher does
not offer the beggar alms, but appears to be about to offer a document
- and 'thinks' it
is a licence to beg, offered by a wealthy man unwilling to simply give alms. The
image, interpreted in a large part on the basis of its spatial structuring, is thus a central
part of his argument about the Dutch response to the embarrassment of riches.
The art historian De Jongh is unconvinced by Schama's arguments, and uses Schama's
interpretation as a springboard for an attack on post-modern tendencies in art history.
He reluctantly agrees, to a large extent, with post-modernist claims that the past is
irretrievable: 'Some post-modernists ("the death of the author") will assert that "the
historical Steen" is a naive concept, because irretrievable, as will some positivists, and
unfortunately I am forced to agree with this defeatism to some extent1.32 Nonetheless,
he opposes what he sees as the unfounded speculation of post-modern writing
(implicitly including Schama's analysis) and the total rejection of any possibility of
some historical reality. Thus in his own analysis of one of Steen's paintings, when the
figure of a 'defenceless Mennonite1 is mocked by a jester with a sausage between two
Q. Skinner, 'Legal Symbolism in the Early Renaissance Art: Ambrogio Lorenzetti's
Frescoes in Siena', The Cambrian Law Review, 25 (1994), 9-31. The images upon
which his study is based are badly reproduced in this publication and detail is more
accessible at URL, University of Adelaide, Politics Department, 'Allegory of Good
Government (Lorenzetti)', Politics Department Homepage,
<http: //chomsky. arts, adelaide. edu. au/politics^ (27/9/00).
31
Schama, p. 573-75.
32
E. de Jongh, 'Jan Steen, So Near and Yet So Far1, in H. Perry Chapman, W. Th.
Kloek and A. K. Wheelock (eds), Jan Steen, Painter and Storyteller (London, 1996),
pp. 38-51 (p. 40).30
eggs, 'we are not exactly dealing with the irretrievable Jan Steen here. Obscene jokes
of this kind are ageless, and Steen loved them1.33
Notably, De Jongh does not make the reasoning for his interpretation of this scene
explicit, but it is clearly based upon the attributes of the 'defenceless' Mennonite and
the jester, and the shielded eyes of the former in contrast with the direct, mocking
gaze of the latter. Schama similarly makes use of such attributes, and makes explicit
his interpretation of networks and spatiality in his analysis. Thus despite what might
be perceived as very different approaches to image analysis, spatial relationships and
gaze underpin the arguments of both Schama and De Jongh.
In contrast to Schama and De Jongh, both of whom are concerned with Dutch 'art', the
historian of political thought, Quentin Skinner, has no doubts about his interpretation
of the famous group of political paintings by Lorenzetti, or of their function.
Although they are not conventional legal texts of the type he usually studies, he
confidently asserts that 'it is equally obvious even to the casual observer that they are
basically intended to convey a series of legal and constitutional messages'.34 His
interpretation is preceded by a concise summary of the political texts which, he
argues, influenced the society in which Lorenzetti worked.35 But what is remarkable
about Skinner's analysis is the care and detail with which he considers the imagery
itself, in an approach which emphasises networks of gaze and spatial relationships.
As an example of his thinking regarding the relationships of elements in the imagery,
he points out that the positioning of Pax is central, reflecting its role as 'the central
principle of the ideology I have been examining'.36 She is shown reclining and
pressing down on a symbolic representation of violence, thus the depiction indicates
'not simply "an absence of discord"1 but 'the outcome of a battle won against her
darkest enemies'.37 Where the citizens are shown holding a rope of concord, rather
then being bound by it, it is 'an evident reference to the further claim that any such
33
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agreement to act together as a political unity must always be voluntary in character'.38
Justice is shown above a procession of citizens, 'making the point that they must all
live "under" her sway';39 whilst the size of the figure of Justice also emphasises her
importance. Where the rope of concord (which originates from Justice) is revealed as
circling the hand of a regal figure representing authority, rather than being held by
that figure, 'symbolically the difference is of obvious significance: although the regal
figure holds a sceptre in the same hand, he is shown as bound or constrained to wield
it according to the dictates of justice and the will of the citizens as a whole, in line
with the maxim that "what touches all must be approved by all'".40 Regarding the
placing of Justice, positioned at some distance from the other virtues, Skinner quotes
Brunetto Latini to demonstrate that in pre-humanist political thought, 'justice comes
after all the other virtues'.41
As well as supporting inferred relationships by reference to gaze, Skinner uses it
independently, referring to the direction of gaze of armed or police figures to support
his claim that they represent the means granted to the authorities in Siena for the
enforcement of their regime.42
It is important to note that Skinner never argues that contemporaries read the
paintings in the manner he described. Nor does he suggest the artist ever read the
texts Skinner claims underlay political ideology in the Siena of Lorenzetti's day.
Although Skinner often quotes evidence in support of his interpretation, that evidence
is always in the form of quotations from contemporary political texts which appear to
support the interpretation Skinner has made of the picture
- thus the texts express the
idea that certain values (such as peace) 'should be in medio, in our midst',43 which is
reflected in the spatial positioning of Pax in the image.44
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To summarise, all three scholars suggest that spatial factors and networks of gaze are
important (though in De Jongh's case the suggestion is mostly implicit), and it is also
clear from the foregoing that the attributes of a figure (a beggar's rags, or a jester's
baubles, or a rope representing Concord) are accepted means of identifying that
figure's status. Thus far there is little difference in their approaches. However, from
this point, Schama makes an inspired leap (or a 'wild speculation') to the conclusion
that he is seeing a beggar receiving a licence to beg, whilst De Jongh, unconvinced, is
only prepared to accept the bluntest of messages from the images he examines.
Skinner's conclusions, by contrast, are extensive and comprehensive. The difference
in his approach would seem due at least in part to the nature of the medium
- an
allegorical image (fortunately, from the point of view of the analyst, bearing some
captions). However, he also brings an extremely detailed and careful analysis to his
source, perhaps typical of an historian of political theory. His approach is supported
by an encyclopaedic knowledge of the political texts circulating at the time of the
painting's creation.
However, most of Skinner's conclusions stand on the assumption that networks of
meaning are literally embodied in the image. Is this assumption defensible? An
extensive knowledge of Italian art would be required before it could be defended, but
it is certainly the case that for Dutch political prints the human figure is usually a
nexus of such networks of meaning.
This can be demonstrated in a number of ways. As a class of object in the print
sample, human figures outnumber all other features (animals, buildings, symbolic
objects, etc.) combined.45 A simple count reveals that there are over a thousand
human figures in the sample, depicting actual people, whilst additionally, over eight
hundred human figures are used aliegorically.46 Furthermore, other objects in the
prints are in most cases dependent upon, or related closely to human figures (a
See Query xqi42 for objects.
46 This is discussed further in the Appendix: see for example, Query xqiO6 for actual
persons and Query xqi70 for allegorical figures. These numbers include groups
where individuals are clearly discernible, but exclude crowds.33
dependency implicit in the work of Jaritz in his study of medieval imagery).47 In
addition to their ubiquity, in most images, human figures form the central or largest
forms in a composition; and during this research, it was noted that the eye of the
modern observer often commences an examination of the image by noting the
positioning and portrayal of central individuals.
Moreover, where the prints are accompanied by keys, these usually commence by
labelling significant human figures as 'A' or T before moving on to secondary
elements. For example, Van Salinghen's Tsamen-spraeck Tusschen Kees en Jaep
(Conversation between Kees and Jaep)48 has a key which identifies twenty-two human
figures, but none of the inanimate objects such as the fantastic chariot and buildings
(although in some cases they do have explanatory labels in the image). Similarly,
where descriptive texts are appended, these tend to discuss the human forms in the
prints, following in expanded form the example of the keys, as far as prominence is
concerned: see for example 041 (FM1330), where the texts commence with human
figures in the image. Likewise, where elements in an image are associated with
engraved text in the print, it is almost always human figures which are thus labelled:
see 077 (AvS1244). This suggests the prints were designed as stages for the human
figure.
Therefore, in these pictures, the appearance of the human form (in true Renaissance
fashion), presents a critical nexus of meaning, and Skinner believes that much of this
meaning
- conveyed by gaze, gesture, position, expression
- can be grasped by
modern scholars. Can this further assumption be defended? To what extent does non¬
verbal communication convey meaning, and can that meaning be interpreted in the
'meaning in context' paradigm of modern historical research? Current theories suggest
that non-verbal communication does indeed convey meaning
- for example, in a
recent summary of research into the subject, Bull concluded that onlookers could
correctly infer the status of relationships between people in groups they observe.49 To
47
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this can be added a large corpus of work in a variety of disciplines, including history,
all of which argues that observers can interpret the meaning of pictures by the
observation of the stance and gesture of the figures comprising them.50
Contemporaries too were confident that non-verbal communication conveyed
meaning; Bulwer was convinced of the utility of gesture, and left a record of how it
should be interpreted. His claims about the 'Naturall Language of the Hand1 were
seconded by one Thomas Diconson, whose dedicatory poem to Bulwer's Chirologie
included these lines:-
The babe, whose harp of speech is yet unstrung,
Speaks sense and reason in this infant tong
All tribes shall now each other understand,
Which, (though not of one Up) are of one hand,
Chirologie redeemes from Babels doome,
And is the universal Idiome.51
Bulwer's faith in the ability of gestures to convey meaning universally was of course
misplaced: research by anthropologists and others has demonstrated that although
some gestures are common across a range of cultures, the meaning of many is quite
localised.52 Van Mander indeed records an occasion when an Italian beckoned to
some Netherlandish artists to join him, but the Italian gesture of invitation was
50
For work by art historians, see for an introduction, E. H. Gombrich, 'Action and
Expression in Western Art', in R. A. Hinde (ed.), Non-Verbal Communication
(Cambridge, 1972), pp. 373-92, and Moshe Barasch, Giotto and the Language of
Gesture (Cambridge, 1987). The latter is concerned to demonstrate that Giotto did
not paint gestures 'realistically', but according to a well known code which flourished
in court and church (pp. 5,13). For an example of historians using gesture, and the
transmission of meaning by this means, see J. Spicer, 'The Renaissance Elbow1, in J.
Bremmer and H. Roodenburg (eds),^4 Cultural History of Gesture (Cambridge,
1991), pp. 84-128, who correlates the depiction of gestures of figures in Dutch art
with the level of external threat to the Republic. For an example of the analysis of the
state of a royal marriage based in part upon the interpretation of non-verbal
communication in images, see K. Sharpe, The Personal Rule of Charles I (London,
1992), pp. 171-72. This is merely a cross section of an extensive corpus of research
into the communication of meaning by non-verbal communication.
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For example the straight forefinger pressed into the cheek and rotated, which is a
sign of excellence in Italy but is meaningless elsewhere. See Bull, pp. 61-62. Bull
also notes on these pages research which demonstrates that some examples of non
verbal communication are near universal, whilst yet others mean different things in
different places.35
misunderstood by the Netherlanders, who supposed he was telling them to go away.53
Despite such examples, some gestures had wide geographical currency and moreover,
some gestures persist over the centuries in Western culture
- to clap on the back is still
to encourage, as it was in 1644.54
In the area of diplomacy especially (an activity portrayed in some prints), gesture may
have been extremely important: when in 1650 the United Provinces were finally
allowed to render the same hat honour to Louis XIV as Venice, this was counted as a
diplomatic coup.55 Likewise, when the Imperial Ambassador, Prince Eckembergh,
visited Rome in 1637, there were receptions where 'every step taken and each finger
raised by the principal actors had been minutely discussed beforehand by the
negotiators of ceremony on both sides1.56 In these examples, presumably, gesture did
provide some kind of international language.
How did the meanings of stance, gesture, and expression translate into art works? For
Van Mander, the depiction of non-verbal communication clearly constituted an
important ingredient of imagery. His book offers many examples, such as a painting
of Adam and Eve, of which he says 'Eva Adam lieflijck aensiende biedt hem den
Appel1.57 Similarly, of a painting of Noah and the Flood, he claims that 'eenighe de
doot- veruwe al gheset seer veerlijck de handen wronghen, Andere uyt den hoofde de
ruckende1.58 There are many other references in his work to such interpretation, and
compliments for artists who could achieve verisimilitude in depictions of non-verbal
53
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Van Mander, fol. R4r, p. 18: 'Some, already marked with the pallor of death, wrung
their hands piteously, others tore the hair from their heads in despair'.36
communication.59 Even though Van Mander's concerns were of course with fine art,
there is no reason to believe that the depiction of non-verbal communication would be
less critical to designers of propaganda prints.
Moreover, there are some references in the prints themselves which suggest that the
print makers intended to communicate meaning in this way. For example, in 041
(FM1330), we see depicted two figures with bowed heads and hats pulled down over
their faces. The accompanying key describes them thus: 'de Waertgelders of nieuw-
aengenomene ende beedigde Soldaten gekeetent ende geboeyt, met schaemte voor
haer neder siende'.60
Similarly, 060 (FMl 152), shows the defeated commander of the Archdukes' forces,
Francisco de Mendoza, with downcast face and his hat pulled low. The text beneath
says: 'Nonne vides udo singultus ore cientem Nuncquam hue nuncquamilluc oculos
lugubre moventem Hesperium, et manibus nodo post terga retortis Ire animis fractum,
trepidoque resistere gressu? [...] Impius Arragonum princeps Mendozatremiscens
Lumina fixa solo tenet'.61
59 Indeed the depiction of non-verbal communication is a strong theme in Van
Mander's work. For the qualities or actions Van Mander claimed to see in images,
often with comments on how this meaning was communicated (i.e., by wringing the
hands, or depiction of the subjects lips, etc.), see the following pages: amazement (p.
21); agitation, and earnest discussion (p. 29); divine sincerity, love, devotion, and
someone reading aloud from a book (p. 61); gracious modesty and dignified piety (p.
73); concentration and great sorrow (p. 77); great surprise (p. 110); impure desires
('ten ooghen uit hem openbarende') (p. 113); frenzy, madness, and the desire to
commit murder (p. 114); asking directions (p. 125); the turning of the face movingly
to the heavens (p. 149); sorrow (p. 161); anger, startlement, and fear (p. 177);
despondency (p. 209); grief and joy (p. 214); great concentration (p. 225); the agony
of death, the joys of heaven, and the misery and horror of hell (p. 245); panic (p. 314);
distinguished concentration ('bewist een treflijeke ernstachticheyt') and amazement (p.
381); a subdued heart and infinite sadness (p. 398); fawning and whispering (p. 453,
and see also p. 429). On pages 25, 73, 82, 85, 89, 90, 101, 133, 193, 201, 214, and 457
he compliments artists on their ability to picture expression in their works.
60 'The Waardgelders, or newly-engaged and sworn soldiers chained and fettered,
looking down out of shame'.
61
'Surely it is with a sob you make out the Spaniard with the hat over his face
looking hither and thither in misery, with hands tied behind his back, broken in spirit
and faltering of step? [...] Mendoza, the wicked prince of Aragon, trembling at his
fate, stares bewildered at the ground1.37
Or again, in 057 (FM1421), we see the apostate Pieter Bert (Bertius), where the artist
has taken some pains to depict the expression on Bert's face. The text describes it
thus: 'Siet daer leyt Pieter Bert zyn eygen ziel en quelt [... ] om knouwen met zyn
tanden1.62
Of all non verbal communication, gaze and eye contact are the most critical: as to its
depiction, Barasch, in his work on Giotto, claimed that the mutual gaze, in frequency
of representation, and in the length of its history in pictures, was equalled only by one
other motif- the clasped hands (or grasping of wrists).63 Skinner relied heavily upon
gaze in his analysis, and both De Jongh and Schama exploit it. Contemporaries were
aware of the significance of the gaze: in several examples noted above, gaze plays a
role: according to Van Mander it was the depiction of her 'look' or gaze which enabled
the viewer to perceive Eve communicating her tenderness to Adam,64 and similarly
gaze was critical in depicting Mendoza, who 'stares bewildered at the ground'.
(Further discussion of such networks of gaze, and the meaning they portray, can be
more usefully continued in conjunction with the sources themselves in the following
chapters.)
On the basis of this evidence we would argue that non-verbal communication is a
'given' in any society, that contemporary attitudes to non-verbal communication in the
early modern period indicate its importance, that artists and printmakers in the
Republic recognised it and employed it to embody meaning in the imagery they
produced, that the texts accompanying the prints draw the viewer's attention to such
depictions, and that this pictorial evidence does constitute a well understood code.
Skinner's assumptions about the utility of non-verbal communication would seem well
founded. Furthermore, by noting contemporary references to such depictions, and
identifying patterns of gestures, it is possible to demonstrate the reliability of such
evidence, to some extent, and use it to supplement and inform more conventional data.
It is desirable to analyse the imagery to see whether it is possible to establish the
'language and grammar1 of gesture. In practice this proved one of the most difficult
'See there Peter Bert, his own soul in torment [...] and grinding his teeth1.
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aspects of the research: initially, the importance of non-verbal communication was not
appreciated, and secondly, when methods of classifying and coding it for information
retrieval purposes were adopted they proved inadequate. In fact, a comprehensive
analysis of non-verbal communication would be dependent upon the adoption of a
comprehensive classification system, and a glance at the systems adopted by, for
example, anthropologists or scholars in the visual arts,65 quickly showed such systems
to be beyond the limited scope of PhD. research projects such as this. However, a
limited survey of the patterns found in the use of gesture may be found in the
Appendix.
The analysis in the chapters that follow will be closer to Skinner's approach than to
those of Schama and De Jongh, for several reasons: firstly, the prints demonstrate
more similarities with Lorenzetti's painting, in subject matter (the ordering of society)
and composition (in the use of allegorical figures) than, for example, the fine art
which concerns De Jongh or the vast breadth of sources exploited by Schama.
Secondly, Skinner's assumptions about the significance of non-verbal communication
- that it was imbued with meaning which is accessible to the modern scholar
-
appears justified. Thirdly, Skinner's concerns, as a political theorist, are closer to
those of an historian investigating the nature of power than that of art historian or
even cultural historian.
Admittedly the extensive knowledge of political theoretical texts demonstrated by
Skinner (based on the scholarship of a lifetime) cannot be emulated here; however,
new technology will be employed to extend analysis over a range of sources, and this
will allow the systematic detection and demonstration of trends which are not
apparent when study is confined to a single artefact.
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See for example B. M. Farnell, "Ethnographies and the Moving Body1, Man, 29
(1995), 929-74, where the author discusses theoretical approaches to the analysis of
gesture and presents some practical systems of solution. (My thanks to Mrs J. Colson
for drawing my attention to this article.) Also, a concise summary on 'shape
grammars' can be found in R. Lauzzana and L. Pocock-Williams, 'A Rule System for
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The use of computers
Thus far some of the difficulties presented by the incorporation of non-textual sources
into historical research, and some of the analytical avenues such sources offer have
been described: it has been argued that there is need to incorporate imagery into
textual argument; that the identification of specific elements making up an image, and
the relationships within such images, provide a valid means of analysis; and that
textual description can provide a powerful tool for such a task.
In addition, adequate access to the pictorial sources, or alternatively, some means of
reproducing (or 'modelling') the source accurately enough for the purpose, is required.
It remains to explain the means employed to expedite such a task, in the context of an
'iconographic' analysis of images which formulated power in the early Dutch
Republic.
As noted in the Introduction, a range of formats was included in the sample analysed.
(These details can be seen in Section F). The inclusion of some imagery from sources
other than prints is aimed to show firstly that the topoi and motifs
- the permitted
statements within a discourse about power
- extended beyond print media. Thus such
motifs could also be exploited in paintings, lockets, coins, and medals, and any
assessment of the impact of the pictorial language of prints would have to take this
factor into account, and the analysis will demonstrate the integration of evidence from
different media.
The problem of'modelling' non-textual sources (in the way that an historian creates a
structure of knowledge about texts in, for example, a card index), was overcome by
digitising the prints. Although the technical constraints which applied in 1993 when
the task was commenced have been eased considerably since then, the principles have
not changed (and indeed were already outlined in Robinson's work of 1993).66 For
example, Robinson argued that it was essential to obtain the optimum quality at all
stages in the 'digitisation chain', which should include as few stages as possible, and
which should allow the matching of the quality of the various stages: it may be little
since antiquity, efforts have been made to characterise artistic creation as a set of
rules, and that computers greatly enhance the ability to do this (p. 445).
66
Robinson, pp. 4-8.40
use scanning an original at very high resolution for display on a monitor limited to
640 by 480 pixels; or using very high resolution scanning for a small photograph of a
very large print (which will, in fact, make it less easy to interpret).
However, the details of digitisation will vary greatly and will be dictated by the task
in hand, whether it is to archive material or provide a basis for analysis, and if the
latter, whether for art historical or historical purposes. Technological resources will
also play a role: for example, an analysis dependent upon colour would be extremely
challenging, because 'the representation and perception of colour are matters of great
complexity1, and because the technical demands of such analyses are severe.67
Moreover, different media are likely to require different technical processes.
For the majority of the images, which are prints, it was thought sufficient to scan from
black and white photographs: it was thought unlikely that print collections would
allow scanning from the original, and even if such permission had been forthcoming,
it would have been difficult to arrange scanning facilities when this research
commenced. The photographs of prints were scanned at 600 dpi68 as 8 bit images in
256 shades of grey.69 The reasoning here was that as the sources were high resolution
mono images, resolution was of more significance than colour given the task in hand.
The exceptions were where colour photographs of paintings were available, and these
were scanned in 24 bit colour (but at a slightly lower resolution in order to retain a
manageable image size). A particularly complex print
- too large for the available
scanner
- was scanned in part.70 This illustrates some of the problems of resolution.
In addition, several images were scanned from slides. (The original format of all the
images, and details of scanning, can be seen in Section F.) The images were saved in
tagged image file format, as this is widely supported across various platforms and is a
67
Robinson, pp. 29-32.
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Dots per inch: how many pixels will be used for a linear inch of an image,
horizontally or vertically. Thus at 100 dpi, a square inch of an image will be
represented by 10,000 pixels in the computer image.
69
Bit: a basic unit of digital information. A single bit may be either 0 or 1. By using
one bit to store the value of a pixel, one can have a one bit image, made up of black
and white pixels. By using eight bits per pixel, however, one can theoretically record
256 different shades of grey (or colours).
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See fig. 1, a detail from 050 (FM1329a).41
Standard for archiving digital images. Once scanned, they were written without
compression to a CD-ROM.
Although the 'modelling' of the data along these lines provided many advantages
which are discussed below, the limitations of using digital modelling for prints should
be noted.
First, in obtaining an ideal digitisation chain for imagery where resolution is
paramount, it is arguably current CRT display technology (and the power needed for
driving such displays),71 rather than scanning capacity, which causes a 'bottleneck' in
the digitisation chain. This is because even high resolution displays can manage 2048
by 1536 pixels on screen at best,72 whilst 'on a 17 inch diagonal monitor viewed at a
distance of 25 inches, a resolution of nearly 4000x4000 pixels is required to meet the
full requirements of the eye', and it was clear that at the time this research
commenced, 'no one makes, or is planning to make, screens of such resolution1.73
Thus the image on the screen falls far short of actual levels of resolution. This may
pass unnoticed when dealing with photographs of paintings or of other photographs,
but for engravings, resolution is central to the medium
- indeed, the ability to exploit
the high resolution allowed by engraving fine lines on copper plates is the central,
defining technical feature of print making. It was not possible in 1993, and will not
be possible for some time, to provide digital models with 'real' levels of sharpness.
The problem can be illustrated by looking again at the scanning process: since the
images are in fact monotone, it should be possible to scan them as one bit images (i.e.
in two colours, black and white). This was tried experimentally, but even where
71
Cathode-ray tube, hence CRT, the central element of current television and
computer monitor technology.
72 When this research commenced in 1993, 1600 by 1200 was the maximum
resolution commonly available. At the time of writing (Summer 2000) monitors
capable of displaying 2048 by 1536 are being advertised (for example the Philips
201P monitor which has a 21 inch screen). However, to exploit this high resolution a
powerful PC equipped with a suitably powerful graphics card would be needed.
3
J. Landsdown, 'Understanding the Digital Image', in H. Barlow, C. Blakemore and
M. Weston-Smith (eds), Images and Understanding: Thoughts About Images, Ideas
About Understanding (Cambridge, 1990), pp. 227-34 (p. 228). See also M.
Greenhalgh, 'Imaging in Bulk for the Internet1, Real-Time Imaging, 1 (1995), 33-47
(p. 34): 'A 35mm slide contains perhaps some 16xlO6 pieces of information (pixels),
representing a screen resolution of 4000 by 4000 pixels'.42
scanning levels managed to capture a small area of the original at very high
resolution, it was not possible to display a useful amount of data on the screen (and
there were problems obtaining enough power to handle the resulting size of the
image). Thus, where resolution is the only concern, mono photographs currently
provide a better medium than digital images displayed by current CRT technology,
and black and white photographs are likely to remain superior until radical changes in
screen technology allow much higher resolution.
Such screens would perhaps shift the limitation back to scanning, where other
technical issues such as the "Nyquist sampling error1 await solution,74 and the power
limitations of current computers: for example, good quality colour photographs can
resolve the equivalent of 160 pixels per mm. Theoretically, scanning an 8 by 10 inch
photograph and capturing this information would result in an image 39,200 by
313,600 pixels, and at 24 bit colour this would result in an image of 3.6 Gbyte.75
Since resolution of quality black and white photography is superior to colour, to
emulate this in scanned form would require higher quality scanning.
Secondly, it should be appreciated that the relationship between the original and the
scanned image is very complex. To begin with, it can be seen that the originals were
produced in a wide range of sizes. The photographic processes of the different print
collections in which the sources are kept vary, and are beyond the control of the
scholar, and thus the size of the photographs of the images obtained is not standard.
To this can be added factors such as film speed and quality, and variations in lens and
camera type. Typically, if a wide aperture is selected, image quality suffers at the
corners of a photograph (where the image is received via the edges of the lens).76
74 'This sampling error, crudely summarised, observes that the lines in the scanner
will not line up precisely with the lines in the film image: thus up to one third of the
information on the film may be lost in the scanning process1: Robinson, p. 20.
75
A. Hamber, High Resolution Images', in Thaller, Images and Manuscripts, pp.
123-34 (p. 126). The figure of 160 pixels per mm. is based on a film 'sharpness' of 80
line pairs per mm. (the commonly used measure of a film's ability to resolve detail).
Specialist film is able to resolve up to 1000 lines per mm.. For the resolving ability of
film, see C. E. Engel, Photography for the Scientist (New York, 1968), p. 20, and M.
Langford, Advanced Photography (Oxford, 1969; repr. 1995), pp. 19-20, 69.
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For the factors, besides the resolving quality of the film, which affect sharpness,
see Langford, pp. 35-36.43
Thus before scanning commences, wide variations in image size, quality, and
especially resolution, are already present. When scanning from transparencies and
photographs, and dealing with 8 bit and 24 bit images in one project, further
variations are built in, since slides require a different scanner, and scanning software
varies widely. Finally, different CRT displays will show variations in resolution and
especially in colour. (Fortunately colour was not a major issue in this research, but it
should be noted that the sophisticated analysis of colour requires, among other things,
specialist scanning techniques and quality monitors which have been correctly
calibrated.)
A range of other factors, whilst not substantially affecting the results of this research,
should be borne in mind. Engravings in particular are three dimensional images (like
oil paintings, but unlike photographs), and it follows that the plate mark, for example,
can rarely be detected with assurance on the digital model. This makes it more
difficult, for the non-specialist at least, to differentiate between intaglio and woodcut
images, and indeed between prints and pen and ink designs.77 Nor can watermarks be
assessed with digital images, and a comparison of the nature of the papers involved is
equally hindered (though the print scanned from an original does perhaps indicate
some compensating possibilities).78 Finally the visual impact of the original images
vary greatly, and (for example) the effect of viewing a paper image in a tavern by
lamplight is by no means emulated by a monitor in a library.
The point of this technical excursion is to demonstrate that there are major technical
obstacles to the accurate representation, or modelling, of high resolution prints, some
of which have had an impact on this research, and all of which suggest that specialist
monochrome photography will continue to provide the best reproduction of prints for
77
For an example, see 091 (SvGl 166). The fineness of the engraving suggests it is
the result of the intaglio process, but of course no plate mark is apparent. Moreover,
the 'ghosted' figure outlined in the lower right quadrant of the design, and the
overwriting of the image with what may be a penned subscript, suggests that the
image is either a pen and ink design for a print, or a sketch of a print, or perhaps an
annotated prototype.
78
See fig. 1, a detail from 050 (FM1329a), scanned at 600 dpi from the original,
where the quality of the paper is clearly visible and available for analysis. It would,
for example, be possible to take a section of blank paper from each print for
comparison.44
some time to come (and the solution of such problems fall outside the remit of an
investigation of power in the early Dutch Republic). Nevertheless, despite the
difficulties presented by current technology, digitisation does open avenues of
research which are closed to traditional methodologies.
Having obtained a digital model of the sources, a means of image description was
required to enable the transfer of meaning from pictorial to textual format, and to
allow analysis and the incorporation of such information into scholarly debate, as
Duggan says. In theory a card index or a conventional database could be used to
create such a textual description. Alternatively, relational databases such as
Microsoft's ACCESS offer a very limited hyperlink facility, but this allows little more
than the linking of a relational record to an image file (and even this very constrained
functionality was not available when the research commenced). What will be obvious
is that the structure of the text description will be heavily influenced not only by the
choice of paper filing system or database management system, but by the choice of
software. The software adopted for this research is KLEIO Image Analysis System.79
KLEIO, it is claimed, is 'source-oriented*. In simple terms, rather than 'forcing'
historical data into a relational database
- that is, in tabular format with columns and
records
- KLEIO can manage data which is stored in more complex arrangements,
reflecting the complexity of the objects described.
The level of knowledge about database systems required of a non-technical historian
in order to exploit such software is a debatable point.80 But most 'computer-literate'
students will now be familiar with Microsoft ACCESS (which is a relational database)
79 The following were found useful in preparing this research: M. Thaller, KLEIO: A
Database System (St. Katharinen, 1993), which provides a guide to functionality (now
very dated and with limited information on the graphical capabilities of the software);
M. Woollard and P. Denley, Source-Oriented Data Processing for Historians: A
Tutorial for KLEIO (St. Katharinen, 1993), which is in the form of a comprehensive
series of tutorials; and G. Jaritz, Images, which is an example of how KLEIO IAS has
been used to manage a very large database of medieval imagery. In addition I would
like to thank Mrs J. Colson and Professor M. Thaller for their patience in providing
advice and instruction on the use of databases.
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Database design is a vast subject, and there are many introductory guides. C. J.
Date, An Introduction to Database Systems, 6th edn (Wokingham, 1995) was used in
preparation for this work. It focuses on relational databases, (of which the popular45
or EXCEL (which is a spreadsheet and has accounting functionality rather than being
a simple database). KLEIO demands rather more of the user, but of course provides
rather more functionality in return. What follows is a brief description of how it was
set up to study Dutch political imagery.
The structure of the database is defined in a file (called 'db.mod', where db is the
name of the database), which arranges data in a network of groups in a loose
hierarchy. At the head of every textual description, a section giving details of the
physical artefact
- size, reference numbers, etc.
- is placed. This corresponds to the
reference information provided in catalogues. It is followed by details of the technical
processes used to produce the model, then some further information on the
printmakers where this can be ascertained or added from external sources.
Following this, a text description of the image, proceeding roughly from top left to
bottom right, is recorded. Although it is stored in the form of a linear text, during
information retrieval this description is not treated as such, since the data (or the
images/parts of images to which it refers) is presented in a structure or order defined
by the interrogation. The text thus forms a network of hierarchies: each scene being
as it were a subheading, within which for example, people, and their attributes may be
defined appropriately.81
Any text in the image is included in data entry, as is any interpretative key. This
enables it to be integrated with the pictorial data for information retrieval: an
alternative would be to include it as a separate data base, which could be searched
simultaneously by including a 'bridge' command in the query.
Such complex descriptions are only of use if they can be linked with the image to
which they refer in a productive manner. Given a suitably structured text description
of the images, KLEIO IAS can be used to display the image itself with a diagram of
the text description for that image superimposed (it can be moved or 'hidden' as
Microsoft product ACCESS is an example likely to be found on a PC), but includes a
concise if fairly critical section on object-oriented databases (pp. 629-709).
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See Section G for an example of some text description, together with the
* .mod file
used to structure the data.46
required). Since the text is a model of the image, the 'diagram' reflects this and
sections of the text diagram can be linked to associated areas of the image. (A screen
shot of KLEIO can be seen in fig. 2.) The software thus exploits a significant feature
of digital technology, that is the ability to re-present the image as a pictorial model,
which can be intimately linked to a textual analysis for information retrieval.
As a result, one can interrogate the text database, and as well as producing purely text
data, the relevant section(s) of the appropriate images can also be displayed. Just as
textual data produced in response to queries can be filed for future reference,
'archives' of pictorial details can also be created, or rather the relevant co-ordinates
saved, enabling pictorial data to be referred to at a later date.
Whilst the research demonstrates the considerable advantages of a system of
comprehensive text descriptions, there are problematic areas. Originally and naively,
it was assumed that if this task were carried out in sufficient detail, all aspects of the
image could be transliterated: clearly this is not possible, moreover there will
inevitably be some dispute over the identification of some pictorial data. At a more
practical level, two areas remain of concern, that is the insufficient mapping of non¬
verbal communication discussed above, and the textual modelling of what might be
called 'compound' objects (these are discussed in the Appendix). Given the
emergence, during the course of the research, of the significance of networks of gaze
and gesture, and the tendency of some of the designers to include fantastic creations
which are practically impossible to categorise, the data could have been organised
with much more emphasis on these features.
KLEIO also provides a range of image processing tools, but these were not exploited
extensively given the aim of this research; a couple of processes were routinely used
to render details more visible, and the ability to 'reverse' an image was used to
demonstrate that some prints were closely related.
When this research commenced in 1993 the technical limitations affecting the use of
images and computers were daunting. A fairly early commitment was thus made to
KLEIO IAS software which on the one hand, was designed by an historian and tested
in an historical context, and on the other hand represented the work of scholars47
prescient enough to realise that the then technical limitations to such research were
purely temporary and dependent on machine power
- in other words, that there was
no theoretical, inherent problem with image file size (for this research, images of five
to ten megabytes were envisaged).
However, there was an image description system and two alternative software
packages for which a case could be made. First, the ICONCLASS image description
system was reviewed. Based initially on the work of Van de Waal,82 and widely used
in image libraries, ICONCLASS provides an extensive image classification system
which would have provided standard search terms. It is quite possible that it would
have provided a sharper analysis of the more conventional topoi appearing in the
images (and as a scholarly tool, it has additionally an integrated and extensive
bibliography). However, it was anticipated that the text descriptions would be
extremely detailed. At such levels, enforcing consistency would be difficult, and
moreover, it was felt that in principle that free text would provide a richer description.
Nor did ICONCLASS provide any image display facility or the ability to manage a
text/image link.
Of the software packages, the first to be considered was MICROCOSM, developed by
a team at the University of Southampton.83 The aim of the project was to create a
system which would not impose mark up on the data (like HTML for example), which
would integrate with any tool that runs under the host operating system, which would
allow data and processes to be distributed across networks and platforms, which
imposed no artificial distinction between readers and authors, and which allowed the
easy addition of extra functionality.84 The application was designed with the
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E. Panofsky's notable Studies in Iconology (London, 1939; repr. New York, 1972),
started a very fruitful debate about understanding images. Somewhat similar work to
that of Panofsky was being undertaken at about the same time by H. van de Waal,
although his Drie eeinven vaderlandsche geschied-uitbeelding, 1500-1800: Een
iconologische studie, 2 vols (The Hague, 1952) was not published until 1952, in part
because of the Second World War. See C. R. Sherman, Iconclass: A Historical
Perspective1, Visual Resources, 4.3 (1987), 237-46.
83
The background and a fuller description of MICROCOSM is available in W. Hall,
H. Davis and G. Hutchings, Rethinking Hypermedia: The Microcosm Approach
(Boston, MA, 1996).
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Hall, Davis and Hutchings, p. 7.48
management of archives, and the creation of learning environments' in mind.85 A
significant feature of the software is the relatively sophisticated management of links
between the digital sources: besides offering a range of types of link, the links
themselves can be managed in order to demonstrate an interpretation of a dataset.
Given its relatively generic aims, its utility for image analysis was unproven in 1993,
though experience with undergraduate teaching had demonstrated that the package
offered considerable potential. However, when the research commenced, the
available version was installed on a PC running Windows 3.1, and the inherent
limitations of this operating system (particularly its failure to multitask), and the poor
performance of the available IBM standard PCs in the early 1990s severely limited
the application. Also, it was only capable of displaying 8 bit images which limited its
ability to handle colour; and it does not have an integral image processing facility,
which was awkward in an environment which did not offer multitasking. Options
running on UNIX, Mac, or Amiga systems appeared more attractive, since machines
on which UNIX was mounted were usually large computers with ample power, and
Mac and Amiga machines had a track record in desk top publishing and television
graphics (video) respectively.86 Therefore, whilst the software appeared to offer
potential for image analysis, the configurations then available were not attractive, and
it was not possible to test it further.
Some work was carried out using a third system, called Annotator. Annotator, as its
name suggests, provides an especially competent system of annotation, using
polyhedrons as well as rectangles (a facility now available on both KLEIO and
MICROCOSM), and straight lines, in a variety of coded colours. The process of
annotation also differs from the other systems, in that the image is first displayed,
Hall, Davis and Hutchings, pp. 3-4.
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The Apple Mac range of computers is too well known to require further comment,
but details of the Commodore Amiga are not widely known outside of the television
industry where it was widely used. For a comparison of the advantages offered by the
Amiga operating system over MS DOS, which remained fairly clear-cut until the
advent of MS Windows 95, see M. Greenhalgh, 'Graphical Data in Art History and
the Humanities: Their Storage and Display', History and Computing, 1.2 (1989), 121-
34 (pp. 122-23); for a discussion of the hardware which enabled the machine to
multitask applications running several different screen resolutions simultaneously
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graphical annotations are made upon it, and it is then linked in a text file. Among
other features, the image could be zoomed (resized) and scrolled whilst maintaining
the displayed annotations. As a result of these and other features, Annotator actually
stored some of the data, which would be held in a text file by KLEIO and
MICROCOSM, on the images themselves (or rather on the 'overlay') in the form of
annotations in colours independent of the colour format of the data model. Potentially
therefore it offered a more intimate link between the digital model and textual
transliterations, which would arguably be desirable to exploit evidence of spatial
relationships in the images. However, the software was designed to exploit the
functionality of the Commodore range of Amiga computers, and the Amiga machine
failed to establish itself in the marketplace. With the demise of the platform, it was
not possible to go beyond some initial trials.
Hence the choice of KLEIO IAS. It is admitted that this theoretical justification for
the use of KLEIO IAS could only be tested by carrying out similar research on other
software packages, and moreover, the possibility of using ICONCLASS terminology
with KLEIO's graphical ability would have been interesting and might have overcome
some of the difficulties presented by the lack of standard terms used in this research.
Having chosen KLEIO, (which at the time would only run in a UNIX environment),87
the Department of Electronics and Computer Science at the University of
Southampton was approached, and they provided a UNIX workstation for initial
trials. Later, with the growth in the power of PCs, a LINUX operating system88 was
installed on a suitable machine in the University of Southampton Library for the
research. With the advent of a reasonably competent Microsoft operating system in
1996, and further developments in the power of PCs, KLEIO was installed on a
notebook computer running Windows 95.
an option unique to this machine
- see S. Leemon, Inside Amiga Graphics
(Greensboro, NC, 1986), pp. 256-58.
UNIX: a computer operating system, found on mainframe computers (and not on
personal computers) which offered substantially more power than operating systems
designed for personal computers.
88
LINUX: a UNIX-like operating system, allowing some of the multi-user capacity
of the latter
- and the option of using some UNIX software
- on a personal computer.50
As a result of using this combination of technologies, many of the problems presented
by images can be overcome: it is possible to compile a collection of pictorial sources
(or rather 'models' of such sources), which can be studied away from the confines of
the gallery, and, more importantly, edited and annotated without affecting the source.
It is possible to 'read' them in a variety of ways, and to reference accurately large
numbers of details in multiple images, to juxtapose images and parts of images with
ease, and to select pictorial excerpts to display in separate groups or 'archives' for
comparison. And at the level of interpretation, it is possible to present a case and
support it by referencing every example of supporting evidence, in the form of
elements of images, or networks within images, with precision, rather than simply
alluding to it; and this from pictorial data originating in a range of different formats.
To conclude, this chapter has argued that changes in what constitutes an historical
source, and the impact of technology upon the accessibility of non-textual sources,
present challenges to conventional methodologies employed by historians (a
development complicated and hastened by the establishment of post-modern
scholarship). Following an outline of some of these challenges, an approach has been
described which employs new technology to render pictorial sources capable of
integration in historical scholarship. Further, an effort has been made to highlight
what may be some useful principles in such a task, and to explain how such novel
methods have been used in this research. Finally the technical requirements of such
an approach, and an explanation of how they were met, have been outlined.51
Chapter 2
The Explanation of Power
New power in the Butch Republic
The impact of the burgeoning new polity on the Rhine delta was clear enough, and the
evidence for its primacy, especially in commerce, is beyond dispute.1 Moreover the rise
of the Republic was not occasioned simply by a shift of power from elsewhere.
Although refugees from the Habsburg provinces certainly aided the rebel provinces, (and
although King Philip at least might argue that he had 'lost' power), there was also the
emergence of new power. Indeed Kossmann has argued that the Dutch Revolt itself,
from which the Republic emerged, was at bottom a conflict about the distribution of this
new power between the prince and the representative bodies:
In the course of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries the state acquired more
power than it had possessed in the Middle Ages in so far as it obtained and
developed more effective means of ruling larger numbers of people. Population
growth, expanding trade, improvements in banking, faster and more extensive
means of communication
- including the growth of literacy facilitated by the
new printing presses
- expanded the responsibilities of rulers, enabled them to
get closer to their subjects, and, in general, extended the scope of government
[... ] It would not be inaccurate to say that the conflict which arose over whether
the power of the state appertained to the prince or whether it belonged to the
representative bodies, the conflict between what was later to be called
monarchical absolutism and parliamentary government, arose from the fact that
there was more power to be distributed [...] The heart of the problem, therefore,
was a conflict over the distribution of new power.2
Anecdotal evidence for the comprehensive reach of this new power can be found in the
memoirs of travellers who would have been especially sensitive to the novel. Hence, the
English traveller Fynes Moryson was astonished to find that the new state concerned
itself with maimed soldiers, who were eligible for pensions for life. But he also noted
that-
On the other side they so punish the breakers of martiall discipline, as when
bandes of Soldiers are conducted to any service or Garrison through the middest
of their Towns and Villages, not one of them is so hardy as to leave his rancke to
1
Hence J. I. Israel, Dutch Primacy in World Trade, 1585-1740 (Oxford, 1989), and J.
de Vries and A. van der Woude, The First Modern Economy: Success, Failure and
Perseverance of the Dutch Economy, 1500-1815 (Cambridge, 1997). The titles say it
all.
E. H. Kossmann, 'Popular Sovereignty at the Beginning of the Dutch Ancien
Re&me^ActaHistoriaeNeerlandica, 14(1981), 1-28 (pp. 1-2).52
doe the least wrong to any passenger, or to take so much as a chicken or crust of
bread from the Subjects by force. And while my selfe was in those parts, I
remember that upon the giving up of a Castle into the States hand, after
Proclamation made, that no Souldier should doe the least injury to any of those
who had yeelded the same, a souldier wantonly taking one of their hats away, or
changing his hat with one of them, was presently hanged up for this small
insolency.3
The creation of a disciplined army, a manifestation of the 'military revolution1,4 was a
particularly obvious example of'new' power, a development also noted by Oestreich,
who linked it to the impact of Neostoicism, and also recognised it as 'new' power.5
Moryson was also impressed by less exciting evidence of novel changes of the type
quoted by Kossmann, such as the advanced transport system of the Republic. For
example, the arrangements for boat services: astonishingly, these ran to set times, and at
fares set by the magistrate, even if on occasions there were not many passengers.6
Likewise the excellent state of the roads impressed him: he noted that they were daily
repaired by "the countrey people'.7
Comprehensive arrangements for the poor and insane were another area where new
developments were at work:-
Dealing with insanity was no easy test; but it was felt that the degradation and
disorderly conditions resulting from crowding the insane together in dilapidated
premises, and neglecting them, would reflect ill on the town as a whole [...]. At
bottom, what lay behind it all was the quest for a well-ordered and industrious
civic world based upon confessional discipline. All considered, both the poor
relief system and charitable foundations were rather effective instruments of
social control [... ] the towns sought not only to keep down the cost of welfare
but also to curb crime and disorderly conduct. It was, above all, by registering,
restricting and disciplining the destitute and then providing those who qualified
with relatively generous support that Dutch cities in the seventeenth and
F. Moryson, 'Moryson's reis door en zijn karakteristiek van de Nederlanden', trans, by
J. N. Jacobsen Jensen, BMGN, 39 (1918), 214-305 (pp. 276-77).
4 See for example G. Parker, The Military Revolution (Cambridge, 1988), especially
pages 18-23 for the Dutch contribution. Parker portrays the instilling of discipline
among Dutch troops as being a direct result of technical and tactical changes, and does
not refer to Oestreich (p. 20). However, Moryson's comments linking military reform
to welfare and public order, suggest that discipline was instilled in response to a wider
agenda, as Oestreich argues.
See G. Oestreich, Neostoicism and the Early Modern State (Cambridge, 1982), pp.
50-55, 76-79.
6
Moryson, pp. 252-53.
7
Moryson, pp. 229,251.53
eighteenth centuries achieved that remarkable orderliness, and low levels of
crime, for which Leti and others praised them so highly.8
Israel notes also that navy and army personnel could obtain support from this welfare
system, and concludes that the civic welfare system 'profoundly affected the lives of
large numbers of people1.9 His reference to crime is also apt: the opening of prisons,10 in
Amsterdam in 1596, in Leiden in 1598, and elsewhere in the Netherlands in the
following two decades, is another manifestation of'new' power. And even death did not
release the criminal's body from being the site of new power, as it was iconised in art.11
Thus, the external evidence of the rise to greatness of the Republic can be matched by
evidence from within for the deployment of power internal to the state.
The examples quoted above are not intended to present a coherent and chronologically
precise explanation of the growth of these new forms of power in the Republic,12 which
would be a topic in itself. However, they suffice to illustrate an awareness among
observers at the time, and scholars since, of the novelty of Dutch power. Moreover,
8
J. I. Israel, The Dutch Republic: Its Rise, Greatness, and Fall 1477-1806 (Oxford,
1995), pp. 357-58. The Amsterdam madhouse was rebuilt in 1592, whilst at
Middelburg it was installed in a confiscated monastery after the Revolt (p. 358).
9
Israel, Dutch Republic, p. 360.
10 See P. Spierenburg, The Prison Experience: Disciplinary Institutions and Their
Inmates in Early Modern Europe (London, 1991), pp. 24-26. Prisons meant places of
'correction1, where inmates were subject to a specific regime, not dungeons, where they
were simply locked up.
11 The Renaissance (and Dutch) fascination with anatomy has been linked to issues of
power and order: of Rembrandt's Anatomy Lesson (1632) Sawday wrote: "Here then,
were the wealthy members of the Amsterdam surgeons, gathered around the body of
an executed criminal, asserting their gravitas, their status as representatives of the
intellectual elite of the city [...] The body is the matrix of a demonstration of civic
and corporate power, a bourgeois regime of order and stability [...] their primary
objective was to proclaim the absolutely unambiguous subjection of the mortal body
to scientific and political power1: J. Sawday, The Body Emblazoned: Dissection and
the Human Body in Renaissance Culture (London, 1995), pp. 150,152.
12
Though for prisons the chronology is being worked out: 'It all began with a young
man of sixteen named Evert Jans [...] arrested near the end of 1588'. See
Spierenburg, p. 41. Of course behind this moment in Amsterdam there was a wider
debate, which Spierenburg discusses. As for transport, the first scheduled boat
service was between Amsterdam and Haarlem, in 1529, with place and time of
departure, and fares established by the municipality. By 1632, there were hourly
departures; journey time was two hours and fifteen minutes, dictated by an hourglass
turned on departure by the skipper, who had to reach his destination at the moment the
hourglass emptied. By 1650 most towns in the Republic had scheduled horse-drawn
waterborne transport. See De Vries and Van der Woude, p. 183.54
plenty of the evidence for this 'new1 power is sited away from the traditional foci of
political theory: it emerges in a soldier's desire for a hat, in a traveller's desire for passage
on a boat, in the filling of potholes, and the response of civic authorities to lunacy and
petty thievery, rather than at the level of the court or the publication of hegemonic
political treatises.
Presumably the precocious role of commerce in the Republic must have played a part in
many of these examples. However, it is clear from an analysis of the reasons for the
development of the prison that other motivations were at work in this case. One
motivation was to find a way to 'correct' citizens of good families in a way which did not
impugn their honour (as would be the case in a public whipping, for example). Another
motive was a genuine humanitarian desire to tackle the problem of vagabonds, who led a
miserable existence sleeping under hedges and in bams, only to end their lives on the
scaffold for some thoughtless petty theft. Yet others believed that hard labour was a
better corrective for such nuisances, who in any case were incapable of responding to
fear of the gallows.13 The search for an acceptable route to an ordered society, rather
than economic considerations, was prominent.
Simply because 'in its day
- and long after
- the world admired the Dutch Republic
above all for its economic efficiency and social concord',14 does not demonstrate that
wealth, or even social stability were ends in themselves. Imperatives of power
- and the
threat of the abyss which would certainly swallow up the Republic if it was powerless
-
dictated that commercial and social issues were high on the agenda.
The problematic nature of political theory in the early years of the Dutch
Republic
To what extent does Dutch political theory explain the growth of 'new power1? For
although the state which resulted from the Revolt developed its institutions in a
radical manner,15 although it demonstrated a novel and fascinating intellectual
Spierenburg, pp. 42-48. Nor was the drive for the new institution provided by
Calvinist ethics: he identifies a liberal, humanitarian group as the driving force.
14
De Vries and Van der Woude, p. 1.
15
'The Republic's institutions, it needs to be stressed, differed markedly from those
of the Habsburg Netherlands before 1572, and also from what was envisaged in
1579.': Israel, Dutch Republic, p. 276.55
life,16 and although the chronology of its institutional development is relatively clear,
(highlighting the significance of the period from 1572 to 1618),17 a survey of Dutch
political theory does not present a clear picture. In general, the universally recognised
landmarks by which the student of the history of English or French political theory can
navigate are not visible in the early years of the United Provinces. Moreover, the
theoretical contribution to European political thought has been as limited as the impact
of the actual Republic was great
- if there was any coherent and original revolutionary or
republican ideology underpinning the powerful new polity,18 it has gone unmarked by at
least one major study.19
16 'The cultural world of the north evolved into an uneasy blend of Protestant-Catholic
confrontation, humanist-confessional antagonism, and Protestant anti-Calvinist dissent,
which fragmented thought and education, creating a new kind of European culture
fraught with powerful and insoluble internal stresses. The result was a highly dynamic,
if initially unstable, culture, in many ways quite unlike that to be found in neighbouring
Protestant as well as Catholic lands.1: Israel, Dutch Republic, p. 565.
17 'The institutional framework of the Dutch Republic first took shape between 1572
and 1588 and assumed definitive form in the period from the departure of Leicester
down to 1609. From the Twelve Years Truce onwards, Dutch institutions remained
essentially unchanged, until the fall of the Republic in 1795.': Israel, Dutch Republic, p.
276. De Bruin agrees: 'het staatsbestel dat zieh in de decennia na 1588 consolideerde
bleef zonder essentiele veranderingen tot 1795 overeind' ('The political structures that
were consolidated in the decades after 1588 continued in being without essential
changes until [the overthrow] of 1795'): G. de Bruin, Geheimhouding en verraad: De
geheimhouding van staatszaken ten tijde van de Republiek (1600-1750) (The Hague,
1991), p. 119.
18 Blom has suggested that 'a strong and confident ideology of republicanism
developed within Holland', not least in response to the contempt of surrounding
monarchical regimes. See H. W. Blom, 'Citizens and the Ideology of Citizenship in the
Dutch Republic: Machiavellianism, Wealth and Nation in the mid-Seventeenth
Century', Yearbook of European Studies, 8(1995), 131-52 (p. 131). But he makes this
claim for the period beginning in the 1620s, and therefore focuses on the Republic at its
height, not its genesis. (Van Gelderen, who does assert a complex set of political
beliefs for the twenty years to around 1590, is considered further below.)
For example, J. G. A. Pocock, The Machiavellian Moment: Florentine Political
Thought and the Atlantic Republican Tradition (Princeton, NJ, 1975). Kossmann noted
that Pocock's survey, which covers a sweep of history from the Italian city states of the
fifteenth century to the establishment of the USA, allows no role for the greatest
seventeenth-century Republic, See E. H. Kossmann, "Dutch Republicanism', in E. H.
Kossmann (ed.), Politieke Theorie en Geschiedenis (Amsterdam, 1987), pp. 211-33 (pp.
214-15). See also M. van Gelderen, The Political Thought of the Dutch Revolt 1555-
1590 (Cambridge, 1992), pp. 2-4 for a brief survey of attitudes to early Dutch political
thought in current historiography.56
This is not for the lack of political writing, or for want of practical experience in
government. There was certainly a vigorous political debate, and moreover, many of
the contributions were penned by authors who were engaged in the daily grind and
frequent crises inevitable in governing a brash and
~ in courtly eyes
- unwelcome new
polity. For example, Dirck Volckertsz. Coornhert (1522-90), pensionary of Haarlem on
the eve of the Revolt, and briefly secretary to the States of Holland, had been closely
connected with William of Orange.20 C. P. Hooft (1547-1626), whom Kossmann
describes as 'een typerend vertegenwoordiger van de generatie en de klasse, die bij de
Alteratie aan het bewind gekomen ware'21 was a leading 'political boss' in Amsterdam
(serving as Burgomaster several times from 1588). Francois Vranck (c. 1555-1617),
often presented as a key figure in early debates on the political form of the Republic,
served as a pensionary in Gouda. Paulus Buis (c. 1570-1617), 'de enige inNederland,
die zieh met gemak op het hoge niveau bewoog, dat Bodin of Althusius hadden
bereikt',22 was a leading jurist at Zwolle, pensionary of Leiden in 1561, and later
Landsadvocaat (1572-84).
Among other political writers, the polymath Simon Stevin (c. 1548-1620) figures larger
in the history of science and mathematics than that of political theory; but he was a
confidant of Maurits, and he produced several political works, including Vitapolitica.
Het Burgherlick leven, published in 1590. Blom has examined the role of Johan de
Brune (bom in 1589 at Middelburg), who published De Grondsteenen van een vast
Regeeringe in 1621:23 he went on to be secretary to the Provincial Rekenkamer in 1638
and raadpensionaris of Zeeland in 1644.
The information in this section is largely from standard bibliographies,
particularly P. C. Molhuysen et al., eds, Nienw Nederlandsch Biografisch
Woordenboek, 10 vols (Leiden, 1911-37), together with E. H. Kossmann, Politieke
theorie in het zeventiende-eeuwse NederlandXAmsterdam, 1960). Only information
from additional sources has been footnoted.
'A typical representative of the generation and class which had come to power at the
Alteratie1: Kossmann, Politieke theorie in het zeventiende-eeuwse Nederland, p. 11.
22
'the only person in the Netherlands who moved easily at the high level which Bodin
or Althusius had reached1: Kossmann, Politieke theorie in het zeventiende-eeuwse
Nederland, p. 13.
23
See H. W. Blom, "Politieke theorieen in het eerste kwart van de zeventiende
eeuw: Vaderland van aristokratische republiek naar gemengde Staat', in H. J. M.57
Even those writers who had only limited day to day experience of politics, rarely lived in
ivory towers: Gilbert Jacchaeus (c. 1578-1628) a Scot, who studied and eventually
taught at Leiden University, was concerned with theology and philosophy but was also a
noted physician; Franco Burgersdijk (1590-1635), professor of Philosophy at Leiden,
was sharply aware of the political realities of his day
- indeed it was to this sensitivity
that he owed his personal success.24
One writer who may be connected firmly with both the political realities of the Low
Countries and a theoretical work of international status was Johannes Althusius (1557-
1638). It has been suggested that his 'brilliant synthesis' was a Calvinist explanation of
the Revolt, as much as a theoretical discussion of the political system in the Republic:25
whilst Gross claims him as 'the principal spokesman for German Calvinist thought'.26
Althusius was a Westphalian, and, as Syndic of Emden, where the United Provinces had
stationed a garrison since 1595 to guarantee Calvinist control, he was closely concerned
with affairs in the Republic.
However, when turning to two Netherlanders whose ideas are accepted as part of the
modern canon of political theory, (and who are considered together here for that reason),
the contributions of both Hugo de Groot (1583-1645), and Joost Lips (1547-1606) to
Dutch political thought are questionable.27
Nellen and J. Trapman (eds), De Hollandse jaren van Hugo de Groot (1583-J 621)
(Hilversum, 1996), pp. 145-53, who discusses his writing.
24
For the importance of Burgersdijk among his contemporaries, see the essays in E. P.
Bos and H. A. Krop, eds, Franco Burgersdijk (1590-1635): Neo-Aristotelianism in
Leiden, Studies in the History of Ideas in the Low Countries (Amsterdam, 1993), and D.
J. Struik, Het land van Stevin en Huygens (Amsterdam, 1958) quoted in Kossmann,
Politieke theorie in het zeventiende-eeuwse Nederland, p. 17. For Burgersdijk's
reconciliation of his monarchical preferences in a republican state, see H. W. Blom,
'Burgersdijk's Moral and Political Thought', in Bos and Krop, pp. 119-49. Burgersdijk
thought 'that the best form of government was a matter of expedience' (p. 147), thus one
could argue for monarchy as a theoretical ideal without advocating it in a society
committed to a different form of government.
Kossmann, Politieke theorie in het zeventiende-eeuwse Nederland, p. 8.
26
H. Gross, Empire and Sovereignty (Chicago, 1973; repr. 1975), p. 103.
In this instance the connection between these two writers (apart from their origins
in the Low Countries) is the contrast between the success of their contribution to
modern political theory and the attenuated connection between those theories and
political theory in the Dutch Revolt. The significance of Grotius will be found
recognised in most texts on the subject, Lipsius less so; but it has been argued that58
Grotius's Liber de antiquitate republicae Batavicae of 1610 made a contribution to the
'Batavian Myth',28 but this particular brand of aristocratic republicanism is of
significance only in the context of one of several strands in Netherlandish thought (see
further, below), and as such has little relevance beyond this limited stage. A second
work, De Indis, tackled issues arising from the VOC's activities in the East Indies: but
apart from a small section published in 1609, it is of intellectual interest only, remaining
unpublished until 1864.29 Grotius's reputation in the history of political theory owes
more to works produced in exile
- principally De Jure Belli ac Pads of 1625, and his
ideas did not gain common recognition until the late 1620s and 1630s.30 His most
significant political works were thus written in exile and towards the end of the period
considered here and may not therefore be entirely relevant to the situation in the early
Republic.31
Lipsius, in contrast to the writers noted above, eschewed the hurly-burly of politics in
favour of a career as an academic, and the impact of the former on his career probably
caused his move from Leiden to Louvain. Moreover, despite his connections with the
United Provinces, Lipsius's political creed was not best suited to the Netherlanders,
given his preference for autocratic, princely rule,32 although the popularity of his
works internationally is beyond doubt.33 Lipsius, (like Grotius in this respect, if not in
his beliefs), is generally perceived as a European political theorist: in Van Gelderen's
Grotius wrote on a stage set for him by Lipsius. See Oestreich, p. 36. In the first
chapter of this work, Oestreich claims that Lipsius was central to philosophical and
political Neostoicism, 'which constituted the theory behind the powerful military and
administrative structure of the centralized state of the seventeenth century' (p. 14).
28
I. Schöffer, 'The Batavian Myth during the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries', in
J. S. Bromley and E. H. Kossmann (eds), Britain and the Netherlands, 5 (The Hague,
1975), pp. 78-101 (p. 92).
29
R. Tuck, 'Grotius and Seiden', in J. H. Burns and M. Goldie (eds), The Cambridge
History of Political Thought, 1450-1700 (Cambridge, 1991), pp. 499-529 (p. 504).
30
Tuck, p. 522.
31
'What mattered to Grotius by 1625 was that there should be a definite sovereign in
every state [...] To anyone who believed strongly in the truth of propositions beyond
the minimum core
- as all Grotius' old Calvinist opponents in the Netherlands did
-
his views were likely to be anathema': Tuck, p. 520-21. If Tuck is correct it is
difficult to see what in the domestic agenda of De Jure Belli ac Pads (Paris, 1625)
would have accorded with Netherlandish political theory.
32
Oestreich, p. 29-33 and Tuck, p. 502.
33
Oestreich, Chapter 1.59
words, 'paving the way for absolutist theories on prince and citizens1,34 and
- whatever
the popularity of Lipsius's Neostoicism as a personal code
- he represents a rejection
of the centrifugal, non-monarchical nature of the early Dutch polity.
In summary it can be said of this period, as Van Gelderen argued for the two decades
preceding it, that 'the political thought of the Dutch Revolt was the result of a permanent
confrontation with political reality1.35 Whatever lies behind the absence of an hegemonic
text, which would serve as an elegant explanation for the rise of the United Provinces
and which could take its place in mainstream European thought alongside Bodin and
Hobbes, it was emphatically not a lack of political experience and debate.
There are some explanations for this lacuna, which can be summed up in a paragraph.
First, the Revolt was under way before the establishment of political theory as a
discipline. Admittedly Bodin's Les Six Livres de Ia Republique was published 1576,
but a Latin version did not appear until a decade later, whilst other significant
theorists (Hobbes and Spinoza for example) were of course later. As a result, the
United Provinces emerged before there was a political science to provide the words to
describe it. Second, the paradoxes presented by such writing as was produced in the
Republic are problematic. Thirdly, semantic difficulties (the shifts over time which
change the alignment between the political term and that which is signified by it) have
rendered some aspects inaccessible. Finally, some authors question the utility of
political theory in providing an explanation of the pragmatic realpolitik which so
characterised the Republic.
Examining this points in more detail, it is clear that in terms of political theory, the polity
which emerged from the Revolt was novel to an extent which put it beyond explanation
by existing theory, for in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries the state as such, for the
first time since antiquity, was only just beginning to be subject to scholarly study,
general discussion, and theorising. In the Europe of the late sixteenth century, politics
was not perceived, as now, as a united discipline: rather, it was traditionally regarded as
being several parts of the study of philosophy. There was no consensus over the relative
34
Van Gelderen, p. 186.
35
Van Gelderen, p. 266.60
importance of these branches of the discipline.36 Having emerged at the very beginning
of the early modern period, it is not surprising that the theoretical writing of the Republic
does not easily fit with political concepts developed in a later period.37 Medieval
thought was not given to political theory: as Burns reminds us, 'for most medieval
thinkers the analysis, whether conceptual or institutional, of "politics" in its original
Greek sense was neither relevant nor possible'.38
Indeed, in the last quarter of the sixteenth century political thinking was still expressed in
other frameworks. Notable figures such as Bodin, ironically, (and less well-known
authors such as La Popeliniere) argued that history was a practical guide to political
reality,39 a view echoed in the Republic by scholars such as Heinsius, who declared that
'political science, without history, is tortured and wasted away by tasteless, disgusting
and pedantic distinctions and minute divisions of philosophers'.40 Lipsius told the Dutch
elite that they should draw on history and experience for a science of politics.41 And
although the greatest claims were made for history, the law also played a significant role
in guiding attitudes to political issues, whilst theologians too might claim to speak with
insight about political matters. So although by the early days of the Republic, politics as
a branch of knowledge in a modern sense was emerging from its Renaissance beginnings
36
J. Kraye, 'Moral Philosophy', in C. B. Schmitt (ed.), The Cambridge History of
Renaissance Philosophy (Cambridge, 1988), pp. 303-86 (pp. 303-06) and Gross, p.
xxiii, with particular reference to the Germanic nations.
This remained the case, in some respects, into the seventeenth century, according
to Van der Klashorst, Blom and Haitsma Mulier: 'Most seventeenth century
intellectual approaches to political life cannot be called theoretical in the modern
sense of exhibiting an hypothetico-deductive structure1: G. O. van der Klashorst, H.
W. Blom and E. O. G Haitsma Mulier, A Bibliography of Dutch Seventeenth
Century Political Thought: An Annotated Inventory. 1581-1710 (Amsterdam, 1986),
J. H. Burns, ed., The Cambridge History of Medieval Political Thought c. 350-
1450 (Cambridge, 1988), p. 1.
39
D. Kelley, 'The Theory of History', in C. B. Schmitt (ed.), The Cambridge History of
Renaissance Philosophy(Cambridge, 1988), pp. 746-61 (pp. 757-58).
40
Daniel Heinsius, quoted in Kelley, 'The Theory of History', p. 760.
41
Oestreich, p. 39. Presumably he meant the classical sources such as his editions of
Tacitus, and his Politicorum sive civilis doctrinae libri sex (1589), largely an
interpretation of classical sources, rather than the Batavian myth or their own
spectacularly successful revolt. The importance of classical sources to Dutch thinking
about political theory has also been stressed by Kossmann, Politieke theorie in het
zeventiende-eeuwse Nederland, p. 10.61
in Italy, there were many other sources from which guidance about political matters
could be sought.
The perceived relevance of history, and the involvement of many writers with a
juridical background,42 provides one explanation for the emphasis on older precedents
such as the Blijde Inkomste and the Groot Privilege, as justifications for resistance.
The appeal to particular legal and contractual events (as opposed to radical new
political theories) is an indication of how much political thinking in the Low
Countries depended on precedents from a medieval past. Koenigsberger argued that
'most of the claims put forward by the States-General during the Revolt against Philip
II had precedents during the previous hundred years1.43 In a later and more general
context, Van Gelderen argues that 'with regard to the issues of popular sovereignty
and representation, the political thought of the Dutch Revolt reflected and elaborated
the riches of medieval political thought'.44 Koenigsberger claims that in these chaotic
years the States were not attempting revolution: they were 'reasserting their ancient
privileges, i.e. of re-establishing the medieval system ofdominium politicum et
regale'45 It appears they were doing rather more than Koenigsberger suggests, in
stretching and reshaping them to cover the new situation, for the impact of the
Reformation had transformed their world, but his point stands. Given the conditions
of intellectual enquiry in the early Republic, it is not surprising that it is difficult to
demonstrate the existence of a discrete and powerful political theory, expressed in
conventional terms familiar to a tradition rooted in Bodin and Hobbes. The political
thought of the early Dutch Republic owed much to the past: modern political theory
was still being invented.
As well as the problems of integrating such political writing with mainstream theory,
there are some striking paradoxes raised within the sources, for example: the contrast
42
Van Gelderen, p. 273.
43
H. G. Koenigsberger, 'The States General of the Netherlands Before the Revolt1, in
H. G. Koenigsberger (ed.), Estates and Revolutions: Essays in Early Modern History
(London, 1971), pp. 125-43 (p. 126).
44
Van Gelderen, p. 211; see also pp. 272-74.
45
H. G. Koenigsberger, 'Why did the States General of the Netherlands Become
Revolutionary in the Sixteenth Century?1, in H. G. Koenigsberger (ed.), Politicians and
Virtuosi: Essays in Early Modern History (London, 1986), pp. 63-76 (p. 71).62
between, on the one hand, the respectable, Aristotelian, humanist burgher, and on the
other, the radical act of abjuring a prince; the apparent gap between the academic
theorising (even by those involved in government), and the practical, local disputes in
the political realm; the apparent preference for monarchy, in theory, among the elite of
the 'republican' United Netherlands; the failure to identify clearly the location of
sovereignty; and the failure to provide a theoretical justification for rebellion.46 The
existence of these issues render any attempt at a simple, unifying theory problematic.
Turning to the language of political theory, there is some unease about semantics and
terminology in recent writing about the Republic. For example, Blom has criticised the
manner in which the modern term 'Republican' has been applied to the United Provinces,
suggesting that among modern scholars it has at least three meanings: the state was a
republic because it was not a monarchy; or it was republican in the sense of being an
aristocratic regime, to the extent that it excluded the House of Orange ('the ideological
position of the "party of Johan de Witt'"); or it was a republic par excellence, 'an arena
for the rise of modern liberal democracy [... ] the Dutch version of Whig
historiography'.47 Blom would rather the term stood for 'an umbrella concept', uniting
attempts to solve the problems connected with freedom in the Dutch Republic.48 This
change gives a fuller definition of the word "Republic1, but arguably complicates it and
links it so closely to the Dutch Republic as to compromise its utility. Also his argument
demonstrates that Blom is using the word in the context of late twentieth-century
political theory. As a theoretical term (and one with a lineage going back to Plato),
which of these four meanings would have been accepted in 1600? Koenigsberger is
equally sensitive to the effects of historians employing concepts of their own time.
Given the date when he was writing, he was particularly aware of the importance being
given to revolutionary ideology in, for example, the Russian and Cuban revolutions. But
his point about the use of inappropriate theoretical terms still holds: the result has often
46 The contrast between the reality of the rebel provinces' constitutional position and
the theoretical assumption that monarchy was desirable was a theme in Kossmann's
Politieke theorie in het zeventiende-eeuwse Nederland; he also concluded that Dutch
theorists failed to pin down the location of sovereignty, and the justification for the
rebellion.
47
H. W. Blom, Causality and Morality in Politics: The Rise of Naturalism in Dutch
Seventeenth-Century Political Thought (Utrecht, 1995), pp. 223-24.
48
Blom, Causality and Morality, p. 228.63
been that historians have either asked the wrong questions or based their questions on the
49
wrong assumptions.
Moreover, the possibility of confusion in applying modern understandings to historic
polities is equalled by the danger of using older words in a modern context: for example,
the meaning of the term volkssouvereiniteit (popular sovereignty) has shifted since the
seventeenth century, as noted by Kossmann.50 It is true that where many technical terms
are concerned, the sixteenth century is not as remote as, perhaps, the Middle Ages: by
the nineteenth century, the old potestas absolute could reasonably become absolutism,
andpotestas mitigata, monorchia mixta, libertas, etc., become liberalism, without losing
their meaning.51 However, whilst potestas absoluta seems to have carried its meaning
safely from scholarly Latin to the commoner 'absolutism' of modernist political theory,
the connection between libertas and modern liberalism seems to be less secure, and the
terminology of Althusius (of which more below), has been lost completely: consociare,
consociatio, was once clearly understood to mean 'to bring into association,
companionship, partnership; to conjoin in action [... ] the action of associating
together1.52 But unlike potestas absoluta, these terms have not translated into modern
English: they are now uncommon, and are defined as 'close association, esp. of Churches
or religious communities' (or 'a closely related subgroup of plants having one dominant
species'). Nor is it, or the concept it stood for, particularly common in works of
political theory, and there is no modern word in English that can be employed to
represent it. It is possible that the vocabulary of modern political theory does not possess
all the terminology required to discuss the politics of the Republic, or that some ofthat
vocabulary is not, despite appearances, appropriate.
49
Koenigsberger, Politicians and Virtuosi, p. x.
50
Kossmann, 'Popular Sovereignty', p. 3.
51
E. H. Kossmann, 'The Singularity of Absolutism', in R. Hatton (ed.), Louis XIVand
Absolutism (London, 1976), pp. 3-17 (p. 4).
52 The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary on Historical Principles, 3rd edn, 2 vols
(Oxford, 1944), 1,406; these meanings current at the turn of the seventeenth century.
The terms made the jump from Latin to English usage, but then expired.
53 The Oxford English Reference Dictionary, (Oxford, 1996), p. 307. Nieuw Groot
Woordenboek der Nederlandse Taal (The Hague, 1950) does not list the word.64
Furthermore, there are clearly question marks in the minds of some scholars about the
importance attached to political theory. Kossmann at least suspects that some theoretical
work over-intellectualises the chaos of actual day-to-day problems and practical
accommodations: or, 'anders geformuleerd, bij Kossmann is de poiitieke realiteit
intelligenter, en het poiitieke denken minder intelligent dan zoals voorgesteld in de
historistische poiitieke theorie en in die van de Cambridge School'.54
Similarly, Van der Klashorst, Blom and Haitsma Mulier regard the use of a twentieth-
century science such as political theory as anachronistic, and prefer the term 'political
thought1
- though they admit that given the hazy definitions of such a term, this
practically leaves one with common sense alone and, of course, the useful warning to
keep in mind the most important aspects of a text1
- that is, style of argument, descriptive
and prescriptive contents, and context.55 Pocock is not unaware of the problems such
texts present to the historian: the language used to write the history of political concepts
may, or may never, intersect with that used in the sources,56 and this seems especially so
in the case of early Dutch political thought.
Thus the sum of Dutch political thought does not integrate easily with conventional
political theory, which is heavily influenced by the works of Bodin, Lipsius, Grotius,
and Hobbes. Moreover, there is a contrast between them and the blunt pragmatism of
some of the Dutch writers.57
54
'for Kossmann the political reality is more complex, and the political thinking less
intelligent, than is supposed in historical political theory and in that of the Cambridge
school [i.e. Skinner and Pocock in particular]': F. R. Ankersmit, review of E. H.
Kossmann, Vergankelijkheiden contimite'it: Opstellen over geschiedenis (Amsterdam,
1995), Nieuwsbriefvan het KoninklijkNederlands Historisch Genootschap, 4.2 (1997),
2-4 (p. 3).
55
Van der Klashorst, Blom and Haitsma Mulier, p. xi.
56
J. G. A. Pocock, Virtue, Commerce and History (Cambridge, 1985), p. 30: see also p.
13.
57
An example may be found in Stevin's dismissive comment on the question of
the legitimacy of power, for example: the rulers are 'persons who actually rule
over the place where the citizen is living or where he is going to take up his
residence, regardless of the fact whether they or their predecessors have or have
not justly acquired power1. Quoted in E. J. Dijksterhuis, Simon Stevin (The Hague,
1970), p. 123.65
The unfamiliar landscape of Butch political thought
It is therefore with a somewhat fragile theoretical apparatus that scholars have to trace
the course of early Dutch political thinking, a course which in any case runs through an
obscure landscape, emerging from the confusions of civil war and rebellion.
Nonetheless a pattern can be discerned, Mout noted that pamphleteers gave much
attention to how resistance
- a limited resistance
- could be justified.58 They gave a
radical interpretation to older contractual documents, for example the Blijde Inkomste of
1356 and the Groot Privilege of 1477, as justifications for resistance.59 In addition,
Calvinist theory about the duty of the inferior magistrates to resist tyrant princes could be
deployed.60
However, as the conduct of the Revolt became, as it were, the responsibility of the States
(signified by the Pacification of 1576, and Orange's Apologie of 1581), the defence of
the fiction of resistance to the King's tyrannical servant seemed less necessary.61
Furthermore, the articles to which Matthias of Austria had to subscribe in 1577
indicated, as both Mout and Koenigsberger noted, the emergence of the ambitions of the
States regarding power.62 The arrangements with Matthias revealed, on the part of the
States, 'very clear ideas of the nature of political power1 and 'a remarkably sophisticated
organisation designed to exercise that power'.63
Thus by the end of the 1570s, resistance theory provided a way of removing the King:
Philip could be condemned as a tyrant and legitimately 'abjured' in 1581. Interest shifted
during the following decade to the question of the form of the new state and the location
of sovereignty.64 Whilst there was little sophisticated theorising, and many divisions
to
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among the rebels, it became clear that some voices in Holland at least were raised
against 'kingly government'.65
The attractions of non-monarchical patterns were all the stronger in a state composed of
congeries of competing 'sovereignties', which had never acknowledged the Habsburgs as
their King, and which therefore did not share the assumptions about monarchy already
well established in other states such as Tudor England or Valois France.66 William of
Orange had exploited this in his Apologie of 1581, where he responds to Philip II's
claims:
He may be a King in Castille, in Aragon, at Naples, in the Indies and wherever
he commands according to his pleasure; let him be a King if he pleases in
Jerusalem and a pacific Master in Asia and Africa. As for this country I only
recognise him as a Duke and a Count, whose power is limited.67
The absence of a monarchic tradition was probably deeply rooted in Netherlandish
culture and can be explained in part by geographic conditions and early settlement
patterns. In brief, feudalism was poorly established in new lands drained and colonised
by medieval settlers, and, like the fiercely competitive towns, straddling the waterways
whose tolls enriched them, they did not provide fertile soil for monarchy.68 In addition,
ecclesiastical structures had not played a simple unifying role: despite its wealth, the late
medieval church in the region was incoherent and multiform.69 As for the Reformation,
in contrast to Germany, Switzerland, Britain, and Scandinavia, in the Netherlands 'it
worked essentially from the bottom upwards instead of from government circles
downwards1,70 and this in the face of ferocious persecution, which was not conducive to
the formation of a national church. Again, inasmuch as Calvinism became established, it
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led to a church which was Presbyterian and acutely non-hierarchic in structure, not a
form associated with monarchic rule.71
Against this background, and with Philip no longer on the scene, the provinces made
several attempts to replace him. The arrival of Leicester sharpened constitutional
debates, culminating in 1587 in an exchange of pamphlets between the English diplomat
Thomas Wilkes, one of Leicester's supporters, and Francois Vranck, on behalf of the
States. Wilkes endeavoured to deploy novel sovereign theory, quoting Bodin, in support
of Leicester's claims. Vranck's response has been presented as a reliable overview of the
workings of the new polity, and a logical conclusion to developments during the Revolt;
significantly, it neither clearly defined sovereignty, nor clarified where sovereignty lay.72
No replacement was sought for Leicester after his departure in 1588. However, no
powerful expression of republicanism emerged onto this apparently empty stage
-
indeed, as Mout noted, 'wie in het voetspoor van Max Weber en anderen het landschap
der politieke theorieen van de Nederlandse Opstand wenste te betreden, kwam al snel tot
het inzicht dat daar niet bepaald gedachten werden geventileerd die bijdroegen tot de
wording van het moderne staatsbegrip'.73
Instead of a powerful unifying tradition, several disparate strands of republican thought
can be identified at the end of the sixteenth century. The Batavian Myth, with its
portrayal of Claudius Civilis and his noble supporters negotiating on equal terms with
their Roman opponents, gave expression to one aristocratic form of republicanism, at
least around 1600. As Schöffer noted, the Batavians, who it was argued obtained an
honourable alliance with their erstwhile masters, could be portrayed as a part of glorious
71
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Roman history, rather than as out-and-out enemies of Rome.74 Perhaps the attraction of
this myth was that it provided a suitably conservative, even aristocratic pattern for the
Revolt, dovetailing with earlier concerns about the limited nature of the resistance
offered. Athens and Rome could also provide models (and Grotius provided a detailed
comparison of the Netherlands to both).75
Haitsma Mulier has investigated another theme in republican theory, namely the 'Myth
of Venice1.76 Political aspects of this myth blossomed in early sixteenth-century Venice;
emphasis shifted from its presumed freedom and independence to the excellence of its
institutions, which were projected back as far as possible into the past. The Venetian
state was praised because it combined the three types of government (in Aristotelian
terms) so that it had avoided the corruption and decline common to most polities.77
Vranck had quoted Venetian independence in his Korte Vertooninghe of 1587,78 Grotius
regarded Venice and the Netherlands as types of aristocratic republic. Buis also admired
Venice, though he did not present any detailed comparison.79
Haitsma Mulier acknowledges that developments in other states, Switzerland in
particular, were also noted in the Netherlands, but considers that their influence was
less than that of Venice,80 whilst as noted above there were yet other examples of
republican types to which the Dutch could turn. Indeed, what emerges from these
examinations is not a vigorous and well defined brand öf republicanism, but rather the
extraordinary eclecticism of political thought in the period.
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More confident interpretations have been provided by Blom and Van Gelderen.81 The
latter's work on pamphlets (from 1555 to 1590) is particularly germane to the beginning
of the period studied here. He addresses in particular three concerns: how the abjuration
was justified (raising issues of obedience and resistance), what forms of government
were advocated by the rebels as 'good', and how these ideas fit the broader European
context.82
He concludes that an ideology or political discourse (synonymous, for Van Gelderen)
revolving about liberty, Privileges, States, and popular sovereignty was not simply the
result of a conservative attempt to stabilise (or control) the situation in the Low
Countries, but represents 'an attempt to direct the formation of the state in an alternative
direction [...] the development of a form of state built on liberty, popular sovereignty,
constitutional charters, a number of individual rights, and a republican form of
government1. These years
- the 1570s and 1580s
- saw what Van Gelderen describes as
a positive attempt to exploit and redirect growing state power.83
Thus by 1590 liberty, in terms of self-government, had come to the fore in the thinking
of the rebels, a liberty dependent upon a constitutional framework dating back to the
fourteenth century, and including the States, who, in their capacity as 'watchdogs' for the
Privileges, became its guardians.84 The abjuration was justified by the argument that the
prince had been created by God for the people, who (through the States) could reclaim
their authority and power. Sovereignty resided with the people, but was administered by
the States.85
Van Gelderen linked the political thought of the rebels with wider European movements
in three areas
- the Reformation, Huguenot monarchomach theory, and Italian
republican thought. He warns against underestimating the role of the Spiritualist
movement, argues that many aspects of the classic Huguenot texts (Hotman, Beza, and
See Van Gelderen, in particular pp. 19-23, and Blom, Causality and Morality.
Blom's interpretation of Dutch politics seems complex and furthermore focuses on the
seventeenth century and later, rather than the earlier period covered in this thesis.
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Duplessis-Mornay) may be found, pre-dating them, in rebel works from 1566 to 1573,
and outlines the similarities and differences between Dutch political writing and
Machiavellian thought.86
Blom presents perhaps the most sophisticated views considered here, focusing on
intellectual movements and the assertive republicanism of the mid-seventeenth century.
(There was, for example, a predilection for monarchic rule among some Dutch
academics, which can be contrasted with the reality of life in a republic.)87 Blom
addresses himself to the shift in the nature of republicanism, from one with an
aristocratic flavour, to one looking toward the mixed constitution, a change he claims
took place around the Synod of Dordt (1618-19) and towards the end of the truce.
Grotius, he argues, played an important role in formulating the aristocratic republicanism
which guided the regents in the early years of the seventeenth century. But his 'Old
Republicanism1, wherein military honour and a belief that republics thrive in adversity,
was perceived as being outdated with the commencement of the Twelve Years Truce.88
Blom also makes the strongest claims that genuine sovereign power existed, albeit
concealed in the ad hoc nature of the early Union, with its mechanisms for arbitration
between the various institutions. He accuses those who claim that the early Republic
did not have and exercise sovereignty, of being misled by its concealed nature.89
However, the sophistication of a sovereignty which is divided and constantly
negotiable is arguably a redefinition of the term.
It appears from this survey that of the authors considered here, only Blom and Van
Gelderen are confident that there is a specifically Dutch political theory to match the
reality of Dutch power in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. But Blom
centres this growth of an explicitly Dutch political theory on the second or third decades
of the seventeenth century and beyond, and it is therefore difficult to relate it to the
86
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formative years of the Republic.90 Van Gelderen does highlight political thought which
might explain some of the early dynamism of the United Provinces, but he finds this
explanation notably in a popular medium. Significantly he uses pamphlets rather than a
hegemonic text as a source, locating political thought in a fluid, animated, constantly re¬
negotiated discourse. Such a discourse is not easily subjected to grand theory.
To conclude this review, the student of early Dutch political thought is confronted in
the United Provinces by thinking which is complex and diffuse
- for example in the
handling of concepts of sovereignty
- and which uses terms which are far from
familiar
- for example the consociatio of Althusius. The United Provinces boasted no
Bodin or Hobbes, and no great text from which to expound, in exclusive terms, a
revolutionary republican theory. Political theory provides no simple explanation for
the workings of the Republic, despite its success, nor has early Dutch political writing
secured a place in the mainstream of political thought. Indeed the Revolt itself was
typified by action, not theorising ('this much is certain: the Revolt was not made by
theorists; it was not based upon a solid set of political doctrines').91
The validity of political theory
There is a contrast between the spectacular florescence of power which was clearly
evident from the 1590s92 and which lasted well into the seventeenth century, and the
paradoxical, diffuse, and debatable nature of Dutch political theory revealed in this
survey. This questions the extent to which political theory can explain the
deployment of new power in the state. De Bruin has doubts:
Helaas heeft de institutionele geschiedschrijving in het verleden in hoge mate
gevangen gezeten in formalistisch-legalistische ketenen. Deze erfenis stamt
grotendeels van de tijdgenoten en komt voort uit hun juridische scholing en
wijze van benadering en uit het taboe dat in de zeventiende en achttiende eeuw
rustte op de bemoeienis met het politiek bedrijf. Dientengevolge hebben de
feitelijke machtsverhoudingen en procedures in het staatsbestel te weinig
aandacht gekregen, een eenzijdigheid die als het ware vanzelf voortvloeit uit
90
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de aard van het beschikbare materiaal. Evenals de soevereiniteitskwestie dient
de werking van het staatsbestel meer van de machtspolitieke dan van de
staatsrechtelijke kant te worden bekeken.93
Similarly, !een politieke theorie nooit de zuivere reflectie van een feitelijke situatie is1.94
And Van Gelderen has similar reservations: having drawn some conclusions from the
sources studied
- 'whether this ideology offered an empirically adequate interpretation of
the political reality of the United Provinces in 1590 is, of course, an altogether different
question'.95
Perhaps such theorising would not have impressed Oldenbarnevelt. His attitude as
summed up by Kossmann, is stark: he had no clear political doctrine, he was
unconcerned about issues such as the position of the Stadholder and the Orange dynasty,
or the relative merits of monarchical and republican ideas, or how the state should be
organised, as a more or less unitary state ruled by the States General or as a federation of
more or less sovereign provinces.96 An awareness of those aspects of the medieval past
which could be adapted and exploited, and a pragmatic appreciation of the realities of
power (even if this ultimately failed Oldenbarnevelt), were perhaps more appropriate to
the leaders of the fledgling state.
As implied in an earlier section of this chapter, the quest for a political theory, set in
conventional modernist terms, to explain the Revolt and the dramatic rise of the
93
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automatically from the nature of the available material. As with the question of
sovereignty, the working of the constitutional structure should be examined more
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Republic may be in vain, for whilst theory (Marxism) may have driven modern
revolutions such as those in Russia and Cuba, it is not proven that early modern
rebellions exploited 'revolutionary ideology1 in the same manner.
A further criticism of conventional approaches emerges from scholarship influenced
by post-modernism. Here the criticisms are less clearly defined, since by its nature post¬
modernism is not so much an ideology or school of thought as an ill-defined
philosophical movement. Moreover, its main thrust has been aimed at history as a
discipline. In the words of a theologian, 'theoretical reflection on the writing of history
has raised questions about the drastic selectivity and bias and the incipient fictionality
of every act of identifying, sequencing, and interpreting historical data'.97 However,
couched in terms appropriate to a study of power, a post-modern critique can be
summarised in the following manner.
As Lukes has observed, power can be defined in numerous ways.98 Such definitions
are in turn ideologically or culturally motivated
- for example: Marxist historians
would see power as an aspect of historical materialism; feminists argue that power is
gendered;99 whilst fundamentalist Islamic scholarship would not in any case recognise
Western concepts of power exercised in a purely secular, political, nationalistic
sphere.100
(when used to justify an attempt to recruit the loyalty of Dutch troops in the summer of
1618) it formed the basis of subsequent charges of treason.
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As Mortimer points out, 'Christians kept alive the notion of "the church" as
something distinct from the state [...] this has led many people of Christian
background to expect something similar to happen in the world of Islam. But that
involves a profound misunderstanding, since in most Muslim societies there is not and
never has been such a thing as a church. The community of believers founded by
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This being unquestionably the case in the study of power, so it is argued in a wider
context, where it is now claimed that the privileged position of traditional historical
studies is no longer tenable, and thus all ideological stances should be made explicit
-
Jenkins claims that 'today we know of no such things as neutral/objective
"interpretations", as "innocent" surveys, as "unpositioned positions". Rather, we
should all know by now that the best we can do is alert and keep on alerting "readers"
to the position we are interpreting from1.101
The conventional response to such demands, as voiced by Elton,102 is to argue that on
the contrary, historical study can and should be neutral, 'independent of the historian,
independent of the concerns of his day, independent of the social and political
conditions imposed on him'.103 The questions asked of the sources should be
formulated from within, which is the only way of asking the 'right question';104 and
therefore history in this mould requires no definitions of terms: indeed, the use of
theoretical terms
- 'unreal constructs' such as 'elite'
- are discounted.105 In this
epistemological dispute, Elton's own work appears to undermine his case: writing of a
Mortimer, Faith and Power: The Politics of Islam (London, 1982), p. 33. Thus, as
Enayat explains, 'traditionally, Muslims rarely studied politics in isolation from
related disciplines. Problems such as the nature of the state, the varieties of
government, the qualifications of rulers, the limitations on their power and the rights
of the ruled were discussed as part of the comprehensive treatises on jurisprudence
and theology
- all securely within the unassailable walls of the Shari'aH: H. Enayat,
Modern Islamic Political Thought (Austin, TX, 1982), p. 3. As Enayat goes on to
note, the currently influential Muslim Brothers movement (for example) stresses the
all-pervasiveness of the laws ofsharia and denies the necessity or permissibility of
human legislation (p. 89).
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particular set of reforms in England in the 1530s, he announced that 'we call this sort
ofthing a national sovereign state1 (and he goes on to identify several other kinds of
sovereignty, which, like 'elite1, do not appear to have been terms contemporary with
the sources he quotes).106
Elton's comments are thus no defence against the sophisticated arguments presented
by Rorty, White, Jenkins et al. On the basis of such post-modern argument, modernist
political theory has been identified as such, and some of its tenets disputed, in recent
work. For example, Clegg (without the obscurantism commonly employed) argues that
Hobbes played a large part in the ancestry of modernist theory: 'in terms of the
subsequent trajectory of mid-twentieth-century scholarship and research on power,
Hobbes's conception was to be the intellectual victor. Coming as it did a century later
than Machiavelli, its metaphors accorded with and represented the more modernist spirit
of the new scientific project to a greater extent than did Machiavelli's frequent recourse
to military analogies'.107 (This view is echoed by other writers, for example Kraynak.)108
Clegg concludes his introduction by basing modernist political theory along an axis of
Hobbes-Locke-Dahl-Lukes: this dictates the nature of political debate, and as a result, he
argues, it is thinkers such as Machiavelli who deal in issues which remain under-
explored in current political discussion, based as it is around a trajectory heavily
influenced by Hobbes.109 If this is true of Machiavelli, it is doubly so for writers such as
Althusius and the writers of political theory in the early United Provinces. The trajectory
noted by Clegg ensured the survival of terms such &spotestas absoluta into current
106
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thinking as absolutism, just as it guaranteed the disappearance of consociatio from the
political lexicon of mainstream thought. Modern political theory is the child of the great
monarchies, and the classic nation states which succeeded them, not of the practically
unique Republic. This in itself is not a particularly 'post-modern' argument: Oestreich
was able to claim that the success of Lipsius and the advocates of absolutism sidelined
the work of Althusius;110 whilst it is no surprise that scholarship informed from
traditions outside modernism found the Westphalian's work particularly relevant.111 The
state which Althusius and the Dutch writers analysed will never be easily reconciled
within the heuristic framework of modernist theory, given the latter's genesis and
evolution in dynastic monarchy and nationalist state.
The targeting of the term 'sovereignty' above is not accidental: it looms large in
debates about the early modern polity (hence the familiar question 'where did
sovereignty lie in the Dutch Republic?'). Even though the debate about sovereignty
was active as early as the 1580s, if Clegg and Kraynak are correct, the reason for
current concerns with the issue may have more to do with the preoccupations of
modern theory (exemplified in Hobbes's frontispiece)112 than with realpolitik in the
Dutch Republic (diagrammed in a very different way, as will be demonstrated in
110
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state, based on monarchy and representation and proclaiming the right to resistance
and tyrannicide, so quickly became outdated. This was no doubt the reason why the
work of Althusius, which was certainly more independent and appeared fourteen
years after that of Lipsius, failed to achieve a similar widespread success. Even
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conception of the State in a period in which Bodin's concept of sovereignty had
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of Theoretical Thought, trans, by D. H. Freeman and H. de Jongste, 4 vols
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The frontispiece to Hobbes's Leviathan shows a crowned figure towering over his
kingdom, composed of many smaller figures. It has been argued that Hobbes
supervised the design of the image, and that it represented the sovereignty of the state,
rather than monarchy itself. See M. Corbett and R. Lightbown, The Comely
Frontispiece: The Emblematic Title-Page in England J550-1660 (London, 1979), pp.
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Chapter 5). In brief, the attempt to understand power in the past will usually emanate
from a mind deeply informed by modernist theory, hence the example of Elton who
showed that 'a revolution in government during the 1530s had established both
national sovereignty and the machinery of a bureaucratic state',113 even though it is
not quite clear what the term 'national sovereignty' would have meant in England in
1530 (or
- as indicated earlier
- what Elton meant by it). Certainly the issue of
sovereignty was a real one in the late seventeenth-century Netherlands, but eliding it
with the modernist political terminology can be confusing.
Even without an overtly post-modern 'spin', the validity of this terminology in the
context of the early Republic is dubious, as Price notes:-
Two apparently contradictory principles appear to have been basic to the
constitution of the new state which emerged from the Revolt: provincial
sovereignty on the one hand, and the union between the provinces on the
other. Perhaps, however, these two ideas are only incompatible from the
perspective of essentially modern perceptions of the absolute and indivisible
nature of sovereignty [...] There is a strong case for arguing that discussion of
the Dutch political system in terms of sovereignty can be seriously misleading,
and that other concepts are more appropriate.114
In the following pages he suggests that political thinking was rooted in older, more
traditional concepts of the political community, rather than in the absolutist discourse
which we might associate with Bodin, a discourse which was, in the formative years
of the Republic, very new. As De Bruin says of those formative years, 'omstreeks
1588 had men niet veel tijd of interesse voor de toen vrij theoretische kwestie bij wie
de soevereiniteit lag1;115 and the leaders of the rebel provinces of the Netherlands were
'very conscious that strange things were happening to the word "sovereignty" during
this period'116 (to the extent that they studiously avoided incorporating it in their
Hobbes's political thinking, and one of the major preoccupations of political theory
since.
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According to P. Williams, The Tudor Regime (Oxford, 1981), p. 457.
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J. L. Price, Holland and the Dutch Republic in the Seventeenth Century (Oxford,
1994), p. 209.
'In 1588 people had neither much time nor the interest for the then fairly
theoretical questions of where sovereignty lay': De Bruin, p. 120.
116
Kossmann, 'Popular sovereignty', p. 11. He is referring of course to the
negotiations between the northerners and Anjou in 1580. The Dutch negotiators
rejected Anjou's request to be acknowledged as 'sovereign lord' claiming there was no78
negotiated deal with the Duke of Anjou, claiming that there was not a Dutch word for
it).
If sovereignty was a disputed term when Bodin re-defined it (for it is argued that
medieval jurists recognised that it had existed in the classical era),117 it continues to be
subject to a wide range of definitions.118 The classic definition of sovereignty, as
given by Hinsley in 1966, identifies it as an ideological ('unreal') construct: 'men do
not wield or submit to sovereignty. They wield or submit to authority or power1, since
'sovereignty is not a fact. It is a concept which men in certain circumstances have
applied
- a quality they have attributed or a claim they have counter-posed
- to the
political power which they or other men were exercising'.119 Hinsley defined
sovereignty in resolutely teleological, modernist terms, as the inevitable corollary of
the emergence of the state in the western European mould,120 and logically, he
followed this by noting that sovereignty can only exist where there is such a state.
The significance of his views to this discussion lies in the nature of the early Dutch
Republic: it did not fulfil the requirements Hinsley outlines for sovereignty to exist,
being very close to what he described as a 'stateless society1.121
equivalent to the term in Dutch. See also G. Griffiths, Representative Government in
Western Europe in the Sixteenth Century (Oxford, 1968), pp. 314-15.
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Some aspects of it would appear to have been implicit in the Justinian Code, at
least as understood by the medieval jurists. See D. Kelley, 'Law', in Burns and
Goldie, pp. 66-94 (p. 67) and also Q. Skinner, The Foundations of Modern Political
Thought, 2 vols (Cambridge, 1978), I, 7-8.
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Heywood, Political Ideas and Concepts (Basingstoke, 1994), pp. 49-77.
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For Hinsley, sovereignty is not so much an analytical tool as an aspect of the state
as created by western European society. See Hinsley, p. 17. Furthermore,
sovereignty only occurs in European societies (or where such societies allow it to be
imported from Europe) (p. 21). He grants the concept a long chronology by
employing semantic arguments. Having established this standpoint in Chapter 1, it is
a relatively straightforward task to demonstrate the rise of the concept from Ancient
Rome (p. 42), its rediscovery by the Tudors (pp. 116-17) and Henry VIH in particular
(p. 118), in the form of'mixed sovereignty' (p. 138), and so on to what Hinsley saw
was its present state of perfection.
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Hinsley argues that stateless societies are acephalous, and have no 'central symbol
or instrument of rule' (p. 7); that they are 'segmentary' (p. 7) (a term he also applies to
medieval Europe (p. 53); and that the resort to force between segments is usually
avoided, the weaker segment usually giving way (p. 8). He is unconvinced that
medieval Europe had a conception of the state as he defined it (p. 71). Heywood79
So sovereignty as an analytical term (and by implication conventional political
theory) appears to be as much an 'unreal construct' as class (and Marxism). It is this
argument, together with the polemical but flat-footed response of scholars such as
Elton, which allows Jenkins, (for example), to accuse both theoretical stances of being
modernist 'positioned' positions, the products of scholarship which was clearly and
emphatically not 'independent of the historian, independent of the concerns of his day,
independent of the social and political conditions imposed on him'. The post-modern
argument does not seek to validate one 'positioned' tradition or theory against another;
but it does oppose the universalist claims made by, for example, Elton.
Nonetheless, in spite of the problems of analysing it, the issue of power is perhaps
critical in an assessment of the early Republic. It will be seen that whilst Vranck refers
to sovereignty in the opening pages of his work, it does not form a significant part of his
argument, is not clearly defined, nor is its location clarified. (Would it have found any
place at all if Wilkes had not cleverly deployed it in his argument, forcing Vranck to
address the issue?) However, after a fair summary of the formal workings of
government, he twice stresses that (after God's grace) it is the nature of government, of
the practicalities of power in the provinces, which has enabled a successful defence
against their enemies.122 In this argument, he uses the word macht, not sovereignty.
Alternative approaches to the study of power
Two scholars in particular have attacked what they have seen as the impact of
conventional political theory upon the study of history. First, Oestreich criticised the
debate thus: *they discuss the endless debates between princes and estates and seize upon
questions of sovereignty, raison d'etat and absolutism. There are hardly any
investigations of the discussions that were going on about how to create new power and
extend existing power1.123 His concerns focus upon the impact of Neostoicism in the
Low Countries and questions of social discipline (and are now perhaps being addressed
suggests that the idea may be inapplicable to fragmented and pluralist societies. See
Heywood, p. 76.
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Oestreich, p. 36.80
in the work of scholars such as Spierenburg, quoted above, in his detailed study of the
emergence of the prison).
The second is Michel Foucault, whose spectacular attack on traditional theory is
typically impressionistic:
-
Sovereign, law and prohibition formed a system of representation of power
which was extended during the subsequent [i.e. post-medieval] era by the
theories of right: political theory has never ceased to be obsessed with the
person of the sovereign. Such theories still continue today to busy themselves
with the problem of sovereignty. What we need, however, is a political
philosophy that isn't created around the problem of sovereignty, nor therefore
around the problems of law and prohibition. We need to cut off the King's
head: in political theory that has still to be done.124
Both are concerned with new power: Oestreich, in terms of Lipsius and Neostoicism,
whilst Foucault's interest was in developments in the later seventeenth and the eighteenth
centuries, when he detected a 'veritable technological take-off in the productivity of
power1.125 Although the straightforward language of Oestreich does not immediately
connect in the reader's mind with the neologisms of post-modernity, and the impact of
Neostoicism is not a feature of Foucault's work, the belief that in some way the lives
of ordinary people were becoming significantly affected by new power is common to
both. The similarities of emphasis are obvious enough and have been highlighted by
others.126 Together they represent the sharpest demands for a shift of emphasis from
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M. Foucault, 'Truth and Power: Interview with Alessandro Fontano and Pasquale
Pasquino', trans, by P. Patton and M. Morris, in M. Foucault, Power, Truth, Strategy
(Sydney, 1979), pp. 29-48 (p. 38).
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He described it thus: 'not only did the monarchies of the Classical period develop
great state apparatuses (the army, the police and fiscal administration), but above all
there was established at this period what one might call a new "economy" of power,
that is to say procedures which allowed the effects of power to circulate in a manner
at once continuous, uninterrupted, adapted and "individualised" throughout the entire
social body. These new techniques are both much more efficient and much less
wasteful (less costly economically, less risky in their results, less open to loopholes
and resistances) than the techniques previously employed1: Foucault, 'Truth and
Power', p. 36. Foucault's failure to notice that there had already been a 'take-off in the
productivity of power1 in the late sixteenth-century Dutch Republic would be
problematic, but, given the verdict upon his work by the historical profession, could
be put down to his being an incompetent historian.
126
For example, the parallels between Oestreich's examination of social discipline and
Foucault's more widely-known work on the changing forms of government under
Absolutism have already been noted by Pasquale Pasquino: Oestreich also concentrates
on the period after the 16th century, and similarly perceives a radical change in the81
the conventional theoretical approach (attacked by Clegg and others) to an
investigation of the genesis and evolution of'new power1. Added to the problematic
results of investigations into early Dutch political thought, these criticisms justify the
adoption of a different heuristic framework for the analysis of power in the Republic
to complement existing work.
That evidence of power exists outside the court and legislature is already recognised by
many scholars. Hence the example of the Amsterdam madhouse quoted at the opening
of this chapter; Israel's interpretation, with its explicit identification of the treatment of
the poor and insane with social discipline and control, with issues of confessional
supremacy, and with the creation of civic order, sites the institutions involved in a
discussion of power.
This is precisely where Foucault's Madness andCivilization sited such institutions,127
when he wrote of the asylums which were developed elsewhere in Europe, a century or
so later than those in the Netherlands:m compare Israel's comments with those of
course of the 17th and 18th centuries in both the theory and the practices of the
relationship between a government and its subjects': Robert van Krieken, 'Social
Discipline and State Formation: Weber and Oestreich on the Historical Sociology of
Subjectivity', Amsterdams Sociologisch Tijdschrifi, 17.1 (1990), 3-28 (pp. 3-4).
(Technically, the contrast between the 'post-modern' Foucault and Oestreich is a little
artificial in that Foucault is not usually regarded as 'post-modernist' despite his adoption
by the adherents of post-modernity.)
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M. Foucault, Madness and Civilization: A History of Insanity in the Age of Reason,
trans, by R. Howard (London, 1967). It was originally published as Folie et deraison:
Histoire de lafolie ä I'dge classique (Paris, 1961); a second edition, with new preface
and appendices, as Histoire de lafolie ä I'dge classique (Paris, 1972), and a third edition
without appendices in 1976. The English edition was translated from an edition
abridged by Foucault and published originally in French, with additional material from
the original edition including the fifth chapter. This has not helped the debate about
Foucault's work.
For a discussion of the heated debate between Stone, who sees such institutions as
an example of enlightenment progress, and Foucault
- who (like Israel), saw them as
being about power, see W. Pencak, "Foucault Stoned', Rethinking History, 1.1 (1997),
34-55. Here Pencak defends Foucault, with some justice, on the basis that he was not
attempting to write 'conventional* history. However, in a succinct review of Foucault's
work, Merquior rejects this defence, at least in the case of Madness and Civilization:
he argues convincingly that for this work, Foucault had a 'normal' historiographic
purpose in mind. Merquior's conclusion is perhaps surprising: 'we are, at last, entitled
to an answer as to whether or not Foucault got his history right. To an important
extent, he did'. See J. G. Merquior, Foucault, 2nd edn (London, 1991), p. 26.82
Foucault, writing about the establishment of the Hopital General, in Paris in 1656: 'in its
functioning, or in its purpose, the Hopital General had nothing to do with any medical
concept. It was an instance of order1,129 Here, his argument is that the establishment of
the asylum was to do with order, the reshaping of the role of the indigent and insane, and
the marshalling of their resources for labour. But labour was very clearly not an end in
itself, nor was it connected to economics: it was to do with discipline and order.
13
In
Oestreich's terms, this was evidence of the impact of Neostoicism, 'social disciplining1
working itself out in institutional changes.131
Foucauit and power
Other scholars besides Oestreich and Foucault have of course noted the role of
confessional states in enforcing discipline (in connection with images, see for example
Veldman's discussion of civic morality).132 However, Foucault's appreciation that a
systematic shift of focus from court and legislature
- to, for example, the asylum and the
hat fancier
- could not be accomplished without some changes in the underlying
methodologies, together with a challenge to existing heuristic models, is particularly
sharp. This led him to explicitly adopt a set of'methodological precautions' to free
his approach from the trammels of modernist theory.134
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Foucault, Madness and Civilization, p. 40. Merquior, having defended Foucault's
Madness and Civilization, goes on to summarise the effective demolition of a large
part ofthat thesis by a range of authors. See Merquior, pp. 26-29. However, the basis
of much of this criticism can be found in the perception of Foucault's book as 'a
passionate case against our received wisdom on the humanitarianism of the
Enlightenment1 (p. 29); and here, Merquior sides with the critics (p. 30), when he
denies that the 'great confinement' was 'just' repressive. However, he stops short of
denying the connection between the creation of institutions for the mad with power
and social discipline; and this is the central point.
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I. M. Veldman, 'Images of Labour and Diligence in Sixteenth-Century
Netherlandish Prints: The Work Ethic Rooted in Civic Morality or Protestantism?',
Simiolus, 21 (1992), 227-64 (p. 229).
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For example, 'we must eschew the model of Leviathan in the study of power. We
must escape from the limited field of juridical sovereignty and State institutions, and
instead base our analysis of power on the study of the techniques and tactics of
domination1: M. Foucault, 'Disciplinary Power and Subjection', in S. Lukes (ed.), Power
(Oxford, 1986), pp. 229-42 (p. 237).
134
Foucault 'Disciplinary Power'. Reviews of Foucault's work tend to concentrate on
his philosophy rather than his methodology. For example, see P. O'Brien, 'Michel
Foucault's History of Culture', in L. Hunt (ed.) The New Cultural History (Berkeley,83
These 'precautions' as presented by Foucault are discussed here and will be demonstrated
in Chapter 5 in the analysis of prints and power. They can be listed, in theoretical terms,
under five heads although in practice it will be seen that they cannot be deployed in such
a discrete fashion.135 Some of the inconsistencies of his thought are also noted here,
and it should be borne in mind that Foucault himself did not claim that they could be
applied universally, nor did he always give examples to clarify the discussion.
Conventionally the success of the early modern state is perceived in top down1 terms.
For example, in 1995, Kaplan argued that the process of confessionalisation in the early
modern period was adopted by absolutist rulers and enabled them to impose 'a
thoroughgoing social change brought about through the mutually reinforcing
combination of religious reform, state-building, and social discipline, all imposed from
above', and in his view the Revolt was a violent reaction against the imposition of
control by Phillip II.136 However, in this chapter it has been argued that a considerable
body of more sophisticated scholarship has demonstrated that in the Netherlands at least,
the struggle was over the control of emergent new power, not the imposition of power
from above. This is a crucial distinction.
CA, 1989), pp. 25-46, where O'Brien, in a discussion of Foucault's prescription for the
analysis of power (pp. 34-38), does not mention this pivotal essay.
135
Foucault's thinking about power is difficult to reference, as it emerged slowly in
the course of his research, and was never fully worked out. An introduction may be
found in a collection of interviews and essays referred to above, Foucault, Power,
Truth, Strategy especially 'Truth and Power', pp. 29-48, 'Powers and Strategies', pp.
49-58, and 'Power and Norm: Notes', pp. 59-66. A more recent interpretation may be
found in O'Brien. Several articles in G. Gutting, ed., The Cambridge Companion to
Foucault (Cambridge, 1994) may also be consulted, particularly J. Rouse,
'Power/Knowledge', Gutting, pp. 92-114.
B. J. Kaplan, Calvinists and Libertines: Confession and Community in Utrecht,
1578-1620 (Oxford, 1995), pp.7, 8. For another example see P. Williams, The Tudor
Regime, a standard text on sixteenth-century England. His concern with power is
evident from the Preface: 'I have concentrated on describing the ways in which
government actually worked [...] I have been more concerned with processes than
with structure'. But, 'above all, I would stress this is a book about monarchical rule'
(p. vii). The title of the closing chapter is 'The Tudor Achievement'. In the tradition
of Elton, and in spite of Foucault - with some justification
- Williams's positive
assessment of the Tudor regime focuses upon court and dynasty.84
Foucault's first 'precaution' would thus seem appropriate. He argues that instead of
commencing at some presumed apex of power, the working of regional or local
institutions and power structures, or even more localised examples of power, should be
1If
examined. Indeed, historians of the Republic have always had perforce to consider its
decentralised character. To study power in Foucault's terms is to turn attention to the
generation of'new' power, and the 'colonisation' ofthat new power by the polity, giving
reality and substance to the state.
Secondly, Foucault suggests that rather than analyse who 'has' power and what his or her
aims are, power itself should be studied in terms of where it is installed and what its
effects are: he suggests for example a focus on habits of gesture and behaviour by which
the subject is constituted.138
Thirdly:
-
Power must be analysed as something which circulates, or rather as something
which only functions in the form of a chain. It is never localized here or there,
never in anybody's hands, never appropriated as a commodity or a piece of
wealth. Power is employed and exercised through a net-like organisation. And
not only do individuals circulate between its threads; they are always in the
position of simultaneously undergoing and exercising this power. They are not
only its inert or consenting target; they are always also the elements of its
articulation. In other words, individuals are the vehicles of power, not its points
of application.139
Although he offers no further explanation, the parallels between this and Vranck's
concern to stress the difference between the offices people temporarily hold and the
person, and indeed the reluctance with which persons subjected themselves to the strains
of office is notable;140 they become 'vehicles' of power. A perception of individuals as
'undergoing' power as much as exercising it may be found in the welfare arrangements of
the Republic: the orphans of Middelburg and other towns were obliged to wear
uniforms, 'to advertise that they were wards and an asset of the city1,141 an 'articulation' of
its power.
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Fourth, 'one must [...] conduct an ascending analysis of power, starting, that is, from its
infinitesimal mechanisms', and tracing the process of adoption and colonisation by more
global mechanisms.l42 Here the example he uses is the development of the lunatic
asylum: a view that lunatics are useless as a means of production and should therefore be
locked up is, he argues, too simple: rather, the techniques of the structuring of
understandings of lunacy (and therefore the physical asylum) are of more interest
- the
bourgeoisie are interested in power, not lunacy. It is significant in this context that an
'ascending analysis' of power was precisely the method used by Althusius in his 'brilliant
synthesis' of the politics of the Republic.143
Finally, whilst Foucault does not deny the reality and impact of ideology, he suggests
that, rather than seeing ideology driving the exercise of power, it should be investigated
in 'the production of effective instruments for the formation and accumulation of
knowledge
- methods of observation, techniques of registration, procedures for
investigation and research, apparatuses of control'.144 His key essay gives no examples,
which have to be sought out in his other writings. However, he is clearly suspicious of
the academic loading of ideologies when discussing real power. In fact, as Van der
Klashorst, Blom and Haitsma Mulier noted (in a bibliography of political texts),145
other conceptualisations
- the works of classical historians, especially Tacitus, and
treatises on various virtues, such as Constancy or Prudence, for example
- 'shaped the
political outlook of the age1. And the imposition of uniforms on the orphans of
Middelburg and other towns was certainly part of the apparatus of control.
Summarising Foucault's perception of power, Dews observed that 'in general, power
in feudal societies tends to be haphazard and imprecise, whereas in modern societies
effects of power "circulate through progressively finer channels, gaining access to
142
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individuals themselves, to their bodies, their gestures, and all their daily actions'". It
is thus 'already one of the prime effects of power that certain bodies, certain gestures,
certain discourse, certain desires, come to be identified and constituted as
individuals'.146 Here is a nexus: of Foucaulfs theories of power; of his rejection of
enlightenment views of the individual; of the radical views of Moxey and Bryson on
the function of images; and of post-modernity's ultimate re-evaluation of the
individual as a 'node' of discourse.
This definition of power is clearly open to some criticism. First, where does the
power which Foucault discusses come from? When in 1588 the burghers of
Amsterdam act to set up a prison, are they the source ofthat 'new' power? Or are they
only acting in response to an apparently inchoate desire on behalf of some part of the
community of Amsterdam? If power has no source, Dews argues that Foucaulfs view
of power must be simply the constitutive operation of social systems, a view echoed
by Merquior.147 There are other more practical issues. If power can be revealed in an
'ascending analysis', an hierarchy is implied, whilst we have seen Foucault suggest that
such hierarchies are irrelevant to the study of power. Moreover, wilfully ignoring the
role of central locations of power would mean ignoring the role of the critical parts of the
Republic's structure such as the Stadholder's household.
These objections do not render Foucaulfs methods invalid (Althusius has also been
accused of not defining the source of power),148 whilst if the source of power is
actually in discourse
- which Foucault implies
- his methods may be more
illuminating than conventional approaches. The plea for an 'ascending' analysis
certainly suggests an inconsistency, but only by attempting it can the implications for
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definition of power did not appear to assign any moral value to it: Dews objected that
'there must be some principle, force or entity which power "crushes" or "subdues",
and whose release from this repression is considered desirable'.
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his theories be assessed. Even if such apexes were ignored (and they will not be), an
analysis based on Foucault's method can be justified. Moreover, given that the 'shape' of
power in the early Republic appears in many ways to be reflected in Foucault's (implicit)
definition of power
- in contrast to the imprecise fit of modern theory
- it is reasonable
to test his hypotheses.
In broad terms, how might such an analysis of power be carried out, when using imagery
as a source? As noted in the introduction, Bryson and Moxey have moved away from an
conventional art historical approach towards one where imagery is implicated in
discursively formed power. 'Discursive power', a concept within which Foucault's
arguments may be set, has also been discussed by Clegg: 'in the broadest terms, language
defines the possibilities of meaningful existence at the same time as it limits them [...]
there is no reason to expect that representations will remain contextually and historically
stable but every reason to think that they will shift. Power will thus be implicated in
attempts to fix or uncouple and change particular representational relations of meaning'
thus 'it is the representations themselves, the fundamental discursively formed ways of
constituting relations, which have a historically specific character and are the object of
analysis'.149
This focus on discourse would seem to underlie some of Pocock's thinking (which is not
to label Pocock as a 'post-structuralist'
- rather, recent, sophisticated approaches have
been foreshadowed in Pocock's work).150 Pocock argues for the study of political
discourse, or langues, in which 'speech acts' or paroles may be carried out151 (an
approach evident in Van Gelderen's work). In brief, Pocock claims that 'we are typically
in search of modes of discourse stable enough to be available for the use of more than
one discussant and to present the character of games defined by a structure of rules for
more than one player'.152 In these games (or discourses), 'an author is himself both the
expropriator, taking language from others and using it to his purposes, and the innovator,
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acting upon language so as to induce momentary or lasting change in the way in which it
is used1. Furthermore, "the author cannot rule the uses or responses of others1.153
Careful analysis of such discourse means, in Pocock's somewhat traditional terms, that:
In the kind of enquiry under examination here, the historian is less interested in
the 'style', or mode of utterance of a given author, than in the language', or mode
of utterance available to a number of authors for a number of purposes, and his
evidence or holding that such a 'language' existed as a cultural resource for the
actors in history, and not merely as a gleam in his interpretative eye, tends to be
related to the number of actors he can show to have performed in this medium
and the number of acts he can show them to have performed. The more he can
show (a) that diverse authors employed the same idiom and performed diverse
and even contrary utterances in it, (b) that the idiom recurs in texts and contexts
varying from those in which it was at first detected, and (c) that authors
expressed in words their consciousness that they were employing such an idiom
and developed critical and second-order languages to comment on and regulate
their employment of it, the more his confidence in his method will increase.154
(Pocock is not unaware of the charge that his method does not, ultimately, rebut the
wider accusations of post-modern critics
- that it might still result in simply 'telling
stories' rather than 'telling it as it really was').155
By focusing on these 'fundamental discursively formed ways of constituting relations,
which have a historically specific character' we come very close to answering Qestriech's
complaint that 'there are hardly any investigations of the discussions that were going on
about how to create new power and extend existing power ',156
An example of a moment in discourse to illustrate this discussion: in 1566, a body of
noblemen presented a 'Request' (opposing the work of the Inquisition) to Margaret of
Parma. One of her councillors, probably Barlaymont, insulted the petitioners as beggars.
After this tense, formal, and well documented occasion, there was another less formal
and less well documented event: the noblemen held a celebratory feast at the house of
Pocock, Virtue, Commerce and History, p. 6.
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Culemborg, their leader. When they were all thoroughly drunk, Brederode dressed up as
a beggar (an example followed by his fellows) and toasted the Beggars
- 'Vive les
GueuxP.157 The term 'Beggar' came to stand for all those who opposed the Habsburg
regime, and was invoked by the use of badges and clothing, which rapidly became very
popular among the population. Thus Brederode was Barlaymont's match at what Pocock
would call this 'game1, at manipulating discourse. By expropriating the term beggar, and
exploiting it in gestures and jests in a social context, he neatly used the language of insult
to create a conceptual form for his opposition. Once the insult had entered discourse,
neither Margaret nor Barlaymont (nor of course Brederode) could control it.
To repeat Clegg's comment, 'concepts of power should not be seen as the effect of
discourse: rather, power is constituted in discourse1. The event also illustrates the
arguments of Moxey and Bryson who see 'power not as a monolith, but as a swarm of
points traversing social stratifications and individual persons'.158 In this view, power is
manifested in, not illustrated by imagery.
To sum up: the application of conventional political theory does little to illuminate the
generation of power in the Republic. Several scholars, however, have highlighted the
issue of new power in the early modern period, an issue which is particularly obvious
in the Netherlands in the late sixteenth century. Recently, it has been argued that
discursively formed power is perhaps significant (this was illustrated by reference to
the genesis of the term 'Beggar'). At the same time, recent scholarship has linked
imagery with discursive power, and finally, Foucault has provided some suggestions
as to how this power might be analysed.
Thus it is with Foucault's definition of power, sited in a context established by
scholars such as Moxey and Bryson, (and presaged in some of the more conventional
histories noted above), rather than merely with traditional political theory, that the
following chapters will be concerned. The subject will be the pictorial language of
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H. F. K. van Nierop, 'A Beggars' Banquet: The Compromise of the Nobility and the
Politics of Inversion', European History Quarterly, 21 (1991), 419-43 (pp. 420-21).
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N. Bryson, 'Semiology and Visual Interpretation1, in N. Bryson, M. A. Holly and
K. Moxey (eds), Visual Theory: Painting and Interpretation (Cambridge, 1991), pp.
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political prints: though in this context it will be argued that 'machtsprenteri is a better
term, as they present power not in simple mechanistic hierarchies defined in
modernist, linear texts, but in pictorial terms, almost as diagrams: 'diagrams of
power'.159
159
The metaphor is taken from Clegg, p. 186.91
Chapter 3
The Role of Political Prints in the Republic
'historieplaten, zinneprenten en historische haarten'', an artificial genre?
It has been argued in the previous chapters that power is constituted in discourse, a
matter of local moments of change, and that such change may take place 'whenever an
image meets the existing discourses, and moves them over; or finds its viewer, and
changes him or her1.1 From this account, the power of a print cannot be appreciated by
analysing it as a work of art in isolation. Rather, its creation and dissemination and
impact should be seen as an eddy in a much wider stream of discourse. This view of the
power of pictures justifies an analysis which will owe more to semiology than to
conventional art history. Nonetheless, before examining the languages of the prints,
some grasp of the nature of the medium, and how the languages in prints entered the
consciousness of their audience is essential; hence this chapter. Here the medium is
introduced in more detail, outlining the methods used in print production, then
consideration is given to how these artefacts meshed with the society they helped shape.
Thus far, the term 'the prints' has served as a label for the historieprenten and
zinneprenten which form the bulk of the sources considered here, and indeed their
existence in one or two major collections, and the influence of Muller's and Van Rijn's
catalogues, adds to the impression that they form a specific genre.2 However, defining
the nature of the sources is not straightforward, in that, as Royalton-Kisch noted in
1988, there has not been an exhaustive study of the genre, and its general
development remains uncertain.3 Such a study is sorely needed, since upon
examination it is clear that they do not form a single genre. Although the nineteenth-
century collectors indeed gathered historieprenten and zinneprenten, the terms
camouflage the huge range in the quality of the material, from cheap pamphlet covers
through broadsheets and loose prints or book illustrations, to large, fine engravings
Lucidly expressed by N. Bryson in 'Semiology and Visual Interpretation', in N.
Bryson, M. A. Holly and K. Moxey (eds), Visual Theory: Painting and Interpretation
(Cambridge, 1991), pp. 61-73 (p. 71).
2
Hence for example the title of A. van der Blom's essay 'Historieprenten 1500-1800',
NAGN, 9 (1980), pp. 222-27.
M. Royalton-Kisch, Adriaen van de Venne's Album in the Department of Prints and
Drawings in the British Museum (London, 1988), p. 57.92
clearly intended for formal display. There are actually a variety of media here, sub-
genres each with their own target audiences and functions.
The genre itself is to a large extent a nineteenth-century creation, comprising a very wide
variety of formats; this renders any but the broadest generalisations about the material
practically impossible. For example, it is impossible to generalise about the technical
limit to the number of copies which could be produced, or the type of market envisaged,
or the purposes of the designers. The answer will vary, depending (respectively) upon
which of a wide range of printing techniques was used, upon factors such as price,
within a possible range running from very cheap to very expensive, and upon our
understanding of the content, which might be artistic and pictorial, or crudely satirical,
reinforced with eloquent invective.4 A thorough investigation of the collections, with the
aim of identifying types of print, is overdue, but is a task which can only be carried out
by scholars based within the archive (although were the Rijksprentenkabinet's collection
digitised and made available online it would be a different matter). A preliminary
survey, based on some of the sources collected for this research, is however possible.
Such a study should commence with Müller, whose motives were fairly straightforward:
Toen de Amsterdamse boekhandelaar Frederik Muller in het midden van de
vorige eeuw zijn collectie historieprenten bijeenbracht, die later bekend zou
worden als de Atlas van Frederik Muller, zweefde hem vaag het ideaal voor ogen
een visuele presentatie van de Noordnederlandse geschiedenis [...] de gehele
nationale 'bevrijdingsoorlog1, de GoudenEeuw, de vermeende periode van verval
daarna en, misschien het belangrijkste, de triomfantelijke opbloei van het
Koninkrijk der Nederlanden.5
Muller himself wrote that 'daardoor rijpte langzamerhand mijn plan, de geheel
onbekende en verwaarloosde stukken door eene goed beschrijving aan de beoefening der
See 147 (FMS1240Aa) for an example of a cheap, plain print, possibly a woodcut,
incorporated in a pamphlet cover. By contrast, see 061 (FMl 174), a very painterly
image, or 025 (FM514), which was also reproduced on satin.
5
'When in the middle of the last century the Amsterdam book dealer Frederik Muller
assembled his collection of history prints, which would later become known as the
Muller Collection, he had a vague plan in mind for a visual presentation of north
Netherlandish history [...] the entire national "liberation struggle", the Golden Age, the
supposed period of decline, and, perhaps most importantly, the triumphant rise of the
Kingdom of the Netherlands.1: Van der Blom, p. 222.93
Nederl. geschiedenis dienstbaar te maken1.6 The title of his work, De Nederlandsche
geschiedenis in platen, beredeneerde beschrijving van Nederlandsche historieplaten,
zinneprenten en historische haarten [...] (Dutch History in Prints. Arranged and
described from Dutch history prints, symbolic prints, and historical niaps[...]), is a clear
indication of his aims.7
Clearly Müller shaped his collection as he catalogued it, to best serve his conception of
Dutch national history in the context of the later 1800s. Accepting all aspects of Muller's
catalogue at face value is thus to see the seventeenth century through a nineteenth-
century prism or filter. This prism can be seen as part of a broader picture, of & Zeitgeist
which found expression in various publications concerning prints. In the Netherlands,
preceding Muller's Nederlandsche Geschiedenis, was Palier's Lijst eener
prentverzameting der vaderlandsche geschiedenis en aardrijkskunde der Nederlanden*
and Muller's own Beschriftende catalogus van 7000 portretten van Nederlanders9
There was a rising sense of nationalism throughout Europe
- exemplified by events just
across the borders, with military defeats for Denmark (1864), Austria (1866), and France
(1870) as Germany was unified under Bismarck's policies. Indeed a similar passion for
prints arose in Germany, where Drugulin published his Historical Atlas in 1867,10 whilst
in France, history prints were catalogued by Hennin, whose Inventaire de Ia collection
d'estampes appeared in 1877.u (There is no comparable body of evidence from Britain
6
'So my plan slowly matured; by making a sound description, to place these completely
unknown and neglected items at the service of Dutch history.': F. Muller, De
Nederlandsche geschiedenis in platen, beredeneerde beschrijving van Nederlandsche
historieplaten, zinneprenten en historische haarten, 4 vols (Amsterdam, 1863-82; repr.
1970), I, pp. iv-v.
7
Muller's interest in images and history may have been part of a trend. A certain
Jacob de Vos Jacobszoon commissioned thirty artists to paint 253 large paintings
depicting scenes from Holland's history. See Dedalo Carasso, Helden van het
vaderloand; onze geschiedenis in 19de-eeuwse tafeleren verbeeld: De historische
galerij van Jacob de Vos Jacobszoon, 1850-1863 (Amsterdam, 1991).
H. Palier, Lijst eener prentverzameling der vaderlandsche geschiedenis en
aardrijkskunde der Nederlanden ('s-Hertogenbosch, 1851).
F. Muller, Beschriftende catalogus van 7000portretten van Nederlanders
(Amsterdam, 1853).
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W. E. Drugulin, Drugulin's Historical Atlas (Leipzig, 1867).
M. Hennin, Inventaire de Ia collection d'estampes relatives ä I'histoire de France
leguee en 1853 ä Ia Bibliotheque Nationale par le Chevalier Hennin, 5 vols (Park, 1877-
84).94
for this period; most of the material in the catalogues published by the British
Museum is from a later date.)
In the widest context, the genesis of this almost philatelic approach to prints might be
traced to the late eighteenth century and Bartsch's Le Peintre-Graveur12 published
between 1802 and 1821; this was a forerunner for several other major catalogues.13
However, history prints, (and popular prints) were ignored by Bartsch, a precedent
followed by other catalogues. By the mid-twentieth century, illustrated print catalogues
were appearing: The Illustrated Bartsch and, for the Low Countries, Hollstein's Dutch
& Flemish Etchings, Engravings & Woodcuts, c. 1400-1700
u But these also ignored
history prints. Thus the print sources for this research have tended to exist in the
interstices between genres, and in some respects, that is their defining attribute. In
classifying this material, Muller and Van Rijn have created a genre.
In these catalogues, the prints are listed by the date of the event they depict, rather than
the date of publication. The disadvantages of this system are clear. Images produced
during the period 1588 to 1632 may be buried in earlier sections of the catalogue, whilst
images listed in the relevant section may have been produced much later than the date of
the event they illustrate. Balancing this is the advantage that the researcher can quickly
identify all the images of a particular event. In fact the primary reason for Muller's
choice may have been contingent upon the nature of the sources, for whilst many of the
prints were produced within days, weeks, or months of the event depicted, the security
with which they can be dated varies widely. When one takes into account that prints
were re-issued at times, altered, or even incorporated into other documents such as books
or pamphlets, any attempt to arrange the prints by date of publication would probably be
12
A. Bartsch, Le Peintre-graveur, 21 vols (Vienna, 1802-21).
For France see A. P. F. Robert-Dumesnil and G. Duplessis, Le peintre-graveur
frangais, 11 vols (Paris, 1835-71); for Italy see A. Baudi de Vesme, Le peintre-graveur
Italien (Milan, 1906). For a summary of the historicising process since the Renaissance,
see D. Landau and P. Parshall, The Renaissance Print, 1470-1550 (London, 1994), p.
219: 'popular prints as an acknowledged category of images is primarily a creation of the
eighteenth century'.
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W. L. Strauss, ed., The Illustrated Bartsch (New York, 1978- ).
F. W. H. Hollstein, Dutch & Flemish Etchings, Engravings and Woodcuts, (1400-
1700) (Amsterdam, 1949-87), and supplement, The New Hollstein (New York, 1993-).
The omission of cheaper political prints is remedied in The New Hollstein,95
impossible. Secondly, as an historical account, Muller's arrangement served the
narrative tradition of history writing.
Within the arrangement thus imposed on him by the nature of the sources, a broadly
chronological arrangement, Müller organised his collection by commencing with 'titel-
en zinnebeeidige prenten1 ('title and symbolic prints'), numbers 1 to 9, 'algemeene
prenten' ('general prints'), numbers 10 to 13, and Verzamelingen' ('collections'), numbers
14 to 24.16 After these introductory sets, a more linear approach commences, at 112 BC
(with print FM31).17 At FM413 (1538), the collected prints of Hogenberg are
introduced, 'dit uiterst belangrijke en vrij zeldzame werk is voor de kennis der Nederl.
geschiedenis van groot gewigt1.18 Other collections follow, and after some prints of the
Reformation, a purely chronological form re-emerges with prints of the late 1550s, a
pattern retained for the remainder of the volume. This format is shadowed in Volume 4,
(a supplement and index to the first three volumes).
It can be seen from the catalogue that individual prints are further categorised by the
choice of key words in their description: these keywords actually describe the nature of
the visual language employed in the image. For the period covered by this research,
Müller commonly employed four categories: portraiture, illustrative, symbolic (or
emblematic), and satirical. Cartographic material is also found, though infrequently, and
usually indicated as such.19 A few portraits are included, such as FM1369, of
Oldenbarnevelt. In these cases, some additional material on the plate (in this case text)
qualified them for inclusion amongst history prints, rather than his work on portraits.20
In other cases, he simply referred to the image as an 'afbeelding' or picture, with a
description of the subject.21 Zinneprenten or spotprenten (loosely, prints with a
moralistic or satirical content), were indicated in his descriptions.
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Muller, De Nederkmdsche geschiedenis, 1,1-5.
Muller, De Nederlandsche geschiedenis, I, 5.
'This most important and fairly rare work has great significance for the knowledge of
Dutch history.1: Muller, De Nederlandsche geschiedenis, 1,39.
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FM1055 is listed as a 'Kaartje', for example. See Muller, De Nederlandsche
geschiedenis, l 126.
Muller, Beschriftende catalogus.
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For example, FM975, 'Afbeeldmg v. h. Monument voor Tassis [...]'. See Muller, De
Nederlandsche geschiedenis, 1,115.96
Not all the prints fit this categorisation: for example, the distinction between a history
print and a map is not always so obvious, as may be seen in 056 (FM1281), Beleg der
Stad Gulik (Siege of the town of Jiilich).22 Despite its cartographic style, it is as much a
picture of a battle or a celebration of the Republic's mastery of the techniques of warfare,
as a map. Occasionally, Muller commenced a description by quoting the text on the
image itself, hence 'Pasquille, gheplact ter Gouwe op de Kerck-deure'.23 He also notes
where prints served as title pages for pamphlets or books.24
Thus Müller noted a number of'sub-species' within his collection
- were it organised in
the form of a database, it could be searched quickly and fairly reliably on the basis of his
categorisation. However, there are other ways of organising the material. More
recently, Van der Blom adopted another classification, casting prints into four categories:
prints that glorify the regime, prints that take a strongly partisan stance on some issue,
prints which simply illustrate an event without comment, and a fourth type which
emerged in the late seventeenth century (and which is not particularly relevant here),
dealing ostensibly with historical events, but in fact demonstrating a partisan
standpoint.25 (Kootte took the same approach in her study of Remonstrant prints.)26
Both Muller's and Van der Blom's schemata are open to criticism. It is true that Van der
Blom frees, to some extent, the classification of the prints from considerations of format
and genre, putting in its place a system dependent much more upon interpretation of the
message in the print; but by making classification dependent to a great extent on overall
interpretation, there is more leeway for dispute. Furthermore, the view that any image,
even one claiming to report an event without partisan bias, does not in some way
embody the deployment of power in the society of which it is part, would not pass
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Muller, De Nederlandsche geschiedenis, 1,158.
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See FM1085, Muller, De Nederlandsche geschiedenis, I,129: 'pasquil, posted at
Gouda on the church door'.
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FM1370 served as a pamphlet title page. See Muller, De Nederlandsche
geschiedenis, I,174-75. FM1348 served as a title page of a book. See Muller, De
Nederlandsche geschiedenis, l, 171.
Van der Blom, pp. 222-23. In fact it could be argued that some of the prints of the
Tyranny of Alva, discussed later in the thesis, fall into this category.
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T. G. Kootte, "Bestandstwisten in zwart-wit1, in T. G. Kootte (ed.), Rekkelijk of
precies: Remonstranten en contraremonstranten ten tijde vanMaurits en
Oldenbarnevelt (Utrecht, 1994), pp. 54-81 (p. 56).97
without challenge given current scholarly perceptions of the role of images. The
importance placed by Van der Blom on the relationship between prints and partisan
divisions within the governing regime indicate a particular concern with purely political
power and propaganda, in contrast to the patriotic concerns of Muller. It could be argued
that Van der Blom's scheme expresses the concerns and outlook of the historical
profession in the mid 1900s, as much as some reality of the early modern era. Thus the
sources can be cast to reflect the rise of the Dutch nation, or to foreground the role of
political propaganda. It is not clear that the printmakers recognised either schema, since
they were flexible and pragmatic in their approach, often driven by the market or their
patrons, both of more pressing concern than genre.
In fact, because data stored on a computer in the form of a 'database' can be easily
rearranged and queried according to different criteria, it is theoretically possible, to
some extent, to configure the text descriptions, and interrogate the data on the basis of
either Muller's or Van der Blom's criteria (a pluralistic approach which is doubtless as
much the child of its time as was Muller's). However, rather than an analysis of how
the collections could be classified, the emphasis in the following chapters will be
upon the languages and sign systems within the prints; and some explanation of the
medium is a necessary precursor to a study of the message it bears.
The making of prints
The fundamentally revolutionary aspect of the print, in comparison to pre-existing
formats, is its reproducible nature. Paintings, even when copied, retain their identity, the
occasional forgery excepted. Given enough art historical attention, a print might achieve
a technical rating ('a poor example1 or 'an early state1) but ubiquity, not uniqueness, is the
medium's hallmark.27 Without dismissing the infrastructure of the painter's studio, it can
also be argued that enabling the iteration which prints allowed required a blend of social,
creative, technical, and entrepreneurial skills more complex than that associated with
paintings, and an outline of these skills is considered here.
For a review of the impact of print technology upon image creation in general, see W.
M. Ivins, Prints and Visual Communication (Cambridge, MA, 1953; repr. 1969); Ivins
includes a section on the history of printmaking (pp. 24-50).98
As much a craft as an art, printmaking has its own technical language. This language
is used with varying precision by different authors; a concise and precise introduction
may be found in Griffiths, Prints and Printmaking?* his terminology is largely followed
in this thesis. Hind provides a dated but standard guide to the history of the craft,29
whilst a lavish work which considers printmaking in the Renaissance will be found in
Landau and Parshall's The Renaissance Print; Chapter 2 in particular outlines the early
history of printmaking. What follows is largely drawn from Griffiths, Hind, and Landau
and Parshall.
Print1 is a broad term covering engravings, etchings, and woodcuts. Engravings and
etchings are both the result of the intaglio process where the image is produced by
cutting lines in a flat metal plate.30 These lines hold the ink that will form the image
when transferred to paper. With woodcuts, a different process is employed: the image is
produced by cutting away the wood, leaving the picture raised in 'relief, the raised part
being inked and applied to the paper.
For the intaglio process, engravers during this period normally used copper plates into
which they cut their design, although occasionally iron or steel plates were employed,
usually for etchings. Etching requires certain areas of the plate to be exposed to acid,
which 'bites' into the surface, a process which could be controlled or moderated by
protective coatings, resulting in very finely detailed effects. Etching and engraving can
be combined in a single plate if required. However, for the period 1588 to 1632
considered here, engraving was by far the most common technique applied to history
prints. Once work on the plate is completed, the plate is inked, and then the flat surfaces
are cleaned, leaving the ink in the engraved or etched lines. The paper and the plate are
then brought together under great pressure, and the ink is 'pulled' out of the grooves or
marks and onto the paper.
A. Griffiths, Prints and Printmaking: An Introduction to the History and Techniques
(London, 1980).
A. M. Hind, A History of Engraving and Etching, from the 15th Century to the Year
1914 (London, 1923).
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From the Italian, in and tagliare, to cut.99
This process requires: an intaglio press, which is not suitable for printing letterpress
material because of the greater pressure used; a skilled printer, or 'pressman1; supplies of
suitable ink, usually thinner than that used in typographic work; and of course paper.
Because of the great pressure which the intaglio process employs, and the softness of the
copper, plates wear noticeably, producing impressions in different 'states'; besides
careful handling of the press, a good craftsman could limit wear, and alleviate damage,
by careful retouching of the plate. Likewise, plates could be altered: engraved lines
could be filled or burnished out, and new ones cut, or complete sections replaced. (A
particularly blatant example of the latter can be seen in 065 (FM1270).)
By contrast with these intaglio methods, woodcuts can be produced without the
application of pressure, or even a press at all. They can also be combined with
letterpress in the same process. The results of woodcuts are usually coarser than those
obtained with copper plates. (It is possible to obtain very fine work from a woodcut if
the end grain of the wood is used, but this is regarded as a nineteenth-century
development.) However, they could be produced with very little technical skill or
equipment.
Coloured impressions exist from the period, and techniques for producing coloured
prints have a long history (one being the use of multiple woodblocks for different
colours, for example). However it seems probable that coloured impressions were
produced by hand, and although there is evidence that this did take place at the time of
production, it is not usually possible to prove this for any given example. Another rare
variation was the creation of impressions upon silk rather than paper, enhancing the
value of the image considerably.
The pressure used in the intaglio method usually leaves a 'plate-mark' or impression on
the paper. In theory this and other features can show whether a print was produced by
the intaglio or the woodcut method, but it should be stressed that this is a specialist
subject. Other aspects also require the expertise of art historians. It is for example
difficult to give a guide to the number of impressions which could be produced from a
particular plate, although generally, the finer the engraving, the fewer the number of
editions which could be made from the plate. Coupe suggested (without attribution) that
around two thousand impressions could be produced by a good print shop by the end of100
the sixteenth century.31 The survey of thinking on this aspect of printing in Landau
and Parshall tends to support Coupe, but they conclude with a report by a printmaker
from the eighteenth century (when techniques were essentially unchanged from the
Renaissance), who claimed he had a good copperplate pressman who could obtain four
thousand impressions from a plate before it needed retouching.32
The nature of the paper, and especially watermarks, can in theory be used to provide a
guide to the provenance and dating of a print, or at least a terminus post quern, and
standard guides are available.33 They were not considered in this research for several
reasons: firstly because prints in the Muller collection and some others are mounted, and
could not therefore be examined for watermarks. Secondly, as explained in Chapter 1,
the methods used do not lend themselves to the study of watermarks; finally, expertise in
using such evidence is best gained in association with a major collection. The analysis
of typefaces can also provide useful information regarding provenance, but work in this
area would again require considerable investment of time to gain expertise more
applicable to art history than history, with no guarantee of substantial results apposite to
an investigation of the languages used in prints.
The implications of these technologies are fairly obvious: images produced by the
intaglio method require access to a special press and supplies, and the skill to use them.
If inscriptions are to be included, they must either be engraved by a calligrapher, or the
prints must pass through a different press suitable for typographic work, or they must be
added by hand later, or a separate sheet bearing the text must be added to the print. On
the other hand woodcuts could be produced with little in the way of plant and skilled
personnel.
The technical process also has some impact on attempts to trace the origin of prints,
since print production often involved a number of individuals. The printer or 'pressman'
31
W. A.. Coupe, The German Illustrated Broadsheet in the Seventeenth Century:
Historical & Iconographical Studies, 2 vols (Baden-Baden, 1966), I, 15.
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Landau and Parshall, p. 31.
See C. Briquet, Les Filigranes: Dictionnaire historique des marques du papier des
lew apparition vers 1282jusqu'en 1600,4 vols (Leipzig, 1923) for the period to about
1600; supplemented by W. A. Churchill, Watermarks in Paper in Holland, England,101
has been mentioned: in addition, the artist or engraver who cut the plate, a
commissioner who ordered it, a designer of the image, a publisher, and a seller could
also be involved; in practice of course, several roles might be adopted by one person.
When prints are used in books and pamphlets, there is another range of personnel to be
considered, whilst the use of images in these publications points to a close connection
between book printers and the printmakers.
Where fine art is concerned, many aspects of print production have been studied in
depth: the various 'states' of Rembrandt's prints, for example, have been charted, whilst
Dürer's tendency to produce plates with strong, deep incisions suggests that his plates
were capable of producing many good impressions. Stylistic analysis along such lines
can often be exploited to give clues regarding provenance etc., but cheaper, popular
prints have not benefited from such sophisticated attention.
However, an example from a less formal milieu might add flesh to the framework
outlined above, in connection with popular prints: the case of a German who came into
the Nicolaes van Geilkercken's print shop in Amsterdam in 1615. He ordered an
engraving to be made of a red chalk drawing, of some little figures'. When asked if any
inscriptions were needed, he said he only wanted the image cut. Presumably he could
have arranged for a calligrapher to handle the texts, or perhaps write them in himself.
The price for the work was twelve guilders.34 For a picture of the kind of atelier where
such work would have been carried out, see the painting by Van de Venne, which shows
the workshop of the Van de Venne brothers, complete with prints hung up to dry or
decorating the wall.35
The role of prints in Dutch society
Having outlined the processes involved in print production, ranging from the simple
creation of a woodcut to the complexities behind the realisation of a fine intaglio print,
some evidence regarding the role of these prints can be addressed. It should be borne in
France etc. in the XVII andXVIII Centuries and their Interconnection (Amsterdam,
1935).
34
Nadine Orenstein et al., 'Print Publishers in the Netherlands 1580-1620', in G. Luijten
et al., Dawn of the Golden Age: Northern Netherlandish Art 1580-1620, ex. cat.
(Amsterdam, 1993), pp. 167-200 (p. 167).
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Recently illustrated in M. Royalton-Kisch, p. 39.102
mind at all times that most of the evidence for the role of such imagery has been
gathered by art historians concerned with fine art, not historians concerned with specific
issues. The extent to which their evidence can be stretched to cover the cheaper, popular
prints which form the subject of this research has to be constantly questioned.
Is it possible, where political prints are concerned, to associate the imagery with formal
political institutions to ascertain the existence and nature of any connection? Some
evidence may be found in the registers of the States General and similar official
sources.36 What does seem clear from these sources is that several artists or publishers
specialised in work which relied upon a connection with the States General, either for
obtaining octrooien or copyrights, or subsidies for production. The nature of this
relationship is not then simply the States General commissioning visual propaganda
from selected artists, but an altogether more subtle exploitation of networks of contacts
where it seems salesmanship and negotiation marked production of imagery.
A dependence on patronage required a certain flexibility from the artist. For example, in
1615, Frans Pietersz. de Grebber (c. 1570-1640) produced a painting of the Schutters of
Haarlem. With the expulsion of some Contra-Remonstrants in 1617, he was asked to
paint four of them out
- and following the coup of 1618, to paint them back in again.37
However, whilst partisan conflicts had some effect on De Grebber's life, in other respects
he seems to have enjoyed considerable freedom: he acted as Rubens's agent in the
Republic (along with Sir Dudley Carleton, the English ambassador), whilst his son,
Pieter Fransz. de Grebber (c. 1600-1652/54), was officially patronised by Frederik
36
Rijksgeschiedkuncuge publication Resolution der Staten-Generaal (The Hague, 1930-
81) (RGP). The registers consulted were for the years 1600 to June 1624. The entries
which clearly showed the channelling of funds to print makers were: RGP, vol. 92,
Section XIV, 6November 1602, p. 324;RGP, vol. 92, Section XIV, 20 September 1603,
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Hendrik even though he remained closely allied to recusant Catholics, and accepted
commissions for altarpieces from churches in Flanders.38
Prominent among the printers associated with the States General is Floris Balthazzar
(1562/63-1616). Balthazzar was a goldsmith, cartographer, and engraver from Delft,
who obtained a privilege for a depiction of the siege of Zaltbommel in 1599. This
contact with the States was exploited further: in 1602 he presented a print, on satin, to
the States General, for which he was given 250 guilders. This was on condition that he
provide four maps, for Renesse, De Jonge, Coorn, and Sloeth.39
In 1603 he also obtained 100 guilders for a design ('caerton') he had engraved of the
Dutch army invading Flanders in 1602 (presumably the occasion when Maurits had
captured Grave, in northern Brabant, in September). He had obtained a privilege for this
work earlier in the year. Moreover, the States awarded him a further 100 guilders for
this work in November 1603.
*
In 1607 he obtained a privilege for an engraving of the
battle of Gibraltar, when on 25 June 1607, Jacob van Heemskerck defeated a Spanish
fleet, though there is no mention of a reward for Balthazzar in this case.41 Balthazzar
features in the Resolutions for the last time in 1610 to 1611 when he promised to supply
their High Mightinesses with a print of the siege of Julich: he was to receive 150 guilders
for this work (and in fact received 200 guilders).42
The Van de Venne brothers similarly looked to the States as a source of revenue and
protection for their work. The elder, Jan Pietersz., was established as an art and book
dealer in Middelburg, whilst Adriaen van de Venne (1589-1662) was a painter and
engraver.43 Jan Pietersz. appeared to have good connections with the deputies: whilst
38
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obtaining octrooien for some books of Dutch poetry, he also got a privilege for
Adriaen van de Venne's popular print of Alva's Tyranny 025 (FM514), on 22 July
1622.u Jan Pietersz. had also obtained privileges for prints of the Stadholders in 1618,
and in 1619 the brothers had received payment of 25 guilders for prints on satin of
Maurits and Frederik Hendrik; in 1621 Jan Pietersz. secured a privilege for a print
Verthooning van't huys der helden van Nassau te peerde1.45
None of the other engravers mentioned in the indexes had as many contacts with the
States General. Willem Jacobsz. Delff (1580-1638), a painter turned engraver, applied
for privileges in 1622 (and at the same time obtained 8 guilders for two engravings of
Frederick of Bohemia, one on satin and one on paper), and is recorded obtaining a
privilege again in 1623. In 1624 he presented a portrait of Frederik Hendrik to the
deputies (it is not clear if he obtained a reward in this instance).46
Other designers seem to have concentrated on portraits: Nicolas de Clerck, recorded as a
'plaatdrukker'
- or printer of intaglio images
- sought a privilege in 1620 for an etching
he had made (after a design by Hendrik de Keyser) of the funeral of the Prince of Orange
(presumably William);47 whilst in 1618 Andries Stock (c. 1580 to after 1648), an
engraver, sought a privilege for a print of the Prince of Orange which had been started by
somebody else, but was flawed; Stock had corrected it, and in 1624 received 12 guilders
for an engraving of his Excellency (Maurits?).48 One Adriaen van Nyeulant sought in
1623 a privilege for a print tot loff ende prijs van t vrije Nederlant ende den
doorluchtigen prince van Orangien1,49 whilst Michiel van Miervelt (1567-1641), a noted
portrait painter from Delft, applied in 1607 for a privilege for a print of Maurits
44
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In commendation and praise of the free Netherlands and the illustrious prince of
Orange.': RGP, vol. 208,14 March 1623, p. 76, no. 493a.105
(engraved by Jan Müller) after a painting that he had completed.50 Baptista van
Deutercom (Doetechum, c. 1589-1630) of Deventer, obtained a privilege for heraldic
illustrations.51
One of the results of the upheavals of 1618 was the Synod of Dordt, and in 1619
Francois Schillemans (b. 1575), a draftsman and engraver, obtained 214 guilders 10
stuivers for prints of the event. Six were to be on satin and eighty three on paper: the
cost was to be met from the sum set aside for the Synod.52 This is perhaps a more
obvious case of the States General promoting, or at least commemorating, a cause. A
less politically charged topic was chosen by Christoffel van Sichern (1546-1624), first of
four engravers ofthat name, who obtained a privilege for a print of a land yacht designed
by Simon Stevin (he was also rewarded for his designs for coins).53
Only a few of these images can be regarded as political or history prints proper. An
example which is particularly interesting, because it seems to indicate a reference to
popular prints (as opposed to more expensive images), is to Broeder Jansz.,
figuurdrukker in Den Haag, f25 toegezegd, omdat hij de Staten had aangeboden zekere
"Pyramiden Pacificam", die hij had gesneden en uitgegeveri.54 As will be seen in the
Appendix, the pyramid
- or obelisk, the terms were confused in this period
- was a
'loaded' image in the Republic. This event suggests that an enterprising print maker,
divining the political ambitions of the States, could produce for the market a suitably
sympathetic image and draw a reward from their High Mightinesses as well: but if this is
the case, it would appear to be unique. A less allegorical theme was chosen by Hans
Rem (c. 1566-1620), who obtained in 1603 privileges for prints of the Republic's naval
50
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'Brother Jansz., figure engraver in The Hague, promised 25 guilders, because he had
presented the States with a "Pyramiden Pacificam", which he had cut and published.1:
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victories,55 whilst Adam de Breen sought a privilege for illustrations of military drill,
in 1617.56
Maps, like prints, were also subject to copying: Simon de Vries (Frisius, c. 1580-1629)
sought a privilege (on behalf of an Amsterdam bookseller) for a map of Seville in
1617,57 and in 1608 Willem Jansz. (probably Willem Jansz. Blauw) applied for a
privilege for a map of the Seventeen Provinces and images of the Governors since Philip
n.58 In 1606, one Pieter Keere (Pieter van den Keere, 1570/71 to after 1645) also
produced a map of the Seventeen Provinces, for which he was promised 300 guilders, on
condition he presented a copy to the deputies.59
Willem Jacobsz. Delff appears to have carried out the engraving for Van de Venne's
Tyranny of Alva,60 and the subjects in his work mentioned above are patriotic. (He had
carried out some engraving for Michiel van Miervelt, whose daughter he married in
1618.) Where the subjects of the less well known artists are mentioned in the references,
they all glorify the regime, as might be expected, with a slant towards the house of
Orange (if the tendency to exploit the Stadholders in portraiture can be interpreted that
way). The two maps of the Netherlands mentioned above were of the Seventeen
Provinces, not the United Provinces (and Pieter van den Keere also produced a copy of
the Leo Belgiens, a patriotic cartographic interpretation of the Netherlands, in 1610).61
Where other works by these artists can be checked, they often include patriotic images:
Schillemans was responsible for an heroic engraving of Maurits, for example,62 and
worked with Van de Venne to produce a fine print of the Republic as a ship.63 Van
Sichern, being entrusted with designs for the Republic's coinage, was presumably
regarded as a designer with the state's interests at heart.
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The exception to this list of patriotic printmakers is Peter Paul Rubens, who was also
active in the Republic's art market. He applied for a privilege for some etchings through
the offices of Carleton, the English ambassador, in 1619. Whether or not the States were
suspicious of granting copyright protection to works by a man who was after all the
Archdukes' court painter is not known (and in any case it is known that Rubens sought
copyright protection elsewhere as well). However, they asked to see a list of the
etchings concerned, and Rubens was granted his licence in the following year
- on
condition that their High Mightinesses would receive copies for themselves.64
Several points revealed in this survey are worth highlighting. With regard to the
motivation of professional image makers of the period in general, Van Mander noted
that 'ghemeenlijck zijn twee sake oft eynden waer door den mensch tot const te leeren en
oefenen wort beweeght en ghetrocken te weten eere en gewin1.65 And whilst Van
Mander's pleasure at and praise for painterly skill dominates his book, one suspects that
issues of profit are never far from his mind, and that he saw no conflict between what the
market demanded and the desire to produce what he regarded as good art. These views
can be seen to have played a role in the concern of the printmakers for patronage and
protection.
Most artists were from the more prosperous elements of society, not least because the
apprenticeship was longer and more expensive than that of some commoner trades.
Writing of the artists of Delft, Montias commented 'as far as I know, not a single son or
ward of a farmer, a textile worker, a sailor, or a manual laborer (e.g. the numerous corn-
or peat-carriers) became an artist painter'.66 Established artists and printmakers would
expect to enjoy a good living for their work. Veldman's work on prints and the work
ethic showed that artists who depicted the prevailing view of labour were without
64
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exception from comfortable circumstances, enjoyed high status, and marketed their
work among 'scholars and teachers, merchants and superior artisans1.67
The development of engraving and printing of pictures in the new Republic was coeval
with the Revolt itself: printmaking was very limited in the north until the outbreak of the
Revolt, and then was very dependent on the immigration of experts from the south,
especially after the fall of Antwerp in 1585. Standard biographical references suggest
that the artists mentioned here are a microcosm ofthat movement. For example, Jan van
Doetechum was one of a family of engravers who had fled from Deventer when that
town fell to the Spanish in 1587.68 (He obtained his first privilege on the
recommendation of Maurits, suggestive of a role for the Stadholder in the dispensing of
patronage.)69 The parents of the Van de Venne brothers were likewise fugitives and had
similarly fled from the south (Pieter van de Venne had left Lier, possibly in 1581 when
that town fell to the Spanish). A recent survey of Adriaen's life may be found in
Royalton-Kisch. The author notes the unorthodox nature of Van de Venne's background
and artistic career, and concludes that he 'was an ideal choice for the reiteration of
orthodox doctrine', consistent with the household of the Stadholders. Hans Rem was
another southerner, being born in Antwerp.
These 'incomers', like most of the existing artists in the Republic, would seem to have
come from that prosperous middle class that was such a feature of the rich cities in the
Low Countries. Given the commercial framework in which they operated, they can be
considered as embodying the values of the society in which they worked. The evidence
relating to printmakers involved in the production of less 'artistic' pictures, perhaps
looking back to the tradition of the Antwerp winkeldrukker or corner-press described by
Landau and Parshall,71 is less clear (although a few examples of such activity are noted
67
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below). Thus it appears that Dutch society was 'pictured' largely by that prosperous
middle class which was one of its most prominent features.
Considering the huge output of printed material, few of the printmakers actually sought
copyright protection. This is probably because, as Orenstein et al. note, obtaining
sanction or reward from the States General was expensive and time-consuming. Their
suggestion that many artists would not have regarded the investment in bribes and
networking as worthwhile seems reasonable. They further suggest that topical prints
depended upon their topicality for sales, and the time-consuming process of obtaining a
privilege would allow other printmakers to clean up the market.72
Having considered references to the commissioning of work and the protection of
copyrights, and the status of the artists themselves, was there a role for censorship?
Altogether, there are very few demands for censorship in the Resolutions. The States
General did occasionally turn their attention to pamphlets and 'scandalous books'
- but
even here, such activity was often at the bequest of the ambassadors of England or
France, rather than because of any domestic unease. As for images, the single reference
to censorship is the oft-quoted decree by the States on 7 November 1619 that plates and
images of Oldenbarnevelt and others of his faction should be seized.73
Before concluding that the States General had virtually no role in censoring pictures, it
should be noted that many of the terms used for hostile publications refer to items which
would themselves have occasionally included images. 'Boekjes' and 'pamfletten' were
sometimes illustrated and 'liedekens' appeared on illustrated broadsheets (for example,
FMS1302A). Both media were legislated against on occasion.74
Another phrase used in connection with placards issued against publication is
'pasquillen1. Whilst this probably meant pamphlets, technically it is more appropriately
Orenstein et al., p. 174.
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Several of the entries in the RGP revealed attempts at controlling the production and
distribution of pamphlets, for example RGP, vol. 176,26 August 1619, p. 217, no. 1465.
Pamphlets mentioned in RGP entries relevant to this research were checked in the
Knüttel Collection (KC1474, KC2834, KC2872, KC3010, KC3011, KC3078, KC3207,
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used of an insult itself, rather than the medium in which the insult is transmitted. The
term often appears as well as, rather than instead of, the term for pamphlets,75 and some
of the prints refer to themselves as pasquils.76 This hardly demonstrates that where
official documents refer to pasquils, prints are inferred: but it suggests that when their
High Mightinesses denounced 'smadschrijften1, 'scandaleuse' or 'libellieus boekjes1,
'pamfletten', 'schotschrijfen1, and especially 'pasquillen', prints should not be
automatically excluded.
In 1621 the English ambassador, Carleton, was again complaining bitterly about
pamphlets being printed in spite of placards against them, and the States General begged
the deputies of Holland to prevent the magistracy at Amsterdam from allowing the
printing.77 Similarly, on another occasion, Holland used the States General to 'exhort'
other provinces to renew placards.78
There may have been more concern at a Provincial level, but the indexes of the States of
Holland themselves provide very few indications of such activity against printmakers,79
and such action as was taken appears to have been against books: on one occasion in
November 1581 all book printers in Holland were required to register with the
authorities;80 whilst in 1608, one C. Class was visited by magistrates, who seized
'gedrukte en andere stukken' ('printed and other pieces') which might perhaps indicate
images.81 The subjects which made these materials
- probably books, pamphlets, or
manuscripts
- so objectionable are rarely mentioned, but items referring to heresy, or
complaints against Leicester and the English, are mentioned.82 The only reference to
concerning placards against songbooks can be seen in RGP, vol. 200,7 May 1624, p.
276, no. 829.
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prints found was to an application for a privilege by one Müller, for an engraving of
Johan Ney (a priest and diplomat).83
What conclusions can be drawn from this survey of a sample of official records? First,
formal meetings of the States General and the States of Holland only rarely considered
images in any context; there is a somewhat greater concern for written material,
especially pamphlets, and it may be that some prints were involved in this material. But
given the background of the artists, and the prosperous merchant classes from which
both they and the deputies to the States were drawn, it is unsurprising that censorship
played little part in their dealings.
Secondly, the printmakers closely concerned with the States appear to have formed a
limited circle; their 'niche' market appears to have been for durable patriotic imagery
rather than ephemeral 'newsworthy' cartoons. Most of the images discussed here lent
support to the house of Orange, and perhaps to the Orangist view: the Van de Vennes at
least seem to have been staunch Orangists. Furthermore the States's role varied from
firm financial backing (as in the case of Floris Balthazzar in 1610, or Schillemans in
1619), to partial subsidy, to merely granting privileges (as in most cases), and that at a
price. There is little sign of the systematic exploitation of the medium by the States
General, although it clearly played a role in promoting or protecting by copyright the
publication of a few prints; in addition, it is clear that on some occasions individual
deputies benefited from the States's connections with printmakers.
There are some contrasts with what is known of the role of pamphlets. Harline believed
that authors of pamphlets rarely made money, although printers and booksellers did.84
Perhaps the same was true of some print designers, but equally others, such as the Van
de Venne brothers, intended to earn a living from print production, including the design
of prints. Again, he found that the States were active to censor pamphlets and punish
both authors, printers, and sellers.85
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Whether the prints are set in the wider context of pamphlets (a genre into which, it has
been suggested, they may well have been subsumed by the sources and historiography),
or whether they are for the moment left aside, the comparison with the situation in
France as revealed in a recent study (which included a few prints) is revealing. The
author's conclusion regarding such propaganda is quoted at length:
From 1594 onward French propagandists sought to defend the government by
resorting to the rhetoric of absolutism. Successive campaigns each made
particular contributions to the growth of such rhetoric. The king's ministers
consistently won this battle for the public opinion in the early seventeenth
century, not by defeating opposition to strong monarchy, which was generally
insignificant, but by developing sophisticated ways to control the whole
framework of public discourse [...] Government ministers and other politicians
followed very closely the public's reaction to signals of their political intentions
[... ] The government tried to censor all clandestine pamphlet literature, but in the
end it resorted more to the systematic production of its own propaganda. This
pattern of attempts, first, to eliminate and, second, to overwhelm political
opposition was an essential feature of French political culture in the seventeenth
century. It was central to its historical development as well.
This deliberate and blatant control of ephemeral media, exercised 'from the top down' by
the French elite forms a stark contrast to the States General where the debate about
censorship was driven by foreign ambassadors (often exasperated at the limited effect
their complaints had), and occasionally the provinces. In the Republic, the States
General did not function as the arbiter of political discourse, but more as an nexus for
foreign, national, and provincial concerns about media. This is confirmed by Orenstein
et al., who claimed that although the majority of prints were produced for the general
market, many commissions came from official sources other than the States General,
such as polder councils, district councils, and the admiralty boards.87 In place of the
attempt to impose and dominate discourse from the centre, prints were exploited in the
generation of power in the localities.
How then, did the prints circulate among the citizens of the Republic? Complementary
information can be found in art historical studies and less formal sources. As will be
seen, it is not difficult to demonstrate who saw prints; everybody saw prints, and they
I K. Sawyer, Printed Poison: Pamphlet Propaganda, Faction Politics, and the
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saw them often. Beyond this, problems multiply: estimating the impact of different
prints (lottery prints, pamphlet covers, fine pictures) upon different people (rich ladies,
poor men, children, nobles, skilled artisans); or quantifying with any great precision how
many of which type of print people saw, is not possible.
In assessing the art market of the Republic, Bengtsson identified five major social bands
or levels: the fifth, or 'lowest1, level consisted of textile workers and those in home based
industries, earning around sixteen stuivers per week in 1620. Craftsmen in guilds, small
producers, and general labourers defined another group, with workers such as
stonecutters earning around eleven stuivers per day. He considered small tradesmen and
dealers, small merchants, and minor town officials to constitute another level, with the
more important merchants and major producers making up the group from which the
regents were drawn, just below the elite which included the nobility.88 This stratified
model of society can be compared with the views of a near contemporary, looking at the
Republic from 'outside' as it were. Sir William Temple identified five 'classes' of
people:89 the Boers or peasants, mariners and sailors, merchants, rentiers, and military
officers. Whilst social stratification in 1673 had probably changed since the period 1588
to 1632 covered in this research, Temple's comments witness to the different lifestyles
enjoyed among the Republic's citizens.
Bengtsson believed that people such as the 'poor weavers and bleachers in Haarlem',90
indeed the poorest citizens in general, 'can hardly be taken into consideration as
important consumers of art at this time'.91 On the contrary, whilst such people may not
have had an impact on the fine art market, Montias found that everyone had pictures.
'prints are found in all types of households, from the humblest to the richest'.92
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He admits that 'the wages of common people
- textile workers, small craftsmen, road
makers and so forth
- were too low to afford any but the most wretched pictures', such as
'copies, workshop pictures, engravings and second rate paintings',93 but there is no
reason to think that cheap history prints were beyond the reach of the poorest or the
'common people'. Further detail is rarely available from art history: its traditional
aesthetic values render Montias (for example) unwilling to follow the trail of these
'wretched pictures' beyond its hermeneutic boundary. Thus there are limits to the value
of conventional art history to a study of the role of imagery in the manifestation of power
as the Republic. Even where evidence is available, it is difficult to assess and generalise
from
- what is to be made of examples such as a weaver who, in 1643, was recorded as
having sixty four paintings?94
Quantitative studies have their limitations, and anecdotal evidence can be more
revealing. Landau and Parshall claim prints were found affixed to choir stalls, employed
as pilgrims badges, tucked into hats, used as linings for alms boxes, decoration for house
exteriors during carnivals, sent as New Years Day greetings, and used to illustrate
calendars and almanacs of the peasants
- indeed 'examples of this sort are too numerous
to inventory'.95
If such informal evidence is examined, it can be seen that prints were certainly seen by
common people in public and private places. For example, judging by paintings by
Breughel, they were found fixed to the entrances of churches,96 or tacked or pasted to the
backs of settles in peasant surroundings. Similar evidence is available from a
somewhat later period, for example in a painting by Adriaen van Ostade (1610-84)
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which shows a peasant's cottage: in the background of this moderately prosperous
household can be seen a print with text below.98 Another appears in a tavern scene by
the same artist," whilst a drawing by Egbert van Heemskerk (1634/35-1704), in the
British Museum, shows men in an alehouse gathered round a document
- a lively and
animated scene. The paper may be a pamphlet, but could equally be a cheap print, and if
so is perhaps suggestive of how some of the prints functioned in the generation and
circulation of discourse. Another appears in a painting, by Cornelis Bega, of a scholar or
alchemist from 1668,100 whilst a moralising print may be seen in a painting of an
inebriated couple of modest means by Jan Steen (1626-79).101 Here the artist exploits a
print within a painting, to warn of the folly of drunkenness. The painting is more a
conceit than an illustration, and another image which may have an allegorical message
shows a sleeping sentinel, with two prints affixed to the masonry behind him.102
However, there is no reason to believe that the uses of prints seen in these images is
incongruous, and such imagery was clearly common in humble households and taverns.
There are many other images from the period which show paintings or prints in the
background of finer dwellings, although when such items can be identified, many appear
to be 'fine art1 pieces (usually in keeping with their surroundings), rather than cheap
prints, whilst a considerable number of maps also appear.
The size of the images may give a clue to the manner in which they were displayed, for
whilst some were large enough to decorate the walls of a room or perhaps even a public
place (and fine enough to serve in public display), most were about the size of an A4
piece of paper. This is in the same order of size as an open book, or a tabloid newspaper,
or a CRT display, whilst the texts are usually most easily read by one person holding the
print at a comfortable distance. Whatever the chronological and cultural gulf between
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the scholar and sources from the sixteenth century, human physiology remains pretty
constant, and it is suggested that most of the prints made their impact when people
picked them up or perhaps gathered around to 'read' the images and words (and indeed
this is still the response of any group presented with a real size facsimile).
Prints also saw some use as pamphlet and book illustrations. Indeed, given the existence
of the same prints both in and separate from pamphlets, it is clear that some were either
marketed separately in the first place, and adopted later as illustrations, or designed as
illustrations and then marketed separately, or were saved from pamphlets when the latter
were thrown away. The existence of some of the prints may be evidence of any of these
processes.
Perhaps the most revealing example of the ubiquity and informality of cheap prints in
Low Countries society is by Van Mander. In Antwerp, he claimed, a feature of a
religious procession held on Shrove Tuesday was the giving of coloured woodcuts to
children. These were hand coloured prior to the day, but not apparently by a print shop:
rather, Van Mander claims a member of the clergy was visiting a blacksmith, disabled
and bedridden, and left him a pile of woodcuts and the means to colour them in.103 One
would like to know who made the woodcuts, what images they carried, and who
coloured in the rest of them, but Van Mander only recorded the event because the
blacksmith went on to produce paintings, thus entering the remit of art history
-
otherwise the evidence would have been lost, as doubtless much else has been.
A striking example of their impact at the highest level of society was noted by P. C.
Hooft, and quoted by Motley: a petitioner appeared before Granvelle (who had risen to
high office under Margaret of Parma), and placed a paper in his hands before vanishing.
It contained some scurrilous verses, and the following image: Granvelle 'was represented
as a hen seated upon a pile of eggs, out of which he was hatching a brood of bishops.
Some of these were clipping the shell, some thrusting forth an arm, some a leg, while
others were running about with mitres on their heads, all bearing whimsical resemblance
to various prelates who had been newly appointed. Above the Cardinal's head the Devil
was represented hovering, with these words issuing from his mouth: "This is my beloved
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Son, listen to him, my people1".104 If true, this dramatic account demonstrates how the
Netherlanders were sensitised to the pictorial well before the rise of the Republic.105
Thus prints were seen by everyone; the cheaper prints referred to here would presumably
not include material by Rembrandt, but would involve cheap woodcuts and simple prints
(ephemera which would be unlikely to find mention in formal sources such as
inventories). It is perhaps in these contexts that the cheaper political prints should be
placed. The finer images might find their way into modestly prosperous homes (and
even here, would have been seen often enough by servants and tradesmen).
Having demonstrated the all-pervasive nature of printed imagery, even among the
poorest in society, (and thus a very high level of pictorial literacy in the Low Countries)
the question of how prints were circulated can be addressed. Van Mander's comment
about the distribution of woodcuts is relevant to the circulation of prints, since whilst
prints of one kind or another could be bought at markets or in print and book shops,106
there were many less structured methods of distribution. Frans Floris was a victim of
such informality: he had made some chalk drawings of nudes by Michelangelo when he
was in Italy, and his apprentices had secretly engraved and printed them - 'these works
went from hand to hand', noted Van Mander.107 This event demonstrates the
possibilities for clandestine printmaking, or at least for the production of prints outside
the formal control of the printshop manager.
At the other end of the social spectrum, it has been shown how on occasion printmakers
would present their work to the States General. This was not the only target for fine
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prints, however, for the Dutch East India Company presented a set of prints, probably
images of towns in the Dutch East Indies, to Frederik Hendrik in 1639 (and a similar set
to the Elector of Saxony in 1688).108
Within this wide range, prints (presumably cheap prints) were sold by peddlers. In 057
(FM1421) this is illustrated: the seller is no well-off connoisseur, any more than his
customers
- Bengtsson's bleachers and weavers, more likely, or at least, Temple's boers.
Whilst the print contains strong elements of allegory, and it cannot be certain how much
of the depiction is illustrative as opposed to allegorical, it does indicate another method
of circulation for cheaper prints.
Regarding prices, these varied greatly
- for example, the States General paid 25 guilders
each for prints on satin by Van de Venne,109 whilst at the other end of the scale,
Orenstein et al. noted that the cheapest prints sold for a few stuivers.110 Since the prints
do not bear prices, it is usually impossible to establish what the price of a particular print
may have been. Quite a large print does claim self-referentially that 'want om een kleyne
prijs kunt ghy dit stuck medragen1 (Tor just a small price you can take away this piece1),
but like a modern advertisement it is coy about the actual price, and as quite a large, fine
engraving, it cannot have been at the cheapest end of the market.111 Again,
generalisation is impossible, but the evidence does suggest that most prints were created
for a steady market sustained by the comfortably off burghers. However, beyond their
role as a 'commodity1, it is clear that they entered discourse by other means: they were
presented to children or patricians without charge, and apprentices printed unauthorised
images whilst masters' backs were turned. Botched or imperfect copies certainly existed,
and it is not clear what happened to these: perhaps they circulated among poorer
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If everybody saw prints, and most of the population had the opportunity to buy them
from time to time or perhaps obtained them free of charge, how many prints were there
in circulation? As far as those which found themselves on the walls of private houses
are concerned, the definitive work by Montias can again prove useful, and given the
figures resulting from his work, a prominent role for images as a whole in the society of
the day cannot be denied: there were in Delft in the mid-seventeenth century, with a
population of twenty eight to thirty thousand people in around four thousand houses,
about forty to fifty thousand pictures.113 Although his figures relate to the mid-
seventeenth century, and somewhat lower figures might have resulted from a survey
earlier in the century, a reasonable proportion of those images must have been in
existence for some time.
Of these pictures, the initial impression given by Montias's figures is that prints made up
a relatively small proportion of the total. In a study of Amsterdam, (for 1620 to 1679)
Montias reckoned that prints made up five per cent of the total of artworks in
inventories.114 If we apply these proportions to Delft it might suggest the town was
home to fifteen hundred prints around 1650.U5 However, these figures should not be
accepted uncritically, for as Montias makes clear, his work on Amsterdam was skewed
towards wealthier homes, which suggests, (bearing in mind his comments above, that
prints were more likely to make up the pictorial content of poorer homes), that where
poorer homes were concerned, the percentage of prints might be higher. Moreover,
prints at the cheaper end of the range (and certainly any pasted on the backs of settles)
would not figure in inventories.
Furthermore, research into pictures does not cover all the areas where prints played a
role: as we have seen, they were also employed in political pamphlets or in broadsheets
visible on the top copy. Perhaps it was an early or test impression, but in any case it
does demonstrate the existence of such botched copies.
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and books, not to mention such ephemera as lottery tickets. Thus Montias's figures
will naturally only hold good in an art historical context, that is where prints appear as
works of art. As pictures
- if book and pamphlet illustrations, albums, and broadsides
are included,116 and if the somewhat nonchalant scattering of prints pinned to
mantelpieces etc. were also included, the figure would be far higher.
Arguably, then, the figures given for the numbers of prints in circulation could be
inflated somewhat by these factors, leaving the question of what proportion of them
carried overtly political messages. Montias's preliminary work on Amsterdam
inventories (for 1620 to 1679) suggests only 2 per cent of the prints were of'modern
history1, although a further 7.8 per cent he classified as political.117 It would appear that
less than 10 per cent of those prints which served as pictures were what might be termed
political prints.
Again, if the figures are subject to any fluctuation, it should be upwards: it can be argued
that history prints were declining as a proportion of the total, (as Montias implies, from
1610 onwards in Delft and throughout the period in Amsterdam),118 and therefore that a
similar study for the period 1588 to 1632 might give proportionally more prominence to
historical prints. Political prints proper seem to have remained roughly constant as a
proportion, at least until the mid-seventeenth century.119 And in ephemera without any
pictorial pretensions, historical and political subjects would be to the fore. Such items
would not find their way into an art-historical study such as that by Montias. To return
to the paintings by Breughel noted above, would items such as prints pasted onto
furniture be included in inventories? And how tattered and worn would they have to
become before being left out of such records?
A further reason for their under-representation in surveys of pictures may be that,
especially in times of political stress, possession of political prints might be dangerous
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(certainly this was the case with subversive pamphlets).120 A note in the
correspondence of Ortelius suggests this had long been the case. In 1561 Joannes
Terenummus sent to the geographer Abraham Ortelius (1527-88) warning 'dat hij moest
vermijden prenten en etsen die het religieuze gevoel konden kwetsen of obsceen waren
[... ] Hij deed er beter aan bijbelverhalen, portretten van prominente katholieken
(uitgezonderd Erasmus, die er niet graag gezien was) en passietaferelen te zenderi.121
In considering the role of political prints in terms of how many were in circulation,
especially at the cheaper end of the market, it can be stated that they are very likely to be
seriously under-represented in surveys rooted in an art historical approach. Nonetheless,
it cannot be claimed that in numbers they equalled other genres, nor can it be shown that
every household would have had political prints somewhere on the premises. However,
an impression is gained that they were a common enough sight, and that many of them
would not have been beyond the pocket of poorer sections of society, whilst the finer
examples were often displayed along with paintings, in better off Dutch homes.
The last item in this review of the role of prints is fundamental to what follows, but is
also very contentious: namely, just what did people see when they were confronted with
images? How did they read them? The problem is exacerbated by the very different use
of images in our own culture
- for example, the use of advertising hoardings meant to
catch the eye of car-bound commuters does not promote the use of images which require
contemplation and much interpretative text, and the moving image of the television
screen is of course transient. A comparison with the advertising copy of magazines and
colour supplements might be more illuminating: as with the prints, the format is often
image above, text below; frequently a title appears above the image.
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Moreover, pictures in particular are open to a much wider range of interpretation than
text. A post-modern view is that a text has no inherent meaning: meaning is assembled
in the mind of the reader and conferred upon the text. This argument appears especially
effective when the 'text' is a picture, and it is unlikely that a conclusive agreement on the
'right' interpretation of any image can be obtained.
This is perhaps not an entirely anachronistic approach. Cornelis Ketel (1548-1616)
produced a painting on the famous classical theme of the story of Danae, which hung in
his hall: it showed a sensuous woman relaxing on a richly furnished bed, attended by a
cherub. A peasant, when passing, asked Ketel's wife if he might look at the painting.
The peasant interpreted Danae as the Virgin Mary, the cherub as Gabriel, and declared it
to be a picture of the Annunciation,122 a tale doubtless recounted with some amusement
by Van Mander, to whom the 'right' interpretation of the painting was 'obvious1.
But whatever the accomplished allegorical painter thought the 'right' interpretation was,
it was interpreted as something quite different by the viewer, adding nothing to the
peasant's knowledge of the classical story of Acrisius's imprisonment of his daughter, but
possibly having some impact on his theology and his conceptualisation of Mary and
Gabriel. But which interpretation was correct? For, 'to the Middle Ages, Danae was
both a symbol of chastity and an example of the conception of a virgin solely through
divine intervention', according to some scholars.123 Was the peasant, unlikely as it
seems, in fact aware of Ketel's classical allegory, but simply demonstrating another layer
of meaning which Ketel was not aware of? And even if he was not (as seems likely),
was he 'mis' reading the picture when he located its meaning in his own mental
landscape? Possibly Van Mander, who saw the event as farcical, and the scholar
desiring to know what the painting 'meant' should take a lesson from the peasant, for
whom the 'meaning' was fairly obvious, and from Bryson: for the act of recognition that
painting galvanises is a production, rather than a perception, of meaning'.124
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More prosaically, as far as such paintings were concerned, it would appear that
ambiguity was often deliberate, and was created to provoke discussion and
conversation.125 The same is not likely to be true of a political print, where the aim
-
often stated explicitly
- seems to have been to communicate accurately, but where
ambiguous elements occur, it may be that the viewer is invited to speculate
- this may
especially be the case where censorship or punishment may result from too blatant a
message. It is with the slippery nature of pictorial meaning in mind that an assessment
of the impact of such material is made, and it is for these reasons that an analysis based
upon the identification of patterns across a range of media has been attempted in the
following chapters.
Contemporary descriptions by observers of images, explaining what the picture meant to
that person at that moment, are rare and anecdotal. A systematic search for such
informal evidence, in connection with cheaper prints, would be a major task. However,
some clues can be found in the more obvious and accessible texts: in his forward to Van
Mander's book, Jacob Pietersz. Wächter wrote that Van Mander produced an image of
Noah and the Flood, and 'het welck sonder medelyden, niet gesien en konde werden,
sulcr datter veel arme siechte lieden van het dozy dat siende, daer beweegelijck om
weende1.126 Van Mander himself recalled a painting of a crucifixion by Huge van der
Goes which not only pleased the ordinary folk, but all spirits informed by art.127
Perhaps these writers, being connoisseurs, over-rate the impact of art, but more prosaic
observations exist. An image of a more allegorical type, which might be considered to
fall more fully within the purview of this research, was discussed by Johannes Sleiden, a
leading Lutheran historian. About the frontispiece of one of Luther's books he writes:
1 f^
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He put a Picture before his book, which plainly represented the Subject
thereof. The Pope sitting in a lofty Chear, stretching forth his joyned hands in
solemn pomp, but with the ears of an Ass: a great many Devils of various shapes
surround him, of which some set a triple Crown upon his Head, with a Sir-
reverence on the top of it: others with Ropes let him down into the middle of
Hell, looking dreadfully underneath: others bring Wood and Coal: and others
again, in an officious manner, lift up his Feet, that he may go streight and easily
downe [...] He published another Picture, ridiculous enough, indeed, but a
prognostick of what afterwards happened. The Pope in his Pontificals is riding
on and spurring a great Sow with large Duggs: whith the two first fingers of the
right hand, stretched forth in the usual manner, he blesses those that chance to be
in his way: in his left hand he holds a new reeking Sir-reverence, the smell
whereof makes the Sow turn up her Snout, and gaping, snatch at the prey: but he
scornfully and bitterly chiding the Beast, I must ride thee, and spur ihee too, said
he, whether thou wilt or not: thou hast troubled me long enough about a Council,
that thou mayest traduce and freely accuse me: take here then that Council, thou
keepest such a clutter about. By the Sow he meant Germany. Most men
censured those ludicrous trifles of his, as immodest and unworthy of him: but he
had his own reasons why he did so, and it was thought his prospect reached
farther than other men's.128
Sleidan obviously felt confident about interpreting Luther's picture, happy to divine the
intentions of the devils in lifting up the Pope's feet, or the attitude of the Pope in
addressing the sow, and he had no doubt about what the Sow represented.129 The slight
distaste which such imagery inspired did not blind Sleidan to its effectiveness.
His distaste is reflected in the dismissive attitude of Van Mander when confronted by
satirical work: he saw a painting by Herri de Bles (c. 1500/10 to after 1550), of a
landscape in which a peddler lies sleeping under a tree whilst numerous monkeys extract
his wares and hang them all over the tree. Van Mander claims that some have
interpreted it as being a picture of the Reformation, with the monkeys being the
Lutherans, exposing the nature of the Pope. However, he suggests that this might be a
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misunderstanding, for art should never be satirical.130 Again, this example echoes a
caricature of the post-modernist: 'the painting means whatever you want it to mean1.
So as well as contention over the interpretation of an image, Van Mander reveals his
dislike of satirical images (which suggests that in his work and that of those with similar
views, such images might be under-reported). However, where images were not
satirical, they quickly formed concepts in Van Mander's mind: he commented on a
picture by one Lucas van Cleef, who depicted a lank haired and aged Bacchus, which,
Van Mander declared, meant either that the aged are partial to excessive drinking, or
alternatively that excessive drinking causes premature ageing.m Here Van Mander puts
forward two possible interpretations, both valid.
One way of attempting 'closure' of the interpretation of an image was of course by means
of texts, which accompany many of the prints. These sometimes raise more questions
than answers; however, they do act as a guide to interpretation. In addition, the prints
sometimes come with elements numbered and a key provided below to aid
interpretation. An alternative tactic was noted by a visitor to Paris in 1587: a large image
depicting the sufferings of the Catholics under Elizabeth of England had been set up, and
'thousands' flocked to see it. A priest stood by with a rod to point out the details and
lecture the viewers on the meaning of the image.132 Such activity may have been
common: in June 1560, one Brother Cornells Brouwer was preaching against the
heretics in Bruges. To underline his point, he displayed 'een figure metter penne in't
papier ghecontrefait die scandaleus was1.133 In these activities, or in the discussion of an
image (which was part of the enjoyment of viewing), the artist had little control over the
subsequent meanings created.
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This sketch of the role of prints in the Republic commenced with theory, since it is
argued that any definition ofthat role is affected by the theoretical siting of the sources.
In addition, it is argued that conclusions about the role of prints are inevitably shaped by
beliefs about the nature of images as a means of communicating meaning
- if it is
accepted that communication, rather than creation, is taking place. Throughout, it is
suggested that the concerns of more traditional art historians, involved as they are with
'art1, might not always give much evidence of the role of cheaper, ephemeral material.
In a sample of the formal sources available (the indexes to the States General and the
States of Holland), there is little indication of any concern about images. Rather than the
elite attempting to influence society by controlling the print trade, the States appear
generally relaxed about the printmakers1 work. If there was a political 'message' coming
from the States, it appears to have been tinged with Orange, perhaps prompted as much
by artists ofthat persuasion, genuinely in search of a market, as from overtly
propagandistic motives. In any case, given the number of prints concerned, the role of
the States would seem insignificant.
When less structured sources are consulted, the pervasive nature of prints is revealed.
Whether on the walls of a prosperous burgher household, or hanging from the front of a
travelling tinker's basket, the engraver's work was seen everywhere. What percentage of
this would have been made up of material such as that in the sample is less clear, and
doubt over this issue obviously makes any conclusions provisional.
Establishing 'meaning' is problematic. Possibly, like the example from France quoted
previously, defining the perimeters of the debate was as important as individual
messages: 'having used the cartoon as a device to get a reader's attention on a subject, it
really doesn't matter whether we needle him. We've got his mind on the matter
- and
what he does about it next is his own business'.134 A similar point in an early modern
context, was made by Johaud about emblematic images: perception was immediate, and
took place before decipherment
- to be confronted by an image meant to be 'caught in
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the trammels of an implicit line of argumentation addressed to the eye of the
imagination1.135 Pocock argued a similar effect was just as valid for texts:
He [the author] begins by presupposing that an utterance acts upon the
consciousness of its recipient, that what is read cannot be unread. There is
something unilateral about the act of communication [...]. By speaking words in
your hearing, by injecting script, print, or image into your field of attention, I
impose on you, without your consent, information you cannot ignore. I have
demanded your response, and I have also sought to determine it. I have indeed
determined that it is to an act of mine and to information introduced by me that
you must respond, and the more complex and intelligible the information
imposed [...] the more I have tried to determine what your response shall be.136
Implicit in these views is a linear, almost perceptualist understanding of pictorial data.
But Pocock at least accepts that the author is her or himself caught up in the trammels of
a shared language which provides the resources for the message.137 Thus it is argued
that the structure or 'shape' of the Dutch Republic, a 'shape' which was 'power full' was
enabled in part by the pictorial discourse of a polity wired for images. The prints, or
diagrams of power, acted as conceptual levers with which the political 'shape' of the
Republic could be reiterated, not as a static construct but as a dynamic debate or
negotiation. The genesis and evolution of one of these 'levers' over three generations
will form the subject of the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
The Tyranny ofAlvai the Genesis and Evolution of a Dutch Patriotic
Image
Analysing Alva's tyranny
In 1622 Jan Pietersz. van de Venne published a print, Afbeeldinghe van den
ellendighen staet der Nederlanden, onder de wreede tijrannije van den Hertoghe van
Alba (A picture of the miserable state of the Netherlands, under the cruel tyranny of
the Duke of Alva).1 It is a fascinating print, finely executed, and aesthetically pleasing.
However there are other reasons for examining this image in detail. First, the
existence of five other prints, and at least twenty paintings, all testify to its significance
as a major patriotic theme in the early Dutch Republic
- if one image were to be
singled out as typifying the new state, it should be the Tyranny of Alva. Secondly,
many of the prints were composed of pre-existent elements and scenes, and thus they
addressed an audience whose understanding of the Republic was already in part shaped
and formed by the trajectory of these fragments of political discourse. Tracing in detail
the 'histories' of more than a few prints is impossible, not only for reasons of space, but
also because to do so would extend the chronological and geographical boundaries of
the thesis well beyond what is presented here.3 A study of the Tyranny of Alva can
025 (FM514). Engraved by Willem Jacobsz. Delffin 1622. There are several copies
extant, including those in the Müller collection in the Rijksprentenkabinet, Amsterdam,
the Atlas van Stolk, Rotterdam (which has two, one coloured), the Koninklijk
Huisarchief, The Hague (a rare example on satin), the Kongelige Kobberstiksamling,
Copenhagen, and the British Museum, London. The design is reputedly by Adriaen
van de Venne. This example, 025, is scanned from a photograph of AvS408-II.
It is also known as 'Alva's Throne', and is still invoked to explain the reasons for the
Revolt: in November 1994, H. F. K. van Nierop gave a paper to a joint meeting of the
Historisch Genootschap (Historical Society) and the Vereniging van
Geschiedenisleraren in Nederland (Association of Teachers of History in the
Netherlands). The meeting reflected the return of the Dutch Revolt to the school
curriculum, at roughly 'A' level, after an interval of many years. The paper entitled T)e
troon van Alva: Over de interpretatie van de Nederlandse opstand' appeared in BMGN,
110 (1995), 205-23
- illustrated with 009 (FM518), the Tyranny of Alva. Van Nierop
was convinced by the image: 'Waar ging het in de Opstand om? Blijkbaar had de
anonieme ontwerper van de prent die bekend Staat als "de troon van Alva" het bij het
rechte eind1 ('What was the Revolt all about? Evidently the anonymous creator of the
print which is known as 'Alva's Throne' got it right1) (p. 223).
As will be demonstrated in the Appendix, some of the topoi in the prints have129
therefore demonstrate that conceptualisations of politics and power prompted by
pictures were by no means static and hegemonic, but rather dynamic and negotiable,
and can stand as an example for the 'histories' of the scenes in many other prints.
At the foot of Van de Venne's print are four verses,4 and the first of them sets the
scene:
Hier siet ghy Nederland den dwingheland geseten,
In wreedheyt meer vergryst als door den tyt gesleten:
Hier sit hy in syn throon met bloedich tuych verciert,
Van alle man geruft, van alle man geviert.
In addition to the caption, a key identifies particular figures, commencing with the
'tyrant1, Fernando Alvarez de Toledo, Duke of Alva (A). Spain's finest military
commander, and a councillor of Philip II of Spain, he arrived in the Netherlands in
1567 as Captain-General of the Spanish troops; on Margaret of Parma's resignation, he
became Governor General of the Netherlands (Philip's deputy). Manacles, swords, and
medieval antecedents, themselves rooted in the Hebrew scriptures found in the Bible,
or the works of classical authors. At the other end of a chronological spectrum, we
still see, for example, the Leo Belgiens rampant on the shirts of the Dutch national
soccer team.
The four verses read as follows:
Behold here the Netherlands before the tyrant, [who has]
Grown grey more through cruelty than through times' ravages,
Here he [Alva] sits enthroned, with his bloody instruments adorned,
Feared by all men, notorious to all men
Granvelle blows vengeance and blood-thirstiness to his ears,
And spurs on the galloping steed [ambition?] full tilt,
To one the evil spirit promises an empire,
To the other a papal tiara to set upon his head.
The provinces lie, alas, chained and kneeling,
Deprived of all freedom, law, and justice and of all power,
The nobility stand dumbstruck, the States are entirely hardened,
As if struck by the mighty power of lightning-fire.
They banish, they rack, they bum, they murder on all sides,
They fish in the blood of men, they trample on God's books,
O holy fatherland, remember still this time,
And acknowledge how wonderfully has the Lord liberated you.130
ropes adorn the baldachin over his throne. Antoine Perrenot, another of Philip's
advisors, created Cardinal Granvelle in 1561, puffs evil counsel into his ear (B):
Granvelle blaest hem wraeck en moord lust in de ooren,
En gheeft het loopend peerd met vollen toom noch spooren
Aen d'een een keyserdom (de boose geest belooft),
Aen dees een Pauschen kroon te setten op syn hooft.
Thus the Devil proffers worldly power to Alva and the papacy to Granvelle. To the
right of Alva can be seen Juan de Vargas, a lawyer who had arrived with Alva (C). His
prominence is due to his sinister role on the 'Council of Troubles' established by Alva
on his arrival (and re-christened the 'Blood Council' by his opponents). The Council
tried cases of heresy and rebellion, and Vargas was the harshest and most active of its
members. Continuing from left to right, is Maarten Rythovius, Bishop of Yperen (E),
confessor to Lamoraal, Count of Egmont. Next to him is Dr Louis Del Rio (D),
another of Alva's advisors, and a member of the Council. Peering over his shoulder is
Broer Coraelis (F): this controversial cleric became a stock figure in Protestant
propaganda. The figure with the bound hands is identified as Backerzeele (K).
Backerzeele was a scholar and secretary to Egmont, and was a staunch Catholic.
However, he had signed the "Request' or 'Compromise of the Nobility' in opposition to
Philip's policies.5 In the background, Margaret of Parma (G) stands, 'vist int bloet',
fishing for possessions confiscated by the Council of Troubles in a pool of blood.
Behind her, on the left, the Batenburg brothers, Gijsbert and Diderik, are being
executed (I); minor nobles, they had also signed the Compromise. On the scaffold
opposite, Lamoraal, Count of Egmont, and Philippe de Montmorency, Count of Horn,
are executed (H). The unexpected arrest and execution of Egmont and Horn caused a
considerable stir in the Netherlands and beyond. Centre stage, personified as maidens,
the Provinces kneel in chains (L). They have been deprived of freedom, law, justice
-
and macht.
De landen ligghen (laes) geketent neer-gheboghen,
Van vryheyd, wet en recht, van alle macht ont-toghen,
Den adel staet verstomt, de staeten gantsch verstaeckt,
Zyn als door groot gewelt van blixems vier geraeckt.
A document drawn up and signed by leading members of the nobility in December
1565, and presented to Margaret of Parma in April 1566, asking for an end to the131
Meanwhile, at the left the nobility of the Netherlands are 'dumbstruck1, and at the right
the impotent States (N) place their hands on their mouths, and are thus implicated in
their own speechlessness. Certainly they are useless, as their feet have been turned to
posts (Verstaeckt1 is presumably a pun on 'staec', log or pole). The Bible is cast to the
floor (0), and the Privileges (M) are torn by Alva and scattered at the feet of the
States:7 on either side, wall hangings depict scenes of torture and execution:
Men bant, men spant, men brant, men moort aen alle houcken,
Men vischt in 'smensches bloed, men treed op Godes boucken:
O heylich vaderland, denckt doch aen desen tyd,
En segh, hoe wonderbaer heeft ons de Heer bevryt.
The conclusion calls on the viewer to recall the terrible days of Alva's regime, and sets
deliverance in an explicitly religious setting
- the Spaniards' contempt for the Bible, the
holy nature of the 'fatherland', and the wonderful and supernatural deliverance. Only
God could have delivered the abject Low Countries from this cruel tyranny.
Other details can be seen: at Alva's feet, are a moneybox and a crucifix, references,
perhaps, to the Tenth Penny tax and to the Inquisition. Along with the implements of
torture on the baldachin hang Alva's armorial shield, and from it the symbol of the
Order of the Golden Fleece, which Alva also wears; in his right hand he holds a staff
of authority. The Provinces depicted are Holland, Brabant, Zeeland, Gelderland, and
Friesland. One of the badges is partly obscured, and one of the maidens holds a book,
presumably the Bible. Two hounds may be seen among the nobles on the left, perhaps
inquisition.
It is possible that both groups referred to by the line 'Den adel staet verstomt, de
staeten gantsch verstaeckt1 are seen on the right hand side of the images, the nobles
behind the magistrates. But the clothing of the further group is closer to that of the
magistrates
- whilst the figures on the left are very obviously nobility.
The disregard of the 'Privileges' of the Netherlanders formed part of the stock of
rebel propaganda.
This celebrated Order included leading members of the Netherlands nobility such as
William of Orange. Egmont and Horn cited its statutes in their defence, which claims
were dismissed: Correspondence de Philippe II, n, 762, quoted by J. L. Motley, The
Rise of the Dutch Republic (London, 1862), p. 368.
Without colour, the identification cannot be certain. However, taking into account
the context of the print, and the shading the artist has used, a red lion on a gold ground
for Holland and a gold lion on a dark ground for Brabant would seem logical. This is
certainly the scheme followed by a coloured edition of the print held at Atlas van132
indicating fidelity. The scene has been set against a classical architectural background:
the townscape behind must represent the Grote Markt at Brussels, where Egmont and
Horn were executed. On the left of the print is a scene showing figures being tortured
and beaten, and on the right, hangings, beheadings, and burnings take place. But these
scenes are shown as wall hangings, pictures within a picture as it were, a step further
removed from the viewer.
Only three figures are not totally engaged in the events portrayed. One is the aged
Alva himself, who gazes out of the image into another space altogether; a second
stands with the nobles on the extreme left of the picture. However, he is not himself a
noble: instead of the rich capes, plumed hats, and broad ruffs they wear, he is modestly
attired with a plain collar and jacket (and in a coloured version of the print is dressed in
drab green in contrast to the nobles). He gazes out of the image at the viewer,10 and
balances the third, a magistrate at the extreme right of the image. Between these two
gazes, the viewer is 'framed' as it were, between the nobility, who at least gesture
towards the powerless Provinces, and the limp response of the States. If any reliance
can be placed upon the depiction of gaze, gesture, and stance, the confusion shown
here conveys some of the dilemmas facing the Netherlandish elite when confronted by
Alva's new order.
There are plenty of indications in the image that the subject has developed a particular
'slant' on the past. For example, however colourful Broer Comelis' career, it is most
unlikely that he had any serious input to Alva's government11
- here he serves to
caricature Catholic belief in the style of Van de Venne's earlier painting, Fishing for
Stolk.
Perhaps it is the designer: Van de Venne included his self-portrait in one of his
earlier paintings, Fishing for Souls of 1614, where he stations himself 'brimming with
self-confidence', among a group of Protestant notables in the foreground. See G.
Luijten et al., Dawn of the Golden Age: Northern Netherlandish Art 1580-1620, ex.
cat. (Amsterdam, 1993), p. 537. However, assessing the degree of likeness between
the figure in the print and that in other illustrations of Van de Venne is probably a task
for art history.
A satirical book about Cornells was published in 1569, Historie van Broer Corneas
Adriaensen van Dordrecht [., J, with a second volume appearing in 1578. This
suggests that he gained notoriety after 1569. See P. C. Molhuysen et al., eds, Nieuw
Nederlandsch Biografisch Woordenboek, 10 vols (Leiden, 1911-37), rv, 453.133
Souls, Among the Provinces, Brabant, not Holland, was the chief during the period
depicted, whilst Granvelle had left the Netherlands in 1564, well before Alva's arrival
(although he remained in close touch with events there and continued to proffer
counsel about the Netherlands).
The Inquisition, and the imposition of the Tenth Penny tax were both significant issues
in the Revolt: by the late 1560s the former had for some time generated significant
opposition to the Habsburg regime, whilst Alva's attempts at imposing the Tenth and
Twentieth Penny taxes had roused bitter resentment by the Summer of 1571,12
resentment which would be exploited by the Sea Beggars in 1572. But whilst the
crucifix at Alva's feet, and the 'trampling of God's Word', together with the spaarpot
(moneybox), may refer to these issues, they are somewhat oblique references, even if
we assume that the scenes of torture (on the left of the image, in the background) also
invoke the Inquisition. Perhaps this reticence was imposed on Van de Venne because
of the multi-confessional actuality underlying the 'Calvinist' Republic, the recent and
bruising Remonstrant crisis, and tax levels which, with the renewal of the war with
Spain in 1621, had been racked up to breaking point
- neither religious strife nor taxes
were 'safe' topics.
It is thus an overtly propagandist image. Adriaen van de Venne's work was associated
with the Orangist cause, and several editions of his print were purchased by the States
General. This, the quality and size of the print, the existence of a version on silk/satin
(and indeed a coloured version, if it was contemporary with the initial print run) all
suggest that it was aimed at a wealthy and influential market, whilst the active
patronage of the States implicate the image in the politics of the early 1620s.
This period was 'one of the most sombre periods in the history of the United
14
Provinces': as well as a range of difficult external factors, there were the increasingly
12
J. I. Israel, The Dutch Republic: Its Rise, Greatness and Fall 1477-J806 (Oxford,
1995), p. 167.
13
M. Royalton-Kisch, Adriaen van de Venne's Album in the Department of Prints
and Drawings in the British Museum (London, 1988), pp. 62, 124, fh. 163.
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apparent failings of the Contra-Remonstrant regime instituted by Maurits, together
with the Stadholder's own failing health.15 These trials may have encouraged the
Orangist Van de Venne to produce a morale-boosting image, and the States to give
some backing to the cause. Van de Venne's design is thus a patriotic image suited to
its age, a reminder of the aims of, and reasons for, the war against Spain, and of God's
wonderful deliverance. There are some powerful but carefully channelled political
undercurrents, and the whole would have been especially acceptable to the Contra-
Remonstrants, staunch Calvinists, and supporters of Maurits and the House of Orange.
The genesis of the Tyranny of Alva
But however fit for the times this image appears, by 1622, the events shown here were
slipping from living memory into history (Alva departed from the Netherlands in
1573). The appeal to 'remember still this time' is thus not literally demanded from the
viewers (few of whom could have obliged). Nor was Van de Venne appealing simply
to an historical event, but rather a strand in patriotic discourse. He was not working
on a blank canvas, composing a rational if propagandistic explanation of the Revolt: he
was calling to mind scenes, or diagrams, which were pre-existent in the minds of many
of his audience, thanks to numerous earlier examples of the subject.16
As is well known, the earliest extant example of the theme appears in a print bearing
the date of 1569, during the period of Alva's Governor Generalship. Although the
scene itself is original, it has been suggested that it was inspired by Heemskerk's print,
Solomon and the Queen ofSheba: however, a much more likely candidate is a design
entitled Submission of the Cities of Germany. In this image, figures representing five
15
Israel, Dutch Republic, p. 480.
See Section E for a complete list.
See 009 (FM518), in F. Muller, De Nederlandsche geschiedenis in platen,
beredeneerde beschrijving van Nederlandsche historieplaten, zinneprenten en
historische haarten, 4 vols (Amsterdam 1863-82; repr. 1970), 1,77.
18
See A. Schryver and C. van de Velde, StadGent OudheidkundigMuseum Abdij
van de Bijloke, Catalogus van de Schilderten (Ghent, 1972), p. 208; the authors
suggest that this print may have been inspired by Heemskerk's print of Solomon and
the Queen of Sheba. This may be seen in G. Luijten, Hollstein 's Dutch and Flemish
Etchings, Engravings and Woodcuts, J450-1700: Maarten van Heemskerk, The New
Hollstein, 1 (New York, 1993).
See I. M. Veldman, ed., The Illustrated Bartsch, 55, Netherlandish Artists
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German cities, with badges on their shoulders, and holding the keys to their towns,
kneel before Charles V, who is seated on a throne; he wears the Order of the Golden
Fleece, is flanked by military advisors, and soldiers can be seen in the background.
Dated 1555 to 1556, it is a depiction of the triumph of sovereign power and is
attributed to Dirck Volkertsz. Coornhert.
Whatever the origins of the scene, this print of 1569 may well be the original design for
all the patriotic images which followed; yet it bears texts in German and French, not
Dutch, and it will be argued that it was not aimed at influencing events inside the
Netherlands, but elsewhere.
There is no reason to doubt the date:20 it was obviously designed after June 1568,
when Egmont and Horn were executed, whilst there is no reference to the Tenth
Penny, which became a serious issue in 1571, and which appeared in some rebel
propaganda of around 1572. The infamous statue which Alva raised at Antwerp,
another popular image in propaganda of the day, is also absent from the print.
Moving closer to the claimed date of publication, the amnesty of July 1570, which
Alva reputedly announced from a golden throne, wearing a jewelled hat and a sword
sent him by the Pope, was illustrated by Hogenberg, and there appears to be no
relationship between that scene and 009 (FM518).
Coornhert (New York, 1991), p. 252, .070.11.
20
Horst, who has spent some time studying images of Alva, and had the opportunity
of working in the Rijksprentenkabinet, has concluded that the date is genuine: none of
the other literature consulted regarding this image has questioned the date. See D.
Horst, 'Spotprenten op Alva (een inventarisatie en analyse)' (unpublished
doctoraalscriptie, Amsterdam University, 1988), p. 10. I am grateful to Mr Horst for
providing me with a copy of his doctoraalscriptie.
The edict concerning the Tenth Penny was issued on 31 July 1571; protracted
negotiations had caused it to be an issue among the elites before this.
See for example FM569A, which shows the statue and the placard announcing the
Tenth Penny. It may be seen in J. Tanis and D. Horst, Images of Discord, ex. cat.
(Rotterdam, 1993), p. 86.
The engraver Frans Hogenberg (d. 1590) was banished by Alva in 1568, and went
to Cologne, where he continued his trade, producing a series of prints illustrating the
early years of the Revolt, in one of which Alva enthroned with his gifts is shown. See
also FM521a-d, AvS412, a series of four prints: Tanis and Horst believed that the136
The provincial arms provide a further clue to its date, although without colour it is
hard to differentiate between Brabant, Holland, and Flanders, which all employed lions
rampant. The first figure has the arms of Brabant (or perhaps Holland). Gelderland is
the most northerly Province shown, whilst Artois and Hainault are prominent. The
focus is thus on the rich centre of Netherlands rather than the provinces which were to
make up the Republic in the future. This again suggests it was produced in the early
years of the Revolt. Regarding the content of the print, Pollmann, in her study of the
development of the 'Black Legend1 of Spanish rule in the Netherlands, suggests that
'deze prent geeft een goed beeld van de themata die de propaganda in de jaren 1567 en
1570beheersten'.24
The date of 1569, then, would seem to be genuine, and (unless an earlier version can
be found), this composition clearly served as a prototype for other versions, including
Van de Venne's: the basic ingredients are all present, Alva, Granvelle, the Devil,
Horn, and Egmont (all identified in the texts); two other gentlemen are being executed,
whilst the provinces kneel at Alva's feet, and the magistrates, hands on mouths, stand
impotently by. The Privileges are torn and scattered on the ground, and in the
background are scenes of torture and execution.
However, beyond these initial similarities, there are considerable differences between
the two images. Not only are the texts different, but whilst Van de Venne's image was
aimed squarely at a Netherlandish market, the print of 1569 appealed to a wider
audience: Van de Venne's text is in Dutch, whilst the earlier print bears text in German,
with a French caption below. Since the texts are largely carefully engraved within the
imagery, it can be assumed in this case at least, that they and the pictorial elements
they adorn were an integral part of the design.
second of these prints referred to the gifts. See Tanis and Horst, p. 66.
'This print gives a good picture of the themes that dominated the propaganda in the
years between 1567 and 1570': Judith Pollmann, 'Een naturlicke Vijantschap. Het
ontstaan van de Zwarte Legende over Spanje in de Nederlanden' (unpublished
doctoraalscriptie, Amsterdam University, 1989), p. 63.
It is possible that another print, no longer extant, provided the inspiration for 009
(FM518), and such a print might also explain some of the mystery surrounding the137
This does not mean it was designed by a German, since a good knowledge of events in
the Low Countries is evident. In addition, a few words of Dutch do appear, in the
address, 'Gedruckt Buiten Civilien Anno 1569', which implies Netherlandish
authorship.26 The well informed nature of the print, the Dutch address, the absence of
a strident confessional tone, the focus on Netherlandish issues: all these suggest it is
the work of Netherlanders working in exile in 1569. As many as sixty thousand people
fled the Netherlands during Alva's rule,27 many to German lands (and sometimes to
communities established by earlier refugees). Many of these had the skills and presses
to produce such an image, and there were certainly Dutch printmakers established in
Cologne for example.28 The address is not quite close enough to the Duchy of Cleves
- Cliviensis ducat
- to be considered a misspelling, but both Cleves and Cologne
-
Colonia
- would be good candidates for the place of publication.
There are other differences between this and Van de Venne's print. The prominent
group displayed to Alva's left is 'Die blutige mörderische Spanishe Inquisition sampt
der gantze rhat und papistische hauff, by which is intended the Inquisition, the
Council of Troubles and Alva's administration. It is notable that none of these figures
are identified: and it is by no means certain that the identifications found in Van de
Venne's version of the image can be read back into this print.30
locket discussed below. But there is no firm evidence for such a print.
Beyond this it is unhelpful
- there is no town called 'Civilien1, nor does it appear
among fictitious names of the period listed in standard works. Neither J. G. Th.
Graesse, Orbis Latinus (Berlin, 1909; repr. Braunschweig, 1972), or H. Cotton,
Typographical Gazetteer (Oxford, 1831), list a 'Civilien'; it does not occur in works
such as W. Nijhoff and M. Kronenberg, Nederlandsche bibliographie van 1500 lot
1540, 3 vols (The Hague, 1923-71).
27
G. Parker, The Dutch Revolt, rev. edn (London, 1985), p. 119.
See I. M. Veldman, 'Keulen als toevluchtsoord voor Nederlandse kunstenaars1, Oud
Holland, 107 (1993), 34-58, for the importance of Cologne to Netherlandish artists at
this time.
'The bloody murderous Spanish Inquisition together with the entire council and the
papist crowd.'
Thus the bishop may be the Bishop of Yperen, Maarten Rythovius, but other
candidates, such as Franciscus Sonnius, who was closely associated with the reforming
of the bishoprics in the Netherlands, pushed through by Alva in the face of stiff
opposition, could be intended.138
Clearly then it is not a simple precursor for the Dutch patriotic image Van de Venne
produced. What was its message and to whom was it addressed? Some clues may be
seen in the image itself. The significance of gaze was emphasised in Chapter 1, and
will be demonstrated further in Chapter 5: in this image, if the gazes of Granvelle,
Alva, the Spanish crowd, and the Magistrates are mapped, they can be seen to centre
on one figure in the group. This noble (indicated by his sword, gloves, and breeches)
is, in turn, engaged in an eyeball to eyeball confrontation with a figure with the long
robes of a scholar or lawyer. The main actors in this drama
- even Alva
- 'see' this
confrontation as being centre stage.
What drama is unfolding in this scene? Van de Venne's image, and all of the paintings,
portray an arrest, and some name the victim. Arrests, executions, and confiscations
were certainly central to the work of the Council of Troubles. A careful examination
of this group leaves very little doubt that an arrest is depicted here. Besides the
obvious confrontation as the noble is subjected to the gaze of the Spanish 'mob', two
other figures have sinister import. They both carry swords which are too large to be
carried in the usual scabbard slung from belt or baldric, hence they are carried under
the arm or in the hand. They have simple heavy cross hilts with large pommels, rather
than the embryonic basket hilt which was by then in common use, and long straight
heavy blades. They are in fact not the usual military sword carried by gentlemen, but
the type of sword used by executioners in the Netherlands and other Germanic lands,31
and if the scene is an arrest, the victim is presumably bound for the scaffold.
The figure might be intended to be Egmont or Horn. However, the artist has
deliberately left him unidentified, despite his pivotal role in the image, and despite
naming the nobles in the execution scene. Furthermore, the figure is not wearing the
medallion of the Order of the Golden Fleece, which appears in many portraits of
Egmont, whilst the depiction of the arrest is quite different from the arrest of Egmont
Examples of such swords can be seen in, for example, A. R. Dufty, European
Swords and Daggers in the Tower of London (London, 1974), pi. 12. This feature has
not been noted in other literature examined in connection with this chapter, and indeed
only became obvious when all the types of sword in the database were compared. The
systematic analysis required when using computers helps to ensure the recording and
exploitation of such details.139
and Horn as illustrated by Hogenberg, (which does include the medallion), and
others. Given the artist's care in identifying other actors in the drama, the anonymity
of this central figure is notable.
The careful handling of religious issues is also significant: 'Christian' and 'Evangelical'
would be acceptable to Lutherans or Calvinists. Although 'Evangelical' rules out
Catholics, there is no criticism of Roman Catholic practice, and among the victims the
execution of Egmont, a leading Catholic noblemen, is prominently labelled. The only
elements of the image associated with Catholicism which are explicitly attacked are
Granvelle (chained to the Devil) and the Inquisition. The identity of the figure who is
shown fishing in the blood of the martyrs for houses, barrels of coins and fine goblets
('Des due de alba confiscator fischt der evengelisten guter nach verfolgen seindt') is
not clear. It appears to be male, and may be a cardinal, judging from the hat: but in
later versions of the theme, Margaret of Parma (dressed in similar clothes)3 is named
as the confiscator. Thus it sets a theological tone without straying deeply into
Reformed doctrinal disputes, avoids any attack on Catholic beliefs, and sets good
Catholics among those suffering under Alva.
A further and most significant theological aspect of the print was first highlighted by
Horst, who pointed out that Alva is described, exceptionally, in three languages
-
French, German, and Latin
- as the Rod of God.35 This he traced to Isaiah where the
prophet has God say 'Ah, Assyria, the rod of my anger, the staff of my fury! Against a
godless nation I send him, and against the people of my wrath I command him, to take
Egmont and Horn were invited to view plans of the citadel Alva was designing at
Antwerp. They were arrested at that meeting (10 September 1567); Hogenberg's
description was probably the inspiration for others, for example the scene shown in the
frontispiece to Willem Baudaert, De Spaensche Tiranije (Danswick, c. 1620).
'The Duke of Alva's confiscator fishes for the possessions of the evangelicals after
they have been persecuted.1 (The strange object in the net is four money bags, tied
together.)
See in addition to Van de Venne's print, and the paintings (considered below), see
017 (FM515) and 016 (FM515A). In these the figure is clearly female, and in the
prints is referred to in the text as Margaret. The early prints, 017 (FM515) and 016
(FM515A) show her dressed somewhat similarly to the assumed cardinal in 009
(FM518).
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Horst, pp. 69-82.140
spoil and seize plunder, and to tread them down like the mire of the streets'. Horst
set this key concept in the context of a contemporary understanding that the life of a
people might follow a cycle of wealth, pride, downfall, humility, and restoration,
noting this theme in other prints of the period. As for Assyria/Spain, the passage goes
on to declare that God will punish the arrogant boasting of the Assyrians: 'Shall the axe
vaunt itself over him who hews with it, or the saw magnify itself against him who
wields it? As if a rod should wield him who lifts it, or as if a staff should lift him who
is not wood!'.37 The passage then describes the punishment of Assyria and the return
of the exiled Israelites, which would have been seen as a message of consolation by any
of the Netherlandish refugees who saw the image.
It is important, particularly when setting this print among other, sharply political
pictures which identify 'good' and "bad1 leaders, and adopt an exhorting or
confrontational tone, to note that in this case the viewer's thoughts are directed away
from action. Instead, events are shown in the context of a larger, spiritual canvas
where Alva is simply a tool in a wider scheme, related to the Biblical exile of Israel.
Presumably, such texts would have been familiar to Reformed Christians who
themselves were exiles. In a secular age it is easy to overlook the deeply spiritual
outlook of many of the figures swept up in the events of the late 1560s.
Isaiah 10. 5-6. All quotations from scripture are from the English Revised Standard
Version.
37
Isaiah 10. 12, 15.
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For example, a French language example of this deeply spiritual view exists in a
print: Anon., Le Diable est dechaine (vii 627) in M. Hennin, Inventaire de Ia collection
d'estampes relatives ä I'histoire de France leguee en 1853 ä Ia Bibliotheque Nationale
par le Chevalier Hennin, 5 vols (Paris 1877-84), \ 76. Here we see a bitter criticism
of the primacy of commerce over spirituality, and condemnation of the murders and
squabbles of the nobility
- especially William of Orange and the Duke of Alva. These
are set as background causes of the unleashing of satanically inspired warfare. A
different example may be found in the work of Marnix (a leading Orangist
propagandist), in his pamphlet A Faithful Admonition to the Christian Congregations
of Brabant, Flanders and Hainault. Ostensibly it encourages Reformed Christians to
come to the new state in the north; but it devotes space to arguing that their morals
were the cause of God's wrath against them. These include riot, drunkenness,
gluttony, whoredoms, adulteries, covetousness, usury, scandal, pride, hatred, envy.
Marnix recommends the use of the prayer of Daniel (which he had translated) and
Psalms 51 and 130. (Quoted in G. Brandt, History of the Reformation in the Low
Countries, 4 vols (London, 1720-23; repr. 1979), I (Book XV), 431-32. Brandt states141
The print's title or superscript emphasises its pacifist, spiritual nature:
Hie kan man warhafftig sehen, zur ewigen gedechtnusz alle Execution und
Verfolgung die der Due de Alba gethan hat under die Evangelisten im Niderland
von Anno 1567 bis auffdise Zeit. Gott der Allmechtig wolle alle ding zum
besten wenden.39
The civil authorities, the regents or magistrates, are shown dumb from fear, standing
with feet turned to stone. The portrayal of the magistrates as herms, or termini, is
striking, and may have emblematic significance. When found in emblem books of the
day, herms are usually portrayed negatively, symbolising ineffectiveness. There is
certainly a passage in Juvenal which talks insultingly of the uselessness of such
statues. It also refers to 'the conquered Batavians' and as such might be thought
this pamphlet appeared around 1590: it is not recorded in Knuttel's catalogue for the
years 1587-91.) Psalms 51 and 130 are two of the seven 'penitential psalms' (6, 32, 38,
51, 102, 130,143). References to the restoration of Jerusalem/Israel give a 'spin'
acceptable to a vision of the Dutch as the New Israel. Likewise, Daniel's prayer
(Daniel 9. 1-19) is one of repentance for sins (among which rebellion is prominent),
with themes of the return of exiles and restoration of Jerusalem.
'Here you can truly see set forth for an everlasting memory all the executions and
persecutions, which the Duke of Alva has done against the Evangelicals in the
Netherlands from 1567 until the present. Almighty God will [may he wish to?] turn
everything for the best.' The translation given agrees with that in Tanis and Horst, p.
51, but in correspondence with Dr E. McGrath of the Warburg Institute, it was
suggested that the 'wolle' is a conditional, 'may he wish'.
For example, A. Alciati, Emblematum flumen ahundans, ed. by H. Green
(Manchester, 1871), p. 170. Hence '[the insult] would strike us more strongly were we
used to see these terminal Mercuries as commonly as the Romans were of old. The
satire turns upon this assertion, that where there is no virtue there cannot be any
nobility. Virtue, among the Romans, was "a man's exerting himself in the service of his
country and friends;" so that the comparing a man to a figure without arms or legs
must convey the strongest idea of his being the most useless of mortals.': J. Elmes, A
General, and Bibliographical Dictionary of the Fine Arts (London, 1826), under
herms
- the volume is unpaginated.
'Who is it whom I admonish thus? It is to you, Rubellius Blandus, that I speak.
You are puffed up with the lofty pedigree of the Drusi, as though you had done
something to make you noble, and to be conceived by one glorying in the blood of
lulus, rather than by one who weaves for hire under the windy rampart. "You others
are dirt", you say; "the very scum of our populace; not one of you can point to his
father's birthplace; but I am one of the Cecropidae!" Long life to you! May you long
enjoy the glories of your birth! And yet among the lowest rabble you will find a
Roman who has eloquence, one who will plead the cause of the unlettered noble; you
must go to the toga-clad herd for a man to untie the knots and riddles of the law.142
likely to catch the eye of classical scholars in the Netherlands. As noted above, in
Chapter 2, the 'Batavian Myth' was exploited in partial explanation of the Revolt and
early years of the Republic. Given that Juvenal had long been a popular author, and
that scholars were very aware of their supposed 'Batavian' ancestry, and that the
Batavians are here described as conquered, the chosen emblematic portrayal would
have been particularly apposite.
Finally, we should note what is not shown: there is no mention of the Compromise of
the Nobility (a protest by the nobility against the Inquisition, presented in April 1566),
or of the wave of iconoclasm and the Protestant hedge-preaching of the same year,
which caused Alva to be despatched to the Netherlands. There is no indication that
Alva's regime was hostile to commerce, no reference to William of Orange or to King
Philip of Spain.
Who might have produced the print? At first glance one is tempted to ascribe it to
William, or perhaps one of his sympathisers. First, the 'politique' tone of the print,
especially regarding the religious elements, would reflect Orange's views. Likewise,
showing the execution of the undoubtedly Catholic Egmont could be seen as an
attempt to broaden the appeal of the Orangists further by showing recognition of the
try difficulties faced by many Catholics under Alva's regime. Criticism of the Catholic
Church is carefully selective
- the secular power and ambition, not the practices or
doctrines of the Church, are attacked. Likewise, the focus on Alva would seem a
useful ploy which suited Orange's public stance at the time as one who opposed the
King's evil counsellors, not the King himself (and implied that Alva himself had designs
on the crown). This would also explain the absence of King Philip from the print.
From them will come the brave young soldier who marches to the Euphrates, or to the
eagles that guard the conquered Batavians, while you are nothing but a Cecropid, the
image of a limbless Hermes! For in no respect but one have you the advantage over
him: his head is of marble, whilst yours is a living effigy!1 This translation of Juvenal's
Satire, vin, 37-55 is from G. G. Ramsay, Juvenal and Perseus (London, 1918), pp.
160-62.
Noted by R. P. van der Zijp, 'Allegorie op de Tirannie van Alva', in R. P. van der
Zijp et al. (eds), Geloofen Satire anno 1600 (Utrecht, 1981), pp. 52-55 (p. 55).143
If the print carried a Dutch text, these points might argue in favour of Orangist
authorship, appealing to supporters in the Netherlands or abroad. But the print is an
indictment not just of Alva but of the magistrates too: 'Oberkeit ist in steine seulen
verwandelt, ist stumm und mat worden; darfft nit reden um wegen ire guter1. The
magistrates were drawn from a class who were to prove vital to Orange's future
strategy,44 and this biting criticism, attacking their guiding principles as much as their
actions, does not seem to fit
- although the civic rulers had kept their gates firmly shut
during Orange's invasion of 1568, raising a comment from at least one observer, and
perhaps earning some criticism.
If the designer had a German audience in mind (given the language of the texts), could
it be a 'recruiting poster1 to draw support for the Orangist cause? The date would not
support the idea, if military support is implied
- by 1569 the Orangists had, for the
moment, 'shot their bolt', with the failed invasions of 1568: on 21 July at Jemminghen
in Friesland, an army commanded by Orange's brother Louis was slaughtered by Alva's
veterans; and William himself, who led an army into the Netherlands in October, was
outmanoeuvred in a series of skirmishes, until his force ran out of money and supplies
and collapsed ignominiously. In 1569 (apart from serving with the Huguenots in
France) he was reduced to travelling incognito to avoid his creditors.
Moreover, the pacifist and spiritual tone of the print is hardly suitable for an ambitious
elite such as Orange and his following. As the events of 1568 had shown, they were
ambitious, when able, to intervene militarily in the Netherlands for their perceived
43
'The magistrates have been transformed into stone pillars, they have become deaf
and weak; they dare not speak for fear of [losing] their possessions.'
44
'It was also in his years of exile [i.e. 1569 to 1572] that Orange established his first
contact with a section of the population whose support was in the long run of decisive
importance for the outcome of the revolt: prominent representatives of the middle
classes.': K. W. Swart, William the Silent and the Revolt of the Netherlands, Historical
Association Pamphlet, General Series 94 (London, 1978), p. 16.
45
The famous Welsh mercenary, Sir Roger Williams, noted that Alva took care to
intimidate the towns of the Netherlands into refusing support for Orange, but
nonetheless 'at that time the people in general hated the Spanish deadly; in such sort,
that for all the Duke d'Alvaes instruments, (but for their buttered hearts and
phlegmatic livers) they would have opened their gates' to the Prince. See Roger
Williams, 'The Actions of the Lowe Countries', in J. X. Evans (ed.), The Works of Sir144
rights and privileges. As such the print may be contrasted with at least some of the
(rather desperate) propaganda produced by Orangists in 1568 to 1569: Netherlanders
were being urged to 'restore themselves with violence and power in their old usual
liberty1. For a later example of what Orangists could do with the concept when they
intended to promote their cause, another print, 018 (FM-RPK 518A), shows a second
throne, with Orange seated on it, facing Alva; some provinces are safely around
Orange's throne, whilst others are cowed at Alva's feet.4
Finally, William of Orange himself is nowhere depicted or mentioned. It has been
suggested by Pollmann that the depiction of the magistrates as helpless and useless
might of itself call to mind the one major figure who had opposed Alva
- that is the
Prince of Orange; but arguably this implies too subtle an approach on the part of the
designer. Given that in 1569 most observers would, reasonably enough, have regarded
Orange as a spent force, and since the military solution Orange sought was at odds
with the nature of the print, there is no reason to assume he would be relevant to the
designer's aims.
It is therefore argued here that the print was not designed to serve as Orangist
propaganda, or indeed to carry a secular political message, (which is not to say that the
designer would have opposed Orange's political ambitions). The image should be
taken at face value: it aimed to record Alva's tyranny, and explains events in the
Netherlands as being the will of God, and given that theological standpoint, condemns
Roger Williams (Oxford, 1972), pp. 53-153 (p. 78).
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M. van Gelderen, The Political Thought of the Dutch Revolt 1550-1590
(Cambridge, 1992), p. 121. He is quoting William of Orange, Waerschouwinge des
Princen van Oraengien, aende inghesetenen ende ondersaten van den Nederlanden,
1568. See W. P. Knüttel, Catalogus van depamflettenverzameling berustende in de
Koninklijke Bibliotheek, 10 vols (The Hague, 1898-1920; repr. 1978), I, 35, no. 168.
The text is attributed by Van Gelderen to Wesembeke, one of Orange's propagandists.
Horst, p. 42, suggests a date of early 1573 for this print, arguably too late to
provide a good comparison with 009 (FM518), given the pace of events in these years;
nonetheless, the theme is handled strikingly differently.
'De versteende overheden moeten ongetwijfeld herinneren aan die ene gezagsdragen
die het op zieh genomen heeft om de Nederlanden te bevrijden: Willem van Oranje':
Pollmann, p. 63,145
Alva without appealing for action against him. Rather the viewer is exhorted, in this
spiritual interpretation, to appeal to God who is able to turn things to the best.
If this is the case, the message would have been extremely useful to one part of
Netherlandish society in particular in 1569; the refugees from Alva's regime, many of
whom fled to Emden, north-west Germany, the Rhineland, or other German speaking
areas, and who had to establish a new life in exile. Although some may have found a
welcome (among existing exile communities, or on account of the skills they brought),
others did not. As an example of the problems the exiles faced, the situation in the
Duchy of Cleves is instructive: the magistrates at Wesel had agreed to allow the
refugees there to stay, but in December 1567, the Duke of Cleves, threatened by Alva
for sheltering rebels, sent commissioners to examine them, and on 2 January 1568, he
gave them until Candlemas to leave. Faced with a month's notice, the newcomers
swore that they would be circumspect in matters of religion, that they had been guilty
of no rebellion or sedition against Philip II, and that they would obey the government.
Nevertheless, only 'by humble entreaty, by friends and by presents', did they get leave
to stay.
The value of a print such as The Tyranny of Alva to such people is obvious. The
attitude towards religious issues is circumspect, there is no hint of rebellion, there is no
criticism of Phillip II, and its pacifist tone makes clear that the situation should be
accepted, rather than being a cause for action. In addition, by leaving the arrested
noble anonymous, the Inquisition is presented as a threat to any secular ruler. It was
already notorious in Germany, whilst Alva had played a prominent role in the defeat
of the Lutheran cause at the battle of Mühlberg,51 and in combination these images
The events are recorded in Brandt, I (Book ix), p. 262, and Pieter Bor, Oorspronck,
begin ende vervolgh der Nederlantscher oorlogen (1595), 4 vols (Leiden, 1621), I,
225, whom he quotes.
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See for example F. Bethancourt, 'The "Auto da Fe": Ritual and Imagery', Journal of
the Warburg and CourtauldInstitutes, 55 (1992), 155-68, which discusses a German
print of the Spanish Inquisition.
1
Charles V had confronted Lutheran forces in Germany in a campaign commencing
in 1546, and culminating in a crushing victory in 1547. It shattered the Lutheran cause
(and gained almost iconic significance in portraits by Titian and a sculpture by Leone
Leoni).146
might be expected to draw a response in particular from Lutheran rulers. Above all, by
avoiding any mention of rebellious activity, clearly an issue in Cleves at least, the print
allows the exiles to present themselves as obedient and innocent subjects.
The Tyranny of Alva was therefore conceived primarily as an explanation, made on
behalf of the thousands of Netherlanders now in exile, to their hosts. In this
interpretation, the anonymous publishers of Alva's Tyranny exploit their technical and
artistic expertise, and the power of pictures, to shift the climate of opinion in the
communities to which they had fled, and to alter perceptions among the populations
into which they hoped to integrate. This picture did not have an aesthetic role
-
though it is not unattractive. Nor was it intended to 'illustrate1 an event
- though
events are illustrated therein. Rather, it was created to generate and deploy power in
order to change societies.
The escape into discourse
However, on leaving the artist's hand, the image takes on a life of its own. It has been
argued, in line with the work of Pocock, Moxey and Bryson discussed earlier, that the
artist (or author) has little control over how the concepts and ideas prompted by his
production are invoked in the minds of the audience, or to what extent they will be
forgotten or developed in a wider discourse
- any more then Barlaymont could have
foreseen that his insult would be inverted to provide a workable and useful terminology
for the early opponents of Habsburg power.
The theme of Alva's tyranny quickly 'escaped' into a wider discourse. This can be seen
in a particularly coarse print, 004 (FM516). Produced for a German audience, the
emotive heading declares that it is:
Ein Wunderbare figur darin die jetzige grewliche Tyranney, verfolgen und
elende sevitut der armen Christen im Niderland abgemalt so durch die
Bapstisch Heyligh Hispanische Inquisition unnd der selben Executorn Due
d'AJba gantz Tyrannisch one alle erbende (greuleche dann dann die Turckenn)
guebet. Allen frommen Christen zu betrachten sonderlich fur äugen gestellt.
'A marvellous picture in which the present horrible tyranny, persecution and
wretched servitude of the poor Christians in the Netherlands is displayed; on account
of the Papal Holy Spanish Inquisition and similarly the Duke of Alva's thoroughgoing
and pitiless Tyranny (more horrible than that of the Turks). Pious Christians should147
The image is the reverse of 009 (FM518) and all the figures are left-handed, which
confirms that it is almost certainly a hurried copy of 009 (FM518) itself, since several
features of 004 (FM516) are close to elements of 009 (FM518): the top left-hand
corner of the original is reproduced almost exactly in the top right of this print, whilst
the figure fishing in blood, and the treatment of the magistrates and the 'Spanish
crowd1, is very similar.
The most obvious difference is the lack of a theological explanation of Alva, in the
sense of being the Rod of God. Instead, the text reads 'Den stul der Bebstischen
Tiranney hat Besessen Due d'Alba durchs Bapstes rat|54 explaining Alva purely in
terms of papal policy. Events are no longer seen as signs of some greater spiritual
reality, but are presented in a blatantly worldly fashion. This is significant and
repositions the image as a warning, rather than preserving the pacifist, explanatory role
seen in 009 (FM518). It would presumably play on anxieties felt in the German states
at the time. The build up of Habsburg troops in the Netherlands under the infamous
Alva might well cause unease in Lutheran Germany, and the energetic Contra-
Reformation pursued by Pius V, the then Pope (1566-72), was increasing tensions.
Whatever the exemplary role of the Netherlands in this image, it appears to be aimed at
German-speaking territories.
Three other early prints employ the same composition. These appear to have been
produced from the same plate, which was altered twice: they exist as 017 (FM515) and
016 (FM515A), two slightly different forms at the Rijksprentenkabinet in Amsterdam,
and a third form (not in Müller) in Brussels. The version 017 (FM515) appears to be
the first state; the version at Brussels (their S.II, 12208) has simply had the top few
centimetres removed; and 016 (FM515 A) would seem to be the third state. In this
reflect upon it.'
This can be demonstrated simply by reversing the digital model and overlaying it on
009(FM518).
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'The Duke i
Pope's leave.'
Appendix r
Brussels, as S.11,12208; it is the same as 016 (FM515A), but the scenes have not been
'The Duke of Alva has taken possession of the throne of the Papist Tyranny with the
r
Appendix no. 3, in the Cabinet des Estampes at the Bibliotheque Royale Albert I,148
version, the top few centimetres are still missing, but some attempt has been made to
'tidy up1 the deletion, by removing the lower halves of the victims on the left of the
image, replacing one of them with a window. The effort has not been entirely
successful: the weights, which in 017 (FM515) were suspended from the victim's feet,
remain hovering in mid-air.
It is just possible that this print is the earliest version of the Tyranny, (or that this and
009 (FM518) are both inspired by a lost original). However, whilst the date of 1569
(formed of a sword, manacle, and rope) adorns the baldachin over Alva's throne on
017 (FM515), it is not clear that this is a 'date of publication1.
In 017 (FM515), in its various states, the central group has been changed, and some
identities given; but despite Vargas and Del Rio being named, it is unclear precisely
what is being represented in the scene. Vargas is obviously central to the debate, but
his gestures are difficult to interpret. Louis Del Rio, of mixed Spanish and
Netherlandish parentage, was a member of the Council of Troubles. Significantly, the
focus has shifted away from the group itself: most of the figures look to Alva. One
carries a heavy executioners' sword.
The French text suggest that it was aimed at an audience in the southern Netherlands
or perhaps France. It is true that the text is letterpress, and pasted onto the sheet
bearing the print, and could thus be replaced with text in another language: but the
prominence of the French-speaking province of Artois suggests a francophone
audience was intended.
In contrast to the first print, 009 (FM518), this variation employs a theology at once
both apocalyptic and conducive to action. Alva's 'legitimate' role as the 'Rod of God' is
ignored, and in the subscript, texts such as the book of Daniel are employed in order to
altered to take account of the missing strip at the top.149
label Alva as an 'abomination', and the 'subject and vassal of Antichrist, inspired by
Granvelle, the diabolical Cardinal '.57
Margaret of Parma is described as Jezebel in the text. There is perhaps an attempt to
link her to the story in 1 Kings, where Elijah tries to purify Israel by destroying the
prophets of Baal, and Jezebel reacts by making him an exile and restoring the old
CO
order; or possibly, to connect Margaret with the story of the murder of Naboth, who
was tricked by Jezebel into an appearance of treason so that he might be executed and
his property seized.
9
Such a treatment would explain why Margaret has been
portrayed fishing in blood as the 'confiscator'.
Whilst like the earliest print, the text attacks the magistrates for failing to oppose Alva,
classical allusions are abandoned, and the language of the Psalms is employed instead
-
'Os habent & non loquentur, oculos habent & non uidebunt, aures habent & non
audient & etc.1. Their inactivity is thus condemned, but becomes linked with idolatry.
The artist has depicted the magistrates wearing fur-trimmed tabbaards, garments
associated in imagery with civic leaders.
The text reads 'que l'abomination (dont le Prophete Daniel parle)'. See Daniel 11.
31, and 12. 11.
The text commences 'En laquelle se represente au vis la Tyranie du Due D'albe,
subiect & vassal de L'antichrist'. The term 'antichrist' is found only in the Johannine
epistles; it has associations with terms used in Daniel and Revelation and is closely
connected with eschatological themes. See J. D. Douglas, ed., The New Bible
Dictionary (Leicester, 1976), pp. 39-40.
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See I Kings 19. 1-3.
See I Kings 21. 5-16. Jezebel certainly figured in the Netherlandish mentality of the
day. The last verse of a popular song from 1568, addressed to Alva, starts with:
With your teeth dripping with blood
Like Pharaoh and Jezebel,
You come to these Netherlands.
Quoted in Tanis and Horst, p. 27.
'They have mouths, but do not speak; eyes, but do not see. They have ears, but do
not hear & etc.', which presumably refers to Psalm 115. 2-9: 'Why should the nations
say "Where is their God?". Our God is in the heavens; he does whatever he pleases.
Their idols are silver and gold, the work of men's hands. They have mouths, but do
not speak; eyes, but do not see. They have ears but do not hear; noses, but do not
smell. They have hands but do not feel; feet, but do not walk; and they do not make a
sound in their throat. Those who make them are like them; so are all who trust in
them.1 A less likely source may be Psalm 135.150
A new motif, the spaarpot (moneybox), at Alva's feet, labels him as avaricious, and
may refer to the notorious Tenth Penny, and other new taxes (connected with Alva's
urgent need to pay his troops), which were being discussed in 1569.
With Egmont and Horn on the scaffolds are two victims named as Backerzeele and
Van Straelen. Given his connection with Egmont, Backerzeele's inclusion is
understandable. Antoon van Straelen was an Antwerp merchant, banker, and leading
magistrate, a major figure in the south, and his appearance is a further pointer to the
origins of the print. The chair shown behind Straelen is a reference to his having been
racked so severely that he was unable to kneel for the executioner.
By shifting from the pacifist and almost detached stance of the original, to an
apocalyptic portrayal
- from a vision of events as ultimately part of God's plan to one
with the inherent instability of revelatory scripture
- resistance to Alva's regime is more
easily justified, the message not so much explanation as exhortation. The image
imparts a violent spin to events. Of the designer of the print, or the author of the text,
again there is no clue.
These early prints, existing in three variants, and produced in five printings, reveal the
engravers not in Gombrich's terms, but in Foucault's and Bryson's: the printmaker's
activity is a moment of metamorphosis. The printmaker is both subject to the power of
the image as it exists in discourse, and active in redirecting its development.
In terms of the composition's own history in print form, the gap between these early
versions (which appear to be from the late 1560s and early 1570s) and Van de Venne's
engraving of 1622 is interesting. The reason must either be that the composition did
not in fact serve the needs of the rebel provinces in the earliest years of the revolt, after
According to Motley (quoting Meteren) a Frisian nobleman called Galena,
Backerzeele, La Loo (Horn's secretary), and Van Straelen were all racked to the extent
that they were bound to chairs for execution. See Motley, p. 406.
Müller doubts that W. E. Drugulin, Drugulin's Historical Atlas (Leipzig, 1867), no.
319a, is correct in ascribing it to H. Hondius. See Muller, De Nederlandsche
geschiedenis, rv, 62.151
the outbreak of fighting in 1572, the replacement of Alva by Requesens in 1573 and
the complexities of the events of the 1570s and 1580s; or that there were other prints
of the topic but they have not survived. Elements did, however, emerge in other prints
of the period: Alva on a throne, for example, in 018 (FM-RPK 518A), dating to
around 1573, and 030 (FM1373), probably dating to 1619.
As well as prints, parts of the composition also featured on an engraved locket now in
the Koninklijk Penningkabinet, Leiden
- 124A, 125B.63 On the side marked 1566 is a
scene of iconoclasm (which is very close to the illustration by Frans Hogenberg of
1570), depicting the image breaking at Antwerp. A noble kneels in prayer and
receives a heart from heaven, annotated with the text 'cor regis in manu dei1, a
quotation from Proverbs 21.1: 'The king's heart is a stream of water in the hand of the
Lord', possibly a reference to the trepidation with which the Netherlanders awaited
Philip's response to the iconoclasm. A maiden with two children watch Margaret: the
maiden, Misericordia, is a specific depiction of charity, which emerged in the late
fourteenth century, as a woman suckling two children. Conventionally, the opposing
vice is Crudelitas shown attacking a child, again suggestive of a fear of retribution.
The scene showing Granvelle also shows a cat, wearing a bishop's mitre, worrying a
mouse, presumably a criticism of the clergy. Other scenes show the 'hedge
preaching', and the Compromise being submitted to Margaret.
One side bears the date 1560, the other 1566; there is no mention of Alva, the Tenth
Penny, the executions of Egmont and Horn, or of William of Orange, and there is a
suggestion that the country was waiting in some trepidation for the response of Philip
II. The text 'Vive Dieu la sante du Roy et la Prosperite des Geus' ('Long live God, the
A comprehensive analysis of this locket and its relationship to Hogenberg's prints
was carried out by H. J. de Dompierre de Chaufepie, 'Een penning op den aanvang der
Nederlandsche beroerten', OudHolland, 17 (1899), 193-200.
Hogenberg fled the Netherlands in 1568, and published a series of twenty prints of
events which took place in the Netherlands between 1566 and 1570. His print of the
Iconoclasm was published in 1570 (FM413). See Tanis and Horst, pp. 40-41 and fig.
3.
A black cat was regarded as a favourite shape for Satan, and the mouse as a soul.
The cat appears to wear a bishop's mitre, rather than a cardinal's hat, as claimed by
Tanis and Horst, therefore the link between the creature and Granvelle's personal role152
health of the King, and the prosperity of the Beggars') would have been credible, just,
in 1566; but a stance expressing goodwill towards both King and Beggars rapidly
ceased to be viable in the following years. The dates, then, allude to events in between
those years by the designer, who most likely produced the locket in 1566.
Based on the themes shown on each, what it the connection between the locket, the
early prints of the Tyranny of Alva, and the prints of Hogenberg? First, none of the
scenes appear in both Hogenberg and the print of 1569. Second, some of the scenes
appear on both the locket and the print of 1569, and other scenes are common to
Hogenberg and the locket. Third, we can be fairly sure the locket was produced in
1566, 009 (FM518) in 1569, and Hogenberg's prints in 1570.
This suggests the designer of the print of 1569 had seen the locket, from which s/he
drew the role of the magistrates, and from which the diabolic role of Granvelle was
developed. The unnamed figure fishing in blood
- which appears to be a cardinal
-
was adapted from the figure of Margaret, because in 1569 she was not relevant to a
depiction of the state of affairs at that time (she resigned in September 1567, and left
the Netherlands in December). Hogenberg, meanwhile, drew on it for his depiction of
the iconoclasm, and possibly scenes of hedge preaching and the Compromise. If this
surmise is correct, it would suggest that both designers had seen the locket; if this
seems unlikely, possibly there was another print circulating at the time which carried
some of these themes, or perhaps copies of the locket, which are no longer extant.
Whilst it is not possible to date this locket precisely, or locate it in a chronology with
the prints, it does demonstrate how imagery could emerge in media other than prints,
and also how strands of discourse could shift: the civic leaders upon the locket are
clearly being criticised for failing to act against the persecutions of the Inquisition,
is not quite as strong as they suggest. See Tanis and Horst, p. 61.
That is: Margaret of Parma fishing; an unnamed person, possibly a cardinal, fishing;
Granvelle in his diabolic role; the Iconoclasm at Antwerp; the Compromise; the hedge
preaching; Alva's regime; the magistrates as herms; the execution of Egmont and Horn.
(None show William of Orange.)
De Dompierre de Chaufepie concluded that there had existed another print, from
slightly earlier, from which the designer of the locket and the prints drew their153
whilst later (1569) they are portrayed in the same way, but this time for failing to resist
Alva's regime.
The Tyranny was also taken up enthusiastically by painters. In 1981, Van der Zijp
68 noted the existence of six such paintings, and claimed there were others. At the time
69 of writing, no fewer than twenty two, or possibly twenty three, have been identified.
None of them can be dated with any precision and very few can be attributed with any
confidence. It would seem most likely that others have been lost,70 and similarly, yet
others may exist which have not been located in connection with this research.
Altogether, the emergence of the theme in paintings marks an extension of the
audience both numerically and over time, given the more durable nature of the
medium.
Here, the paintings are presented in three groups (on stylistic grounds) in an attempt to
track the progress of the image through several generations of Netherlandish political
discourse.
A somewhat heterogeneous selection may comprise the earliest paintings of the scene.
One of these, 020, was attributed to Pieter Breughel the Elder.71 The style certainly
inspiration. See De Dompierre de Chaufepie, pp. 199-200.
68
Van der Zijp, p. 52.
For füll details of all the known extant examples of the theme, see Section E. I
would like to thank the very many scholars, curators, and interested friends who
assisted in tracing these paintings, some of whom went to considerable lengths to
establish the existence or otherwise of a painting. Full acknowledgements, and some
further discussion of the provenance of the images, may also be found in Section E.
Of one example, a nineteenth-century observer writes that *il est possede
actuellement par M. Faure [...] cet amateur l'a soustrait ä une perte presque certaine et
l'a fait restaurer avec soin1 ('[this painting] is owned by M. Faure [...] this amateur has
snatched it from almost certain destruction and restored it with care'): M. de
Reiffenberg, 'Sur un tableau satirique relatif au gouvernement du due d'Albe', Bulletin
de I'Academie Royale de Sciences et Belles-Lettres de Bruxelles, 5 (1838), 116-23 (p.
120).
See De Reiffenberg, p. 117. De Reiffenberg notes the well-known story of
Breughel requesting his wife to burn certain of his works after his death, for fear the
authorities would take exception to them, and suggests this painting escaped the
resultant 'auto-da-fe". If it was painted by Breughel, it must presumably have been in
1569, the year of his death.154
harks back to his era rather than that of the mannerists of the early 'Golden Age1, and
this may be one of the oldest paintings. Certain features
- the treatment of the
weapons and the fringe on the baldechin, the figures in the top left corner
- echo 009
(FM518), although in other respects there have been considerable changes. The
provincial badges, if they are original, are Brabant, Flanders, Zeeland, Gelderland, and
(part obscured) Holland. This places the action in what were key provinces until at
least 1584, also suggesting an early date for this painting.
The vernacular architecture in the background has been portrayed with some care, and
may well be a clue to the provenance of the painting: unfortunately it bears no
resemblance to the commonly illustrated civic landmarks which have been examined.
Texts in the painting identify some of the figures (including Van Straelen, who has
fallen dead from his chair). However, the text is awkwardly laid out (and partially
obscured by the frame), and given that the painting has been restored at least once,72
the suspicion is that these texts are not original.
There are four distinctly similar paintings, 012 (at Utrecht), 028, and S022 and SO 19
(figs 4 and 5). 012 bears the same text as 020, but is dated 1615, which seems rather
late: again, the provincial badges
- the same as those in Breughel's painting (if it was
his work), focus on the central provinces, as do those in S022. SO 19 appears slightly
different, in that the first three badges are Brabant, Flanders, and Holland, followed by
Zeeland and Gelderland.
There is little information about the dates of these paintings. The painting S022 is
See above. Professor Em. Antoine De Schrijver, in correspondence with the
Koninklijke Musea voor Schone Künsten, Brussels, identifies this painting with the
subject of De Reiffenberg's article of 1838, noting that the transcription given by De
Reiffenberg (p. 120) misses out the letters between 'f and T which are in fact visible on
the digital image given appropriate adjustments to contrast etc.. If it is not the same
painting, there must be (or have been) another of very similar description and size. My
thanks to Dr Joost Vander Auwera, of the Koninklijke Musea, for informing me of this
correspondence.155
dated to 'around 1600' by the Deutsches Historisches Museum; if 020 is in fact by
Pieter Breughel (1510-1569), it must date to 1569. However, to the layman they do
not seem similar, in terms of artistic skill, to paintings of the 'Golden Age1, and nor do
they show the exuberance of the 'mannerists', and the late sixteenth century, or very
early seventeenth century, would seem a likely period for these works.
Bearing in mind the attrition rate among cheaper art noted in Chapter 3, these five
paintings may be a remnant, rather than the total number, of such pictures. But even if
they are the total produced, they would have played a role in the explanation and
structuring of the early years of the Revolt. In this role, one of the notable innovations
in these early paintings is the group seen behind the useless magistrates: the figures in
028 are nobles (see the short cloaks and swords). Likewise, to the left of Alva, nobles
appear. In picturing these groups some of the elite are consciously differentiated from
the useless magistrates, suggesting that some among the elite of the Low Countries
voiced opposition to Alva's regime. It may be that the nobles represent the House of
Orange: in any case, this represents the emergence, identification, and
acknowledgement in political discourse of a ruling group with an alternative to the
Habsburg inheritance. As such the theme becomes a 'consciousness raising exercise'
among those elements of the Netherlandish elite who had to invent a credible and
robust alternative to the extension of Habsburg sovereignty.
A series of paintings which have a lesser affinity with the 'Breughelian' interpretation
considered above also exist.74 These vary considerably: in one, Granvelle, if Granvelle
it is, wears a turban: in another, the lithe hunting dogs often accompanying the nobles
on the left are replaced with a very different hound.76 This painting bears the signature
of J. Molenaer, and is dated 1671. This seems very unlikely firstly on stylistic grounds,
and secondly because by the 1670s the state was gravely endangered by France's
ambitions, rather than Spain, and unless some direct connection could be made
See G. Pieken, '"Voor een1 vryen Staet": Die Niederlande, das Reich und
"Tyrannen" in den Krisenjahren 1572 und 1672', DHMMagazin, 21 (1997), 1-52 (p.
21).
74
These may be seen in 001, 014, and S027 and S036 (figs 6 and 7).
75
014.
76
001.156
between Alva's regime and the French threat, it is difficult to see how such a theme
could be exploited in the 1670s.
A painting attributed to Frans Francken II (1581-1642)77 serves to introduce the more
classical portrayal which emerged fully in Van de Venne's print. Here, Holland is first
among the provinces, followed by Zeeland, Gelderland, and Friesland. The ingredients
and shape of Van de Venne's print is clearly present, although the classical architecture
is somewhat subdued. The participants in the drama have settled down to a pattern
adopted by Van de Venne and a string of other paintings.
The chronology of this clutch of look-alikes is difficult to ascertain. Some, such as
013, look to the layman like an older version. The Prinsenhof in Delft suggest a date
of 1610 for 003, which would make it a prototype for Van de Venne's print. At
Kasteel van Eerde, there is a version which appears to have been in the family of the
Counts of Culemborg since it was commissioned, 021: if so, it could be that Floris II,
Baron van Pallant, Graaf van Culemborg (1577-1639), ordered it in the 1620s.79 His
father, Floris I, was one of the ring leaders of the Compromise of the Nobility (and
indeed later Alva burned his house down), so it would seem plausible that he should
remember Alva's regime in a painting.
The Tyranny has taken up residence in what was now the United Provinces, to be
adopted into its historical consciousness. The maidens, as befit representatives of a
powerful state whose ships circled the globe, are finely dressed: Alva, from the harsh
portrayal in the prints, has in many of these images become less engaged with events,
in some case gazing out of the image, and being himself subject to the gaze of the
other actors: the Republic has mastered its own past.
77
S033 (fig. 8).
78
See 003, 013, 021, 023, and S005, S026, S032, S029, and S035 (figs 9, 10, 11, 12,
and 13 respectively). Where the provincial badges can be made out with any certainty,
which is the case in most of these paintings, Holland is always in prime position.
My thanks to Mrs E. Oudshoorn van Pallandt for information about this painting.157
Finally, at the end of the period considered in this research, there are three paintings
which are believed to be by Dirk van Delen (1605-1671). The most noticeable
feature of these works is the splendidly executed classical architecture. The groups
making up the scene are well defined: Alva is accompanied by a bishop and a cardinal,
and is tearing, or has torn, the Privileges. Satan is barely visible, but present
nonetheless, with the tiara and crown. In each, the seventeen provinces are all visible,
and Van Delen has been at pains to show the provincial badges. The Council of
Troubles can be seen, and in all three, a confused group who must be the useless
magistrates can be made out; in 024 and S034 (fig. 14) there are, in addition, a
prominent group of gentlemen, discussing the role of Alva (figures which seem to be
missing from 015). The Bible is shown prominently in these paintings, and together
with the clerical figures and the phrase 'Religie wert verdrukt1 ('Religion oppressed1),
which can be seen in 015, serve to emphasise the role of religion in the Revolt, with the
Privileges and Council of Troubles coming a close second. The persecutions
- the
racking, burning, and breaking on the wheel of the victims of Alva's regime have
disappeared. The executions
- presumably of Egmont and Horn
- are present, but
have receded into the distance, becoming an exercise in perspective: and indeed time as
well as space allowed Van Delen to play with perspective, since the events had
occurred thirty-six years before he was born, and around sixty years before he
portrayed them. The darkest days of Alva's tyranny, on the edge of memory when Van
de Venne published his print, were now history.
How widespread was the impact of the composition? The variants of 017 (FM515),
assuming one thousand copies per edition (it was not a particularly finely executed
work) could easily have been seen by several thousands of people. It is likely that 009
(FM518) itself found its way back to the Netherlands, among returning exiles for
example, but in any case, a large print run would be possible given the robust style of
the engraving. Van de Venne was of course producing for a very different society, and
he may or may not have limited the numbers he produced, but again, it does not seem
unreasonable to assume a print run reaching four figures.
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See 015, 024, and S034 (fig. 14).
In fact, it is not always quite clear that provincial badges are shown.158
Most of the prints are quite small (ranging from 24cm. by 29cm. to 42cm. by 57cm.).
The largest
- Van de Venne's
- is aesthetically pleasing and large enough to display in
a public room. The others have to be held quite close to examine the smaller text and
details (and of these, the size of the largest includes a considerable amount oftext).
This, and the limited investment in aesthetic appeal, suggests that they were unlikely to
have been hung as decorative pictures, but rather were employed like pamphlets, or
perhaps pinned to settles and other furniture in a fairly ephemeral role. Whether in a
public room, or circulating from hand to hand, they would be seen by many people.
As for the paintings, if they were hung in public or semi-public situations, they would
have been seen by quite large numbers of people. Some must have been designed for
such roles: the paintings at Middelburg (023, 165cm. by 193cm.), Delft (003, 150cm.
by 190cm.), Brussels (013, 91cm. by 154cm.), and several others (SO 19, 108cm. by
209cm., and S029,102cm. by 168cm.) could have been hung in the largest of rooms or
halls. Significantly, these larger paintings are all very close in design to Van de
Venne's print, and some include the same text. Of the other paintings, it can be seen
that many of them were of a respectable size and could be set in public rooms. In this
group appear to fall the less painterly, and perhaps the oldest painted versions. The
smallest versions, those by Van Delen and Van Bässen, express the events in a
restrained and classicist style, and were produced nearer 1650 than 1600. These
appear to have been for purely domestic settings.
To conclude: the anonymous designer of the print 009 (FM518) created an image
primarily as an explanation for refugees from Alva's regime, a deliberate attempt to
engineer a more favourable reception from their hosts. The designer drew, perhaps, on
a print by Heemskerk for the composition and, it appears, upon the locket, or perhaps
another print, for some of the scenes. It was quickly exploited in another version as a
dire warning to German states, and likewise, was presented in a very inflammatory
interpretation, targeting the southern provinces of the Netherlands. After this, there
are, as far as we know, no further prints of the scene during the early years of the
For sizes of images of the Tyranny of Alva, see Section E.159
Revolt, although some elements found an echo in other subjects. But the theme is
taken up in a series of rather mundane paintings, and developed to include opposition
to Alva's regime. These are large enough for public display, suggesting that the
Tyranny of Alva had taken on a semi-public role in large rooms and perhaps public
situations, a well-known and accepted explanation of the Revolt. Moreover, by the
tailoring of architectural detail and heraldic devices, they could be linked to the locality
in which they were displayed. Then, with Van de Venne's print in 1622
- or possibly
an original painting upon which Van de Venne modelled his design
- another series of
paintings appear, again invoking the early years of the Revolt, but this time in a
Calvinist and Orangist interpretation, with a pleasing classical setting, and some 'toning
down1 of the scenes of torture and execution. Given the large size of these paintings, it
seems the design was seized upon and exploited in a flurry of copies, to be hung in
large public rooms, in an attempt to shore up support for the war and for the regime
Maurits had established. Finally, the image found a role as an aesthetically attractive
vehicle for fine architectural scenes peopled with luxuriously clad figures. In these
small and finely executed paintings, probably from after 1630, the savage treatment of
the victims of Alva's regime is almost invisible. It is suggested, by the prominence of
the Bible, that religious persecution was implicitly linked to the Revolt; but now the
perspective is that of a remarkably powerful, wealthy, and cultured global power which
had mastered its own past.
Alva's Tyranny had come a long way since its emergence among the refugees of
Alva's regime. It was launched on a trajectory which its designer could not
have foreseen, and which would see it entering and shaping Dutch political
discourse and Dutch society well into th e seventeenth century and beyond; and
even if the significance of this single composition may not be so great against the wider
background, it does exemplify the role of the image in discourse over several
generations. It demonstrates the arguments of Bryson in favour of a move away from
the static, perceptualist understanding of the individual work of art, to an
account which sees imagery implicated in the formation and deployment of
power (a power more easily defined inFoucault's terms than the language of
classical political theory). Since there was such a vigorous manifestation of
power during the Revolt, finding its expression in the dynamic new Republic, a160
detailed analysis of the language of such imagery is justified, and will be the
subject of the next chapter.161
Chapter 5
Pictures, Power, and the Polity
Sovereignty and particularism: Leicester's medal and Netherlandish prints
A monarch enthroned, crowned, and with the orb and sceptre of rule, appears on a
penning bearing the date 1587.1 A noble, evident from his armour, sword, ruff, and
breeches, tugs the monarch's robe: the monarch treads down a seven-headed beast
(upon whose tail the noble treads). Around the throne kneel five naked figures, each
with an armorial shield bearing provincial arms from the Netherlands, whilst the date
appears at the foot and the motto 'DEO OPT. MAX LAVS ET HONOR IN OMNE
AEWM QUOD'2 appears around the edge of the coin. The reverse shows
ecclesiastics, seven in all, who appear to be falling.3 They can be distinguished by
their dress as, at the lowest point, the Pope, (losing his grip on a monstrance and a
chalice), followed by a group consisting of a cardinal, two monks, two bishops, and
possibly a Jesuit.4 Above, the Tetragrammaton appears in a cloud from which
lightning strikes the clerics. The text reads 'QVEM DEVS CONFICIET SPIRITV
ORIS SW.5 Of course, the monarch must be Elizabeth of England,6 the noble is
Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester, and the naked youths are the Provinces: it was
1
See 191 A, This illustration is from H. E. Greve, De tijdvan den Tachtigjarigen
oorlog in beeld (Amsterdam, 1908), p. 67, of a penning now at Leiden. See also R. C.
Strong and J. A. van Dorsten, Leicester's Triumph (London, 1964), facing p. 24,
where it is described as Elizabeth vanquishing the Beast of the Apocalypse. 2
'To the best and greatest God be praise and honour for ever, because1. Translation
from E. Hawkins, A. W. Franks and H. A. Grueber, Medallic Illustrations of the
History of Great Britain and Ireland to the Death of George II, 2 vols (London,
1885), I, 139, no. 99.
3
See 192B.
4 The cardinals' hats, monks' cowls, and papal tiara are obvious. The hat of the
presumed Jesuit can be compared with that in 047 (FM1368), lower left, labelled
'Jesuit' and 054 (FM1668), left, at rear, labelled 'lesuisti'. Or, for a cricket or
grasshopper wearing a similar hat, 068 (FM1302). See also 059 (FM980), and 030
(FM1373).
'Whom the Lord shall consume with the spirit of his mouth'. Translation from
Hawkins, Franks and Grueber, 1,139, no. 99. The text is an abbreviated quotation
from II Thessalonians 2.8: 'And then the lawless one will be revealed, and the Lord
Jesus will slay him with the breath of his mouth and destroy him by His appearing and
His coming1.
6
G. van Loon, Beschryving der Nederlandsche Historipenningen, 4 vols (The Hague,
1726-31), i, 369, Greve, p. 67, and Hawkins, Franks and Grueber, I, 139.162
produced by Leicester's supporters,7 and is thus a 'take' on the developing situation in
the Netherlands in 1587, from a standpoint associated with a sovereign, dynastic state,
buttressed by an emphatically Reformed faith. This much is obvious: but to go
beyond a simple description, to exploit the image fully, and to integrate it into
scholarly debate, requires the application of the methodological apparatus outlined in
Chapter 1.
This will be demonstrated by a systematic comparison of Leicester's medal with the
rest of the pictorial sample, checking the results with what is known from studies
based upon conventional sources. Then, Foucault's 'methodological precautions' will
be adopted in a wider survey of the Republic as seen in the print sample, to emphasise
their role not as illustrations or pictures, but as shapers of power in the polity.
To commence with the Leicester's portrayal of the Provinces as youths, we discover
that with a single telling exception, they are nowhere shown as male youths in the
Dutch sources examined.8 Possibly this portrayal was a particularly Anglocentric
concept: since unusually the English prince was a woman, it may be that the
iconography of the English throne at that time was exceptional, and thus sovereign
power could be acceptably portrayed as feminine. Such a view allowed Spenser to
allegorise the Provinces as male
- the 'sons' of Lady Beige
- in his Faerie Queene9
-
though on reflection it will be seen that his options were limited if he wished to depict
the state in a sovereign fashion.10 As it is, the familial bond of sons to their mother in
Spenser's gendering provides this apex, required because (as it has been argued) his
7
According to Hawkins, Franks and Grueber, I, 140, the style of the medal is
consistent with those produced by the States General during this period, and they thus
assume it represents the view of the States General. Therefore they do not agree with
Van Loon that it represents the views of Leicester's zealots. But their assumption that
the States General only had one 'view' seems unlikely. Others have concluded that the
medal represents the view of Leicester's faction. See Strong and Van Dorsten, p. 24,
Greve, p. 67 and Van Loon, I, 369.
Running Query xqi38 indexes all the figures who represent Provinces and their
gender where relevant.
E. Spenser, Faerie Queene (1590).
10
Spenser might have been aware of the allegorical Belgica, and chosen 'Lady Beige'
on that basis. There was no male prototype, and it would be difficult to invent a male
sovereign figure without invoking the Habsburg monarch or perhaps Alessandro
Farnese, Duke of Parma, who was Governor General from 1578 to 1592, but only of
the Spanish Provinces.163
celebration of Elizabeth's reign is set in overtly sovereign, 'top down' terms: 'the major
idea of Book V is sovereignty [... ] a special political extension in the idea of
dominion over others [... ] the lordship of the husband over the wife [... ] the dominion
enjoyed by the property owner [...] And there is the Erastian dominion of the
sovereign over the nation in matters of religion1.11 In Spenser's poem Lady Beige was
depicted as unable to retain this sovereignty, with sorry consequences for her 'sons'.
In Dutch imagery, the exception to the rule that Provinces were only portrayed as
maidens can be seen in 155 (FM1313). Here we see Belgica beset by sinister figures
including a cadaver breathing Onenicheyt (Dissension). In her left hand are only six
arrows, suggesting that one is absent (by 1618, when the print was made, seven was a
convention). In the background, another mythical creature, marked Patriot, blows
Contra-Remonstrant pamphlets from his horn.12 On the right, a soldier, bearing the
name Utrecht upon his helmet, rushes upon Belgica with a sword and a burning torch.
His sword arm is restrained by the hand of God, whilst Neptune seizes his foot.
Despite the name on his helmet, it is not entirely clear that he represents the Province
of Utrecht, for the names of the Remonstrant towns also appear, on his armour; but,
inasmuch as the figure personifies provincial identity, it is male, and negative.
However, it is not the Provinces which are central to Leicester's monarchic view of
the Netherlands, but the prince enthroned. Princely power is expressed in the penning
in the enthroned monarch, a conventional depiction dating back at least to medieval
times.13 Yet an examination of the sample data reveals very few images which
include enthroned figures,14 and fewer still which show an enthroned figure
11
J. Nohrnberg, The Analogy of the Faerie Queene (Princeton, NJ, 1976), pp. 378-
79. The analogy of the husband and wife was not available to Elizabeth, although
James I was later to exploit it.
12
According to T. G. Kootte, 'Bestandstwisten in zwart-wit', in T. G. Kootte (ed.),
Rekkelijk ofprecies: Remonstranten en contraremonstranten ten tijde van Mounts en
Oldenbarnevelt (Utrecht, 1994), pp. 54-81 (p. 57).
13
For example, in an English context, coins from Edward the Confessor (d. 1066)
show him enthroned with an orb and sceptre, whilst his seal shows him with a sword
and orb. The designs are apparently copies of imperial Byzantine coinage and of
German imperial seals respectively. Illustrated in Christopher Brooke, The Saxon and
Norman Kings (London 1967), following page 96, see also the notes on p. 7.
4
Running Query xq48 shows all scenes where objects called thrones appear.
Running Query xq58 excludes images of The Tyranny of Alva. Thus 018 (FM-164
occupying a central, exalted, or dominant role in the imagery; if they appear they are
usually enmeshed in the diagrams of power which depict it as diffuse and net-like.
Thrones appear in 062 (FM1248A), but whatever else an exhaustive analysis of this
enigmatic image might reveal about them, they are not presented either emphatically
or positively. 064 (FMS 1267c) has both the United Provinces and the Habsburg
Provinces shown as enthroned maidens, but the figures are allegorical rather than
actual monarchs, and heavily qualified by surrounding figures in complex scenes.
Their hands are empty, and their gaze is either downcast or focussed on events within
the image. In the case of Belgica Libera, the baldechin above is surmounted by a
figure of a rampant lion clasping the arrows of the Provinces united, and Provincial
badges are hung around her, with mirror allegories surrounding Belgica archiducibus
subdita.
The figure in 073 (FM1232) comes nearest to a portrayal of monarchic sovereignty,
but again, the occupant of the throne is allegorical, a lion, wielding not the orb and
sceptre seen in depictions of Elizabeth, but a scimitar and a shield. We should not
mistake the scimitar for the monarch's sword, since (as will be demonstrated below) it
invokes military might rather than justice. Furthermore the lion has no crown. The
image does place Holland centrally in the tuin or garden of the United Provinces,
some indication of the pre-eminence ofthat Province, but the effect is balanced by the
portrayal of the other six Provinces as enthroned lions, similarly equipped, around the
edge of the garden. Moreover the image is the product of a designer working in the
southern, Habsburg Provinces.15 Here, the throne would be seen in a positive light,
but it is clear from the details of the image that the designer is not presenting a
conventional monarchic ideal.
RPK518A), 062 (FM1248A), 064 (FMS1267c), 073 (FM1232), 083 (a frontispiece),
and 099 (SvG1007) can be identified as including enthroned figures.
15
It is dedicated to Christopher Assonleville (c. 1528-1607), a leading figure in the
Habsburg Netherlands who had served on the Council of State. Although various
elements of the image bear letters, there is no key. Müller claims the figure on the
ground in front of Holland is Peace (the specific possibility of peace in the Low
Countries). Potentates, accompanied by Justice and Charity, approach from the left,
presumably to restore Peace. See F. Muller, De Nederlandsche geschiedenis in
platen, beredeneerde beschrijving van Nederlandsche historieplaten, zinneprenten en
historische haarten, 4 vols (Amsterdam, 1863-82; repr. 1970), I, 152.165
Where an unequivocally enthroned figure is shown, as in 083 (the frontispiece of Le
Petit's La Grande Chroniqne),16 it displays some startling features. The buxom
maiden is surrounded not by refined and courtly nobles, but by labourers and
merchants. The objects clustered about her throne are not the orbs, sceptres, or
swords of princely rule but badges of mundane trade
- barrels of merchandise, bales
of textiles, and weigh scales, all set on a busy and realistic quayside. As Belgica, she
appears in the early days of the Revolt, in a considerable number of other images;17
occasionally she was enthroned, more usually she was represented as a victim of
Spanish oppression.18 Here, in 1600, she is seen almost as a caricature of monarchy
and sovereign power: not only is she set a in humdrum surroundings, but her right
hand holds aloft not an orb or sceptre but a handful of moneybags. A rather
unimpressive sceptre does appear in her left hand; but instead of the person of the
exalted, idealised ruler, we see the mercantile republic where commerce is queen.
There is one attempt by a designer to use the throne positively, found in an early
Orangist print showing William of Orange and the Duke of Alva set on opposite
thrones with the Provinces divided between them.19 But this isolated example
belongs to the fracturing of the Habsburg Netherlands rather than the rise of the
United Provinces, and appears to be a discursive cul-de-sac.
Collectively, this evidence strongly suggests that depictions of enthroned figures
transmitted negative messages in the Republic; thrones recalled for the Netherlanders
sovereign aggregations of power inappropriate to their situation. This negativity may
be explained in part by the impact of the Tyranny of Alva which, as has been shown,
circulated widely and lurked in the mental furniture of more than one generation of
Netherlanders. Van de Venne's version of 1622 is typical, with the throne as an
16
This image appeared as the frontispiece to J. F. Le Petit, La Grande Chronique
Ancienne et Moderne, de Hollande, Zelande, [...Jjusques ä Ia fin de Van 1600,2 vols
(Dordrecht, 1601).
7
Examples from the sample forming the basis of this research may be found by
running Query xq33.
18
See for example FM520, H. Collaert I, Belgicae Delaceratae 'Lamentatio', c. 1570-
80, where Belgica is robbed by Habsburg soldiers.
19
018(FM-RPK518A).166
overwhelmingly negative feature.20 Rather than administering justice in the tradition
of the medieval monarch, Alva is responsible for arbitrary arrests, tortures, and
executions, the subjection of the Provinces, and the satanic influences which were
deemed to have been prevalent during his government (1567-73).
Did the popularity of this single image create a connection between thrones and
tyranny among its audience, thus significantly shaping the emergent state? Its role
was probably more complex. A resistance to central authority went back a long way,
and in the north at least was rooted in the landscape itself. The pattern of medieval
colonisation was exceptional, and had negated the spread of feudalism.21 Philip the
Good (1419-67), who became lord of Holland and Zeeland in 1428, carried out some
centralising measures, but was only interested in the Provinces north of the great
rivers in as much as they provided an income and remained quiescent.22 Charles the
Bold, who succeeded to the Duchy in 1467, pursued an authoritarian, centralising
policy which was unpopular in many quarters, and could not be sustained following
his death fighting the Swiss in 1477. Israel's summary of the reaction which followed
argued that both then and in the Dutch Revolt, heavy taxation, alleged violation of
privileges, the presence of foreign troops, and bureaucratic centralisation were the
causes of rebellion,23 which suggest that aspects of sovereign power had long been
20 The title confirms this view: Afbeeldinghe van den ellendighen staet der
Nederlanden onder de wreedetyrannye van den hertog van Alva' ('Image of the
dreadful state of the Netherlands under the cruel tyranny of the Duke of Alva').
21
'Certainly the most conspicuous mark of exceptionality was the weakness of
feudalism [... ] Roughly speaking, the strength of these institutions (manorial
organization and serfdom) declined as one moved from the southern Netherlands,
where they were fully developed along lines common to the rest of northern Europe,
to the Friesian lands of the north, where they had never taken root [...] In most
communities one finds free peasants, organized in buurschappen, in control of local
affairs; their autonomy was modified, but not usually eliminated, by the authority of
the ruler and his local representatives.1: J. de Vries and A. van der Woude, The First
Modern Economy: Success, Failure and Perseverance of the Dutch Economy, 1500-
1815 (Cambridge, 1997), p. 17. They develop this argument further in Chapter 5,
which argues that the medieval period left a legacy of pragmatism, rationality and
independence which negated feudalism.
22
J. I. Israel, The Dutch Republic: Its Rise, Greatness and Fall 1477-1806 (Oxford,
1995), p. 23.
23
Israel, Dutch Republic, p. 30, or as William of Orange said of the 'Duke of Brabant1
(Philip), 'You know, my Lords [...] he is not free to do what he pleases as he does in
the Indies. Here [...] he may not raise or demand any taxes, without the consent and
express agreement of the country [province], in accordance with its privileges; he may167
opposed in the region. His appraisal of the achievements of Charles V is somewhat
more optimistic, but the seventeen Provinces were in no sense a kingdom when
Phillip II succeeded to the throne of Spain and to his possessions in the Netherlands.
The limits of the Habsburg achievement are starkly revealed in a memorandum,
reputedly from Granvelle, the first article of which argues that 'first and foremost the
King should incorporate all the countries and Provinces of these Low Countries in a
kingdom and have himself crowned as king absolute1.24
It was clear that the Low Countries were far from unified, and that monarchy ran, as it
were, against the grain of power in the region: power was simply not deployed in that
fashion the Low Countries, and the United Provinces would reflect this as they
evolved. Demonstrably, the status of the throne in political imagery, certainly after
the appearance of Alva's Tyranny, was almost entirely negative.25 Leicester's failure
to comprehend the nature of power in the new state is graphically revealed in the
penning.
His medal also shows the Provinces as kneeling figures. In the context of the English
court, they may be understood as supplicants seeking the protection of Elizabeth.
However, the stance would seem to convey a very different meaning in the Dutch
prints; in the case of both allegorical and actual figures, kneeling almost always
not introduce soldiers to the province without consent of the same; he may not alter
the value of the coinage without the permission of the States of the country; he may
not arrest any subject until the local magistrate has made a preliminary investigation,
nor may he send a prisoner out of the province.': A. C. Duke, William of Orange's
Apology: A New Annotated English Translation1, Dutch Crossing, 22.1 (1998), 3-96
(? 46)-
C. Weiss, ed., Papiers d'etat du cardinal de Granvelle (Paris, 1841-52), pp. 676-
82. There are several other versions of this text, the authorship of which is disputed:
but they date from the earliest years of the Revolt and indicate the extent to which the
Low Countries were at odds with monarchic regimes. This translation from A. C.
Duke, A. Pettegree and G. Lewis, Select Documents for the Reformation and the
Revolt of the Low Countries (unpublished document, 1992), pp. 107-13 (p. 108).
25
The status of pictures of enthroned figures before the Revolt cannot of course be
estimated from the sample of imagery studied here. Nor is it possible to give
quantitative figures for the percentage of Netherlandish imagery from before the
Revolt which included monarchic figures, let alone compare this with figures for
other states. Moreover, that early Netherlandish collections show little evidence of
dynastic art, that with the establishment of the Spanish Netherlands such art thrived,168
indicates humiliation
- most obviously in scenes where victims kneel for execution
with the sword.26
In Van de Venne's print of Alva's Tyranny, the kneeling maidens are finely attired as
befits allegories of what was by 1622 a powerful state. But their connection with the
throne of Alva is via chains, the torn Privileges, and the Bible cast aside
- an
unremittingly negative message. Another early print, 018 (FM-RPK 518A), shows
the contrast between the half-naked Provinces kneeling helplessly at Alva's feet, and
the gorgeously apparelled maidens who are seated around William of Orange.
Showing the fortunate maidens seated seems to have been a convention in images of
their happy circumstances.27
Apart from those in scenes of subjection to Alva, kneeling allegorical figures are
rare:28 a cameo in 043 (FM1629) shows a heavenly Consilium heroicum, with angelic
figures kneeling and observing the scene; 054 (FM1668) shows at the centre a maiden
(representing Germania), grief-stricken or perhaps in mortal agony; in 062
(FM1248A) Invidia (Envy) kneels, but only to grasp the wheel of a praalwagon or
victory car; and God's Church is shown, ragged and kneeling in prayer in 076
(AvS1450). Similarly, Moses, Aaron, and Hur kneel in prayer in 129 (FM1679),29
whilst in 067 (FM1301) an endangered maid, Belgica, kneels and looks on as Maurits
challenges Spinola. Rather more sinister figures appear in 066 (FM1297), where
members of the Roman church kneel at an altar, and in 072 (FM1708a), where a choir
of three monks sing along to the tune which European leaders dance to.30
and that Dutch art is noted for genre, landscape, and interiors but not dynastic art is
something of a cliche. Nonetheless, it may be an accurate summary.
26
Running Query xq90 shows all allegories of the Provinces who are kneeling.
27
Running Query xq91 shows all allegories of the Provinces who are seated.
28
Running Query xq92 shows kneeling allegorical persons.
29
The image refers to the Israelites' defeat of Amelek in Exodus 17, where, as long as
Moses held his staff up, the Israelites prevailed. As he grew tired Aaron and Hur
supported his arms. The scene was used in this image to exalt the role of the States
General in the victory of Nieuwpoort: while the battle was raging, the deputies of the
States General gathered to pray.
30
In the remainder of cases where allegorical figures kneel, the gesture is on
examination found to be of a different nature: Neptune, for example, kneels astride a
sea monster in 081 (AvS1074).169
As for actual persons,31 in 086 (SvG780) Maurits kneels, but appears to be rising to
Belgica's aid. Figures kneel to collect armour in 077 (AvS1244); other kneeling
figures depict victims awaiting the executioner's sword.32 Otherwise we only find a
servant, assisting a noble with his shoes,33 and a labourer gathering reeds for a
thatching task.34 There are therefore no indications in the sample that kneeling before
a throne, or anywhere else, was in any sense a politically positive depiction in the
context of the early Republic: in most circumstances the pose usually indicates
misfortune of some kind. Supplication of the sort seen in Leicester's medal appears
rarely, and that only in extremis, in the context of prayer. Otherwise, in the political
diagrams of the Republic, kneeling was a negative symbol.
The crowned monarch is another feature of Leicester's medal, but the prints have few
such exalted regal displays.35 Many of the crowned subjects are engaged in singularly
undignified activities. In 045 (FM1502), Ongeoorlofde Staetsucht (Improper
Ambition)
- crowned
- is regarded as a threat, and is pursued by a figure waving the
sword Liefde des Vaderlandts (Love of the Fatherland). In 046 (FM1431), the Holy
Roman emperor appears as a crowned eagle, plucked by his enemies with his
(crowned) allies looking helplessly on, and with the unfortunate Frederick of Bohemia
under his feet. 068 (FM1302) has the seven-headed beast wearing a crown,36 whilst
076 (AvS1450) shows a series of sinister figures with crowns: Herodias, demanding
31
Running Query xq93 shows all depictions of actual persons kneeling.
32
See the figures on the scaffold in 077 (AvS1244) and at the lower left-hand corner
of 080 (AvS 1564).
33
See 072 (FMl708a).
34
See 077 (AvS 1244).
35
Running Query xq65 presents scenes from 043 (FMl629), 045 (FMl 502), 046
(FM1431), 050 (FM1329a), 051 (FM1268), 058 (FM966), 062 (FM1248A), 064
(FMS1267C), 065 (FMl270), 068 (FM1302), 071 (FM1649), 073 (FMl232), 076
(AvS1450), 078 (AvS1309), 079 (AvS1496), 083 (the frontispiece), 086 (SvG780),
091 (SvG1166), 095 (SvG1164), 099 (SvG1007), 119 (KC2178), 132 (FMS1423B),
150 (FM1452), 151 (FM1433), 157 (FMS1259a), 189 (FMS1126A), and 191A(a
medallion).
36
Echoed in fine art: Tobias Verhaeght (1561-1631) produced in 1598 a painting of
St John writing, which showed a seven-headed beast in the background, with crowned
heads: illustrated in C. Eisler, Paintings in the Hermitage (New York, 1990), pp. 282,
284-85. Revelation 12. 3 mentions seven crowns, so in theory the depiction may be
purely representational, albeit inconvenient for courtly painters.170
the head of John the Baptist,37 and the King of Spain and Emperor Ferdinand, plotting
among the enemies of the Republic. And there are many other examples.38
For another view by an outsider, albeit one closely involved with the United
Provinces, we can look again at 073 (FM1232). Several sinister figures are
attempting to drag Peace away:39 one of these figures, an unbridled horse, tramples an
upturned crown and a sceptre, the symbols of sovereignty. This is a telling comment
on the Republic from the Habsburg Netherlands' perspective.
Rare exceptions to this hostile perception of crowned figures are allegorical portrayals
of Justicia, Fortituda, and Amicitia (the latter two shown as lions), who appear as
crowned,40 but here the reference is not to a political entity or person, but to the status
of a quality. Similarly the lion in 157 (FMS 1259a) is crowned, but represents the
Republic itself, which resists entrapment by Habsburg negotiators. The other
exceptions are depictions of European monarchs, such as James of Scotland and
Henry IV of France, in 064 (FMS 1267c). But these examples are by no means
sovereignly portrayed in some hierarchic diagram. Rather, they signify key figures in
37
See Mark 6. 22-28.
38
In 086 (SvG780) the King of Spain is shown unfavourably, and the monarchs of
France and England as unhelpful. Rather than significant individuals, the monarchs
are generically labelled: 'Con. van Spaengien', etc.. If the print dates from 1625
(Muller, De Nederlandsche geschiedenis, iv, 92), the figures could be Philip IV of
Spain, presumably Henry III or IV of France, and certainly Elizabeth of England.
However, since by this time Elizabeth had been succeeded by James and possibly
Charles I, it can be assumed that an historical scene is being shown. The portrayal of
the Spanish Armada and Parma (Governor General of the Habsburg Provinces from
1578 to 1592) suggests Philip II as the Spanish king. But quite possibly the designer
had no wish to be specific: the indictment is aimed at monarchy in general. By
contrast, Maurits, rising to the aid ofBelgica, is shown bareheaded but with a hand on
a helmet. 073 (FM1232) shows a group of monarchs, accompanying a cardinal with a
gun, entering the tuin of the United Provinces, hardly a positive image.
9
The figures include Tyranny, kneeling on a child; the other may be a five-headed
Discord, but the portrayal
- she is shown trampling a monstrance and a chalice (the
sacraments), with serpents about her waist, and holding a severed head, a sword, and a
book
- is not found elsewhere in the sample. (Query xq66 shows images of Discord:
Query xq67 lists them and their attributes, which more usually includes a burning
torch.) Warminian, a monstrous portrayal of the Remonstrants, also has five heads
-
(gl)iericheyt, Botticheyt, Bedrock, Oproer, and Misverstant (Avarice, Foolishness,
Deceit, Sedition, Misunderstanding), see 048 (FM1501).
40
See 051 (FM1268), 062 (FM1248A), and 157 (FMS1259a).171
monarchic states perceived as being allies (or at least, not enemies) of the Republic,
and who could hardly be shown wearing anything but crowns. Other monarchs,
unidentified
- that is, monarchic states in general
- are indicated by crowned figures
in 065 (FM1270).
41
The one positive image of a crowned figure is seen in a detail of 071 (FM1649),
where Adolf von Nassau (c. 1255-98) is shown with a closed crown of empire. Why
should the designer have invoked this particular element of the distant past? Adolf
von Nassau was elected King of Germany in 1292 to thwart Habsburg ambitions, but
was deposed and killed in battle in 1298. The dynastic link is not direct, since the
Princes of Orange were descended from the cadet or Ottoman branch of the family
(nonetheless, one of William's brothers was named Adolf). But the role of dynasty,
genealogy, and inheritance are called to mind by this cameo scene: issues of concern
to monarchic, dynastic polities, but which might receive a cooler welcome in a
Republic. It echoes the renewed emphasis on the Stadholder's court during Frederik
Hendrik's Stadholderate.42 Here then we see Frederik's 'publicity team' easing a more
dynastic component into the discourse of power, inevitably in a tentative and limited
manner given the limits of political discourse in this direction.
To summarise Leicester's foray into pictorial power in Skinner's terms, it can be seen
as a projection of'top down' sovereign power: the monarch presides 'over' the rest of
the scene, elevated above the activity elsewhere. The depiction of Leicester
emphasises the pivotal role of the monarch in events. The Provinces concentrate their
attention upon Elizabeth, who holds an orb and sceptre, symbolising her authority. In
as much as her gaze can be ascertained, she looks not inwards to the picture itself,
which would involve her in the affairs portrayed, but out at the viewer (or possibly to
another space altogether). Whereas her subjects are locked into the events shown, the
Queen, by contrast, relates essentially to a different and external reality. This
41
The Archdukes in 051 (FM1268) wear crowns. However, Albert was not
technically the monarch of the Habsburg Provinces.
42
See O. Mörke, 'Sovereignty and Authority: The Role of the Court in the
Netherlands in the First Half of the Seventeenth Century1, in R. G. Asch and A. M.
Birke (eds), Princes, Patronage and the Nobility: The Court at the Beginning of the
Modern Age c. 1450-1650 (Oxford, 1991), pp. 455-77 (p. 465), where he notes the
limited role of Maurits's court, compared with what was to follow.172
'detachment1 may be typical of portrayals of the English monarch in particular.43
Nonetheless, the resonance with Rouse's view of sovereign power (itself an
explanation of Foucault) should be noted: 'first, sovereignty is a standpoint above or
outside particular conflicts that resolves their competing claims into a unified and
coherent system1.44
What of the texts which accompany the picture? The passage on the reverse locates
the events in a theological reality which is commonly invoked in prints and other
media. The termination on the obverse side is notable: Van Loon suggested that the
designer deliberately avoided completing the text, perhaps thinking it too
provocative.45 Hawkins, Franks and Grueber thought that 'the legend terminates for
want of space and because the meaning was sufficiently intelligible1.46 This may be
correct, (although neither suggest what that intelligible conclusion should be),47 but
equally it could be that the expression and negotiation of critical issues of macht and
power could be achieved, and the text completed, more effectively in pictorial form.
The very nature of the power radiated by Leicester's imagery was hierarchic and
monarchic, and indeed led to many of his difficulties in the Netherlands. This is
confirmed in other reviews of his Governor Generalship. In a triumphal tour of the
Netherlands early in 1586, he struck what Strong and Dorsten identified as a princely
tone at Leiden, which caused objections and had to be played down at Utrecht.48
Oosterhoff set the disputes of Leicester's rule in the context of central versus
confederate power.49 Likewise Israel: 'almost from the moment Leicester arrived and
43
It has recently been argued that Elizabeth was portrayed in an exceptionally iconic
fashion 'in reaction to repressed anxieties at the disruption of hierarchy and the
physical otherness which a powerful woman represents1: H. Hackett, Virgin Mother,
Maiden Queen: Elizabeth I and the Cult of the Virgin Mary (Basingstoke, 1995), p.
240. My thanks to Mr R. Parry for drawing my attention to this aspect of Elizabethan
iconography.
4
J. Rouse, 'Power/Knowledge1, in G. Gutting (ed.), The Cambridge Companion to
Foucault (Cambridge, 1994), pp. 92-114 (p. 100).
45
Van Loon, I, 369.
46
Hawkins, Franks and Grueber, 1,140.
47
Despite its scriptural and benedictory tone, no Biblical passage was found to which
it could be equated.
An
Strong and Van Dorsten, p. 68.
49
F. G. Oosterhoff, Leicester and the Netherlands J586-J587 (Utrecht, 1988), pp.
187-94.173
entered into negotiations over the precise form of his power, the Dutch scene was one
of confrontation and polarisation'.50 Hence the arguments typified by the exchanges
between Wilkes and the States General.51
Rather than simply alluding to pictorial sources, the systematic analysis demonstrated
here
- including the siting of pictorial data squarely in a debate about power, and the
use of novel technology
- enables the historian to argue (in a manner similar to that
used for textual sources), that Leicester's understanding of power must have alienated
many Netherlanders. To be precise, it was the sovereign, monarchic nature ofthat
power which offended. Since Leicester's enterprise has been thoroughly studied on
the basis of conventional sources, these results can be tested to validate both them and
the methodology employed to produce them. When this comparison is carried out, we
find that conventional historiography indeed highlights disagreements over the nature
of power as a central issue in the Leicester episode. In addition, whilst the
conventional language of political theory is rarely found in the pictures, the use of
images gives a fresh, and perhaps instructive graphical view of power, where allegory
plays a major role.
Foucautt and the analysis of Dutch imagery
It is therefore possible to extend this methodology across a wider range of images in
an investigation of power in the Republic, coupled with the approach advocated by
Foucault. But as noted in Chapter 2, if a definition of power is extrapolated from
Foucault's work, there are certain inconsistencies and blurred boundaries, which affect
the 'methodological precautions' he suggests. Furthermore, although these
'precautions' were presented as conceptually discrete, and indeed the constraints of the
academic essay demand that they be invoked in serial rather than parallel form, in
application such theoretical distinctions are less easy to retain
- particularly where the
sources themselves are in a non-linear format.
50
Israel, Dutch Republic, p. 223. In the following pages, (pp. 224-25) Israel makes it
clear that he believes that the issue of how much power lay with Leicester, and how
much lay with the Provinces, was critical.
51
E. H. Kossmann and A. F. Mellink, Texts Concerning the Revolt of the Netherlands
(Cambridge, 1974), p. 270.174
Hence in this chapter attention will not initially focus on a presumed central location
of power. Secondly, and by contrast, evidence for the diffuse nature of power in the
Republic will be sought and presented. Thirdly, individuals will be assessed as
conduits or junction points of power, as much as wielders of it, with reference to 'how
it is that subjects are gradually, progressively, really and materially constituted1.5
Fourthly, the society revealed in the images will be examined commencing at the
extremities, in an ascending fashion. Finally, evidence for alternatives to ideology
will be sought.53 The method conventionally used in studies based on textual
evidence will be retained: that is, to quote specific examples and summarise
supporting evidence from others.54
To commence, perhaps the most useful of Foucault's 'methodological precautions', in
the context of the history of the Dutch Republic, was his contention that analysis
should not focus on some presumed central location of power, such as the court, but
should be 'concerned with power at its extremities, in its ultimate destinations, with
those points where it becomes capillary1.55 He maintained that when analysis
concentrates on such a central point, critical aspects of power
- and implicitly, aspects
of the nature of power
- are obscured or remain unrevealed.
The political landscape of the United Provinces does not reveal any obvious single
centre of power, at least when based upon traditional approaches using textual
sources. This can be confirmed if the imagery is examined for some such centre of
power, for which little or no evidence will be found, and indeed it was shown that
Leicester's invocation of such a centre was bound to fail. Instead, it can be
demonstrated that there are a range of'signs' which might relate to loci of power, and
52
M. Foucault, 'Disciplinary Power and Subjection', in S. Lukes (ed.), Power
(Oxford, 1986), pp. 229-42 (p. 233).
53
With reference to the description given in Chapter 2, this approach commences
with reference to Foucault's first and third 'precautions', followed by the second and
fourth, and concluding with his fifth.
54
An ideal approach would examine and note each detail from every image, since the
reader who is normally satisfied with a quotation from a pamphlet will require to see
an entire image, and would prefer every detail to have explanation. In reality, as with
any corpus of sources, space precludes such an approach. However, an example of
the text descriptions of the images is available in Section G.
55
Foucault, 'Disciplinary Power', p. 232.175
which can be seen to create a net-like structure rather than a 'top-down' hierarchy, in
the mind of the viewer.
The significance of gaze
Ocular expression was highlighted in Chapter 1 as a significant means of expressing
meaning. Despite the difficulty of carrying out a systematic analysis of such patterns,
three types of gaze stand out when a series of images are viewed. Firstly, some
figures or groups of figures look with an indistinct or downcast gaze. Others
exchange glances with one another, with interlocking gaze, and finally yet others gaze
'out' of the image, referring not to events within it but to the 'reader'. The first type
corresponds very closely with the labouring figures often shown in the background,
and the second with the gentry and nobility who form the main focus of the imagery.
It is not possible to generalise about the third, much rarer, type from a limited sample,
but they will be shown to have significant implications.56
Where we examine the figures of commoners,57 we note that the subject of their gaze
CO
is usually not indicated." Where it can be made out, for example in 050 (FM1329a)
or 134 (FMS1315 A),59 it is because their depiction has been used to implicate them in
the geometry of power. But generally the gaze of such figures is indistinct, and they
rarely impinge on the field of vision of the politically active players. Here then are
the extremities of power, the end of the polity's impact on the lives of its subjects, and
in Foucault's terms, power's ultimate destination.
For the second group of figures the gaze is usually visible and usually incorporated in
the construction of networks of meaning. Perhaps the best example is found in 064
(FMS 1267c). Müller knew of it in three states. The earliest, 064 (FMS 1267c), was
56
Gaze was not systematically mapped during the process of image description and
therefore is difficult to reference. However, the correlation is so clear-cut that a query
on the basis of status also highlights the two major types of gaze shown here (for
example Queries xq94 and xq39 showing gentry and commoners respectively).
57
In particular 052 (FM1256), 061 (FMl 174), 063 (FM1415), 064 (FMS1267c), 077
(AvS1244), and 083 (the frontispiece to Le Petit).
58
Exceptions may be seen in 050 (FM1329a), 134 (FMS1315A), 139 (FM1273), and
149 (FM1286). 149 (FM1286), however, has a strongly proverbial slant.176
without any address, later versions bearing the names of C. J. Visscher (second state)
and P. Goos (third state); the latter Müller dated to around 1650.60 Visscher (1586/7-
1652) was a prolific publisher of topical engravings. There is no reason to doubt that
the image was contemporary with the start of the Twelve Years Truce; at the Atlas
van Stolk there is a print in the first state with some text, on matching sheets, with the
address of Willem Jansz. Blaeu, 1609,61 whilst the dress styles (especially the
breeches) are consistent with an early seventeenth century view. Its large size, 90cm.
by 40 cm., renders it capable of display in large domestic rooms at least, and
combined with the quality of the work, it suggests that this was a fairly expensive
print intended for display.
Müller summarised the image, a detailed allegorical print comprising three sheets. On
the right, two great galleries face each other: one bearing the legend Belgica
archiducibus subdita (the Netherlands conquered by the Archdukes), in front of which
stand Philip IV and Spinola. In front of the other, Belgica Libera, stand Maurits and
two of their High Mightinesses the States. Into the space between, a gun carriage, on
which sits the Truce, is drawn by two horses, on which ride Albert and Isabella, led
by Love of the Fatherland and Modesty whilst the diplomat Father Johan Ney holds
the reins. Henry IV and James of England walk beside the carriage, whilst behind
comes War in chains. In the distance is Antwerp, while at the top of the plate Mars
and Venus embrace.62
Commencing with the scene at the right hand side of the print, the networks can be
summarised as follows: the orientation of the maiden Belgica Libera is towards
Maurits, yet she seems to be gesturing past him. He, ready with sword and shield,
looks towards the States General. Of the two deputies, the plumed figure on the right
gestures back to Maurits, or perhaps to the unseen destination beyond the galleries,
59
See fig. 15, a detail of 050 (FMl329a) scanned from the original. Note that the
direction of gaze can be seen much more clearly here than in the archive of the same
detail, taken from an image scanned from a photograph (Archive A3050-2).
60
See FM1267, and FMS1267b, Muller, De Nederlandsche geschiedenis, I, 156-57
and IV, 134.
61
G. van Rijn, Atlas van Stolk, Katalogus der historie- spot- en zinneprenten
betrekkelijk de geschiedenis van Nederland, 10 vols (Amsterdam, 1895-1933), vn, 46-
47.
62
Müller, De Nederlandsche geschiedenis, I, 156-57.177
whilst fixing his eyes upon the other States figure, dressed in the sober tabbaard. He
in turn gazes and gestures towards the other dais. Belgica archiducibus subdita looks
and gestures to Philip of Spain
- but the King, with raised forefinger (warning her to
silence?) has eyes only for the approaching Archdukes. Albert appears to be
extending an open hand to the Southern Provinces, whilst Love of the Fatherland has
one hand on her hip, and in this pose confronts the Southern Provinces, possibly
Spinola in particular. However, the orientation of the face of Modesty is notably
different from those of the Archdukes, Love of the Fatherland, and Johan Ney. This
difference directs the viewer to the sunlit space between and beyond the booths. Of
the other figures, James and Henry might be thought to be looking towards or beyond
the United Provinces. On the gun carriage, the maidens Discipline and Prosperity, sit
at the feet of Peace, gazing into each other's eyes. Contrast the incoherence of the
patterns of gaze among the soldiers on the left, with their hats pulled down, eyed
somewhat glumly by War, captive in the train of Peace.
How would this image have been interpreted? Is it for or against the Truce?
Skinner's approach might lead to the claim that there is some form of debate occurring
in the United Provinces, signalled by the gestures and gaze of the figures involved. In
the Habsburg Netherlands, debate is quenched, and the Archdukes approach without
any indication of welcome. They do not hold the reins of their mounts, being guided
by allegorical qualities and by the hands of Johan Ney, busy on the reins. There
seems no doubt that the Truce brings the advantages of Prosperity and (interestingly,
in the light of Oestreich's and Foucault's work), Tucht or Discipline: moreover it
grinds Ontucht (Indiscipline) and Ellende (Distress, or Misery) in the dust. However,
the sinister figure of Suspicio sits on the rear of the gun carriage, with a crane {Sorge,
or Watchfulness/Anxiety), clasping its stone, on her wrist. In addition, the destination
of the procession is out of sight, though sunlit in contrast to the southern Provinces.63
Overall it strikes the viewer as looking favourably upon the Peace.
However the image is interpreted, the sophistication and complexities of the decision
about peace or war are projected in a way which quenches any simplistic, bipolar
assumptions. Whilst there are few other images with such complex networks of gaze178
and gesture, (excepting some of the larger and enigmatic apocalyptic images), 051
(FM1268) also presents some fascinating conjunctions: on the right, Maurits and
Spinola, at the head of an allegorical depiction of the seventeen Provinces, advance
towards the Archdukes on the left: nearby, the Habsburg states hotly debate their
arrival. It is in such networks of gaze and gesture that the net-like nature of power,
and the complexities of its deployment, are expressed.
The third trend in the depiction of gaze concerns those who gaze 'out' of an image, for
example, in 063 (FM1415), where as part of an allegorical portrayal, a 'front row' gaze
'out' of a depiction of the United Provinces. Similarly, in the case of the figures on the
deck of the ship in 070 (FM1416), where, rather than a sovereign gazing from an
image, a collegiate gaze confronts the viewer. In another example the artist may
himself have participated in such a collegiate gaze.64 However, the most striking
example is in 043 (FM1629); here allegorical scenes form the background from which
Frederik Hendrik, depicted in an equestrian portrait, stares boldly at the viewer. (He
is similarly engaged with the viewer in 071 (FM1649).) In contrast with most of the
images, this is not a scene whose subject the viewer is invited to observe and debate:
rather, we can observe this scene only subject to his gaze. Here, the observer is not
encouraged to stand outside the event and debate it, but is constituted as the subject.
Whilst royal portraiture from England or France is not directly comparable with the
images in the sample, both genres are implicated in power and politics, and it is this
monarchic style which Frederik Hendrik seeks to exploit in the print. The Stadholder
is presented in a sovereign style, with allegorical and political events orbiting him: the
print functions in enabling sovereign power to 'colonise' existing allegorical
constructs.
Another of Foucault's arguments is that, rather than attempt an analysis of who 'has'
power and what their aims might be, one should study it in terms of where it is
'installed', or of the effects, or outcomes, of the functioning of power
- 'at the level of
those continuous and uninterrupted processes which subject our bodies, govern our
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Casting a feature or persons in the shade is normally associated with defeat and
confusion in the images in the sample.
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gestures, dictate our behaviours [...] how it is that subjects are gradually,
progressively, really and materially constituted'.65 Besides an understanding of how
in detail power was manifested at the level of the individual, he argued for an
'ascending' analysis, which would attempt to perceive how power at the level of the
individual was 'colonised' and 'globalised1; this in contrast to assumptions that power
was exclusively sited or created at, and imposed from, some pinnacle or centre.
If depicted gesture and behaviour, reiterated through prints and other imagery,
functioned in a continuous and uninterrupted manner in constituting the subject,
implicit in the arguments of Moxey, it should be a focus of study; and in attempting
an 'ascending' analysis, it will be considered first as it applies to those who might be
considered outside the wealthier strata of Dutch society. The depiction of soldiery
will also be examined, before turning to those figures who were more obviously
politically active.
Figures in the background: poor and powerless?
Dutch resources
- which meant, mostly, its human resources
- were brought to bear in
especially productive ways. In the Introduction, the exploitation of the labour of
orphans and the indigent, the development of an infrastructure featuring regularly
maintained roads, and what were for the time advanced notions such as scheduled
transport services were suggested as examples. Other ways of increasing the
'leverage' of the population could be quoted: from extensive urbanisation, the
implementation of advanced technology, the extent of education, to the primacy given
to trade and the creation of a state where the female inhabitants could safely and
productively extend their skills beyond the domestic realm; and so forth. Most of
these developments took place outside of mainstream politics, but were nonetheless
critical to the success of the Republic. Certainly, commoners are rarely associated
with political activity; are they featured in the pictorial sample?
A selection of examples of such persons can be found in an archive.66 Almost without
exception depictions of this strata of society show them working, for example the
65
Foucault, 'Disciplinary Power', p. 233.
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The term 'commoners' is used to describe figures retrieved by running Query xq39.
They include what Israel called the 'elite of the skilled' (Israel, Dutch Republic, p.180
sailors working the rigging in 070 (FM1416).67 Ploughing, and house building or
repairing seem to be particularly associated with the absence of war, as in 077
(AvS1244),68 and in 064 (FMS 1267c).69 Agricultural pursuits also appear in
topographic/cartographic illustration, if the example of 056 (FM1281)70 is typical.
There is only one direct contrast with industrious portrayals, that is 063 (FM1415),71
where a labourer and his wife slumber in an allegorical depiction of the prosperous
Republic. It is significant that this occurs in one of the very rare portrayals of the
good fortune and happy circumstances of the United Provinces - an exception that
proves the rule, as it were.
This focus on the economic activity of labouring figures calls to mind the comments
of John Walker, who when travelling in the Dutch Republic in the 1670s, remarked
'they think nothing more pernicious to the government than to suffer the meaner sort
of people to live in idleness1.72 Veldman has argued that prints played a significant
role in expressing a 'civic' work ethic condemning idleness,73 and the consistency of
this style of depiction of'the meaner sort of people' should be seen in this context.
This can be contrasted with another aspect of the life of such people, addressed in
both prints and paintings in the Netherlands: that is the 'low' comic humour associated
with commoners and peasant markets in particular. The tone of these paintings is
particularly evident in Breughel's 'kermis' subjects, a tradition followed by David
348), but also the mass of rural and urban workers who presumably survived
somewhere between the security of the skilled labourers and dependency upon civic
relief. The query includes a string based on an index of the 'status' field of all persons.
However, besides being very numerous, not all are relevant
- soldiers, for example,
are considered separately
- thus an archive
- Archive A3 - has significant examples.
Query xq87 retrieves similar data to that of xq39, but for allegorical commoners, and
these are also in Archive A3.
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Vinckboons and others in the early 1600s.74 This comic humour, apparently innocent
of overtly political content, is not found in the prints making up the sample, with the
possible exception, perhaps, of the coarse depiction of a detail of 139 (FM1273).75
Here the husband of a clownish peasant couple squints through his spectacles at papist
wares. Peddled by monkish figures, they are presumably indulgences, whilst in
contrast a virtuous maiden holds up the Ten Commandments. Otherwise, such
depictions do not appear in the sample.
Are such figures ever shown in overtly political actions
- that is, involved in the
networks of meaning and gesture which comprise the main scene in the pictures? One
example may be seen in 050 (FM1329a),76 where workmen are boarding up a building
under the watchful eye of an officer and troops,77 in a reference to the closure of a
place of worship. A more noticeable example is found in 134 (FMS1315A), where
a fanner or agricultural labourer watches as the Nederlcmdse Maagd rejects a peace
offer from a Habsburg negotiator. However, the image of the trusty Dutch Boer
rejecting peace offers from sinister Habsburg negotiators was emerging as something
of a topos: this allegory effectively shows the viewer what the Dutch peasantry
(should) think of Habsburg peace deals. How well it worked, especially in insecure
border areas, is another question of course.
On those rare occasions where they are associated with major political events, they
play a limited role. Examples appear in images of Alva's tyranny, such as the guards
in the council scene in 024 set a little apart from the activity to the right,79 assuming
that they are indeed commoners. An exception may be the figure in 028,80 but even
here the subject seems somewhat withdrawn from the allegorical activity around him.
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The figure in 046 (FM1431),81 appears to be an innkeeper; if so, he might be regarded
as a reasonably prosperous member of society. Though he is involved in an
allegorical scene, he is shown in a conventional role (i.e. serving travellers). Such
figures are more commonly found in the background scenes of prints, such as in 061
(FMl 174) and 064 (FMS 1267c).82
It was noted in the Appendix that the boundary between 'real' persons and 'allegorical'
persons was by no means well defined. But of course whereas some of the gentry and
noble figures are specific individuals, all commoners are representative or allegorical.
Among the more obviously allegorical figures are two who are clearly labourers, seen
in 050 (FMl 329a).83 Here, the folly of the Remonstrant cause is displayed on a
pyramid or obelisk, and figures representing various nations are gathered on each side
to witness it. Standing slightly in front of these crowds, two commoners (they can be
identified by the agricultural implements they carry), one each side of the obelisk,
gaze up and gesture in response to it.
Other labouring people appear in 149 (FM1286),84 astonished or possibly delighted at
the ease with which Maurits wins a 'tug of war'. These are clearly fishermen or
sailors; as such, they can be associated with pamphlet illustrations catalogued by
Müller as FM1366, Verklaringe van de Gouden Stock, and FM1254, Een oud
Schipper van Monikendam, which feature a sailor in a similar tug of war, this time
with a Spaniard.85 Once more they are to some extent a 'type'; inasmuch as a view is
assigned to such commoners, they applaud the actions of their betters (although in
both cases that view is the Remonstrant/Orangist one). A more notable example can
be seen in another print, 087 (SvG1272), which shows a group of sinister figures
attempting to dislodge Maurits from his position as a fountain of blessing
- some of
them do not seem to be gentry figures.86
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Other commoners appear in an example of the recruitment of support from a wide
range of conditions, in 156 (FM1633),87 Here there are two figures with simple
clothes and felt hats (and see how their collars contrast with others). The text refers to
the 'wedding' of Frederik Hendrik to the town of 's-Hertogenbosch, a reference to his
capture ofthat town in 1629. The plan of his siegeworks can be seen in the top
background. (The tone of the print, and the concept of a polity 'wedded' to a prince,
are typical of his dynastic ambition.)
The role of skilled artisans was prominent in the United Provinces,88 and although
they are usually hard to distinguish from less skilled commoners in the prints, they
may be seen in 063 (FM1415).89 Here figures, including two or three humble men,
can be seen studying navigational or geographical aids.
Perhaps the best example of the incorporation of labouring people into the political
structure of the United Provinces may be found in 052 (FM1256).90 This shows a
wide range of figures not associated with political activity in the train of an allegorical
depiction of the arrival of Peace, in a contributory segment to a much larger
allegorical print. This procession is contrasted with the departure of a military
convoy, illustrating the use of opposing topoi by the printmakers: the peaceful scenes
populated by industrious workers, or the destruction wrought at the hands of soldiery.
The pictorial record confirms the status of the labour force of the Republic as
politically irrelevant. Apart from allegorised portrayals, the only exceptions
- which
are muted and not visually important
- are connected with peace negotiations or the
Remonstrant crisis; these were by far the two most significant and politically
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disruptive issues facing the Republic, and led in 1618 to an extremely tense moment
in its existence. The spectre of the involvement of the masses in political decisions is
perhaps hinted at. But in every other case, idealised labourers quietly display the
virtues of work, and emphasise the prosperity of the Netherlands.
Should we expect any different? Probably not, but their inclusion is nonetheless
significant
- they could, at first glance, have been left out altogether. When dynastic
art of the period is examined, for example, it does not appear to feature them.91 But if
this productive labour force had not appeared in the prints one of the sources of the
Republic's power would have been left out of the 'diagram'. Foucault's arguments
about a 'take off in the productivity of power'92 are based upon the ability of a state to
find more productive ways of exploiting its human resources. This entails replacing a
system of brute enforcement with the instilling of discipline
- the 'constitution' of the
subject through discourse in a productive manner. We have seen that Oestreich
argued that the sources of'new' power demanded analysis, and that Veldman believes
prints served to 'consolidate [... ] the social order' because they could inculcate and
reinforce, in the minds of'scholars, teachers, merchants and superior artisans', a
particular reality.93 The prints are not concerned with who 'had' power; nobody is
telling these peasants to work. Rather (excepting the special cases noted above) we
see a workforce into whom discipline has been instilled. They are constituted in
productive work, and this was the only role for the labouring subjects of the prints.
The systematic inclusion of labouring people in carefully defined roles in many of the
prints played a part in the generation of 'new' power.
Men at arms
The new Dutch state certainly needed to marshal its resources effectively, for it was
born out of prolonged, expensive, and often intense military conflicts, which at times
91
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threatened its survival, well into the seventeenth century. No wonder the Dutch
needed a large standing army and a substantial navy, and that the Stadholders William
I, Maurits, and Frederik Hendrik became of necessity experienced commanders. In
the creation, maintenance, and development of armies in the teeth of Habsburg attacks
- not least in mastering new logistic skills and novel tactical developments, together
with the means to pay for them
- the Republic demonstrated an effective deployment
of power. Moreover, this polity
- which was physically smaller, had fewer resources,
and a smaller populace than most of its enemies (and a physical form which required
extremely expensive civil engineering to avoid flooding)
- was able not only to
sustain itself in the face of Habsburg assaults, but to flourish and extend its power on
a global basis. It has been shown that much of the Republic's power, including its
industrious workforce, was seen to be outside political activity. Those aspects of
power which give shape to a community are often, as Foucault observed, net-like and
diffuse. But an obvious visible sign of the effective deployment of new power was
the success of the Dutch army and naval forces.94 What evidence is there in the prints
of the nature and extent of this newly installed power in a military setting?
It has been claimed by Hale that the attention Dutch painters of the later sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries gave to military subjects was to some extent exceptional.95 No
doubt he meant the flourishing of civic militia portraits, and perhaps the continuing
vogue for the soldier as a subject: he argues that elsewhere in Germanic graphic art
this interest faded between the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. This comparison
may indicate a trend in 'fine art1, and it is not clear that the comparison can be carried
over to political prints, until a direct equivalent elsewhere can be analysed
sufficiently. In any case, there are plenty of military scenes in Dutch political prints
of this period.
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Dutch military might is obvious enough in the historical landscape, given its
European setting. At the same time, the Dutch were active at sea, reaching Japan in
1600, founding the East India company in 1602, driving the Portuguese from the
Moluccas in 1605, blockading the Tagus in 1606, destroying the Spanish fleet off
Gibraltar in 1607, establishing trading posts in Africa and the Amazon region in 1610
to 1612, founding Batavia in the East Indies in 1618 to 1619, establishing a West
India company in 1621, seizing the Spanish silver fleet in 1628, capturing
Pernambuco (N. E. Brazil) in 1630 to 1637, and so on.
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Another exception to the general reluctance to portray soldiers in this period which
Hale notes is found in the engravings of Jacques Callot. Among the military subjects
he illustrated, his Miseries of War, eighteen plates which searingly illustrate the
brutality of war in the early seventeenth century, retain their ability to shock.96
Despite the powerful military element in the Republic's life, Callot's grim depictions
have no parallel in the Dutch political prints examined here: none of them portray
soldierly excess, or the acts of vengeful peasants, with the appalling awareness of
Callot.
It is true that in the early days of the Revolt there are prints by Hogenberg and others
of Spanish atrocities.97 There are also extant a few examples illustrating alleged
Spanish atrocities in Europe and the New World,98 but references to the Spanish in
the New World were not specifically about the role of the military, and besides
formed part of the wider 'Black Legend1.99 Sometimes background scenes indicate
burning cities, though such scenes are so marginalised as to be barely visible.
Fishman has studied relations between soldiers and peasants, and includes some
illustrative material, but notes that in many respects Maurits's reforms of the 1590s
eased the situation, and from 1609 until the end of the Revolt the subject became one
of memory rather than direct experience.100 Later Romeyn de Hooghe (c. 1645-1708)
illustrated the excesses of French troops during the collapse of 1672. What is clear is
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that although the existence and activities of armies frequently appear in the sample
imagery, the brutal and detailed portrayal of war and military conduct found in
Callot's pictures is missing.101
In contrast to the anarchic violence of Callot, Dutch depictions of military figures are
usually of well-ordered companies of troops. (A good example, from an image
displaying the Republic in its prosperity may be seen in 063 (FMMIS).)102 In
topographic details, found in maps such as 056 (FM1281), troops are shown moving
in an orderly fashion across the countryside, either as groups of horsemen or
companies of foot soldiers. The sense of discipline and organisation is enhanced by
presenting the civil engineering projects which the military organised, such as the
carefully laid out walls and the camp, shown in plan view.103 In patterning it upon a
Roman camp the artist gestures towards the influence of classical treatises which
Maurits and others of the Republic's military elite had studied.
There are few scenes showing soldiers within towns, and these are usually negative.104
A series of cameos from the Arminian Pyramid 041 (FM1330) show soldiers involved
in the disputes of 1618, at Kampen, Alkmaar, Hoorn, Schoonhoven, Gouda,
Rotterdam, Haarlem, Leiden, and Utrecht. In this case (and that of the similar print
050 (FM1329a))105 the soldiers are the Remonstrant waardgelders, recruited by the
Remonstrant magistrates in those towns. The events at Leiden in 1617 formed the
101
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basis of the semi-allegorical image in 069 (FM1328).106 The death or mortal
wounding of several of the citizens is shown. The disarming of these waardgelders,
at Utrecht, is seen in a detail of 090 (SvG1042), in association with the main image
which celebrates Maurits's role in defeating the Arminians.107 He, too, is
accompanied by soldiers, and it is his sword on the scales which tips the balance.
In the only unequivocally positive scene of troops entering a town (in 071 (FM1649)),
they are integrated as part of a triumph or victory procession featuring Frederik
Hendrik, those in front being prisoners of his victory at 's-Hertogenbosch, whilst the
cavaliers behind are certainly not common soldiery. As with other elements (crowned
figures, equestrian portraits, centrality of one individual), this exception is associated
with Frederik Hendrik.
Detailed depictions of actual warfare are rare. In one example, 076 (AvS1450), the
figures are allegorical, showing Maurits and Protestant leaders defending the
Protestant faith.108 Another example, of an apocalyptic scene, is found in 066
(FM1297), probably of around 1615, showing events in the crisis in the duchies on the
lower Rhine of 1614.109 Although at first glance a scene of disturbing chaos, there are
no explicit atrocities and a satirical spin is evident: the Spanish troops march into the
lands of Cleve and Julich through a triumphal arch formed of sausages and sides of
ham.
106 See Archive A6069. There are several versions of this scene extant, including
depictions without the monster, Bulleback,
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The duchies of Julich-Cleves, Berg, and Mark and their towns were situated in a
strategically sensitive area, as far as the United Provinces were concerned, and an area
of confused confessional loyalties. In a three-cornered dispute between Catholics,
Calvinists, and Lutherans in 1609 to 1610, the Dutch had moved to garrisoned Jülich
to secure the city. Further confessional changes gave Spinola the excuse in 1614 to
move Spanish troops into the area, including the town of Wesel, a major Rhine
crossing just beyond the Dutch borders (and a Calvinist city). The belated Dutch
response was to occupy Emmerich, Lippstadt, and Hamm, and negotiate to confirm
both sides in their possessions, negotiations achieved in November ofthat year.189
Those few portrayals of individual soldiers which appear usually have an allegorical
role, such as in 064 (FMS1267c)U0 where we see soldiers thrown into confusion by
the approach of peace, or in 045 (FM1502) where Oorlogh (War) disputes with
Wackerheit (Vigilance). Alternatively such figures appear simply because they were
ranking enemy commanders, such as Grobbendonck and Losano in 071 (FM1649).111
What inferences can be drawn from this analysis? First, the images often show
armies in the background, in a style similar to that of portrayals of labourers and
commoners. Rather than the excesses seen in Callot's prints, these troops are well-
drilled and disciplined. At the same time, there is a marked reluctance to emphasise
the role of the army with the illustration of battles or sieges: the existence of a few
notable exceptions (in particular 129 (FM1679)) merely highlights this reluctance. In
a wider context, neither does the Dutch 'Golden Age' summon up visions of martial
glory, group portraits of prosperous and largely peaceful civic guards are more
comfortable than heroic.
These oblique references to military affairs seem at odds with the reality, which was
that the Republic's borders were probably the most highly fortified stretches of land in
Europe, and that by 1607 the standing army was fifty thousand strong and had a big
impact on society in the towns which it garrisoned. There seems to be a deliberate
effort to 'downplay' this powerful military complex. The conclusion must be that in
the discourse of the prints, and effectively in the mind of those who saw them, the
place of the military, however puissant, was strictly in the background. This is
confirmed elsewhere: 'For behind the Dutch [military] reforms was not simply an
impulse to improve military efficiency, but also, and no less important, to protect civil
society from disruption by soldiers. Burgomasters and regents insisted that the
soldiery be subordinated to civilian priorities and requirements and that the citizenry
be effectively protected1.112
Further, it can be tentatively proposed that the appearance of armed troops within the
civic community, to enforce religious obedience and raise funds, as happened with the
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recruitment ofwaardgelders in 1618, was so objectionable as to find expression in the
prints; perhaps here was a reminder of the billeting of Alva's troops upon civic
communities which was so deeply resented in the early years of the Revolt. Thus
there is certainly no hint that the army was seen as a means of social control, a view
expounded by the French monarch, for example: 'We find ourselves obliged for the
conservation of the state as much as for its glory and reputation, to maintain [,..] in
peace as well as war a great number of troops [...] which will always be in good
condition to act to keep our people in the obedience and respect they owe1.
Well disciplined troops and an industrious peasantry: two significant elements of the
Republic, which it could exploit for its survival, have been identified in the prints.
Admittedly the military reforms by Maurits were a conscious and 'top down1
manifestation of power, but in addition, we see in the way prints functioned, one of
those 'continuous and uninterrupted processes which subject bodies, govern gestures,
dictate behaviours'. For an example of this process in detail, see the series of prints by
Jacques de Gheyn II, of 1587. Here are presented the individuals making up an
infantry company:114 significantly they include the paymaster (Tempore si numerem
prompte stipendia certo, Impavidos animos Martia turba capit1).115 and the Provost
('Effraenes belli pravosque coerceo motus, Vindice me miles dum sibi vincla
tunet').116 Doubtless Maurits's reforms filtered down through the ranks to such
soldiers: doubtless also they saw their role reinforced when they looked at prints.
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Louis XIV, at the start of his reign, quoted in D. Parker, The Making of French
Absolutism (London, 1986), p. 123.
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The illustrations may be seen in Luijten et al., Dawn of the Golden Age, pp. 350-
51. 'The series can be situated quite unambiguously within the genre of military
propaganda': Luijten et al., p. 352. The identification of the officers as Colonel and
Lieutenant-Colonel may be incorrect (p. 350): these are regimental ranks, and Captain
and Lieutenant is probably a better interpretation.
115
When I promptly pay out the wages at the agreed time, the combative troops
obtain their steely courage'. Translation from Luijten et al., Dawn of the Golden Age,
p. 351.
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'I keep war's unbridled and bad inclinations in check, and as long as I am the
dispenser of punishment, the soldier fears the shackles'. Translation from Luijten et
al., Dawn of the Golden Age, p. 351.191
The urban patriciate
As noted in the Appendix, an echelon of society widely recognised as being of
considerable political importance, that is the civic officials, especially the magistrates,
rarely appear in the prints, either as a group or as individuals.l Moreover they are
difficult to identify with clarity: a person could be born to a regent family, and remain
part ofthat strata of society, but would not normally be described as a regent unless
they were holding office, and pictorially, some additional evidence would be required
to indicate this.118 The most explicit portrayals of the magistracy may be seen in
depictions of Alva's tyranny.119
Otherwise, the exceptions to this reticence are rare, and this paucity makes it difficult
to generalise about the evidence. Several regents appear in 050 (FM1329a), which
features some vignettes including magistrates.120 One scene reveals the town council
of Utrecht in session, voting for the edict of 1617 to raise waardgelders and disarm
unreliable elements of the Schutterij121 The disarmament can be seen taking place
outside the council chamber, to the dismay of the population, whilst inside seven
councillors vote for the Sharp Resolution, and their actions are noted in the town's
records.
Elsewhere in this print Arminian magistrates appear in an allegorical composition,
standing by the arms of the towns they served. At Rotterdam, they supervise the
boarding up of a barn in which the Contra-Remonstrants met for worship,122 they
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Running Query xq44 shows all scenes where a person with the status of
'magistrate' or 'regent' is shown; Query xq77 shows scenes with allegorical people of
the same criteria. However, to be sure of locating all who had a real connection with
magistrates, an index of personal names, such as Query xqiO6, has to be checked for
individuals who may have served in government but who were not depicted as such in
the imagery.
118 The somewhat complex definition of this governing elite was summarised by
Israel, Dutch Republic, pp. 125-28 and his definition is used here.
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For example, Archive A4025 shows magistrates standing, their feet depicted as
posts, and fingers on their lips. At their feet lie the Privileges, in shreds.
20 Details of 050 (FM1329a) are best viewed in an image scanned from the original
(figs 16a and 16b).
121 Archive A4_050-l.
122
Archive A4 050-2.192
make a stronghold at Haarlem,123 set a palisade about the town hall at Leiden,124 and
so forth.
The existence of divisions among the elite is suggested in 060 (FMl 152),125 where
figures are dressed as regents (as far as it is possible to identify such detail). In this
image we see them cast entirely into shadow by the victory wagon of Maurits, whilst
their gestures convey their confusion. There is here the suggestion of a party of
doubters who have been set aback by Maurits's success. The only genuinely
favourable depiction of the magistrates may be seen in 070 (FM1416). The subject
matter is rare indeed, namely the happy state of the Netherlands,126 and some
magistrates feature in this happy ship of state.127 There are few other examples.128
Among the depictions of magistrates are only a few cases where individuals are
named specifically. Once again, the theme of Alva's tyranny proves an exception:
some versions show Van Straelen, burgomaster of Antwerp, who was arrested by
Alva and executed.129 Apart from this topos, Oldenbarnevelt appears several times,
perhaps unsurprisingly given his prominence: he appears in 049 (FMl 352), lighting
the way for a wagon of Arminians;130 he may also be the figure shown dozing in 122
(KC2176),131 whilst the Netherlanders stand in danger of being tricked by Habsburg
negotiators; and again, he is portrayed in an ambiguous light in 047 (FMl 368), where
123
Archive A4_050-3. The text of 050 claims that the Remonstrants built an
enclosure under the execution platform and secured the city gates.
124 Archive A4_050-4.
125
Archive A4_060.
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Undisguised good fortune is a rare theme, and including two such scenes in the
sample may over represent them. Indeed, cataloguing 070 (FM1416) prompted
Muller to uncharacteristic levity: 'Zinneprent op de eenigheid!! en de gelukkiggen!!'
('Satirical print concerning unity!! and good fortune!!'): Muller, De Nederlandsche
geschiedenis, I, 181.
Raden1, according to Muller, De Nederlandsche geschiedenis, I, 181. See Archive
A4_070.
128 See 099 (SvG1007), where some magistrates may appear
- although without a key
this is debatable; also 133 (FM1445), Archive A4_133 where several figures
representing loci of power in the Republic debate with a cooper.
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For example, in 016 (FM515A), Archive A4016; see the previous chapter for a
discussion of this theme.
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Archive A4 049.
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once more the major threat to the Netherlands is the peace negotiations.132 Müller
also claims that he appears on a pamphlet cover, 090 (SvG1042).133 This is probably
a correct identification, but it is noticeable that whilst the two theologians associated
with the crisis
- Gomarus and Arminius
- are discreetly labelled, we are left to
speculate about the identity of the magistrates present. Oldenbarnevelt appears,
allegorised, in 138 (FM1363) along with Grotius, Hogerbeets, Ledenberg, and
Moersbergen
- although again they are not named in so many words. Utenbogaert
and Taurinus appear with Oldenbarnevelt in 047 (FM1368), and again, with
Coornhert, in 049 (FM1352).
It is perhaps worth noting that in many cases impotence is a feature of the depiction:
this can be seen clearly in the print of 1569, 009 (FM518), and although the typology
of the herm is lost in later versions, the magistrates appear somewhat ineffective in all
the depictions of Alva's tyranny. In Van de Venne's version, at least, the prominence
of the useless magistrates may be attributed to the Contra-Remonstrant, Orangist bias
of his work. The action centres upon Alva, with the Provinces in chains at his feet,
whilst the magistrates look on apparently helplessly, condemned for their inaction in
both the image and the accompanying text. In 060 (FMl 152) they are again
bystanders at Maurits's victory procession. In 090 (SvG1042) their confusion and
disunity in the face of Maurits's action in tipping the scales, is quite clear. In 149
(FM1286) they are mere onlookers whilst Maurits acts.
The regent class do appear in other prints, but not as specific individuals or councils,
rather, they are seen almost allegorically, enthusing over Frederik Hendrik's triumph
at 's-Hertogenbosch in 156 (FM1633), or at his entry in 071 (FM1649), or discussing,
with some surprise and disapproval perhaps, the nature of Oldenbaraevelt's
Remonstrant regime in 049 (FMl352).
Why should the civic governments be so rarely portrayed? To some extent it may
reflect the structure of civic and state politics, which were conducted by a series of
committees with personnel that was constantly shifting. Few of these officeholders
132 Archive A4_047.
133
Muller, De Nederlandsche geschiedenis, I, 168.194
would have been recognised beyond their own communities, and the market for prints
which dealt with issues at a civic rather than a national level would presumably be
small. Therefore print designers would largely address issues in a manner which
spoke to the wider audience. This is plausible given the popularity of civic
portraiture: in contrast to prints, such paintings were only required to be relevant to
the immediate locality.
Nonetheless, their self-effacement is striking. That most of the portrayals are critical
is also of interest, and similarly, the way in which the regent class is 'dragooned' in
favour of the Orangist agenda in some prints should perhaps make us suspect that
these exceptions were driven by Contra-Remonstrant and Orangist agendas. It may
be that, since the discourse of the prints was by and large generated within the regent
class, they had little to gain from appearance in imagery. Foucault's picture of people
as subject too, and vehicles of, power, rather than wielders of it, might also be
relevant: the examples of Van Straelen, the civic leaders in power at the time of Alva's
imposition of the Tenth Penny, Coornhert, Oldenbarnevelt, the Remonstrant regents at
the time of Maurits action in 1618, Grotius, and later the De Witt brothers all suggest
that serving in civic and state government was not without risk.I34 Aside from these
spectacular destructions of careers and sometimes lives, even in normal times, the
magistrates distanced themselves from the collection of heavy and unpopular taxation,
by farming this unpopular task out where possible, suggesting another reason for
anonymity. A role in civic leadership, which took the citizen away from his business
and routed hotly argued debates to his office for decision, was not always welcome.
Certainly unauthorised pamphleteers were warned to avoid political issues, and civic
authorities acted firmly to punish those who transgressed. It may be that a similar
134
As noted earlier, Alva had Van Straelen executed in 1568. Under Alva, Count
Bossu, Stadholder of Holland, Zeeland, and Utrecht menaced officials with fines
- in
Gouda, one thousand guilders per burgomaster and five hundred guilders per
magistrate
- if tax collectors were not appointed and the taxes raised. See Israel,
Dutch Republic, p. 167, quoting C. C. Hibben, Gouda in Revolt (Utrecht, 1983), p.
42-44. Coornhert was serving as Town Secretary in Haarlem when he was arrested in
1567. Oldenbarnevelt was executed during the crisis of 1618, and Johan de Witt,
Pensionary of Holland, was famously slaughtered, with his brother, by the mob in
1672.195
danger attached to prints which featured the magistrates.135 In any case, civic politics
are invisible: and it may be that for the regents, invisibility was politic.
Stallholders: Maurits and Frederik Hendrik
Maurits and Frederik Hendrik of Nassau, as senior members of the House of Orange
and Stadholders of Holland, come closest to the figure of the sovereign found in
monarchic states. Even allowing for the major differences in their roles, especially in
the case of Maurits, an ascending analysis might reasonably expect to terminate with
the Stadholders, surrounded by indications of their role such as dynastic architecture.
(Another possible destination, the States General, do not appear in the imagery, and
this absence will be considered later.)
In contrast to the non-appearance of the regents, the House of Orange is well
represented. Maurits of Nassau, making twenty two appearances in the sample as an
actual person,136 would seem to be the most significant individual, unsurprisingly
given his position in the Republic and the context of the prints in which he appears.
But when we compare portrayals of Maurits with depictions of French or English
monarchs, for example, and indeed even with Frederik Hendrik, we discover that he
rarely appears foursquare with the accoutrements of rule, nor is he found gazing out
of the image at the viewer or some other sphere in a sovereign fashion. Instead, he is
usually portrayed in action.137
For example Maurits may be seen in 067 (FM1301),138 which was prompted by the
Cleves-Jiilich crisis of 1614 to 1615. Here in the guise of St. George he rides to the
defence of the oppressed Duchy against Spinola, who is mounted on the apocalyptic
beast. Similarly he is battling, in alliance with other Protestant potentates, against
Catholic powers, in 076 (AvS1450).139 In 041 (FM1330),140 he takes a leading part in
135 C. E. Harline, Pamphlets, Printing and Political Culture in the Early Dutch
Republic (Dordrecht, 1987), pp. 111-17, 127.
136
Running Query xq49 displays all scenes featuring Maurits as an actual person. He
also makes four allegorical appearances. See Query xqi70.
137
A selection of depictions of Maurits, demonstrating this, can be seen in Archive
A5.
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sieving out the Remonstrants. In 047 (FM1368) and 050 (FM1329a) he plays a very
similar role.141 (Indeed, the scenes are so alike that one must be a copy of the other
-
an example of an embryonic tope or allegorical construction.) In all three, the
association with divine help and the fasces, or pijlbundel, is prominent. In terms of
the spatial construction of the images, Maurits is, however, only one actor on a busy
stage, one component in a sophisticated diagram.142
A different significance may be attached to his appearance in 051 (FM1268),143 where
his key role in the peace negotiations is emphasised, and he is seen practically arm in
arm with Spinola, at the head of all seventeen Provinces approaching the Archdukes,
(whose response is difficult to evaluate), and the southern States, who are clearly
hotly debating this turn of events. He is also active in 061 (FMl 174), a scene
depicting the wealth of the United Provinces, in the form of the results of a successful
hunt, with Maurits as the leading huntsman.144
Exceptionally, in 087 (SvG1272),145 Maurits is depicted centrally and indeed is the
main focus of the image. However the composition, which is not unique in the
sample,146 has an obvious basis in medieval religious imagery.147 In this image
Maurits is depicted as a 'fountain of well being1, assailed by sinister figures below, but
maintained against them by divine intervention. It appears that the opposition to
Maurits is from within the States, as is the case in 090 (SvG1042),148 where his role in
the Remonstrant crisis is highlighted, and similarly in 149 (FM1286).149 But despite
his centrality, he is hardly a sovereign figure, constrained as he is by his opponents,
141
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A much more enigmatic portrayal is seen in 062 (FMl 248 A), Archive A5062. It
is difficult to identify Maurits's role (assuming the identification of this figure is
correct). However, he is again completely embroiled in the events depicted. Other
appearances of Maurits are in the nature of cameo portraits: e.g. 051 (FM1268),
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obviously dependent on divine help, and arrayed with a sword, the lance and liberty
cap, and a cornucopia indicating material wealth.
Another example of the rare theme of the prosperity and good fortune of the United
Provinces, 063 (FM1415), features both Maurits and Frederik Hendrik in a more
formalised pose. But although they gaze out of the print at the viewer, there is no
comparison with for example the equestrian appearance of Frederik Hendrik in 043
(FM1629). Rather, as with 052 (FM1256), (see below) and to some extent 070
(FM1416),150 Maurits is a significant member of a complex allegorical construct, as
he is in 064 (FMS 1267c).
In terms of the complexity of the imagery involved, and the richness of allegorical
portrayals, 052 (FM1256) is the finest of the prints in the sample. Maurits is here
placed centrally in that part of the image referring to the United Provinces.151
However, this centrality is so heavily qualified by a host of real and allegorical
depictions, (and the tuin itself is but one of several complex allegorical tableaux), as
to dilute any impression of a sovereign role for the Stadholder.
On a different tack, the concept of a polity being in a sense espoused to its monarch
was well-known in this period (James I of Britain used such a metaphor, for example
- 'I am the husband and the whole Isle is my wedded wife1), and a construct which
hints at this appears in 086 (SvG780),152 where the Netherlands Maid is rejected by
Henry of France. Elizabeth of England appears to be playing a matchmaking role
involving a somewhat tepid Leicester. However, Maurits comes to the rescue of the
maid. Given the illustrative opportunities provided by the perception of the Provinces
or parts thereof as a maid, very few depictions involving scenes of wedlock exist, the
only two other depictions in the sample being 132 (FMS1423B) and 156 (FM1633).
But the evolution of the Dutch Maid (outlined in the Appendix) from the Virgin Mary
150
Archive A5_070.
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Archive A5-052. A similar, but cruder depiction of Maurits, incorporated into a
crowded tuin scene, may be found in 078 (AvS1309). See Archive A5_078.
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Archive A5-086. The King of France is not named, but is probably Henry III, to
whom the States offered the sovereignty of the Netherlands in early 1585.198
to Belgica or the Maid enclosed in her garden, defended by the Lion, an invocation of
maidenhood to be defended, was in itself particularly apt for a non-monarchic state.
The graphic treatment of Frederik Hendrik stands in sharp contrast to the images of
his older brother.153 Nowhere is this more evident than in 043 (FM1629),154 an
equestrian portrait which places Frederik centre stage against a background of the
great victories of 1629 (when the Stadholder had captured Wesel and's-
Hertogenbosch, putting the Spanish on the defensive). Although this eloquent
celebration of dynastic gloire is moderated by the prominence given to Leo Belgiens
and to the dedication to the States General of the 'liberi foederati Belgy1 ('Free Belgian
Federation'), it nonetheless echoes the dynastic imagery of other European courts of
the period.
We can be sure we are seeing evidence of the ebb and flow of discursive power where
processions take place, such as those accompanying the Blijde Inkomste of a new
Stadholder,155 or the visit of a foreign head of state, or the opening of Leiden
university,156 or the funeral of a Stadholder. Here pageantry, ceremony, tableaux,
words, and music combine to impress upon all present a particular view of society.
Equally, when they do not take place, as in the example of the banning of the annual
procession of the town's corn porters by the Haarlem magistrates in 1598 (to quench
'all forms of public expression of their own identity'),157 perceptions of one's 'place in
society' are being transformed. Frederik Hendrik
- in contrast to Maurits
- plays a
starring role in processions in 071 (FM1649)158 and 158 (FM1647).159 In these events
he is not shown actively engaged with the issues of the day (in the manner of Maurits
153
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be seen in Archive Al.
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'for the population it constituted a ceremonial embodiment of the state, of the
structure of the political order of government, and of their own place within that
order': Morke, pp. 455-77 (p. 460).
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Dutch Republic (London, 1862), p. 581.
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and the sieve for example), but rather is at his ease, a figure surrounded by allegories
of good government, and with both of these images (as with the equestrian portrait) he
looks out of the image at the viewer; he may be the subject of the print (which in any
case his partisans designed), but we are now subject to his gaze. By this means the
new Stadholder brings an element of sovereign authority to the embodiment of
meaning seen in processions. Another pictorial role (which as noted above was not
greatly exploited by Maurits) was the invocation of betrothal or marriage. Image 156
(FM1633) of 1629 shows such a scene,160 with Frederik being wed to the Boscher
Maeght. Such themes (besides celebrating his capture of 's-Hertogenbosch in 1629),
well express the dynastic ambition of the Prince.
His wider role in a European context can be seen in 072 (FM1708a).161 The absence
of sovereign dignity in this picture contrasts strongly with others in the sample. He
features in other images in a cameo portrait role in 051 (FM1268), and 156
(FM1633),163 and in the rather more confessional image, with Maurits, in 076
(AvS1450).164 This is the only case in the sample where he is totally embroiled in
events; and furthermore, he is rarely depicted as a secondary figure, and never appears
in the ancillary role sometimes filled by Maurits. Power is thus expressed differently
with the change of Stadholder. A survey of images including the later part of
Frederik's life
- this study ends in 1632
- would probably tilt the evidence towards an
even more dynastic and sovereign view, given the development of his stadholderate:
the use of'acts of survivance1 to ensure the succession of his son William, for
example, a trajectory fulfilled in the effusion of dynastic pictorial biography at the
Oranjezaal at Huis ten Bosch, The Hague, commissioned by Amalia van Solms,
Frederik Hendrik's widow.
In this ascending analysis of power, the contrast between the depictions of Maurits
and Frederik Hendrik are instructive in demonstrating the latter's dynastic agenda.
The issue of how comfortably such an agenda would sit with the realities of power in
160
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the new Republic is beyond the scope of this study, but the contrast with what had
gone before is plain enough: there is a distinct shift to sovereign portrayals with the
arrival of Frederik Hendrik. Maurits by contrast is never shown in a sovereign
fashion in the sample: he is always simply a component, albeit sometimes a key one,
in the 'diagrams' he appears in, usually closely associated with military events, or the
employment of military might in the Republic.
Architecture
It is generally held that regimes can be typified by their architecture,165 and the
'architecture' referred to is usually (for the early modern period), not vernacular
domestic buildings, but courtly architecture.166 The existence of some political apex
in a given polity might be expected to reveal itself in the depictions of architectural
statements about the regime.
As might be expected, the sample imagery reveals a vacuum: there are no obvious
equivalents to the Alhambra, Chambord, Nonsuch, or the Louvre.167 There was of
course a flourishing tradition of civic architecture168, and the Blijde Inkomste provided
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Thus monarchic and republican architecture is addressed by T. Mowl and B.
Earnshaw in Architecture Without Kings: The Rise of Puritan Classicism under
Cromwell (Manchester, 1995). Here, for example, Cromwell's regime is tarred by the
subtitle of the first chapter: 'The legacy of the Interregnum
- dull poetry and cut-price
architecture' (p. 1).
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Thus Mowl and Earnshaw, in talking about 'cut-price architecture', are only
considering those buildings associated with what had been the court.
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'To sixteenth-century kings of France, Spain, and England architectural
magnificence could be as important as treasure or victories [...] In both style and
function Francis I's Chambord, Charles V's Alhambra Palace, Henry VIII's Nonsuch,
the Louvre as built for the last of the Valois kings, and Philip II's Escorial are not a
heterogeneous group of monuments. Nevertheless [...] In the cases of these five very
special edifices, they are very clear and cerebral expressions of dynastic and national
character and of self-determination in architecture.1: D. Thomson, Renaissance
Architecture: Critics, Patrons, Luxury (Manchester, 1993), pp. 143-44. Thomson
notes that a fine building, the Palais Granvelle, was built at Brussels in the 1550s:
again, 'here the imperial message is the motive, just as with Charles V's palace at
Grenada1 (p. 154).
The town hall of Antwerp, built between 1561 and 1566, and designed by
Cornelis Floris, is a monument to civic pride in the low countries. As for the
Republic, Murray notes that 'from about 1580, Dutch architecture began to become
independent, and the town halls, public weigh-houses, and market buildings are
usually in a classical style': P. Murray, Renaissance Architecture (London, 1986), p.
179 The Weigh House at Haarlem (built 1598) by Lieven de Key is illustrated.201
an excuse for impressive if ephemeral triumphal architecture, which could be given an
extended lease of life by commemoration in print.169 But the former, though they
indicate the loci of power in the Netherlands, are clearly not pointing to dynastic
sovereign power,170 whilst the latter refer to a negotiation with the prince, rather than
an expression of his power. This is consistent with Mörke's view: he argues that such
courtly building as Frederik Hendrik engaged in was sited close to centres of
Republican power, such as a 'town palace1 at Noordeinde close to the Binnenhof in
The Hague, a rejection of the tendency to separate noble and non-noble worlds by
building away from the city, evidenced at Versailles.171 None of the prints show a
provincial prinsenhof.
If the sample is examined for buildings,172 the finest depiction of an actual building is
seen to be the Hof van Holland at the Hague, a bewildering conglomeration of
chimney stacks, gables, and windows, rising to a saw-edged collection of roofs, which
rambles off into the distance, in 071 (FM1649). Otherwise, only a scattering of
church towers
- pride of place going to the Dom, at Utrecht173 - can be seen.
Indeed, when architectural forms feature large, as in the case of the Arminian fort at
Leiden (especially the version 069 (FM1328)), the centralised architectural feature
stands for inappropriate means of exercising power. In this case, the central position
is dominated by the Arminian bugaboo, who is framed in an architectural
construction. This monstrosity literally shoulders aside civic normality, in the form of
the Leiden town hall. The depiction of pyramids and obelisks form an important
architectural theme in the images and is discussed in the Appendix, where these too
will be seen to have gained a negative aspect: not glorifying dynastic ambition, but
constructing allegories of political issues, with the pyramid of peace being subverted
in Contra-Remonstrant discourse, to symbolise despotism.
169
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Running Query xq62 lists buildings.
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One other significant architectural feature is the depiction of a tower appearing in 067
(FM1301). This is modelled upon the same subject, The Tower of Babel, as painted
by Pieter Breughel the Elder. This original shows a tower teeming with workers, and
prominently depicted at the base is a monarch, who has arrived to inspect the work.174
In Genesis 10. 9-10, is the story that Babel was founded by Nimrod, and in Genesis
11. 1-9 is the story of the tower built there so that the inhabitants could 'make a name1
for themselves and avoid being scattered. It is probable that it stood in allegory for
the futility of global ambition, and it has been suggested that Breughel had Habsburg,
and especially Philip II's political ambition in mind when he painted it.175 What is
clear is that in Biblical allegory, Babylon represented Rome for the Reformers, and
Revelation 17. 3-6 has the Whore of Babylon riding the seven-headed beast. It is not
accidental therefore that in place of the king inspecting the tower, 067 (FM1301)
shows the Pope, a cardinal, and a bishop, with Catholic clergy performing the role of
workmen. Here the designer uses a monumental building to emphasise what he
presumes to be the ambition of the Papacy.
Finally there are the appearances of specific cities: these appearances are not common
(and probably not all have been identified). Nonetheless, the conscious depiction of
cities
- Antwerp in 064 (FMS 1267c), Utrecht in 138 (FM1363), and the Remonstrant
towns in 050 (FM 1329a), all present the strong particularist streak in the Republic.
An analysis of power in the Republic, carried out from the base upwards, has shown
parts of the state which, whilst normally considered outside the 'body politic1, were
constituted so as to contribute to the structure and might of the Republic. Rather than
top-down, hierarchic power, subject to definition in linear, narrative texts, power has
been seen to be expressed in terms of topography or diagram, more suited to its
diffuse nature. The manner is which individuals, including Maurits, are caught up and
serve as components, or vehicles, for power in net-like diagrams has been shown. No
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pages 10-12. The subject was not original, being current in medieval imagery: Foote,
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attempt was made to centre the discussion on some presumed apex of society: but
Frederik Hendrik, who succeeds in rendering the observer subject to his sovereign
gaze, appears to be bidding for just such a role. Where architecture is illustrated, it
does not invoke positive attitudes to the state; rather, it is used to warn of the dangers
of hierarchic power.
The role of allegory
The final Foucauldian pre-requisite for the study of power is an acceptance that much
more than ideology is involved in the disposal of power: without denying the role of
ideologies such as Marxism (or, in this context, sovereignty and republicanism), of
equal significance are 'methods of observation [...] the production of effective
instruments for the formation and accumulation of knowledge, [...] of techniques of
registration and control1.176
In fact conventional political terms and ideologies are rarely found in the prints.
Instead, the prints exploit a medieval inheritance, overlaid with first, an extensive
knowledge of the Bible (as befits a state with large Calvinist and sectarian
populations) and second, a Renaissance classicism (which was popular especially
among artists at the dawn of the Golden Age). This allegorical language provided a
powerful set of building blocks which could be used for the formation of expressions
of power. In this manner the prints themselves therefore functioned as 'effective
instruments for the formation and accumulation of knowledge', or in terms of
Pocock's more specifically political agenda, as 'the definition of political problems
and values in certain ways and not in others'.177 However this allegorical language is
so extensive that a detailed analysis can only be given to particularly common
examples.178
Van Gelderen argued that ideas of liberty, the Privileges, and the role of the States in
preserving popular sovereignty were major themes in pamphlet literature. In the
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178 A more concise analysis of a wider range of allegorical figures is available in the
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pictorial sample, the Privileges are rarely shown. The difference in the role of the
Privileges may be due to the chronological limits of the studies: Van Gelderen's study
stopped at 1590, this review commences at 1588. In the early years of the Revolt, the
defence of the Privileges was a major theme (and indeed they appear in earlier
images). By the end of the seventeenth century, it may be that they were more of an
embarrassment than a benefit to the elites. As for popular sovereignty, is difficult to
find it expressed in the prints
- although the prominent depictions of the Provinces
indicate if anything that sovereignty lies with them rather than a presumed centre.
However, the theme of liberty does appear and can be examined. Because of their
ubiquity, and in an endeavour to further examine these concepts, depictions of the Leo
Belgiens, will also be given prominence.
The idea of liberty occupied a considerable role in the political thinking of the Revolt
if the evidence from pamphlets is at all representative,179 and is of course closely
associated with the Revolt. Yet the scarcity of free-standing representations of liberty
in the sample (and the tentative identification of some of the depictions), is notable.180
Liberty does however appear more often as an attribute of some other aspect of the
state:181 particularly in the form of a cap on a lance
- firmly grasped by Leo Belgiens,
and closely associated with the House of Orange, in 041 (FM1330) and 050
(FM1329a). In 052 (FM1256), the cap can (just) be seen as a minor element in a
complex representation of the Netherlands, firmly grasped by a noble (presumably a
member of the Nassau family). Similarly in 060 (FMl 152) the lance and hat are held
by the Leo Belgiens. In 063 (FM1415) the lion has two lances with caps, Liberias
Conscientia and Liberias Patriae (freedom of conscience and of the Fatherland) set
over the motto of Orange. Frederik Hendrik holds the lance, topped with a hat
marked Vryheyt (Freedom) in 071 (FMl649), whilst in 098 (SvG1008) the lance and
cap are mounted on the bowsprit of the extraordinary allegorical ship of the United
Provinces. A finer and more conventional ship of state may be seen in 070
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some where the identification is not entirely certain).
Some more extensive comments on the theme of liberty may be found in the
Appendix.205
(FM1416), where again the Lion clutches a lance and cap in its left claw, and a bundle
of arrows, and possibly a scimitar, in its right.182 In 189 (FMSl 126A), the Leo
Belgiens wears the cap of liberty, garnished with two swords.
The absence of free-standing depictions, and the close association with other
components such as the Nassau dynasty, suggest that liberty was deployed as a
concept to be understood only as something grasped firmly by the Leo Belgiens or the
House of Nassau: a very specific and carefully restricted understanding of liberty.
Whilst the Revolt had gained for the elites of the Netherlands the liberty to plot their
future, independent of Habsburg dynastic ambition, the expressions of liberty in the
prints are entirely consistent with a population which was also highly disciplined (in
the sense that the word is used in the Introduction to this work).
More rare still are depictions of the Privileges, so important in the propaganda of the
early years of the Revolt, but which only survive in the sample in connection with
depictions of Alva's Tyranny. By the later 1580s and beyond, Alva's regime was
slipping from memory to history, and if Van de Venne's print of 1622 is considered,
the Privileges here have perhaps an historical rather than a contemporary significance.
Perhaps, from the 1590s, the Privileges are no longer a cause for resistance on behalf
of the regent class, but rather a hindrance to their rule. In contrast to Van Gelderen's
findings for the period 1555 to 1590, they cannot therefore be said to play an
extensive role in the imagery of the early Republic (post 1588), on the basis of the
sample.183
Pictorial ly, the Dutch polity was brought to mind by a range of signs: from a range of
examples such as cows or ships, lions stand out as the commonest code for the state.
Maidens most often express a provincial aspect of the state, but could stand for a town
(i.e. the Boscher Maeght in 156 (FM1633)) or, as Belgica for the state. To what
extent did these signs conceptualise the States and popular sovereignty? Certainly
most lions emphasise some aspect of the Netherlands, rather than the state in its
entirety, (and thus how closely they should be associated with the classic Leo Belgiens
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is open to question). The topos itself has a history: Kempers noted that in both
classical and Christian circles, the lion had a respected place in the consciousness of
the sixteenth-century elite,184 and suggested that the evolution of the symbol was
bound up in the years of the Revolt.185 Moreover he noted that it was mainly in
pamphlets and popular prints, and also in medals and coins, that this evolution took
place. His claim is that in the discourse which these media served, the lion
emerged from heraldry, outgrowing his role as symbol of the Pays Bas. The lion can
thus be deployed both more freely (i.e. in a wider range of stances and actions) and in
a more sophisticated manner (indicating a wider range of meaning). Kempers
suggests187 that the lion represented a form of sovereignty, but sovereignty not tied to
a single individual.
A query, xq36, shows all allegorical characters portrayed as lions. Of these, Archive
A2 contains depictions which can with some confidence be regarded as expressing
some aspect of the Dutch polity and society, and these can be considered in an attempt
to understand that concept as it is used in the imagery.
The concerns in such portrayals stretch well beyond political theories. As an
example, 081 (AvS1074) clearly shows a lion labelled Holland; by depicting it with
one foot on a globe, and one on the back of a giant fish, and with a Dutch ship in the
background, global sea power is indicated, an impression strengthened by Neptune's
appearance. A religious spin is given to the image by showing God's hands, steering
Neptune and shielding Holland from attacks by clerical figures. In this image, the
concerns are a matrix of religion, macht, and the external relations of the Republic.188
Notable for the predominance of Holland, a lively interest in the Netherlanders' role in
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a dangerous world
- or perhaps the need to understand and negotiate and debate that
role throughout the network of Dutch society
- is indicated by such prints.
This theme is continued in many other depictions: a fascinating example can be seen
in 068 (FM1302), where a lion certainly represents the Republic; eschewing an
heraldic past, it storms across the page to assault the Habsburg eagle.189 Armed with
a scimitar called Een dracht. Heeft macht (Unity is might), it has sliced the orb of
world dominion in half and lopped off one of the eagle's heads.190 Another embattled
lion can be seen in 066 (FM1297),191 in this case with a scimitar called Beschermer
des vaderlants (Protector of the Fatherland), wielded against Landt bespringer
(Invader of the Country). Again, in 137 (FM1298), the lion attacks Spain, in the role
of a monster, directed by a figure who may be Maurits. Here, there is a close
association between the lion, clutching the bundle of seven arrows indicating the unity
of the Provinces, and the Republic's military might.
The significance of the Lion's scimitar is revealed by these names. Another example,
Patria Defensio (Defence of the Fatherland), appears in 060 (FMl 152).192 (Holland,
in 073 (FM1232) has a scimitar labelled B. Unfortunately the print lacks a key but
clearly the weapon has an independent meaning within the ensemble.)193 Often the
scimitar is actively employed against the enemies of the Republic, for example in 189
(FMSl 126A),194 where the Lion is aided by good Calvinist bees and frogs, who fight
off attacks by Papist locusts and Spanish swine
- this in an image celebrating a
military success, the seizure of the fort of St Andries by Maurits in May 1600. Thus
the scimitar often appears to indicate the armed might of the Republic. The choice of
a scimitar, rather then a straight sword, was presumably to differentiate it from the
sword of justice.
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The text confirms the bellicose tone of the image, though here the sword is called
Unity. The Lion's wings are not explained, but the text notes that the lion has 'een
nieuwe Brandenborgsche Paltrock1 ('a new Brandenburg cloak'), a reference to the
conversion of John Sigismund of Brandenburg to Calvinism at Christmas 1613.
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The ability to deploy force in defence of the Republic is exploited in several images
where the lion is linked with the garden. Some fiercely defend the Nederlandse
Maagd'm her tnin, for example in 134 (FMS1315A),195 where, rather than a scimitar,
the lion brandishes the fasces, the symbol of unity. In 068 (FM1302),196 it battles
with enemies of the Republic, whilst in 157 (FMS 1259a),197 the vryen Nederiantschen
Leeu is beset by Johan Ney, Spinola, the Pope, a cardinal, a Jesuit, and several
Spaniards.
Of other depictions (discounting lions set on shields), only one example can be said to
be particularly heraldic in nature, in 065 (FM1270),198 and indeed very few are both at
rest and divorced from the events surrounding them
- examples of such 'detached'
depictions may be seen in 065 (FM1270) and 131 (FMl 152A).199 But the lion, the
most significant symbol of the Dutch state, is frequently engaged
- and not always
victoriously
- in the events of the day. This activity highlights the fluid and dynamic
aspects of the Republic, as opposed to more 'sovereignly' dominated views of a polity
(such as Leicester's penning). Moreover it does seem, from the evidence in the
sample (consider also the text of 060 (FMl 152), examined below), that the lion
represented the unity and the military might of the Republic: it is not clear how it
represents the sophisticated version of sovereignty suggested by Kempers.
One tentative connection with sovereignty may be found in 043 (FM1629),200 where it
has been incorporated in the 'sovereign' print featuring Frederik Hendrik. Here it is
shown savaging Invidia
- Nijd, or Envy, one of the seven deadly sins. As can be seen
from the frequency of her appearance, Envy was regarded seriously, often being
depicted with snakes in her hair, and gnawing her heart. Her role in 041 (FMl330)
and 050 (FM1329a) is emphasised with a trowel
- she is one of the builders of the
Arminian folly: in 045 (FMl 502), along with Tweedracht (Disunity) and
Ongeoorlofde staetsucht (Improper Ambition), she is chased away by a Patriot; whilst
in 065 (FMl 270) she is chained, with Mars, to an obelisk celebrating the Peace; in
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070 (FM1416), she is seen about to be run down by the Republic, in the form of a
ship; in 072 (FM1708a), scattering apples of discord among the leaders of Europe;
and in the company of Tyranny and other sinister figures in 151 (FM1433).
The lion, expressing particular aspects of the Dutch state, was not always employed as
a unique symbol in a given image; sometimes several lions appear. See for example
041 (FM1330)201 and 050 (FM1329a),202 where lions stand atop twin towers.
Described in the former as "Het hoogverheven verbond der Nederlanden, ende den
Oranjen toorn, schietende hare krachtige pijlen tegen de Schriften endewercken van
laster leugen1,203 they are a subtle depiction of the role of the Stadholder in the
Republic. Another is set among items depicting fundamental aspects of the state
-
Liberty, Unity, and the House of Orange, at the foot of the page: grasping the Orangje
Bandt or Bandt der vryevereende Nederland, (upon which Provincial arms are set in
041 (FM1330)), thus stressing the role of the lion in expressing unity.
The use of the Hollandse Tuin, or its extension to the United Provinces as a whole,
could also be combined with lions, in diagrams of power which clearly define 'within'
and 'without' the Republic, in both geographical and ideological terms. In 161
(FM1288)204 wolves carry off sheep, and even break into the garden, which the lion
defends with his scimitar, at the same time aiding the Prince (William of Orange) who
is abroad destroying the Inquisition.205
In terms of quality and complexity, a complete contrast can be seen in 060 (FMl 152),
one of the most comprehensive expositions of'lion-ness'.206 The lance here is
identified thus: 'Hastam Fatiferam Hispanis tenet hie (qua Pileus heret, LIBERT AS
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The connection between this image and the pamphlet on which it appears
(concerning the conflict in religion, and predestination), is tenuous: T)it is zeker een
oud vignet dat de uitgever hiervoor zonder toepassing op den tijd gebruikt heeft',
comments Muller, De Nederlandsche geschiedenis, I, 159, ('this is certainly an old
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insigne tuum) gladiumque coruscum, Atque librum: gladio PATRLli DEFENSIO, libr
RELLIGIO innuitur; studio protecta Leonis',207 and the arrows, labelled Unity in the
image, are held in grasping hands. The text links this with the 'Batavian Myth1.208 A
significant role is given to Prudence with her mirror and candle, whilst Victory holds
a trophy from the defeat of the Spanish at Turnhout.209 In as much as reference is
made to political issues, the limited nature of liberty, the importance of external
relations, the significance of unity, and the need for qualities such as Prudence are all
given prominence. Although the role of religion is prominent, the studied lack of
confessional precision typifies the visualisation of power in a state which must have
seemed schizophrenic in a sharply confessional age.
In summoning to mind images of the state, the lion was thus employed in a varied and
sophisticated manner. Sovereignty, in any of the forms which have been discussed
above, does not appear to be implied in diagrammatic terms; however, Unity is clearly
an issue and the lion is one of the ways in which Unity could be emphasised in
connection with 'national' issues (which, in a dynastic, sovereign state might be
thought the preserve of the prince and his court). Moreover, the picture presented by
the imagery is of a complex polity, a conceptualisation that sits uneasily with that of
the dynastic state, and this is achieved with almost no pictorial reference to the States
General.
The States General
Foucault urged the scholar to avoid looking to a central location for power. If we
ignore this precept, and look for depictions of the States General, we find that they
(and the provincial states) are very rarely shown (as noted above). However, one
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'He [the lion] holds the deadly lance of Spain (on which FREEDOM is the Cap of
Liberty that is your emblem) and the gleaming sword of LIBERTY: by this sword is
meant DEFENCE OF THE FATHERLAND and by liberty is meant RELIGION,
which things are protected by the Lion's zeal1.
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'Insidet ilia Ferali partis TURNHOUTI clade tropaes', that is, a bitter defeat for the
Spanish. In January 1597, Habsburg forces were caught in disarray at Turnhout and
badly mauled, whilst Maurits's campaign ofthat year resulted in a string of victories.211
example, claiming to illustrate the States General does exist in the sample, in the form
of a print, 127, engraved by Christoffel van Sichern.210
This image contrasts strongly with the sovereign image of Elizabeth with which this
chapter commenced. In its context, as one of a series showing rulers of the
Netherlands, this contrast is heightened: the viewer is shown a succession of images
which commence with feudal lords, and progress to Governors General, all in the
form of portraits of the individuals concerned. Attuned to this depiction of
personalised, sovereign power, the reader is then 'bounced' with no warning, into a
confrontation with a radically different diagram of power.
Here, the Netherlands Lion, with symbols of unity and military power, is shown
centrally, rampant in front of, rather than seated upon, a throne, whilst at the front,
two heraldic figures emphasise the Provinces represented. Between are two rows of
empty seats, upon which lie the cushions on which deputies sat.
Does it illustrate a particular council chamber? Probably not. The shape of this room
is diagrammatic, not literal; and the concepts it diagrams are medieval, not early
modern.211 It was however still current in the early days of the Revolt, since a version
of it is shown on the locket of 1566 (124A). The composition was adopted as part of
the panoply of the Order of the Golden Fleece, adorning the documents associated
with investiture as a member: an example exists showing Charles the Bold seated at
the apex of the chamber as Master of the Order.212 Thus a process of'discursive
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evolution1 has resulted in a medieval image from the 'pre-modern', 'pre-Bodin' period
being exploited by Charles to picture a sovereign form which was then re-possessed
in the context of the reversion of power to a conciliar state. In the medieval
antecedent, a sovereign figure represents God or a cleric (as indeed it does on the
locket 124A). In its secular role, Charles takes this place.
However, the version adopted here has been radically changed to show
- or rather, to
not show
- the States General. We are obliged to ask, where are the rulers? Perhaps
the empty chamber indicates the abstract nature of power. Or, if we maintain that
power can be diagrammed, it may refer to the representative nature of the States
General, and the constraints of ruggespraak: when the deputies were present they
were authorised as to how they should speak and vote, on specific issues, by the civic
communities they represented. They did not speak and vote as a Parliamentary body.
Dynamic, effective power was therefore to be found not in a sovereign head or even
perhaps a collegiate body, but outside the chamber: in civic government, certainly, but
also perhaps in less formal settings. In Foucault's terms, we would argue that in the
Republic, the classic form of sovereign power failed to take root, and the empty
council chamber demonstrates the ultimate failure of dynastic ambition to 'colonise'
those diffuse networks of persons and institutions in which, it has been shown, the
power of the Republic resided.
This chapter has attempted to use Skinner's approach to interpret the pictorial data,
employing novel technical means to extended it across a range of imagery or sources.
As argued in earlier chapters, and demonstrated here by the comparison ofthat
imagery with a 'sovereign' image, the nature of power in the early Dutch Republic led
to the expression of political concepts which do not easily succumb to analysis by
conventional modernist political theory. An attempt has been made to exploit the
radically different language used by Foucault, in order to escape the conceptual
constraints stitched by Bodin and embroidered by modernist theory.
Several themes stand out, principally the almost complete lack of sovereign
visualisations; the contrasts found in Leicester's medal and the appearances of
Frederik Hendrik emphasise this, and the Stadholder's dynastic concerns are clearly
reflected in other sources, confirming this analysis. The use of compositions with213
medieval antecedents (the maid in the garden, the council chamber, and the
development of the Dutch Lion) all give a clue as to the nature of thinking about
power in the Netherlands: they point to a productive and perhaps novel development
of medieval ideas, in contrast to the sovereign and absolutist turn of surrounding
states. Some examples of similar conclusions from current historiography have been
quoted. Institutional government is rarely depicted, and the civic leaders are
conspicuously absent, except during the Remonstrant crisis, by implication in a
handful of other prints, and of course, in Alva's Tyranny. Unity is prominent, and
Liberty features strongly, but is seen to be tightly constrained, whilst the Privileges
have practically disappeared. At the apex of the state, the empty council chamber
warns against simplistic assumptions about the place of the States General in the
deployment of power in the Republic.214
Conclusion
Three theoretical claims underlay this thesis. The first is that if the politics of the
United Provinces appear problematic or strange, it is because they are viewed through
a 'modern' prism. Conventional political theory, with its genesis in the dynastic state
in the Western European mould, has not as a rule been applied to the less familiar
territory of, for example, Islamic, or Tibetan, or native American cultures. This is
because it is inappropriate: hence for example Hinsley's acknowledgement that the
concept of sovereignty is of little analytical use outside of the conventional European
state (or states elsewhere created upon the same pattern). A number of other scholars
(Kossmann, Mout, Price, De Bruin, Koenigsberger) have expressed doubts, based on
a variety of reasons, about the utility of conventional political theory to the study of
the Dutch Republic. At the same time, although Van Gelderen has demonstrated
some connections in the area of resistance theory, and although Blom makes weighty
claims for Dutch republican theory in the later seventeenth century, in general Dutch
political ideas are paradoxical, and not easily incorporated into conventional
theoretical frameworks. Meanwhile Althusius, whose work is unquestionably both
relevant to the Republic and of substantial depth and breadth, is a footnote in modern
political theory.
It can therefore be argued that the discourse of modernist political theory is ill-suited
to so maverick a state as the Dutch Republic. Foucault provides an inspired
alternative. It is albeit a poorly worked out one and, to be fair, he did not make global
claims for it, and presented his ideas as cautionary prescriptions, not methodological
imperatives. Nonetheless, his arguments side-step the claims of sovereignty, rely
upon a conception of power which is diffuse, net-like, and dynamic, and which
perceives the manifestation of power as taking place elsewhere than at some
presumed apex. As such they are appropriate to a polity which went some way to
'cutting off the king's head' in the theoretical sense Foucault demands. Foucault's
concern with bodies of evidence which have conventionally been overlooked
-
depictions of gesture for example
- would also seem appropriate given the spectacular
role of the pictorial in domestic and public life in the Republic. His concern with the
realities of power, stripped of political theory, also echoes politics in a state which215
was oriented towards a pragmatic and contingent exercise of just such power. His
interest in regimes which experienced a 'take-off in the productivity of power1 again
suggest his thinking might prove fruitful in the study of a state which was typified by
such a 'take-off. Moreover, in attempting to grasp concepts of power in the manner
prescribed by Foucault, with his new language and his apparent blindness to
presumed sources of power, the modern reader is perhaps better prepared to
understand authors such as Althusius, with his forgotten language of consociatio and
his apparent disinterest in the sources of power.
This is not to suggest or imply that there is a real theoretical connection between the
two: that is unlikely and untested. But it is to argue strongly that to engage with
Foucault's thinking, which is post-modern and opposed to enlightenment ideals in
many ways, may be fruitful, since the early Dutch Republic, and Althusius, were in
some senses 'un-modern' and 'pre-enlightenment'. In brief, Foucault provides a
different 'prism' from the modern political theory. Chapter 5 in particular attempted
to deploy Foucault's arguments in this setting in an analysis of power in the Republic.
The second theoretical assumption, (worked out throughout the thesis rather than in a
particular chapter), is that imagery does not re-present reality, but structures it, and
that such non-textual statements are as relevant to power and politics as economic
statistics, for example. This is based on the claims made most explicitly by Moxey
and Bryson, but also alluded to by Kempers (and others such as Zapalac). The prints
should be seen not in aesthetic terms, as 'art', or even in an illustrative role, as
windows on the culture of a past age (though they may serve in such roles). Rather,
they should be seen as the means by which people structured their reality, and had that
reality explained to them, and as such they played a role in the generation and
deployment of power. Structures of power are dynamic and unstable and always
changing, but the physical husks left over from the generation of power in the years
around 1600 remain in the form of pictures. These artefacts have therefore been
analysed in the context of power in the Dutch Republic.
Thirdly, the historical profession is increasingly sensitised to pictorial and other non¬
textual sources, and their utility is currently indisputable. However there has been
less discussion on how such sources can be exploited in practice. In this area a tangle216
of assumptions about interdisciplinarity, the impact of new technology, and
theoretical shifts in the writing of history have been teased out in an attempt to
identify and clarify ways of accessing non-textual sources in a manner consistent with
the imperatives of historical research. It was in the light of this clarification, that the
analysis carried out here covered a range of political imagery in several formats, and
employed a systematic method of image description, using digitally modelled data,
exploited by appropriate software. This was explained in Chapter 1, on methodology.
These theoretical assumptions have thus been tested in a study of power, based on
pictorial sources, using new methodologies and computers. Testing new
methodological approaches has been costly of time and effort, but as was
demonstrated in a straightforward way in the Introduction, the systematic analysis of
images can add authority to previously allusive arguments. In the remainder of the
work, it has been possible to support arguments with the detailed referencing of
evidence to at least the standard demanded of research using texts. By way of
validation, some of the results were checked against the findings of conventional
research and found to be consistent. The software used
- KLEIO IAS
- proved more
than competent for the task. The methodologies used are therefore successful. Given
increasing computer literacy, better access to sources, and the falling costs of
hardware, it should in future be less costly for individual researchers to exploit such
means.
As for the use of images as sources for the study of power, enough incidental
evidence was shown, in Chapter 3, to demonstrate that whatever the motivation for
producing them, they affected the viewer's perceptions of the subject. In Chapter 4,
the trajectory of the Tyranny of Alva through Netherlandish imagery was traced, and it
is difficult to understand the success of such a theme in any other context than as
being effective in discourse. Again, the use of imagery was to some extent validated
by results in Chapter 5.
More might have been achieved had it been possible to systematically analyse the
networks of gaze and gesture in the images. The software was not thoroughly tested
here but it should have been possible, by grouping data by network as well as scene
for example, to carry out such a mapping. The real problems were first, to find a217
rational and economic way of handling such information, in a manner which would
allow the individual researcher to demonstrate the significance of such data by
showing patterns of meaning; and second, to find a way of describing such evidence
so that it could be integrated into the debate. In addition, the attempt to analyse Dutch
political prints against a background where theory is necessarily so prominent has left
many questions unanswered. Clearly, the discourse found in the prints also emerged
in many other media, and the relationship of the prints with pamphlets, in particular,
is not explored here any more than it was in Harline's work, and could usefully be
carried further. The analysis also highlighted 'taxonomic' problems; to what 'genre' do
these pictures belong? This is another area where a systematic analysis could provide
a much richer answer than a simple division into three or four categories. However
the numbers of surviving prints come nowhere near the figures for pamphlets, and
there is perhaps a danger of overemphasising their significance. Thus the possibility
of exploiting pictorial data in a systematic manner to complement conventional
sources has been demonstrated.
Has supplementing 'modernist' theory with the novel language of Foucault, and
targeting the enquiry in the direction of power and social disciplining as suggested by
Oestreich, and the use of pictorial data, added to knowledge about the Dutch
Republic? There are several areas where specific issues have been highlighted.
Firstly, the extraordinary range and flexibility of topoi expressing the notion of the
state has been demonstrated. This in itself is significant. It could be argued that this
represents a search, in a dynastic world, for a picture that would work for a republic.
But in fact the pictorial depictions of the state
- with the exception of early portrayals
of the Dutch Cow
- are often brash and confident. In fact the range of forms
exploited may simply indicate a polity which had a richer language of power than
those with a modernist outlook might expect. It may be that as with the diagramming
of physical power, where such diagrams are unusually complex, or use advanced
codes, it is an indication of greater potency: thus the range of forms available to the
designer is a positive indication of a polity which could deploy power with more
sophistication and therefore greater effectiveness than one might expect. Why limit
the discussion of power with a simplistic, monolithic, unitary symbol, which could218
display a limited set of meanings, when it could be eloquently and fruitfully expressed
in a range of effective configurations?
Secondly, a contribution has been made to the debate about the role of monarchy in
Dutch political theory. Although monarchy retained a favourable press in some
theoretical works, the imagery studied here shows a distinct and consistent antipathy
to monarchic forms of rule (which appears to be consistent with long term cultural
trends in the Republic). This suggests that theoretical works favouring monarchic
rule were just that
- purely theoretical, and not destined for practical implementation
in Dutch political life. If there is an exception, it is in the pictorial expressions of
Frederik Hendrik, at the end of the period studied here, which are consistent with his
dynastic agenda. However, even here, the monarchic aspects of the pictures are
somewhat hesitant. This hesitancy suggests that consciously or not, the designers
understood that restructuring the patterns of power in the Republic along monarchic
lines could not be simply or easily carried out.
The diffuse and productive nature of power in the Republic is also clear in the prints.
The conscious incorporation of labouring figures and soldiery in very specific roles in
the imagery is a reminder that the inhabitants of the Republic, even those at the base
of the social pyramid, lived in a very disciplined state. Here 'disciplined' is used in
the manner of Foucault and Oestreich. Unlike the French monarch, the States did not
have to maintain an army to chastise the populace from time to time: their minds were
already subjected by more productive technologies of power, whether by inculcating
the primacy of the role of work, or in constant drill and practice at arms. Like the
high and unpopular taxes, the labour and discipline of the populace could be heavily
exploited as a source of strength for the Republic.
Other features of Dutch political thought have been highlighted. The important role
of classical allegory and to a lesser extent Biblical typology had been affirmed. The
contrast between this and the concerns of modern political theory, especially the
preoccupation with sovereignty, is striking. The pictures invoke qualities rather than
theoretical forms, perhaps another indication of pragmatism. This suggests that the
language of allegory and the Bible should be at least as prominent as that of
conventional political theory in discussions of early Dutch political thought.219
Another theme has been the obvious medieval antecedents of many of the topoi. This
reinforces the claims of some authors that the Dutch polity looked to some aspects of
the medieval past for inspiration, and developed this heritage, whilst rejecting novel
absolutist theory propounded by authors such as Bodin
- certainly monarchic imagery
is projected in an almost entirely negative manner.
Lastly, the very existence of the prints emphasises the dynamic and negotiated nature
of Dutch understandings of power. In contrast to the dynastic states, power in the
Republic was broadly based, at a lower level in society; the prints (and, to a greater
extent perhaps, political pamphlets), provided a means to structure and debate
realpolitik.
In brief, the commercial, economic and military advances which led to the flowering
of the Dutch Republic from around 1590, and their positive role in its rapid rise to
pre-eminence, have been stressed in the historiography of the period. However,
where politics are concerned, the Republic is traditionally seen as aberrant and
disadvantaged by 'untidy' government and retarded institutional development. But as
has been noted, there are dissenting voices which claim that the politics of the
Republic, or the way power was deployed, was an advantage
- brash, unstable,
dynamic, argumentative, pragmatic, diffuse, and negotiated as it may have been. If
this positive picture is accepted, prints (and perhaps other imagery) have to be re-sited
and analysed systematically, in the context of macht and realpolitik, whilst the nature
of the workings of power in the Republic should also be seen as a cause of its
greatness.220
Appendix
The Elements of Dutch Political Propaganda
It has been argued that in the prints we find a language that had its own boundaries
and can be mapped and analysed almost like a diagram. The diagrammatic aspects of
the prints can be demonstrated by a survey of a series of motifs (for example, types of
portrayal of persons, or topoi such as the Dutch Maid), which were iterated and
reiterated throughout the imagery. To the 'reader' familiar with such diagrams, the
visual elements of which they were composed must have spoken of political power or
social constructs almost as clearly as the symbols found in diagrams of physical
power (such as circuit diagrams) speak to an electrician. Here, the 'components'
available to the designers, and making up these diagrams, are discussed.1
Primarily, meaning was transmitted by portrayals of the human figure, in both real
and allegorical guises, and an examination of the figures found in the prints is
presented first. Secondly, other elements, heraldic motifs, and the compositions in
which these figures and elements were combined, are considered. Finally, data
relating to a selection of common topoi are explained.
A sample of the data forming the basis of the analysis may be found in Section G, and
the scripts used to retrieve data in Section A: images may be found in Section C.
The somewhat mechanical form of analysis used is straightforward and does not lean
heavily upon theoretical developments. Such theoretical terms as are used are drawn
from the work of Van de Waal. Van de Waal identified the importance of typological
and allegorical understandings. In typological interpretations, a Biblical scene, for
example, is portrayed in reference to a current event, as a 'type'. This is unusual and
rarely explicit in the prints, but an example of sorts can be seen in 129 (FM1679).
Here, a naval victory is flanked by a scene showing Moses praying on a mountain top,
his arms supported by Aaron and Hur, and on the right, by classical figures engaged
1
To quote Pocock: 'The historian is less interested in the "style", or mode of
utterance of a given author, than in the "language", or mode of utterance available to a
number of authors for a number of purposes'. See J. G. A. Pocock, Virtue, Commerce
and History (Cambridge, 1985), p. 9. See also Chapter 2.221
in battle. The scene
- indicated by Bible references
- is of the story in Exodus 17,
when Joshua fought the Amalekites, gaining the victory when Moses1 arms were
raised to the Lord.2 The occasion was a naval victory won in the Scheldt in
September 1631, which is illustrated in the centre. Allegory is seen by Van de Waal
as playing a critical role in political prints, which he points out used the mode almost
exclusively:3 for example, the milch-cow became an allegorical portrayal of the
United Provinces. Indeed, allegory is so prevalent in the prints that as much, if not
more attention should be paid to it as is given to political theoretical terms.
The human figure
The reasons for the significance of the human figure were outlined in Chapter 1: a
further indicator of their importance is the complexity of detail in the treatment of
figures in clarifying or giving precision to that which is signified. The analysis of
how this 'tuning' of meaning was carried out depends upon recording the detail
making up the description of the person: personal names, status, gender, gesture,
attributes, and clothing. Once the textual description of a figure, including these
significant details, has been created and processed, it is available to the software in the
following format:
p $ pname
= Alva / status = duke / sex = m / gesture
= seated
Data relating to attributes and clothing appears thus:
a $ name = chains
a $ name = staff # rod of office
c $ name = hat / type
= helmet
c $ name = armour / type
= ceremonial
(The symbol '#' indicates that the following text is a comment by the author made
during the process of image description.)
The descriptive terms can then serve for systematic data retrieval via queries,
indexing, and cataloguing.
2
The story is found in Exodus 17. The print's title
- Gods Bonniere
- is taken from
Exodus 17. 15: 'And Moses built an altar, and called the name of it "The Lord is My
Banner"'.
3
H. van de Waal, Drie eeuwen vaderlandsche geschied-uitbeelding: Een
iconologische studie, 1500-J800,2 vols (The Hague, 1952), i, 21.222
To commence with dress, a claim that it had a signifying function in early modern
society needs no justification. Of the costume in the prints, some still speaks to the
modern observer
- figures wearing crowns may be assumed to be monarchs, dresses
indicate females, and so forth. But an index of the dress noted in the prints (which is
not itself exhaustive
- little notice has been taken of shoes, for example), indicates
that over eighty different items of clothing were depicted by the print makers in this
sample.4 The texts accompanying the prints rarely refer to clothes, but when they do,
it is usually to amplify the message: hence in the text of 060 (FMl 152), we are told
that Mendoza has his hat over his face, or that the lion in 068 (FMl 302) wore 'een
nieuwe Brandenborgsche Paltrock1 ('a new Brandenburg coat1).
The importance of headgear was discussed in the Introduction. When other items of
dress are considered, it can be seen that armour appears very frequently (echoing the
multitude of morions amongst headgear). Further items of clothing which appear
often are ruffs and breeches; the popularity of these breeches, compared to trousers is
particularly noticeable.
Many of the allegorical figures are shown naked or partially clothed. In some cases
nakedness seems linked with depictions of poverty and hardship (for example in 018
(FM-RPK 518A)). The temptation is to suggest that as with newspapers in the
twenty-first century, so with prints in the seventeenth
- 'glamour' sells. Indeed,
Hollander claims Renaissance patrons 'undoubtedly saw Titian's nudes with Playboy
eyes1.5 Was the attitude of these courtly patrons reflected in the somewhat less
exalted context of the prints, and in a state with a strong Calvinist streak? One
Calvinist clergyman clearly had little time for sensuous painting: it was 'the seductress
of the eyes', thrusting 'the heat of lust into the depths of the heart'. And De Jongh
adds that 'puritan Catholics', 'right-minded Mennonites', and 'rigidly orthodox
Calvinists' would not have countenanced risque art.6 Yet Van Mander, whose
4
See Query xqi08 for an index of clothing.
5
A. Hollander, Seeing Through Clothes (Berkeley, CA, 1993), p. 88, though no
evidence is presented to support this view.
6
Dirck Rafaelsz. Camphuysen, a Remonstrant clergyman, writing in 1624 and
quoted in E. de Jongh, 'Jan Steen, So Near and Yet So Far', in H. Perry Chapman, W.223
Mennonite beliefs appear to have been genuinely profound, provided in his
commentary on Ovid's Metamorphosis material for such art. On this subject,
Knipping's comment on counter-reformation imagery and culture carries conviction
and perhaps describes a more general view: he says the inhabitants of the Low
Countries were 'a people who, in general, were able to enjoy without prejudice what
they saw, and to taste at the same time its spiritual kernel1.7
As well as clothing, many figures are shown with accessories: Alva with a staff of
office, monarchs with orbs, Justice with her scales, and so forth.8 That they were
intended to play an important role in the prints is suggested by some of the
accompanying texts: for example, in 041 (FM1330) we see "Misverstand op den
hoogsten top pralende, vertoont een gafalijde bagijn met een Testament en Pater
noster in de Hand, siende door de vingeren in plaets van door den Bril'.9 Here the text
not only draws attention to the attributes of the figure (the Testament and Paternoster)
but to objects which are missing
- in this case spectacles.
The distribution of such attributes in the sample (in numerical terms) shows that there
are a very wide range of items, many of which occur only occasionally whilst others
appear quite frequently. Books and bridles, chains and ropes, olive branches, pillars
of one kind or another, trumpets or horns, and wreaths, are all common, likewise hats
(and crowns) associated with a figure but not worn on the head.
However the most frequent attribute is the sword; this is followed by the shield and
the staff or sceptre, and these items are the only attributes to be numbered in three
figures. The number of swords is again a reflection of the military issues addressed
by the prints. Perhaps as well, their prevalence warns against underestimating the role
of the nobility in the Republic. Shields are used extensively for heraldic display, for
example to identify particular provinces when they are portrayed by maidens. Some
Th. Kloek and A. K. Wheelock (eds), Jan Steen, Painter and Storyteller (London,
1996), pp. 38-51 (p. 44).
7
J. B. Knipping, Iconography of the Counter Reformation in the Netherlands:
Heaven on Earth, 2 vols (Nieuwkoop, 1974), I, p. 63.
8
See Query xqilO for an index of attributes associated with figures in the sample.224
attributes are less common than might be expected
- the pijlbundel ox fasces, and the
lance and liberty cap for example are not particularly common
- yet both were well
known topoi in the imagery of the day.
These attributes were in almost all cases intended to extend and amplify meaning, for
example to identify allegorical figures and to fix the status of real persons. As with
clothing, the intention in depicting some of these seems obvious to the modern
observer, whilst the meaning of others is only made clear through other sources, or as
a result of their making up a pattern in the data.
What is clear, is that if an item appears in an image, it is almost always for a specific
reason and has to be taken into account if analysis is to be comprehensive.
The commonest way of'adding value1, in terms of the ability to signify, is the use of
an infinite range of stance, gesture, and expression. As argued in Chapter 1, there is
no doubt that gesture, stance, and expression were critical in conveying meaning and
that both contemporaries and modern scholars can recover that meaning from pictorial
data. However, it also became evident that comprehensively mapping such data was
beyond the scope of this work. Nonetheless, some indication of the range of gesture
can be gained from Queries xqil3 and xqi71, whilst Query xq72 can be used to find
specific examples of gesture. This demonstrates its significance. In the indices,
'gesturing' is a catch-all which shows the number of significant gestures noted during
description, as well as indicating the need for further classification. The fact that
many figures are annotated with V ('holding') indicates how often figures are holding
attributes which are used to give precision in portrayal. The ability of the artist to
portray pointing, and thereby create networks of meaning, is also highlighted, whilst
the number of figures standing or walking is interesting: the limits of action of seated
figures become obvious, and one recalls the seated, immobile, and sovereign
depiction of Elizabeth on Leicester's penning.
9
'Misunderstanding glories at the topmost point, in the form of a wayward beguine,
with a Testament and Paternoster in hand, who sees through her fingers instead of
through spectacles.'225
Having demonstrated the levels of complexity which could be applied to the depiction
of the human figure (and thus further emphasising that human figures formed the
focus of meaning in almost all the prints), it is possible to present a systematic survey
of the persons thus depicted.
Whilst many of the actual persons shown in the prints are instantly recognisable as
leading figures in the Republic such as Maurits, the majority of figures representing
actual persons (around one thousand) are anonymous.10 Some constants guide how
these anonymous characters are presented.
As will be seen from the example description given above, an estimate of status is
normally recorded.11 This would not seem to be problematic where the figure is a
duke, such as Alva, but given that the term 'class' is somewhat contested,12 the use of
the terms 'commoner' and 'gentry' should be explained. 'Commoner' is used for
figures who almost always wear trousers and almost never engage in prominent
gestures. It will be seen that this classification usually includes agricultural labourers,
dockers, and the like. The term 'gentry' simply indicates figures wearing breeches, or
fine dresses. 'Elite' is sometimes used of those who are prominent in compositional
terms (the area of the image occupied and the positioning of the figure), who usually
wear breeches, and are almost always engaged in significant non-verbal
communication. Thus 'elite' and 'gentry' usually include the nobility and merchant
classes, including the magistrates. The third numerically prominent group comprises
10
Query xqiO6 should be referred to for complete details.
11
For example, a description of Alva is recorded thus:
p $ pname
= Alva / status = duke / sex = in / gesture
= seated.
12
For example, Elton stated that 'seventeenth century England contained no classes':
G. Elton, Return to Essentials: Some Reflections on the Present State of Historical
Study (Cambridge, 1991), p. 22. Class, for Elton, was a purely Marxist construct, and
in his view, the seventeenth century Englishman Sir William Temple must have
meant something else when referring to Dutch society as organised in five 'classes',
defined in economic terms. See William Temple, Observations upon the United
Provinces of the Netherlands (Oxford, 1705; repr. 1972), p. 82. Foucault accepted
that class was a valid concept, but thought that the major issue was power. See M.
Foucault, 'Disciplinary Power and Subjection', in S. Lukes (ed.), Power (Oxford,
1986), pp. 229-42 (p. 233), and P. O'Brien, Michel Foucault's History of Culture1, in
L. Hunt (ed.), The New Cultural History (Berkeley, CA, 1989), pp. 25-46 (pp. 34-35).226
soldiers, whose status is declaxed as such, for although they wear breeches, common
troopers would not normally be considered 'gentry'.13
Depictions of the emergent regent class are uncommon, and when an individual is
identified, the portrayal is almost invariably hostile;14 most such portrayals occur after
the defeat of the Remonstrants. This exception to the more usual anonymity was
presumably the cause of the only reference in the States General to the censorship of
imagery in this period.15 By most estimates, this class was pivotal in the articulation
of power in the United Provinces, and it would seem strange that their depiction is
rare; it contrasts with the tradition of civic and personal portraiture with which the
prints co-existed. Notably, it is paralleled by the depiction of individual towns in the
prints, which rarely appear as such unless in a critical light
- again in contrast to the
popularity of townscapes in prints and paintings in other contexts. The magistrates as
a class or strata in society do appear collectively in some imagery, principally the
Tyranny of Alva.
To some extent this anonymity may be a function of the dispersed nature of power in
the Netherlands: few civic leaders would have been recognisable to, or even known
by, the bulk of the population beyond their own city gates. Therefore, it was
reasonable to portray civic leaders in paintings intended for local consumption in their
own communities, but to reproduce them in print form for a wider market would be
pointless.
By contrast, Netherlandish nobles and foreign leaders are frequently identified. A
significant number of named figures are portrayed primarily as military commanders
(for example, the Stadholders Maurits and Frederik Hendrik). This militaristic
portrayal can be linked with the large number of depictions of soldiers or figures
wearing military gear, and similarly with the backgrounds of the prints, divided as
13
These classifications, and the terminology into which they are transliterated, do not
therefore imply any ideological stance when discussed in connection with power.
14
For example, Oldenbarnevelt appears in 047 (FM1368), and 049 (FM1352),
unfavourably in each case.
15
The only reference to the censorship of prints between 1588 and 1632 in the
Registers is RGP, vol. 176, 7 November 1619, p. 296, no. 2000.227
these are largely into scenes of prosperity, or of war and burning towns: the Republic
invested heavily in its armed forces.
Unsurprisingly the commanders depicted include Alva; but it should be noted that by
the period covered here portrayals of Alva were becoming symbolic rather than iconic
- that is standing for something, such as tyranny or an historical event, rather than
representing Alva himself- a shift made explicit in 151 (FM1433), where the key
identifies one figure as 'Tyrannije, ofte de Gheest van Due d1 alva1 (Tyranny, or the
ghost of the Duke of Alva1). Here, Alva becomes almost a typological depiction in
Van de Waal's terms; his name is enough to invoke tyranny.
Among Alva's successors appear Alessandro Faraese, Duke of Parma, Governor
General in the Habsburg provinces from 1578 to 1592, and Ambrogio Spinola,
Governor General from 1603 to 1628: both were experienced soldiers who also
commanded the Habsburg troops in the provinces, a role played by Hendrik van den
Bergh from 1628 to 1630.
Other persons with a military background include Francisco de Mendoza, Charles
Bonaventura de Longueval, Count de Bucquoy, the Count de Dampier from Lorraine
(shown allegorically), Baron de Grobbendonck, Juan de Mancididor, Johnan Baner,
Gustavus Adolphus, and Bethlen Gabor (again as an allegorical figure).16
Of these figures, Mendoza had been captured at the battle of Nieuwpoort, where he
was acting as a cavalry commander. Bucquoy had served with him in 1598, had
commanded artillery at the siege of Ostende, had campaigned on the Waal in 1606,
and led Habsburg troops into Bohemia in 1618, where he defeated Ernst Mansfeld at
the battle of Zablat in 1619. Count de Dampier served under Bucquoy, and later
commanded Ferdinand's troops. Grobbendonck held the town of 's-Hertogenbosch
during the siege of 1629; and Johnan Baner (1596-1641) was a commander in the
increasingly effective Swedish armies of the period.
16 See Query xqi70 for names of allegorical persons.228
Although Gustavus Adolphus was King of Sweden, and Bethlen Gabor a prince in his
own right, the former appears once in a military guise rather than one emphasising
monarchy;17 likewise Gabor, the Ottoman-backed Protestant prince in Hungary
(portrayed allegorically), is depicted with the focus on his military role.18
The House of Orange played a key role in the new state and is well represented.
Maurits of Nassau, making at least twenty three appearances, would seem to be the
most significant individual, unsurprisingly given his position in the Republic.19 As
noted in Chapter 5, the most striking feature of portrayals of Maurits is that he is
rarely shown formally posed, forming a contrast with images of Frederik Hendrik.20
Unlike Maurits, he is always shown in formal, heroic poses,21 which are maintained
even when he is presented in an image full of activity. Moreover Frederik is rarely
depicted as a secondary figure. Power is thus presented differently with the change of
Stadholder.
As well as Maurits and Frederik Hendrik, Ernst Casimir (1573-1632),22 William of
Orange, and Adolf von Nassau appear as allegories. Other princes depicted, from
surrounding states and Spain, are Philip II, HI, and IV, Henry IV and Louis XIII of
France, Elizabeth I of England, and James I of Great Britain. A concern with wider
European issues is reflected in depictions of royalty connected with the Holy Roman
Empire and the fighting marking the start of the Thirty Years War; that is the Emperor
Ferdinand, and Frederick V of Bohemia, a refugee in the United Provinces following
his defeat of 1620 at the White Mountain.
From the Habsburg provinces in the south, the Archdukes Albert and Isabella are
shown. The Archdukes' key negotiator in the establishment of the Twelve Years
Truce, Johan Ney, accompanies them in some images whilst Juan de Mancididor, as
17
054(FM1668).
18
079 (AvS 1496).
19
Maurits (1567-1625), Prince of Orange (1618), was Stadholder of Holland and
Zeeland from 1585, Utrecht and Overijssel (1590), Gelderland (1591) and Groningen
and Drenthe (1620). He also commanded the military forces of the United Provinces.
20
Frederik was appointed to the Stadholderate of Holland, Zeeland, Utrecht,
Overijssel, and Gelderland in 1625 (and Groningen and Drenthe from 1640).
21
See Archive Al.
22
Count of Nassau, Stadholder of Friesland (1620-32), Groningen (1625-32).229
private secretary to the King of Spain, appears in the entourage of Spinola when he
visited The Hague in 1608 during the peace negotiations; the diplomatic efforts of the
Archdukes thus find their way into the imagery.
Overall, the figures in the sample are weighted heavily towards military events. This
is hardly surprising, given the historic role of Alva and his army in the birth of the
United Provinces; equally it reflects the priorities of a small state on a continent where
large armies were often close to the borders, and which itself maintained a powerful
and technically advanced army with a reputation for effective innovation.23 The
danger of invasion by hostile troops, and the need to maintain an expensive and
effective military response, is graphically expressed in the prints. Scenes celebrating
naval triumphs are less common, though 059 (FM980) includes a celebration of the
defeat of the Spanish Armada in 1588, and as noted above, 129 (FM1679) shows a
Dutch victory on the Scheldt. The portrayal of the actions themselves are somewhat
perfunctory: they do not celebrate a naval tradition, merely diagram a victory.
The gender of figures appearing in the sample was recorded where this was clear. It
has been claimed of Dutch art and society in general that '"serious" business beyond
the home, including finance, government, shipping, preaching, and agriculture, was
the pictorial and actual preserve of men.'24 As regards the prints, it can be seen from
the analysis of the sample that among figures representing 'real' people, the great
majority are indeed male, whilst a much closer balance pertains among allegorical
figures.25 However, in the latter case, the number of female figures is somewhat
inflated by a tendency to show the United Provinces as seven maidens, or indeed the
Low Countries as seventeen maidens: without this feature, the balance would be
closer to that pertaining to 'real' figures. Possibly there is a connection between the
loci of power and the depiction of male figures, but in the case of allegorical
characters, it has been argued that femininity is simply the result of transposing the
23
G. Parker, The Military Revolution (Cambridge, 1988), pp. 18-22.
24
M. Westermann, The Art of the Dutch Republic 1585-1718 (London, 1996), p. 125.
25
For the numbers of male and female figures recorded, see Query xqi24 (for actual
persons) and Query xqi31 (for allegorical persons).230
gender of the Latin nouns, which are mostly feminine, into pictorial equivalents: those
few which are masculine are depicted as male.26
Where women were connected with the exercise of power, such as the Clara Eugenia
Isabella (1566-1633), Elizabeth I of England (1533-1603) and Margaret of Parma
(1522-86), they are depicted as such: the role of Isabella, in particular, is prominent in
several images.27 However these were all significant people outside the Netherlands.
Beyond these, there are few examples of named women, except the consorts (for
example Sophia of Brunswick), of leading figures such as Ernst Casimir. In addition
(and despite Westermann's comment), unidentified women do occasionally appear,
taking their place in the productive agricultural activity shown in the background of
some prints. However, in general the imagery in the sample shows few exceptions to
the general rule that power was depicted as a male preserve.
Allegorical figures
As noted above, in the image descriptions the figures in the prints were divided into
actual and allegorical figures: of the latter, over two hundred different allegorical
qualities or figures can be found in the sample. Van de Waal argued that, following a
tradition of Biblical exegesis which depended heavily on allegorical and typological
methods, artists in the Renaissance adopted similar methods, with the makers of
political prints relying heavily on allegory.28 Thus they exploited ploys which had
been long understood in European culture. In fact, there are also some typological
depictions in the sample, but they are rare, and have become disguised in the case of
this analysis by grouping both types under the term 'allegorical person1.
Allegorical virtues and vices are traditionally understood in a framework of the four
'cardinal virtues' (Justice, Prudence, Fortitude, and Temperance), based on Plato's
ideal city in his Republic, in which Justice underlay the working of the other three.29
In the Christian canon of the medieval period, they were augmented with the three
26
Knipping,i, 15.
27
Individual persons, the number of times they appear in the sample, and the images
they appear in, may be found in Query xqiO6.
28
Van de Waal, Drie eeuwen vaderlandsche geschied-uitbeelding, I, 18.
29
J. Hall, Dictionary of Subjects and Symbols in Art, 2nd edn, rev. (London, 1980), p.
183, referring to Plato, Republic, 4:427ff.231
'theological virtues' of Faith, Hope, and Charity,30 to make a cycle of seven virtues,
sometimes portrayed with seven corresponding sins.
This may be seen in the selection of allegorical qualities the designers adopted for the
prints. A conventional portrayal may be seen in 136 (FM1019) Tandem fit surcuius
arbor, a tribute to Maurits engraved by Adrianus Lambertius Cornell Here, the four
'cardinal virtues', Fortitudo, Temperantia, Justitia, and Prudentia may be seen
together, emphasising the fine state of the United Provinces, and referring back to the
perfection of Plato's Republic.
These conventional allegories may be found scattered throughout the sample: Justice
(seventeen appearances), Prudence (five appearances), Fortitude (three appearances),
and Temperance (two appearances) appear in the prints, as do Faith (in the form of
Fidelity, who appears twice), Hope (four appearances), and Charity (two
appearances).
However, the range of subjects depicted allegorically is much wider than this, as the
analysis demonstrates.31 This rich repertoire was well established in the Low
Countries before the outbreak of the Revolt, in the work of artists such as Pieter
Breughel (1525-69) in the plays of the Rhetoricians, and in the tableaux and
ceremonial arches of the Blijde Inkomste and in civic processions; whilst in Italy
paintings such as the allegories of good and bad government of Ambrogio Lorenzetti,
painted it is believed between 1335 and 1340, testify to a long tradition in a wider
context.32
Whilst in many prints allegory is used simply, the printmakers could, by combining
and recombining the elements available to them, add considerable sophistication and
30
I Cor 13. 13; J. Hall, p. 336.
31
A full index of allegorical figures can be found in Query xqil5.
32
See Q. Skinner 'Legal Symbolism in the Early Renaissance Art: Ambrogio
Lorenzetti's Frescoes in Siena', The Cambrian Law Review, 25 (1994), 9-31. Some of
the figures used in his Allegory of Good Government in the City are replicated in
Dutch rebel imagery: Fides, Caritas, Spes, Pax, Fortitudo, and Prudentia. A better
example of the illustration, with some analysis, is at URL, University of Adelaide,
Politics Department, 'Allegory of Good Government (Lorenzetti)', Politics
Department Homepage, chttp^/chomsky.arts.adelaide.edu.au/politics^ (27/9/00).232
nuances of meaning. Indeed, the most difficult items to translate or classify in text
description are constructions which do not fit neatly into the categories of actual or
allegorical figures, such as monsters or seven-headed beasts or fantastic architectural
constructions. These strange monsters or buildings allow the designer to extend
personification beyond specific qualities to systems of belief (such as Arminianism)33
or larger political entities (such as Protestantism).34 The seven-headed creatures refer
to the apocalyptic beast in Revelation, and usually stand for threats to the United
Provinces. The Arminian Monster, a gross human figure, may stem in part from
earlier imagery connected with the Reformation.35 Likewise, some elements
- the
owl for example
- might arguably be included in a category of symbolic objects rather
than 'allegorical persons'.
There are a very few cases where it is not clear if a portrayal is meant to be a real or
an allegorical person: however, in some later depictions of Alva, for example, the
person of the Duke has been almost subsumed in what is rather an invocation of the
black days of his regime.36
Applying the terminology of Van de Waal, it is clear that political prints are
extremely rich in allegory. The very extensive range of allegorical or symbolic data
which the analysis demonstrates is significant
- given a systematic study of, for
example, 'putti', it is no longer possible to dismiss them as 'just some cherubs', since it
can be demonstrated that where they have items associated with them, these are
mainly of a positive nature (olive branches and wreaths, suggestive of peace and
victory).37 Allegory thus allowed a complex and sophisticated discourse in which
power could be worked out among a wide swathe of the population. As argued in
Chapter 5, the existence of this complex symbolic language in which power could be
33
See 044 (FMl3 55) and 048 (FMl 501).
34
See 095 (SvGl 164). This example is unusual, showing a Roman Catholic point of
view.
35
For example a tract about Luther by Cochlaeus, Septiceps Lutherus, published in
Paris in 1529, included a cartoon portraying him as the seven-headed beast, the heads
being Confusius, Impius, Spernis, Ethnicus, Haereticus, Indoctys, and Duplex Anima.
See J. Tanis and D. Horst, Images of Discord, ex. cat. (Rotterdam, 1993), p. 5.
36
In 025 (FM514) for example.
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debated may not be unconnected with the ability of the United Provinces to generate
and deploy power very productively.
Attributes and objects
It has been shown that much of the visual content of the prints is closely associated
with the human figures depicted, or exists as significant allegorical or heraldic
objects. In addition there are a variety of discrete objects, not closely associated with
persons. These range from items such as Bibles to background scenes such as hills
and towns.38 The function of these objects appears to vary widely. In some cases
they set the 'tone' of the image, by the use of classical buildings as in 025 (FM514), or
by the rearing horse on which Frederik Hendrik is set in 043 (FM1629). Some objects
are employed in an allegorical fashion, for example, the net in 150 (FM1452), or the
Bible which can be seen on the triumphal car in 060 (FMl 152).
In the background
Finally, background scenes might in some prints be considered as separate parts of an
image. They are usually distanced from the activity and drama of the foreground. In
nearly all cases the backgrounds show either soldiers and burning towns, or pastoral
countryside and thriving cities.39 (This is a general observation and is not easily
demonstrated by the computer analysis used here.) Very few prints incorporate
townscapes into the main action of the image, despite the urban nature of
Netherlandish society: a notable exception is 069 (FMl328).
Heraldry
The role of heraldry in communicating meaning, associated as it is with the elites
about whom so much history is written, needs no explanation. Furthermore, as a code
or language it is far easier to 'read' than, say, depictions of eye contact, and thus stands
nearer to text than most of the pictorial data analysed here. Most of the heraldry in
the sample is associated with identifying specific provinces: occasional depictions of
dynastic arms such as those of Nassau (in for example 064 (FMS 1267c)) also occur.
Flags, which seem somewhat related in function, are rarely depicted in sufficient
38 A full index is available via Query xqi42.
39
For an example of a background showing war, see 073 (FMl 232); for peace, see
063(FM1415).234
detail to identify, but the double tricolour or horizontal stripes displayed by the United
Provinces, and the saltire, or the Burgundian Cross (or Cross of St. Andrew)
employed by the Habsburgs are used to indicate the allegiance of military and naval
units.40 As described in Chapter 4, on the Tyranny of Alva, a locket or medallion
indicating membership of the Order of the Golden Fleece was also adopted by the
printmakers as an indication of the status of the great nobles.
Composition
Regarding composition, very few rules seem to govern the printmakers, beyond the
arrangement of accompanying texts: most large blocks of text are placed at the foot of
the image, sometimes at the sides and foot,41 and never at the top (though extended
titles sometimes lead to two or three lines appearing there).42 In a culture attuned to
reading texts from the top down, this does emphasise the role of pictorial material as a
'hook' with which to engage the mind of the viewer. In the pictures themselves, there
is occasionally a simplistic opposition shown.43 But there is no parallel to the 'top-
down', hierarchic 'shape' employed in Leicester's penning; and usually the prints go
beyond simple contrasts to more complex portrayals, as a glance at the sample will
show.
Topoi
Furthermore, print discourse also presented certain more complex combinations,
making up stock themes or topoi, and from their ubiquity it might be expected that
these were widely recognised throughout the United Provinces. The remainder of this
appendix considers the most popular of these.
Many had antecedents stretching back to the medieval period. For example, it has
been demonstrated that the HoUandse Tuin, often shown with the Dutch Maid sat
within, has its roots in a much earlier period, Van Winter having traced its antecedents
40
For example, see the naval battle forming the centrepiece of 129 (FM1679).
41
For example, 041 (FM1330) and 053 (FM1253).
42
For example, 045 (FM1502) and 129 (FM1679), have several lines of text at the
top; other examples will be found to be pamphlet covers.
43
For example in 067 (FM1301), where Maurits and Spinola confront each other.235
to the last years of the fourteenth century.44 At this early date, the image can be
linked with the allegory of the 'mystic hunt1, whereby a hunted unicorn rests his head
on a virgin's lap in an enclosed garden: the unicorn, which can only be subdued by a
virgin, being Christ (submitting to the virgin birth), the huntsmen being Gabriel;45 an
image growing out of medieval piety, rather than novel modernist political thought.
In the prints in this sample, it usually appears to represent the United Provinces: Van
Winter observed that it could also represent a town such as Dordrecht or a Province
such as Zeeiand or Holland.46 In the sample it is frequently integrated with other
regular themes, confirming Van Winter's comment that next to the maid, the lion was
the most frequent occupant of the garden;47 but in addition, many detail changes are
worked out in this topos.
To demonstrate the success of this particular motif in pamphlet production, a search
was carried out in the Knüttel Collection for the years 1588 to 1632. A total of twenty
six different depictions were found, ranging from fairly simple portrayals to complex
allegorical pieces.48
An icon which could be incorporated in larger scenes was the 'cap of liberty'. It has
been argued that depictions of the concept of Liberty have their roots in classical art,49
whilst in imagery associated with the Roman ceremony of the manumission of slaves,
44
Jhr. P. J. van Winter, 'De HoUandse Tuin', Nederlandse Kunsthistorisch Jaarboek,
8 (1975), 19-122 (p. 42).
45
Van Winter, pp. 64-79 and G. Schiller, Iconography of Christian Art, 2 vols
(London, 1972), I, 52-53 and pis 125-29.
46
Van Winter, p. 32.
47
Van Winter, p. 31.
48
See numbers KC793, KC800, KC827, KC908, KC1043, KC1044, KC1045,
KC1364, KC2035, KC2183, KC2162, KC2166, KC2342, KC2348, KC2471,
KC2501a, KC2618, KC2621, KC2729, KC3154, KC3211, KC3273, KC3481,
KC3565, KC3750, and KC3677. KC1045 is also in Muller's collection and in the
sample, as 047 (FM1368). Compare with the number of obelisk/pyramids in the
collection, noted below.
49
Janson suggests the earliest depiction is from 39 bc, on a coin of Cyzicus, a
Spartan colony in Asia Minor. See Carol L. Janson, 'The Birth of Dutch Liberty:
Origins of the Pictorial Image' (unpublished thesis, University of Minnesota, 1982), p.
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the freed slave appeared with a cap and a lance.50 Janson believed that the earliest
Renaissance depiction of Liberty in the classical form (with a cap) appeared as a relief
in the Loggia at the Vatican in 1518.51
Classical coins may have provided a pattern for Renaissance depictions of the cap of
liberty: the earliest inventory of a collection of coins, that of Paul II (1417-71),
includes a reference to a republican coin from the time of Brutus, commemorating the
assassination of Caesar in 44 bc.52 One such coin from that period, issued in 43-42
Be, showed on the front, the head of Brutus and on the reverse, 'EID.MAR1 and two
daggers with a cap.53 In 1537, a medal
- virtually a replica
- was minted in Florence
with the head of Lorenzo de Medici,54 who had come to power by the assassination of
his cousin, Alexander de Medici. (Alexander had been declared hereditary Duke in
1530 and was thus open to charges of tyranny.) A similar 'replica' appeared in 1552
in France showing Henry II on the face, with a cap and two daggers on the reverse,
and the text 'LIBERIAS VINDEXITALICAE.ET. GERMANIC AE.LIBERT ATIS
1552'.55 The image sat well with Henry's alliance with German reformers against the
Emperor; perhaps his marriage to Catherine de Medici provides a plausible link with
Florence and the re-discovery of Brutus's coin. In any case, some contemporaries
clearly recognised the allusion.56
Such political concepts could be broadcast by emblem books - with their printed
images
- the most famous being Alciati's emblem book of 1546.57 This features the
50
Janson, pp. 412-15, describes this ceremony.
51
Janson p. 39.
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Janson, p. 45.
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D. Gamboni, G. Germann and F. de Capitani, eds. Zeichen der Freiheit das Bild
der Republik in der Kunst des 16. bis 20. Jahrhunderts (Bern, 1991), p. 328.
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Gamboni, Germann and De Capitani, eds, p. 329.
55
Illustrated in Actes du Colloque L'Amiral de Coligny et son temps (Paris, 1974)
facing p. 737.
56
A declaration by Henry II in connection with his intervention 'was printed [...]
with a Cap of Liberty betwixt two Daggers over head, and this Motto, The Emblem of
Liberty [...] Some say, that this cognisance was to be found on ancient Medals, and
was given by the Murtherers of Julius Caesar': J. Sleidan, The General History of the
Reformation of the Church from the Errors and Corruptions of the Church of Rome,
trans. byE. Bohun (London, 1689), p. 554.
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A. Alciati, Emblematum libellus (Venice, 1546), emblem 151.237
design (fig. 18). As Janson noted, it does not resemble the coin closely.58 The swords
are the wrong way up, and the hat looks like a cardinal's hat rather than a hood.
However, later editions, such as that of 1621,59 include an emblem with a closer
resemblance to the coin of Brutus (fig. 19). The emblem was closely associated with
republican liberty, the text reading 'Respublica liberta Caesaris exitio, ceu libertate
recepta, Haec ducibus Brutis cusa moneta fuit. Ensiculi in primis, queis pileus
insuper astat, Qualem missa manu servitia accipiunt1.60
There was a strong interest in numismatics in the Low Countries: Goltzius apparently
examined 119 coin collections in the Low Countries alone, and his C. Julius Caesar
of 1563 illustrated a coin of Brutus depicting Liberty.61 Amongst Netherlandish
coins, the earliest depiction of the liberty cap in Van Loon is from 1573, where it is
seen worn by the Nederlandse Maagd in her garden.62
In our sample, the cap appears in several prints.63 It was also prominent in Valerius's
Gedenk-clanck, where it is usually associated with a document representing the
Privileges.64 It can be seen that the cap shown is not that of the freed slave in the coin
of Brutus, the Medici, Henry II, and later editions of Alciati, but is rather the broad
brimmed hat worn by the elite of the Netherlands.
There is therefore little doubt that the liberty cap, appearing in print media, spoke
eloquently to Netherlanders about liberty, a liberty with a strongly republican flavour,
58
Janson, p. 56. She thought that the designer of the emblem had only a textual
description to work from.
59
A. Alciati, Emblemata cum commentariis (Padua, 1621).
60
'The republic set free Upon the death of Caesar, as if liberty had been restored, this
coin was struck for Brutus' leading men. In the foreground are daggers, over which is
set a cap of the kind that slaves receive when they are freed.' Text, illustrations, and
translation are from an electronic edition of Alciati (1621), at URL, Memorial
University of Newfoundland, Department of English, Alciati's Book of Emblems,
25/02/00, <http://www.mun.ca/alciato> (30/10/00).
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Janson p. 85.
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G. van Loon, Beschryving der Nederlandsche Historipenningen, 4 vols (The
Hague, 1726-31), I, 174: Het Koninklijke Penningkabinet, Leiden, Inv. 2219.
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071 (FM1649), 087 (SvG1272), and 098 (SvG1008). See Query xqil6.
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A. Valerius, Gedenk-clanck (Amsterdam, 1968), pp. 60, 95, 133, 224, 226, 227,
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and not unconnected with violence and the overthrow of tyrants'
- but equally, a
liberty closely associated with the bourgeoisie who were so influential in shaping the
new state.
One of the earliest prints in the sample, probably from around 1588, 058 (FM966),
shows a cow, beset by four figures: Die Khue auss Niderlandt (The Dutch Cow).
From the key we can see that Philip of Spain attempts to hold on to the cow by
grasping its tail whilst the Duke of Anjou tries to lead it away with a rope. However,
unknown to Anjou, the rope has just broken. Another figure, 'khumbt auss Teutshem
land1 (Germany) stands by its head, and watches Philip. Muller thought this might
represent Archduke Matthias of Austria (1557-1619),65 who had been invited to the
Netherlands in October 1577, and installed as Governor General without any approval
by the King: an office he held until 1581.66 A figure representing Scots and English
mercenaries milks the cow, which has however kicked the milk pail over.
A very similar scene is shown in two paintings; one hangs in the Rijksmuseum with
English verses, and shows Elizabeth I of England feeding it, whilst Philip II of Spain
attempts to ride it away. Other nobles hold it by the tail and milk it.67 Another shows
William of Orange steadying the cow, which Queen Elizabeth I feeds, whilst another
figure (probably Anjou) tries to drag it away by the tail.68 Philip II, astride the
animal, tries to spur it into motion, whilst it is milked by a soldier who may represent
Alva or simply mercenary soldiers. The theme of the milch-cow was again exploited
in the Remonstrant crisis of 1618, in FMS1417A, see fig. 20. On this occasion (the
triumph over the Arminians) the cow is surrounded by sympathetic figures, except for
a seven-headed Arminian monster which is restrained from kicking the milk pail over.
The genesis of this image of the exploited cow of the Netherlands is not known.
However, there was in the Low Countries a proverb which might inspire such a
65
F. Muller, De Nederlandsche geschiedenis in platen, beredneerde beschrijving van
Nederlandsche historieplaten, zinneprenten en historische haarten, 4 vols
(Amsterdam, 1863-82; repr. 1970), I, 114.
Muller, De Nederlandsche geschiedenis, I, 114.
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Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, exhibit no. A2684.
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Illustrated in K. Hearn, ed., Dynasties: Painting in Tudor and Jacobean England
J530-1630 (London, 1995), p. 87.239
depiction: 'What is the good of a cow giving a lot of milk if she afterwards upsets it
with her foot?1.
69
Another source may be a play staged in Paris in 1579, to celebrate the Peace of Arras,
when Hainault, Walloon Flanders, and Artois returned to Habsburg dominion. In this
play, Philip II was shown leading a sleek cow onto the stage, typifying the
Netherlands. With a sudden effort, the cow broke the rope by which it was led, while
characters representing the States General attempted to control the animal, and the
Duke of Alencon caught its tail. Parma attempted to mend the rope, whilst William of
Orange and Casimir attempted to milk the cow. Finally, Parma seized the halter, and
after the cow had kicked over the milk and both Orange and Casimir, the Duke led the
animal back to Philip.70
Alternatively, the theme may have been so widespread over so long a period that no
explanation is necessary.71 An emblem of Alciati demonstrates some aspects of the
Netherlandish proverb, and must have been widely known. The text reads 'Emblema
CXLI In desciscentes Quod fine egregios turpi maculaveris orsus, In noxamque tuum
verteris officium; Fecisti quod capra, sui mulctralia lactis Cum ferit, et proprias calce
profundit opes1.72 Fig. 21 shows the illustration to the 1621 edition.
It is possible that the earliest use of the cow to represent the Netherlands dates to the
1570s, before the start of the period reviewed in this research. An example, showing
the Netherlands in 1567, uses the allegory of a cow: whilst the Netherlands slumbers
69
A. W. Harrison, The Beginnings of Arminianism (London, 1926), p. 49, fn. 2,
quoting Jacobus Trigland (1583-1654), p. 289.
Recorded by J. L. Motley, The Rise of the Dutch Republic (London, 1862), p. 800,
quoting F. Strada, De helloBelgico decades duae (Rome, 1653), 2,1, 55.
The proverb appeared in an English work in 1546. See W. G. Smith, ed., The
Oxford Dictionary of English Proverbs, 2nd edn (Oxford, 1948), p. 115, which
suggests it was widespread. It was also long lived: a cartoon in Punch Magazine, 10
July 1912, p. 31 shows Tory and Liberal politicians both heaving on a cow, labelled
'electorate1, both claiming 'my cow I think1, whilst a Unionist MP milks it: 'My
chance, anyhow!'.
72
'Emblem 141, On those who fall away. In that you have disgraced excellent
beginnings with a base outcome and turned your advantage into injury, you have done
as the she-goat when she kicks over the pail of her milk, and with her hoof spills her
own riches.' Translation from URL, Alciati's Book of Emblems.240
(or, more precisely, the latent power of the Netherlands is unrealised), a foraging
soldier leads the animal away.73
Certainly, when depicted in Dutch art of the early seventeenth century, the cow is
rarely innocent of symbolic meaning: by 1644, the realistic depiction of grazing cattle
could be employed as an warning against an unwise peace treaty.74 Van de Waal's
claim that the Netherlanders could 'read' an image of a milch-cow as the state (in this
case in a print by Hondius II) has stood the test of time: Westermann agrees.75 (The
print, Cows in a River, has the text 'Ghy heeren wachters wel neerstelyck toe siet, Dat
Ons gerooft werd de Holland Koe niet1.)76
Whatever its genesis, and however useful the image of the 'milch-cow' seemed to a
range of illustrators (and playwrights), it seems an unlikely political symbol, and
certainly contrasts with the fierce beasts of dynastic heraldry. But it was not
employed as a symbol about which the Netherlanders could rally support for some
centralised and all-embracing concept of the state: it was first used before the
Republic existed, and it was used initially to highlight specific aspects of their affairs,
principally the exploitation of their wealth by others. (In this respect it reinforces the
message of prints of Belgica, surrounded and exploited by Spaniards.) It gave the
Netherlanders an extra 'component' in their diagrams of power, enabling them to
conceptualise and express, in a pragmatic manner, the political realities with which
they wrestled. As the new polity emerged from the chaos of the Revolt, the cow
developed with it and remained as a part of their sophisticated discourse of power.
There are numerous examples in the prints of maidens, often with provincial arms,
depicting the individual provinces of the Republic. The use of seventeen maidens to
portray the Low Countries appears in the famous print of 1569 showing Alva's
Tyranny,77 and presumably reflects the situation after 1548, when the provinces were
73
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given a special constitutional status within the Holy Roman Empire, as the
Burgundian Circle. Certainly the concept was established by the period covered here.
Depictions of the seventeen maidens (or of a lesser number) appears in many other
prints and paintings. Whilst none of the coins illustrated in Van Loon to 1632 show
the provinces as a group of maidens (possibly it was not a practical option given the
size of coins), it was clearly a common topos among the printmakers. Although it
was often used in a somewhat wooden style, as in the depiction of Orange as Perseus
rescuing Andromeda,78 it could equally be deployed with great flexibility: for
example, in enabling different provinces to be displayed with different dress,
accoutrements, and gestures to indicate the realities of power in a fractured state, as in
018 (FM-RPK 518A), or to emphasise events in one province, as in 132 (FMS1423B).
Several obelisk-like structures, usually called pyramids, appear in the sample. The
Renaissance understanding of ancient Egyptian culture and its artefacts, which
inspired such forms, has been explored by Iversen.79 He argued that early humanists
created a concept of Egypt via classical Greek and Roman sources; they then fitted
their conception of the Egyptian past into a general development anticipatory of the
Christian world-view.80
Early works from Italy, such as the anonymous Hypnerotomachia*1 which includes
passages on Egyptian architecture, served to diffuse such knowledge;82 similarly, M.
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FMS588A. See fig. 22.
79 E. Iversen, The Myth of Egypt and its Hieroglyphs in the European Tradition, 2nd
edn (Princeton, NJ, 1993).
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Iversen, p. 60.
81 The Hypnerotomachia, an unusual work whose authorship is disputed, appears to
have been first published in Venice in 1499. References here are to the edition in
English, Anon., Hypnerotomachia: The Strife of Love in a Dream (London, 1592;
repr. 1976). Illustrations referred to are from this, and from the edited electronic
facsimile of the 1499 edition, with commentary which is available at URL, MIT
Press, HypnerotomachiaPoliphili, 1997, <http://rmtpress.mit.edu/e-books/HP/>
(30/10/00).
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For the author's reliance upon Herodotus and Pliny for Egyptian influences
(confirming Iversen's view), see C. de Seta, catalogue entry for no.53, 'Francesco
Colonna, Hypnerotomachia Poliphili1, in H. A. Millon and V. M. Lampugnani, eds,
The Renaissance from Brunelleschi to Michelangelo: The Representation of
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Mercati's De GH Ohelischi di Roma, of 1589, and J.G. Herwart von Hohenburg's
Thesaurus Hieroglyphicorum of 1608, are claimed to have been influential in
transmitting knowledge of Egyptian artefacts.83
Both pyramids and obelisks are used in Renaissance imagery: confusingly, the terms
'pyramid' and 'obelisk' were used quite loosely in the sixteenth century.84 Among the
images in the sample, several obelisks appear
- called pyramids
- and references to
obelisks may refer to either form in contemporary texts.
Iversen suggested that the inspiration for many depictions came from the pyramid of
Cestius, in Rome, 'which right down to the eighteenth century served as a model for
most Egyptian pyramids1.85 Cestius, a member of Rome's ruling elite, died before 12
BC and was buried in this pyramid-like tomb. However, this pyramid, which is still
standing, could not have inspired artists to produce obelisks, for which the prototypes
are not so obvious; but depictions would seem again to stem from Rome, for
following the conquest of Egypt by Rome in 30 bc, several obelisks were shipped to
that city. Although many had fallen during the middle ages, one, dating from the
reign of Caligula, still stood in the Vatican Circus.86 Northern artists travelling to
Italy were aware of the obelisk/pyramid theme: Maarten van Heeniskerk, for example,
kept notebooks of his tour (which took place between 1532 and 1536) in which they
appear,87 and they later figure in prints he produced.88
They seem to have had positive connotations in the sixteenth century, and 'stood on
their own for posterity1, according to Leone-Battista Aiberti:89 one was erected for the
state entry of Henry II and Catherine de Medici to Paris in 1549. The design in this
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case, claims Iversen, was from the Hypnerotomachia90 The obelisk from the state
entry of Henry can be seen in Iversen.91
However, a print of a satirical nature, FM437, Piramide Papistique, appeared in the
late 1590s in the United Provinces (reappearing in the early seventeenth century, see
FMS437A). It can apparently be attributed on stylistic grounds to Hondius, and
Orenstein suggests it was produced in response to the Treaty of Vervins. In the
following years, several prints featured pyramids or obelisks: one was engraved by a
certain Broeder Jansz., who was promised twenty five guilders by the States for a
pyramiden pacificam' he had engraved and published in June 1609.93 Despite its title,
it may have been an obelisk. Others certainly were based on obelisks: Müller lists
two, probably dating to 1609, celebrating the Twelve Years Truce.94
In 1614 Spinola suddenly occupied Aachen and Wesel, key towns on the frontier of
the United Provinces, and a obelisk representing the peace
- but toppling
- appeared
in a print which can probably be dated to this time.95 Müller thought the pyramid in
065 (FM1270) inspired the Contra-Remonstrant prints featuring an 'Arminian
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Luijten et al., Dawn of the Golden Age: Northern Netherlandish Art 1580-1620, ex.
cat. (Amsterdam, 1993), pp. 167-200 (p. 188). It shows a pyramid made up from a
serpent, and had French and Dutch texts. (It was reproduced in England as The
Pope'sPymmides, STC 20113.5. App. E. Printed by Richard Shorleyker.) See T.
Watt, Cheap Print and Popular Piety 1550-1640 (Cambridge, 1991), p. 156.
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Belgicae Monumentum, by J. Woudanus. This print shows seventeen provinces, and
Antwerp and Amsterdam in the background; going beyond celebrating the Truce, it
advocated unity.
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066 (FM1297), Rende voi knapsack. It is not clear what the phrase meant: Müller
suggested it was a battle cry, see Muller, De Nederlandsche geschiedenis, I, 161.
According to R. Cotgrave, A Dictionarie of the French and English Tongues, 2nd edn
(London, 1611; repr. Columbia, SC, 1968), a 'rendez-vous' was an assembly point for
soldiers. Teamed with the gate formed of provisions, we see the unfortunate Duchy
presented as a focus for looting soldiery.244
Pyramid1 which followed the Remonstrant collapse in 1618; here the symbol is
employed in a bitterly critical way, to memorialise the folly of the Remonstrants.96
It is not clear why the obelisk became a negative symbol in this way, but there may
again be a connection with events in Rome: in 1586, Felice Peretti (Pope from 1585 to
1590 as Sixtus V) moved the plain obelisk from the Vatican Circus to St. Peter's
Square where it still stands (fig. 23).97 This was regarded as a phenomenally bold,
and as it turned out successful, project: Domenico Fontana, responsible for moving
the obelisk (which weighed 360 tons) commemorated the event in Delia transportione
dell' obelisco vaticano, published in 1590. There followed, as a deliberate part of the
rebuilding programme of this vigorous reforming Pope, the re-erection of other
obelisks.98 The siting of the first at the architectural heart of the Roman Church, and
the conscious use of others as landmarks to guide pilgrims, associated the obelisk with
the Contra-Reformation. Those critical of the Peace could now easily turn the
Pyramid to their own ends.
Hence, with the end of the Truce, the pyramid reappears, again falling, in a print
(FMS1449D), Trebus Val, which shows papists and monks attempting to prop up the
Peace in the form of a pyramid; a pamphlet cover (FMS1449B, Rendezvous
Knapsack, based on the earlier print 066 (FM1297), also appeared). That the Truce
was dead and buried is the theme of a series of prints entitled Treves Endt which
feature an obelisk upon a tomb; to this tomb, a procession of allegorical figures carry
the coffin of the dead Truce. The pyramid in this print must have circulated widely as
it appeared in Dutch, English, and German versions.99
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050 (FM1329a), 't Arminiaens Testament, and another version, by Simon de Vries
and published by C. J. Visscher, 041 (FM1330).
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This can be seen at URL Larry Hauge, 'Egyptian Obelisk in St. Peter's Square',
Webshots, 23/11/00, <http://community.webshots.com/photo/401591/415296>
(23/11/00).
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Turner, xxrv, 398.
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In Dutch as FM1449, in German as Scheible no. 80, in English as 074 (AvS1525).245
Some indication of the popularity of the pyramid or obelisk may be found in the
Knüttel Collection, where six examples are evident from the period 1588 to 1632,
compared with twenty-six representations of the Dutch Garden in the same period.100
Wheeled vehicles, varying from fantastic chariots of the type seen in Tsamen-spraeck
Tusschen Kees en Jaep,m to depictions of everyday transport, are fairly frequent
occurrences in the prints in the sample. This theme was not specific to the
Netherlands, but seems to be a general feature of Western European culture of the
period: Renaissance works such as the Hypnerotomachia have passages referring to
them,102 whilst Coupe suggests that they have medieval origins.103 They appear in
illustrations of processions, and were incorporated in occasions such as the Blijde
Inkomste. 'Triumphal cars' in particular form a major part of several prints, portrayed
as wagons employed in celebrations of victory. A particularly fine example may be
seen in 060 (FMl 152), Elenchus Rerum, by Saenradem.
These triumphal cars, or victory wagons, share certain characteristics, those in the
sample being highly decorated. In addition, some or all of a range of standard motifs
are used to emphasise their role: considerable significance attaches to who or what
draws the wagon, who is driving it, who is riding in it, who attempts to help or hinder
it by grasping the spokes of the wheels, who is crushed beneath the wheels, and who
accompanies it.
An arrangement including several features of the typical triumphal car was published
earlier in Germany in a print by Cranach the Elder, produced in collaboration with the
radical reformer Andreas Karlstadt in 1519.105 Several of the accessory motifs are
present, but two wagons are shown: a pious layman in one, drawn and guided by
horses mounted by Augustine and Paul, with a demon attempting to retard the wagon
100
See Knüttel Collection, numbers KC1043, KC1141, KC1824a, KC2183, KC3154,
and KC3618. In KC3154, the obelisk is part of a scene featuring the Dutch Garden.
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See 151 (FM1433).
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Anon., Hypnerotomachia, fols 86v-91r.
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W. A. Coupe, The German Illustrated Broadsheet in the Seventeenth Century:
Historical & Iconographical Studies, 2 vols (Baden-Baden, 1966), I, 131, quoting R.
Marie, Iconographie de I 'art profane au moyen-age (La Haye, 1932), n, 112ff.
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See Coupe, I, 131-34, where he notes the same standard features.
105 Tanis and Horst, p. 3.246
by hanging on to the wheels, whilst in an allegorical scene below, a cleric is drawn in
the opposite direction to the mouth of hell.
An early prototype from the Revolt may be seen in FMS723B, an allegory of the
Pacification of Ghent, illustrating the belated arrival of Pax and Concordia (and dated
therefore to sometime after 1577).106 They are borne on a wagon drawn by mules,
driven by Charitas, with Livor (Hatred) crushed beneath the wheels: Proprium
commodam (Self-interest?) struggles to halt it by shoving a staff between the spokes.
It is accompanied by allegorical figures.
In prints in the sample, a similar format prevails: thus in 060 (FMl 152), the wagon is
drawn by the prisoners from the battle of Nieuwpoort, driven by Victoria, bears
Prudentia and the Leo Belgiens, and is accompanied by Vigilantia and Concordia; in
064 (FMS 1267c), other figures draw the wagon, and handle the reins and ride in it,
but in addition James I of Great Britain and Henry IV of France push the spokes
around, helping the wagon along, whilst beneath the wheels Licentia/Ontucht and
Calamitas/Ellende are crushed. Some or all of these motifs accompany all the victory
wagons in the sample. As a complex topoi, there are an almost infinite number of
variations in the accessories which accompany the wagon: usually the Leo Belgiens,
or some other allegorical figure, rides in the wagon. (Typically, Frederik Hendrik
himself takes up central position in the victory wagon print in which he is
incorporated, a further example of the change of style his succession heralded.) Thus
the triumphal car, exploited in political prints in the Low Countries, displayed motifs
rendered familiar by long use.
Another familiar element in the prints is the pijlbundel, or cluster of arrows. The
classical precedent for such an image may be the fasces, borne by the lictors in Rome.
The rods symbolise the authority to punish, and the axe, the authority to impose
capital punishment. The number of rods varied depending on circumstances, and the
axe was not carried in Rome itself, to indicate the right in that city of appeal against
capital punishment. However, the pijlbundel borne by figures in the prints is clearly a
bundle of arrows, with no axe, and may have a different source. The number of
106
Tanis and Horst, p. 114.247
arrows again varies, though it is usually seven for the seven provinces. (See 153
(FMS997B) for six arrows held in a handshake.) As such it stands for unity.107
It can also be combined with a hand, and it probably stands for the States General, in
050 (FM1329a). This is a very rare example ofthat political body appearing in the
prints, and in fact there is little to identify it as such: the reference is in the text below,
which is a separate piece of paper pasted to the print and does not appear on all extant
copies.108 The hand appearing from the cloud is the hand of God,109 which again is a
very old representation of the deity, in this case dating back to antiquity, and it is not
clear how or where it found its way into print media.1
In this example, that is 050 (FM1329a), the hand of God holds a sieve;111 this
'Rechtveerdighe Sifte1 ('Righteous Sieve'), formed the centrepiece of a print dating to
1618 or 1619 by Van de Venne.112 This symbol is always aimed at the Remonstrants,
and seems only to be linked with the Remonstrant/Contra-Remonstrant struggle.113
The inspiration may be from scripture: Amos 9. 9-10 has God say: 'I will shake the
107
J. Hall, p. 73. Running Query xqO7 shows all examples of the pijlbundel where it
appears as an attribute, and Query xq57 shows two other examples where the symbol
is shown independently.
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The copy at the Catharijneconvent, Utrecht (their ABM g208) appears to show all
the text. The version in the sample is FM1329a from the Rijksprentenkabinet,
Amsterdam, which has the same text, but it has been partially obscured by the print.
The author's example has no text attached. The identification of the States General is
in the text: 'De handt des heeren hout hier toe het Zeve-Snoer, De Staten arrem
schuyft, en stelt de Prins aent trecken1 (The hand of the Lord here holds the Sieve's
cords, the States push indignantly and hand the tow to the Prince1).
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(FM1256), 055 (FM1359), 063 (FM1415), 081 (AvS1074), 087 (SvG1272), 125B
(the locket), 139 (FM1273), 149 (FM1286), and 155 (FM1313). Query xqi59 shows
allegorical beings who are represented as a hand.
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The earliest example of the scene I am aware of is upon a gold solidus of
Constantine, from ad 337 (in the collection of the British Museum, 6-10,1). See also
for example a tenth-century Byzantine Gospel of Luke (British Museum Add MS
28815, fols 162v-163r). Possibly, given the Netherlanders1 familiarity with scriptures
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also J. Hall, p. 144.
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house of Israel among all the nations, as one shakes with a sieve, but not a pebble will
fall upon the earth. All the sinners of my people shall die by the sword, who say "the
evil shall not overtake or meet us"1.t14
The development and deployment of the lion, as the Netherlands Lion, is discussed at
some length in Chapter 5. Kempers believed that the Netherlands Lion emerged from
heraldic roots in the rampant lion of the Nassaus (inherited from the Emperors of the
Holy Roman Empire), combined with its use in the sixteenth century in political
symbolism, in particular in connection with the Republic of Venice:U5 this led to its
adoption in Dutch political imagery. He regards the symbol as coeval with, and part
of, the development of the new state in the early years of the Revolt.116 The
incorporation of the lion into the design of maps of the Netherlands, by Michael
Aitzinger in 1579, provides a further link between the lion and the early years of the
Revolt. However, the extraordinary variety of forms taken by the lion, its great
popularity, and its prominence in heraldry across Europe, combine to suggest that the
adoption of the symbol by the Netherlanders may have been a diffuse process.
Archive A2 shows those lions symbolic of the state, whilst a query, xq36 will show
all the lions in the sample. But whatever its roots, the Leo Belgiens becomes the logo
of the new state, emerging with it from the end of the sixteenth century.
One obvious feature of these themes is that they are used very flexibly. For example,
the tuin or Dutch garden may or may not have provincial arms, or the lance and
liberty cap set with the maid in the garden. Thus the elements from which they are
composed are not simply 'cut and pasted' into compositions entire as a form of
shorthand, but are always modified and varied. Secondly, some of these themes are
developed versions of medieval prototypes (the Lion, the Dutch Maid, the triumphal
wagon). Of those which have no obvious medieval tradition, the cap of liberty, the
Obelisk, and possibly the pijlbundel were inspired by classical prototypes. The Dutch
Cow appears to be entirely novel, whilst the origins of the figure of Belgica, and of
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See also Isaiah 30. 28.
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B. Kempers, 'Assemblage van de Nederlandse leeuw: Politieke symboliek in
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Openbaring en bedrog: De qßeelding als historische bron in de Lage Landen
(Amsterdam, 1995), pp. 60-100 (pp. 60-61).
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the Provincial Maidens, are less clear. A comparative study with the imagery of the
surrounding, absolutist states, would indicate if these features were at all unusual.
To conclude, in this appendix it has been shown how depictions of the human figure
are often pivotal in the expression of meaning, and are frequently located at a nexus of
ideas and concepts, indicated by their attributes and networks of gaze and gesture.
The genesis of much of the imagery has been located outside the early modern period,
and the complexity and flexibility allowed by the language of the prints (compared to,
for example, royal portraiture), has been stressed. It has been shown that many of the
'components' of these images were present in other media such as paintings,
pamphlets, and medallions. In expounding these aspects of the pictorial data, the aim
has been to associate them more closely with diagrams than with fine art, and to
support the arguments made elsewhere to the effect that they were closely connected
with the shaping of power relations in the new state.250
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Section A
Queries
Notes:
1. These notes apply to KLEIO version 8.3.4. The full functionality of the software
has not been exploited, only those aspects which answer to the needs of the research.
Data retrieval using KLEIO can be carried out using the command line interface, or
from an interactive screen. For this research, the command line interface has been
used exclusively. Output from data retrieval can be sent to the screen, or to a text file,
or to a graphics display (currently X-Windows or an emulator).
2. The data can be interrogated using queries. These queries, composed of text files,
can be set up to produce output either as text or images. For an example producing
text output: 'kleio xqiO4 aqiO4', entered at the command line, will cause KLEIO
(the software) to execute the query in the script (in a file named xqiO4), and will direct
the output to a file (called aqiO4). The file can then be accessed via an editor or word
processing package for analysis or printing: the result forms the first query in this
section. Alternatively, the query can be written to cause the software to show images
or parts of images. For example, xq65 shows all scenes which include figures
wearing crowns.
3. Queries can be readily altered to exclude or include particular information. This is
very useful where, for particular analyses, it is desired for example to exclude all
painted images, or all images of the Tyranny of Alva. For example, xq28 might list
all occurrences of allegorical persons whose status is that of 'maiden'. The text in
italics serves to exclude data recorded from paintings and jewellery (the line
beginning 'note' is a comment, not part of the query).
note=xq28, lists Images where ap status=maiden appears, prints and
medallions only
query name=primary;part=ap:status="maiden" and not
back[2]/w:medium=not
("painting" or "painted" or "jewellery")
write part=:each[]
stop
4. This enables the software to be used to analyse a range of data. For this research,
paintings, medallions, prints and a locket were used; but the principle could be
extended to analyse discourse in other media.
5. The scripts of the text queries are printed first, followed by their output, and are
ordered by file name, in numerical order. Following this are the scripts for the image
queries. Pictorial data quoted in the body of the thesis has been put into archives
which may be found in Section B. The section starts with an index. Files named
xqXX are simple queries and files named xqiXX are indexes (where XX is the
number of the query). Only the queries quoted in the body of the thesis are printed.271
6. Note that where several words are used to describe an element, they are normally
listed in indexes separately. Thus, for example, a person whose gestures are described
thus:
/ gesture = standing ; gesturing ; h
with the descriptors separated by semi-colons, will have those gestures indexed thus:
gesturing...
h...
standing...272
Index of Queries
Text Queries
xqiO4
- index of types of hats
xqiO6
- index of names of actual persons, their status,
and the images they appear in
xqiO8
- index of items of clothing
xqilO
- index of attributes of actual and allegorical
persons
xqil3
-
xqil4
-
xqil5
-
xqil6
-
xqi24
-
xqi31
xqi3 8
-
xqi42
xqi59
xq62
index of gestures of actual persons
index of attributes of cherubs
index of allegorical figures
liberty caps
gender of actual persons
gender of allegorical persons
index of gender of provinces shown as allegories
index of objects shown independently
index of allegorical hands in the sky
list of depictions of buildings, and the images
they appear in
xq67
- list of depictions of Discord and her attributes
xqi70
- index of names of allegorical persons
xqi71
- index of gesture of allegorical persons
xq89
- list of depictions of Deceit, showing types of
hat worn
Image Queries
xqOO
- displays a particular image depending on
settings
xqO7
- depictions of the pijlbundel as an attribute
xq33
- depictions of Belgica
xq36
- depictions of allegorical lions
xq3 9
- depictions of commoners
xq44
- depictions of actual regents
xq48
- depictions of thrones
xq4 9
- depictions of Maurits as an actual person
xq57
- depictions of the pijlbundel shown independently
xq58
- depictions of thrones excluding Tyranny of Alva
xq65
- depictions of figures wearing crowns
xq66
- depictions of Discord
xq72
- displays depictions of a particular gesture
depending on settings
xq75
-
xq7 6
xq77
-
xq7 8
person
xq7 9
xq87
depictions of actual soldiers
allegorical depictions of soldiers
allegorical depictions of regents
depictions of Frederik Hendrik as an actual
depictions of Liberty
depictions of allegorical commoners273
xq88
- depictions of persons wearing a rat trap
xq90
- depictions of Provinces kneeling
xq91
- depictions of Provinces seated
xq92
- depictions of allegorical persons kneeling
xq93
- depictions of actual persons kneeling
xq94
- depictions of actual gentry274
Queries which output data as text
Kleio Version 8.3.4 16.12.2000, 17:13:23
Historical Workstation Project / UNIX version
note=xqi04 index of types of hats
options lines=0
query name=primary;part=c:name="hat"
index part=:type;signs=3 0;type=count
stop
Your task is being executed.
academic appears 8 times.
animal head appears 1 times.
badge appears 2 times.
badge or knot appears 1 times.
bird shape appears 1 times.
bird's head appears 1 times.
bonnet appears 7 times.
brim appears 48 times.
brim turned back appears 1 times.
brimmed appears 2 times.
broad brimmed appears 1 times.
buff appears 1 times.
buildings appears 2 times.
cap appears 23 times.
cap and veil appears 1 times.
cap and veil or ribbons appears 1 times.
cap feathered appears 1 times.
cap or garland appears 2 times.
cardinals appears 32 times.
cardinals hat appears 3 times.
church appears 1 times.
circlet appears 3 times.
clerical appears 12 times.
closed helmet appears 1 times.
commoners appears 2 times.
composite object appears 1 times.
cowl appears 25 times.
crest appears 1 times.
crest or feather appears 1 times.
cross appears 1 times.
crown appears 73 times.
crown closed appears 2 times.
crown orb and cross appears 1 times.
dark appears 1 times.
decorated appears 3 times.
diadem appears 1 times.
dunces cap appears 1 times.
feather appears 16 times.
feathered appears 3 times.
fez appears 2 times.
flat appears 9 times.
flat top appears 1 times.
floppy appears 1 times.
floppy plume appears 1 times.
fools appears 1 times.
fur appears 7 times.
fur trimmed appears 1 times.
fur-trimmed appears 1 times.
hat band appears 1 times.
headdress appears 6 times.
head-dress appears 54 times.
head-dress with veil appears 1 times.
helmet appears 83 times.
helmet closed plume appears 1 times.
helmet plume closed appears 1 times.275
helmet winged
helmet, plume
hood
horned
hourglass
jester's hat
Jesuit
Jesuit hat
liberty cap
low
mitre
nk
orb and cross
oriental
papal tiara
peaked
plume
plumed
pointed
rat trap
red
ribbons
rim
rounded
scarf
shawl
tall
tasseled
tiara
town or buildings
turban
veil
veiled
wide brimmed
wide brimmed, feathered
winged
wreath
Your task has been executed.
Leaving Kleio
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
1 times.
1 times.
5 times.
2 times.
6 times.
2 times.
14 times.
2 times.
1 times.
2 times.
45 times.
5 times.
1 times.
1 times.
11 times.
4 times.
50 times.
5 times.
4 times.
4 times.
3 times.
2 times.
3 times.
7 times.
2 times.
1 times.
54 times.
1 times.
11 times.
1 times.
11 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
3 times.
38 times.276
Kleio Version 8.3.4 16.12.2000, 17:15:12
Historical Workstation Project / UNIX version
note=xqi06 index of names of actual persons, their status, and the images
they appear in
options lines=0
query name=primary;part=p
index part=:collect[:pname];type=count;signs=3 5;
part=:collect[:status];signs=35;
part=back[I]:collect[:archivenr];signs=3
stop
Your task is being executed.
Adolphus I
Adolphus I
Albert
Albert
Albert
Albert
Albert
Albert
Alessandro Farnese
Alessandro Farnese
Alva
Alva
Alva
Alva
Alva
Alva
Alva
Alva
Alva
Alva
Alva
Alva
Alva
Alva
Alva
Alva
Alva
Alva
Alva
Amalia
Amalia
Arminius
Arminius
Arminius
Arminius
Arminius
Backerzeel
Backerzeel
Backerzeel
Backerzeel
Backerzeel
Backerzeel
Backerzeel
Backerzeel
Baner, Johnan
Baner, Johnan
Bergh, Hendrick van den
Bergh, Hendrick van den
Bertius (Pieter de Bertsz.)
Bertius (Pieter de Bertsz.)
Bertius (Pieter de Bertsz.)
Broer Cornelis
Broer Cornelis
gentry
appears 1 times.
archduke
archduke;governor general
gentry;archduke
noble;archduke
appears 5 times.
duke of Parma
appears 1 times.
duke
duke
duke
duke
duke
duke
duke
duke
duke
duke
duke
duke
duke
duke
duke
duke
duke
duke
appears 18 times.
noble;princess of Orange
appears 1 times.
cleric;scholar
gentry;theologian
gentry;theologian
gentry;theologian
appears 4 times.
gentry;secretary
nk
secretary
secretary
secretary
secretary
secretary
appears 7 times.
gentry;soldier;commander
appears 1 times.
noble;commander
appears 1 times.
gentry
gentry;academic
appears 2 times.
monk
monk
049
051
052
051
128
064
086
001
003
004
009
012
013
014
015
016
017
018
020
021
023
024
025
028
030
156
041
049
050
090
021
003
013
016
017
020
025
072
091
049
057
003
012277
Broer Cornells
Broer Cornells
Broer Cornells
Broer Cornells
Broer Cornells
Broer Cornells
Broer Cornells
Broer Cornells
Broer Cornells
Bucquoy
Bucquoy
Bucquoy
Bucquoy
Christian Anhalt-Bernburg
Christian Anhalt-Bernburg
Clement VIII or Leo XI or Paul V
Clement VIII or Leo XI or Paul V
De Groot, Hugo
De Groot, Hugo
Del Rio
Del Rio
Del Rio
Del Rio
Del Rio
Del Rio
Del Rio
Del Rio
Del Rio
Del Rio
Del Rio
Del Rio
Del Rio
Don Baltazaer and Don Gilliarmo Ver
Don Baltazaer and Don Gilliarmo Ver
Egmont
Egmont
Egmont
Egmont
Egmont
Egmont
Egmont
Egmont
Egmont
Elizabeth I of England
Elizabeth I of England
Elizabeth I of England
Elizabeth Stuart
Elizabeth Stuart
Elizabeth Stuart
Ernst Casimir
Ernst Casimir
Ferdinand II
Ferdinand II
Ferdinand II
Ferdinand II
Ferdinand II
Ferdinand II
Francis Hercules
Francis Hercules
Frederik Hendrik
Frederik Hendrik
Frederik Hendrik
Frederik Hendrik
Frederik Hendrik
Frederik Hendrik
Frederik Hendrik
Frederik Hendrik
Frederik Hendrik
monk 013
monk 014
monk 02 0
monk 021
monk 02 3
monk 025
monk 028
monk 03 0
appears 10 times.
051
noble,-commander/count 095
noble/military commander;count 140
appears 3 times.
prince;soldier 056
appears 1 times.
pope 062
appears 1 times.
gentry;regent 090
appears 1 times.
gentry lawyer 001
gentry;lawyer 023
lawyer 003
lawyer 012
lawyer 013
lawyer 014
lawyer 016
lawyer 017
lawyer 020
lawyer 021
lawyer 025
lawyer 02 8
appears 12 times.
soldiers;cavalry 095
appears 1 times.
001
021
025
grandee/victim 020
magnate 004
magnate 009
magnate;victim 016
magnate,-victim 017
appears 8 times.
monarch 086
monarch 191
appears 2 times.
noble/monarch 156
noble ,-princess 079
appears 2 times.
noble;prince of Nassau 156
appears 1 times.
Cardinal Infant Gov. Gen. of Habsbu 072
Holy Roman Emperor 072
Holy Roman Emperor 076
Holy Roman Emperor 079
Kaiser 151
appears 5 times.
noble;duke of Anjoug;soldier 058
appears 1 times.
051
gentry stadholder 063
noble 076
noble,-prince of Orange;stadholder 156
noble;Stadtholder 158
n:Prince of Orange;militarly comman 156
Stadhouder 071
stadhouder 072
stadhouder;prince 043278
Frederik Hendrik
Frederik V of Bohemia
Frederik V of Bohemia
Frederik V of Bohemia
Frederik V of Bohemia
Frederik V of Bohemia
Frederik V of Bohemia
George William of Brandenburg
George William of Brandenburg
Gomarius
Gomarius
Granvelle
Granvelle
Granvelle
Granvelle
Granvelle
Granvelle
Granvelle
Granvelle
Granvelle
Granvelle
Granvelle
Granvelle
Granvelle
Granvelle
Granvelle
Granvelle
Granvelle
Granvelle
Granvelle
Granvelle
Grobbendonk
Grobbendonk
Grobbendonk
Gustav Adolf of Sweden
Gustav Adolf of Sweden
Gustav Adolf of Sweden
Guy Fawkes
Guy Fawkes
Henry
Henry
Henry III of France
Henry III of France
Henry IV of France
Henry IV of France
Hoogerbeets, Rambout
Hoogerbeets, Rambout
Horn
Horn
Horn
Horn
Horn
Horn
Horn
Horn
Horn
Isabella Clara Eugenia of Austria
Isabella Clara Eugenia of Austria
Isabella Clara Eugenia of Austria
Isabella Clara Eugenia of Austria
Isabella Clara Eugenia of Austria
James I of Britain
James I of Britain
James I of Britain
John Ernest
John Ernest
John George of Saxony
John George of Saxony
appears 9 times.
king
monarch
monarch
monarch
monarch;Elector Palatine
appears 5 times.
duke/elector
appears 1 times.
gentry;theologian
appears 1 times.
cardinal
cardinal
cardinal
cardinal
cardinal
cardinal
cardinal
cardinal
cardinal
cardinal
cardinal
cardinal
cardinal
cardinal
cardinal
cardinal
cardinal
cleric
gentry;cardinal
appears 19 times.
gentry;tnilitary commander
soldier/commander
appears 2 times.
monarch
monarch;soldier
appears 2 times.
gentry
appears 1 times.
count/soldier
appears 1 times.
076
046
072
156
079
072
090
003
004
009
012
013
014
015
016
017
018
020
021
023
024
025
028
030
001
124
156
071
072
054
059
056
monarch
appears 1 times.
monarch
appears 1 times.
gentry/regent
appears 1 times.
magnate
magnate
magnate/victim
magnate/victim
magnate/victim
appears 8 times.
archduchess
gentry/archduchess
noble
noble ,-archduchess of Austria
appears 4 times.
monarch
monarch
appears 2 times.
count;soldier
appears 1 times.
duke
duke
086
064
090
001
021
025
004
009
016
017
020
052
128
051
064
064
076
056
072
151279
John George of Saxony
John George of Saxony
Joris, David
Joris, David
Ladislas IV or Sigismund III of
Ladislas IV or Sigismund III of
Losano
Losano
Louis XIII of France
Louis XIII of France
Lubbertus, Sibrandus
Lubbertus, Sibrandus
Luther, Martin
Luther, Martin
Mancicidor
Mancicidor
Mareschal la Chastre
Mareschal la Chastre
Margaret of Parma
Margaret of Parma
Margaret of Parma
Margaret of Parma
Margaret of Parma
Margaret of Parma
Margaret of Parma
Margaret of Parma
Margaret of Parma
Margaret of Parma
Margaret of Parma
Margaret of Parma
Margaret of Parma
Maurits of Nassau
Maurits of Nassau
Maurits of Nassau
Maurits of Nassau
Maurits of Nassau
Maurits of Nassau
Maurits of Nassau
Maurits of Nassau
Maurits of Nassau
Maurits of Nassau
Maurits of Nassau
Maurits of Nassau
Maurits of Nassau
Maurits of Nassau
Maurits of Nassau
Maurits of Nassau
Maurits of Nassau
Maurits of Nassau
Maurits of Nassau
Maurits of Nassau
Maurits of Nassau
Maurits of Nassau or Frederik
Maurits of Nassau or Frederik
Maurits of Nassaue
Maurits of Nassaue
Mendosa, Francisco de
Mendosa, Francisco de
Mr. Chatt...
Mr. Chatt...
M' Betu...
M1 Betu...
M1 de Marquet
M' de Marquet
M. Rohan
M. Rohan
Neyen, Jan Maertensz.
Neyen, Jan Maertensz.
Elector 054
appears 3 times.
gentry,-preacher;sectarian leader 049
appears 1 times.
Pol monarch 072
Pol appears 1 times.
commander soldier 071
appears 1 times.
monarch 072
appears 1 times.
gentry 13 8
appears 1 times.
cleric 054
appears 1 times.
053
appears 1 times.
nk;soldier/gentry
appears 1 times.
duchess
duchess
duchess
duchess
duchess
duchess
duchess,-noble
gentry
noble
noble
noble
noble
appears 12 times.
noble
noble
noble;prince;stadhouder
noble;soldier
noble;stadholder
noble;stadhouder
noble;stadhouder
Prince;soldier
prince;stadhouder
prince;stadhouder
prince;stadhouder
prince;stadhouder
stadhouder
stadhouder
Stadhouder
stadhouder
Stadhouder;Prince
stadhouder;prince
Stadhouder;prince
appears 20 times.
Stadhouder;Prince
appears 1 times.
gentry;noble;stadhouder
appears 1 times.
noble;Admiral of Arragon;commander
appears 1 times.
soldiers;gentry
appears 1 times.
soldier;gentry
appears 1 times.
soldier;gentry
appears 1 times.
soldier
appears 1 times.
cleric
monk
056
016
017
020
021
025
125
124
023
001
003
014
028
051
061
070
064
078
149
062
063
161
041
086
087
090
055
067
076
119
050
051
052
047
146
060
056
056
056
056
053
051280
Neyen, Jan Maertensz. monk 157
Neyen, Jan Maertensz. tnonk;envoy 064
Neyen, Jan Maertensz. appears 4 times.
nk 001
nk 003
nk 012
nk 014
nk 014
nk 018
nk 018
nk 018
nk 02 0
nk 021
nk 021
nk 021
nk 025
nk 025
nk 02 5
nk 02 8
nk 02 8
nk 02 8
nk 028
nk 028
nk
'
041
nk 041
nk 041
nk 041
nk 041
nk 041
nk 041
nk 041
nk 04 9
nk 050
nk 050
nk 050
nk 050
nk 050
nk 052
nk 052
nk 052
nk 054
nk 054
nk 054
nk 054
nk 054
nk 054
nk 054
nk 05 9
nk 061
nk 061
nk 061
nk 063
nk 063
nk 063
nk
, 063
nk 063
nk 067
nk 077
nk 078
nk 080
nk 080
nk 080
nk 083
nk 087
nk 091
nk 098
nk 098
nk 098281
nk 099
nk 099
nk 125
nk 138
nk 139
nk 139
nk 13 9
nk 13 9
nk 13 9
nk 13 9
nk 14 6
nk 152
nk 158
nk 158
nk 195
nk allegorical 045
nk armourer 051
nk armourer 051
nk armourer 051
nk armourer 051
nk armourer 051
nk bishop 004
nk bishop 0 09
nk bishop 016
nk bishop 017
nk bishop 02 0
nk bishop 030
nk bishop 030
nk bishop 050
nk bishop 052
nk bishop 057
nk bishop 0 67
nk bishop 079
nk bishop 124
nk bishop 124
nk bishop 124
nk bishop 124
nk bishop 124
nk bishop 124
nk bishop 158
nk bishop of Cologne 076
nk bishop of Cologne 151
nk bishop of Mens 076
nk bishop of Mente 151
nk bishop of Trier 076
nk boer 139
nk boer 13 9
nk cardinal 004
nk cardinal 009
nk cardinal 059
nk cardinal 067
nk cardinal 0 70
nk cardinal 073
nk cardinal 081
nk cardinal 157
nk cherub 070
nk cherub 070
nk cherub 070
nk child 041
nk child 050
nk child 052
nk child 070
nk child 070
nk child 070
nk child 095
nk child 132
nk child 132
nk child 139282
nk child 145
nk child 146
nk child 148
nk child 152
nk child/musician 070
nk child/musician 070
nk child;musician 070
nk civic official 003
nk civic official 012
nk civic official 013
nk civic official 014
nk civic official 015
nk civic official 021
nk civic official 024
nk civic official 025
nk civic official 028
nk cleric 018
nk cleric 054
nk cleric 072
nk cleric 080
nk cleric 195
nk clerics 057
nk clerics 067
nk clerics 067
nk cleric,-monk 066
nk commoner 02 8
nk commoner 046
nk commoner 063
nk commoner 063
nk commoner 063
nk commoner 064
nk commoner 064
nk commoner 087
nk commoner shepherd 063
nk commoners builders 064
nk commoners,-sailors 061
nk commoner/herdsman 057
nk commoner;hod carrier 067
nk commoner;labourer 061
nk commoner;labourer 063
nk commoner;labourer 063
nk commoner;milkmaid 061
nk commoner;milkmaid 063
nk commoner;milkmaid 063
nk commoner;ploughman 061
nk commoner;ploughman 064
nk commoner;soldier,-musketeer 063
nk commoner;wagon driver 064
nk commoner;wagon driver 080
nk corpse 145
nk corpses 075
nk councillor of Genoa 072
nk crowd 023
nk drummer;soldier 091
nk duchess 013
nk duke of Bayeren;commander 095
nk duke of Beijeren 072
nk duke of Florence 072
nk duke of Lotharingia 072
nk duke of Lunenburg 072
nk duke of Venice 072
nk elderly 012
nk elderly man 158
nk executioner 001
nk executioner 003
nk executioner 0 03
nk executioner 0 04
nk executioner 004283
nk executioner 009
nk executioner 009
nk executioner 012
nk executioner 012
nk executioner 014
nk executioner 014
nk executioner 015
nk executioner 016
nk executioner 016
nk executioner 017
nk executioner 017
nk executioner 020
nk executioner 020
nk executioner 023
nk executioner 024
nk executioner 028
nk executioner 077
nk executioner 0 80
nk executioner;gentry 028
nk executioner/gentry 02 8
nk farmer 134
nk fishermand 063
nk fishermen 061
nk gentry 001
nk gentry 003
nk gentry 004
nk gentry 0 04
nk gentry 004
nk gentry 004
nk gentry 012
nk gentry 012
nk gentry 012
nk gentry 012
nk gentry 013
nk gentry 013
nk gentry 014
nk gentry 015
nk gentry 016
nk gentry 016
nk gentry 017
nk gentry 017
nk gentry 02 0
nk gentry 02 0
nk gentry 020
nk gentry 020
nk gentry 020
nk gentry 020
nk gentry 020
nk gentry 02 0
nk gentry 02 0
nk gentry 02 0
nk gentry 020
nk gentry 020
nk gentry 021
nk
. gentry 021
nk gentry 023
nk gentry 023
nk gentry 024
nk gentry 024
nk gentry 024
nk gentry 02 5
nk gentry 02 5
nk gentry 028
nk gentry 028
nk gentry 02 8
nk gentry 02 8
nk gentry 03 0
nk gentry 041284
nk gentry 041
nk gentry 041
nk gentry 041
nk gentry 041
nk gentry 041
nk gentry 041
nk gentry 041
nk gentry 046
nk gentry 046
nk gentry 046
nk gentry 046
nk gentry 046
nk gentry 046
nk gentry 046
nk gentry 046
nk gentry 046
nk gentry 046
nk gentry 04 9
nk gentry 04 9
nk gentry 049
nk gentry 04 9
nk gentry 049
nk gentry 050
nk gentry 050
nk gentry 051
nk gentry 051
nk gentry 051
nk gentry 052
nk gentry 054
nk gentry 054
nk gentry 054
nk gentry 057
nk gentry 06 0
nk gentry 063
nk gentry 06 6
nk gentry 066
nk gentry 069
nk gentry 069
nk gentry 06 9
nk gentry 070
nk gentry 070
nk gentry 070
nk gentry 070
nk gentry 070
nk gentry 070
nk gentry 070
nk gentry 071
nk gentry 072
nk gentry 078
nk gentry 080
nk gentry 08 0
nk gentry 087
nk gentry 098
nk gentry 098
nk gentry 098
nk gentry 09 8
nk gentry 099
nk gentry 099
nk gentry 099
nk gentry 119
nk gentry 119
nk gentry 124
nk gentry 125
nk gentry 12 5
nk gentry 12 5
nk gentry 12 5
nk gentry 125
nk gentry 12 5285
nk gentry 12 5
nk gentry 13 8
nk gentry 13 9
nk gentry 139
nk gentry 13 9
nk gentry 14 5
nk gentry 145
nk gentry 14 5
nk gentry 14 6
nk gentry 146
nk gentry 152
nk gentry 152
nk gentry 152
nk gentry 152
nk gentry 152
nk gentry 152
nk gentry 152
nk gentry noble 080
nk gentry noble;soldier 090
nk gentry prisoner 012
nk gentry youth 012
nk gentry;bishop 047
nk gentry;captain 014
nk gentry;civic official 001
nk gentry;cleric 073
nk gentry;cleric 090
nk gentry;commander 041
nk gentry;commander 060
nk gentry;commander 060
nk gentry;huntsman 061
nk gentry;huntsman 061
nk gentry;huntsman 061
nk gentry;huntsman 061
nk gentry;huntsman 061
nk gentry;huntsman 061
nk gentry;huntsman 119
nk gentry;invalid 069
nk gentry;magistrate 014
nk gentry;magistrate 014
nk gentry;magistrate 014
nk gentry;magistrate 014
nk gentry;magistrate 014
nk gentry;magistrate 014
nk gentry;magistrate 023
nk gentry;magistrate 023
nk gentry;magistrate 023
nk gentry;magistrate 023
nk gentry;magistrate 023
nk gentry;magistrate 060
nk gentry;magistrate 060
nk gentry;magistrate 060
nk gentry;merchants 061
nk gentry;noble 023
nk gentry;noble 052
nk gentry;officer;soldier 069
nk gentry;prisoner 001
nk gentry;prisoner 020
nk gentry;prisoner 023
nk gentry;regent 003
nk gentry;regent 003
nk gentry;regent 003
nk gentry;regent 003
nk gentry;regent 003
nk gentry;regent 003
nk gentry;regent 013
nk gentry;regent 013
nk gentry;regent 013
nk gentry;regent 021286
nk gentry;regent 021
nk gentry;regent 021
nk gentry;regent 021
nk gentry;regent 021
nk gentry;regent 025
nk gentry;regent 025
nk gentry;regent 025
nk gentry;regent 025
nk gentry;regent 025
nk gentry;regent 090
nk gentry;regent 090
nk gentry;regent 090
nk gentry;soldier 018
nk gentry;soldier 063
nk gentry;soldier 063
nk gentry;soldier 063
nk gentry;soldier 063
nk gentry;soldier: 090
nk gentry;victim 041
nk gentry;waardgelder 041
nk gentry;waardgelder 041
nk gentry;waardgelder 041
nk gentry;waardgelder 041
nk hangman 004
nk hangman 0 09
nk hangman 078
nk herald;soldier 091
nk herald;soldier 091
nk herald;soldier 091
nk horseman 017
nk horseman 02 0
nk horseman 077
nk hunter 064
nk huntsman 061
nk huntsman 061
nk hunt sman 119
nk huntsman 119
nk huntsman 119
nk huntsman 14 9
nk iconoclast 125
nk infant 063
nk infant 063
nk infant 063
nk infant 073
nk infant 0 87
nk infant 087
nk innkeeper 046
nk jester 152
nk jester 152
nk Jesuit 030
nk Jesuit 059
nk Jesuit 070
nk Jesuit 070
nk Jesuit 072
nk Jesuit 072
nk Jesuit 072
nk Jesuit 072
nk Jesuit 072
nk Jesuit 078
nk Jesuit 078
nk Jesuit 158
nk Jesuit 158
nk Jesuit 158
nk Jew 070
nk king 078
nk king 078
nk labourer 062
nk labourer 077287
nk labourer 077
nk labourer 0 77
nk labourer 077
nk labourer 0 77
nk labourer 077
nk labourer 083
nk labourer 0 83
nk labourer 0 83
nk labourers 0 83
nk lawyer 024
nk lawyer or cleric 004
nk lawyer/cleric 028
nk lawyer;cleric 028
nk m 054
nk magistrate 070
nk magistrate 070
nk magistrate 070
nk magistrate 070
nk magistrate 070
nk magistrate 070
nk magistrate 070
nk magistrates 016
nk maiden 061
nk maiden 071
nk maiden 071
nk maiden 077
nk maiden 148
nk maiden 148
nk maiden 14 8
nk merchant 0 83
nk merchant 083
nk midwife 148
nk monarch 046
nk monarch 046
nk monarch 062
nk monarch 073
nk monarch 073
nk monarch 073
nk monarch 073
nk monarch 0 73
nk monarch 079
nk monarch 079
nk monarch 079
nk monarch 079
nk monarch 099
nk monarch 0 99
nk monarch 119
nk monarch 119
nk monarch 119
nk monarch 119
nk monarch 119
nk monarch 119
nk monarch 150
nk monarch;emperor 0 99
nk monk 018
nk monk 042
nk monk 042
nk monk 042
nk monk 042
nk monk 042
nk monk 042
nk monk 042
nk monk 046
nk monk 046
nk monk 046
nk monk 04 7
nk monk 054
nk monk 057288
nk monk 057
nk monk 057
nk monk 057
nk monk 059
nk monk 059
nk monk 067
nk monk 067
nk monk 070
nk monk 070
nk monk 081
nk monk 081
nk monk 128
nk monk 158
nk moslem 070
nk mother 063
nk mother 073
nk mother 087
nk mother 14 5
nk musician 060
nk musician 060
nk musician 060
nk musician 080
nk native person 070
nk native person 070
nk native person 070
nk nk 004
nk nk 00 9
nk nk 012
nk nk 012
nk nk 012
nk nk 012
nk nk 012
nk nk 012
nk nk 012
nk nk 012
nk nk 012
nk nk 012
nk nk 014
nk nk 020
nk nk 02 8
nk nk 028
nk nk 041
nk nk 041
nk nk 041
nk nk 041
nk nk 041
nk nk 042
nk nk 04 6
nk nk 046
nk nk 046
nk nk 052
nk nk 052
nk nk 052
nk nk 054
nk
. nk 061
nk nk 061
nk nk 062
nk nk 062
nk nk 062
nk nk 067
nk nk 06 9
nk nk 071
nk nk 071
nk nk 072
nk nk 072
nk nk 073
nk nk 077
nk nk 077289
nk nk 078
nk nk 079
nk nk 080
nk nk 098
nk nk 099
nk nk 124
nk nk 12 5
nk nk 125
nk nk 12 5
nk nk 125
nk nk 125
nk nk 125
nk nk 125
nk nk 125
nk nk 139
nk nk 13 9
nk nk 14 5
nk nk 14 6
nk nk 14 8
nk nk 14 8
nk nk 152
nk nk 152
nk nk 158
nk nk 158
nk nk 158
nk noble 001
nk noble 0 03
nk noble 003
nk noble 0 03
nk noble 009
nk noble 009
nk noble 009
nk noble 012
nk noble 012
nk noble 012
nk noble 012
nk noble 012
nk noble 012
nk noble 013
nk noble 013
nk noble 021
nk noble 021
nk noble 025
nk noble 02 5
nk noble 02 8
nk noble 028
nk noble 043
nk noble 043
nk noble 051
nk noble 052
nk noble 057
nk noble 059
nk noble 061
nk noble 061
nk noble 070
nk noble 070
nk noble 078
nk noble 078
nk noble 079
nk noble 079
nk noble 079
nk noble 079
nk noble 124
nk noble 124
nk noble 124
nk noble 124
nk noble 124
nk noble 124290
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
noble
noble
noble
noble
nobles
noble;advisor to Margaret
noble;commander
noble;commander
noble;commander
noble;count of Broeck
noble;general
noble,-military commander
noble;officer
noble;queen
noble;soldier
noble;soldier
nun
officer
officer;soldier
officer;soldier
officer;soldier
oriental
oriental
oriental;ottoman
oriental;soldier;archer
oriental;soldier;gentry
page
page
peasant
peddlar
ploughman
pope
pope
pope
pope
pope
pope
pope
pope
pope
pope
pope
Pope
Pope
pope
preacher
priest
priest
priest
priest
priest
prince of Portugal;soldier
print sellar
prisoner
prisoner
prisoner
Protestant potentate;gentry
Protestant potentate;gentry
Protestant potentate;gentry
Protestant potentate;gentry
Protestant potentate;gentry
regent
regent;gentry
Remonstrant
sailor
sailor
sailor
sailor
124
124
124
124
041
124
060
075
075
146
052
054
090
078
063
091
158
064
063
063
158
054
054
054
081
054
071
071
056
139
077
059
066
067
070
076
078
079
081
099
099
099
119
150
157
124
012
012
024
028
057
056
057
015
024
028
099
099
099
099
099
122
099
070
070
070
070
070291
nk sailor 070
nk sailor 070
nk sailor 143
nk sailor 149
nk sailor 149
nk sailor 149
nk sailor 149
nk scholar 052
nk schutter;gentry 139
nk secretary 015
nk secretary 024
nk servant 072
nk soldier 018
nk soldier 018
nk soldier 041
nk soldier 056
nk soldier 062
nk soldier 062
nk soldier 063
nk soldier 063
nk soldier 063
nk soldier 063
nk soldier 064
nk soldier 066
nk soldier 066
nk soldier 069
nk soldier 069
nk soldier 069
nk soldier 069
nk soldier 069
nk soldier 069
nk soldier 069
nk soldier 069
nk soldier 069
nk soldier 069
nk soldier 069
nk soldier 071
nk soldier 071
nk soldier 071
nk soldier 071
nk soldier 071
nk soldier 076
nk soldier 090
nk soldier 090
nk soldier 124
nk soldier 124
nk soldier 124
nk soldier 125
nk soldier 125
nk soldier 145
nk soldier 146
nk soldier 158
nk soldier 158
nk soldier 195
nk soldier 195
nk soldier 195
nk soldiers 041
nk soldiers 041
nk soldiers 050
nk soldiers 059
nk soldiers 062
nk soldiers 063
nk soldiers 075
nk soldiers 075
nk soldiers group 069
nk soldiers, Troops of the Emperoror a 095
nk soldiers;French 086
nk soldiers/musketeers 090292
nk soldiers;waardgelders 069
nk soldiers;waardgelders 138
nk soldier/commander 071
nk soldier;commander 071
nk soldier;commander 071
nk soldier;drummer 066
nk soldier;gunner 069
nk soldier;herald 095
nk soldier;herald 095
nk soldier;indian 062
nk soldier;musketeer 043
nk soldier;musketeer 064-
nk soldier;musketeer 066
nk soldier;musketeer 066
nk soldier;musketeer 081
nk soldier;noble 091
nk soldier;pikeman 064
nk soldier;pikeman 066
nk soldier;pikeman 0 95
nk soldier;pikeman 095
nk soldier;waardgelder 041
nk thatcher 077
nk theologian 070
nk torturer 004
nk torturer 004
nk torturer 004
nk torturer 009
nk torturer 009
nk torturer 016
nk torturer 017
nk torturer 020
nk torturer 023
nk torturer 028
nk trumpeter 046
nk trumpeter 071
nk trumpeter 071
nk victim 001
nk victim 003
nk victim 003
nk victim 004
nk victim 004
nk victim 004
nk victim 004
nk victim 004
nk victim 004
nk victim 009
nk victim 009
nk victim 009
nk victim 009
nk victim 009
nk victim 009
nk victim 014
nk victim 015
nk victim 016
nk victim 017
nk victim 017
nk victim 017
nk victim 017
nk victim 017
nk victim 017
nk victim 020
nk victim 020
nk victim 023
nk victim 023
nk victim 023
nk victim 024
nk victim 028
nk victim 028293
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
victim
victim
victim
victim
victim
victim
victim
victim
victims
victims
victims
victims;corpses
victim,-gentry
victim;gentry
wagoner
worshippers
youth
youth
youth
youth
youth;hunter
appears 902 times.
cavalry
commoners
commoners;dock workers
commoners;dockers
commoners;workmen
coucillors;regents
gentlefolk
gentry
gentry
gentry
gentry
gentry
gentry
gentry
gentry
gentry
gentry
gentry
gentry
gentry
gentry
077
080
099
099
099
099
145
145
009
009
067
017
004
004
152
099
071
071
071
071
061
004
009
016
017
020
023
024
030
041
050
050
054
060
060
073
080
080
091
095
098
098
099
119
133
138
046
057
063
064
050
050
074
024
041
047
049
050
050
050
050
050
061
069
087
098
124294
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
gentry regents
gentry;gentlewoman
gentry;gent1ewomen
gentry;merchant s
horsemen
huntsmen
huntsmen
maidens
native peoples
native peoples, Indians and or Afri
native persons, moslems
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nk
nobles
processors
regents
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
015
041
041
064
020
061
061
071
070
070
070
041
050
050
050
069
069
069
069
028
080
001
041
047
050
050
050
050
050
050
050
056
056
056
056
056
056
056
056
056
056
056
056
056
056
056
056
056
056
060
060
060
064
069
069
071
073
073
073
075
075
075
075
075
075
077
091
091295
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
nk group
Oldenbarnevelt, Johan
Oldenbarnevelt, Johan
Oldenbarnevelt, Johan
Oldenbarnevelt, Johan
Ophovius
Ophovius
Paul V or Gregory XV
Paul V or Gregory XV
Philip II of Spain
Philip II of Spain
Philip II of Spain
Philip III of Spain
Philip III of Spain
Philip III of Spain
Philip III or IV of Spain
Philip III or IV of Spain
Philip IV of Spain
Philip IV of Spain
Philip IV of Spain
Richardot, Jean
Richardot, Jean
Robert Dudley
Robert Dudley
Robert Dudley
Rythovius
Rythovius
Rythovius
Rythovius
Rythovius
Rythovius
Rythovius
Rythovius
Rythovius
Rythovius
Rythovius
Rythovius
Scultetus
Scultetus
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers
soldiers;arquebusiers;lancers
soldiers;cavalry
soldiers;cavalry
soldiers,-gunners
soldiers ,-musketeers
soldiers;musketeers;pikemen
soldiers;pikemen;waardgelders
soldiers;waardgelders
victims
victims
victims
victims
victims
victims
victims
victims
victims
victims
victims
waardgelders
women
appears 143 times.
gentry
gentry;regent
regent
appears 3 times.
bishop
appears 1 times.
pope
appears 1 times.
monarch
monarch
appears 2 times.
monarch
monarch
appears 2 times.
monarch
appears 1 times.
king of Spain
monarch
appears 2 times.
gentry
appears 1 times.
Earl of Leicester
Earl of Leicester
appears 2 times.
bishop
bishop
bishop
bishop
bishop
bishop
bishop
bishop
bishop
bishop
bishop
appears 11 times.
preacher;serpent with man's head
appears 1 times.
091
095
128
128
128
146
146
158
066
091
091
095
069
066
069
069
001
004
004
004
009
009
014
023
028
028
077
090
069
047
090
049
156
151
058
086
064
076
151
072
150
053
086
191
001
003
012
013
014
015
021
023
024
025
028
an 079Sigismund III of Poland
Sigismund III of Poland
Sophia of Brunswick
Sophia of Brunswick
Spinola, Ambrogio
Ambrogio
Ambrogio
Ambrogio
Ambrogio
Ambrogio
Ambrogio
Ambrogio
Ambrogio
Ambrogio
Spinola,
Spinola,
Spinola,
Spinola,
Spinola,
Spinola,
Spinola,
Spinola,
Spinola,
Stralen
Stralen
Stralen
Stralen
Stralen
Taurinus, Johannes
Taurinus, Johannes
Taurinus, Johannes
Urban VIII (Barberini)
Urban VIII (Barberini)
Uyttenbogaert, Johannes
Uyttenbogaert, Johannes
Uyttenbogaert, Johannes
Vargas
Vargas
Vargas
Vargas
Vargas
Vargas
Vargas
Vargas
Vargas
Vargas
Vargas
Vargas
Vargas
Vargas
Verzeiken
Verzeiken
Vorstius
Vorstius
Vorstius
Vorstius
William of Orange
William of Orange
William V of Hesse
William V of Hesse
Your task has been executed.
Leaving Kleio
monarch
appears 1 times.
noble ,-duchess
appears 1 times.
commander
general
gentry
gentry;commander
gentry/general
military commander
noble;commander
noble,-marquis
noble,-military commander
appears 9 times.
banker;burgomaster of Antwerp
banker;burgomaster of Antwerp
banker;burgomaster;viet im
gentry corpse
appears 4 times.
gentry
gent ry,- preacher
appears 2 times.
pope
appears 1 times.
gentry
gentry
appears 2 times.
gentry;lawyer
lawyer
lawyer
lawyer
lawyer
lawyer
lawyer
lawyer
lawyer
lawyer
lawyer;Spaniard
nk
appears 13 times.
nk
appears 1 times.
gentry
gentry;theologian
scholar
appears 3 times.
noble
appears 1 times.
Landgrave
appears 1 times.
296
07S
156
067
051
079
157
051
053
091
064
140
016
017
020
012
047
049
072
047
049
014
023
003
012
013
015
016
020
021
025
028
017
001
053
049
050
041
018
076297
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note=xqi08 index of items of clothing
options lines=0
query natne=primary;part=c
index part=:name;type=count;signs=30
stop
Your task is being executed.
apron
armour
belt
blindfold
boots
breeches
cap
cap or hood
cartridge belt
chain
cloak
clothes
coat
collar
cowl
cuffs
doublet
doublet or armour
doublet or over-doublet
dress
furs
garter
garters
gauntlet
glove
gloves
gown
gowns
greaves
habit
hat
hat with weathervane
hats
head-dress
helmet
hood
hood or collar
indistinct
jacket
jerkin
jerkin or undershirt
jerkinfur-trimmed
lion skin
loincloth
medal
monks habit
naked
necklace
nk
none
over-doublet
pendant
pointed over-doublet
rags
ribbon or sash
robe
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
5 times.
92 times.
3 times.
5 times.
16 times.
149 times.
18 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
126 times.
3 times.
17 times.
62 times.
4 times.
5 times.
15 times.
1 times.
1 times.
34 times.
1 times.
10 times.
18 times.
1 times.
2 times.
16 times.
29 times.
1 times.
2 times.
16 times.
1075 times.
1 times.
10 times.
2 times.
4 times.
4 times.
2 times.
2 times.
11 times.
99 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
14 times.
4 times.
1 times.
2 times.
4 times.
1 times.
5 times.
2 times.
2 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
106 times.298
robe or coat appears 1 times.
robes appears 256 times.
robes about waist appears 1 times.
ruff appears 196 times.
ruff or collar appears 1 times.
sandal appears 4 times.
sash appears 31 times.
scarf appears 1 times.
shawl appears 1 times.
shirt appears 22 times.
shirt or jerkin appears 3 times.
shoe appears 5 times.
shoes appears 37 times.
shoulder-wheels appears 2 times.
skins appears 1 times.
skirt appears 1 times.
sleeveless coat appears 1 times.
spurs appears 7 times.
straight cut appears 1 times.
tabbaard appears 4 times.
tiara appears 1 times.
trousers appears 10 times.
vambraces appears 1 times.
vestments appears 1 times.
waders appears 2 times.
wreath appears 1 times.
wreath or necklace appears 2 times.
Your task has been executed.
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options lines=0
query name=primary;part=a
index part=:name;type=count;signs=25
stop
Your task is being
anchor
anchors
animal
apple
apples of discord
aritiillary globe
armorial shield
armour
arms
arquebus
arrow
axe
bag
bag knife
bagpipe
bags
balance
ball of string
banderole
banner
banners
barrel
basket
beard
bedclothes
beehive
bell
bellows
belt
bench
Bible
bird
birdcage
bit
blanket
blindfold
book
books
bow
bow and arrow
bowl
box
bracelet
branch
bread or communion
breath
bridle
brooch
bucket
building
buildings
bundle
bundle of rods
burdens
bush
candle
executed.
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
wafer appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
5 times.
1 times.
1 times.
3 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
5 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
6 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
4 times.
4 times.
3 times.
9 times.
3 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
17 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
2 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
9 times.
65 times.
2 times.
4 times.
1 times.
1 times.
3 times.
1 times.
3 times.
1 times.
3 times.
24 times.
2 times.
2 times.
2 times.
2 times.
5 times.
5 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.300
cane
cannon
cap
cartridge belt
cartridges
cat
cello
censer
chain
chains
chains on feet
chains on hands
chair
chalice
chest
child
chisel
city
club
cockerel
coin
collar
column
columns
comet
commodities
compasses
conch shell
conch-shell
cord
cord or ribbon
cornucopia
crescent
crook
cros
cross
cross with flag
crossbow
crosses
crown
crown fur-trimmed hat
crucifix
crutch
cup
cup bowl
cup or chalice
dagger
dagger bag
dagger or knife
disc
dish
Disunity
dividers
document
documents
dog
dogs
door
dove
drinking horn
drum
drums
drumstick
eggs
ensigns
fan
feather
fiddle and bow
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
3 times.
2 times.
2 times.
4 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
30 times.
16 times.
2 times.
2 times.
2 times.
2 times.
2 times.
5 times.
1 times.
1 times.
5 times.
1 times.
1 times.
10 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
6 times.
1 times.
7 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
13 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
26 times.
1 times.
3 times.
1 times.
7 times.
1 times.
1 times.
4 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
2 times.
1 times.
2 times.
27 times.
4 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
3 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
3 times.
1 times.301
figure appears 1 times.
firearm appears 2 times.
firebeater appears 3 times.
fish appears 1 times.
fishing net appears 7 times.
fishing rod appears 18 times.
flag appears 19 times.
flag or scroll appears 2 times.
flags appears 10 times.
flail appears 2 times.
flock of sheep appears 1 times.
flower appears 1 times.
flute appears 4 times.
flute or pipes appears 1 times.
fork appears 1 times.
fortress appears 1 times.
fox or dog appears 1 times.
fruit appears 2 times.
frying pan appears 1 times.
fuse appears 1 times.
gallows appears 1 times.
game appears 1 times.
globe appears 6 times.
gloves appears 9 times.
grapes appears 1 times.
half fleur de lys appears 2 times.
halo appears 1 times.
hammer appears 5 times.
handkerchief appears 1 times.
handle appears 1 times.
hankey appears 1 times.
harness appears 2 times.
harp appears 3 times.
hat appears 2 8 times.
hatchet appears 1 times.
hatchling appears 1 times.
hats appears 2 times.
hawk appears 1 times.
head appears 1 times.
heart appears 4 times.
hearts appears 1 times.
helmet appears 8 times.
hilt appears 1 times.
hod appears 1 times.
hoe or spade appears 1 times.
horn appears 7 times.
horn cornucopia appears 1 times.
horns appears 1 times.
horse appears 3 times.
host appears 1 times.
icon appears 4 times.
infant appears 1 times.
inkpot appears 1 times.
instruments of navigation appears 1 times.
items appears 2 times.
jewelery appears 1 times.
jug appears 6 times.
jug of beer appears 1 times.
keys appears 1 times.
knife appears 4 times.
knife or dagger appears 1 times.
knife appears 1 times.
ladder appears 4 times.
lamb appears 3 times.
lamp appears 2 times.
lance appears 35 times.
lance and flag appears 1 times.
lance with flag appears 4 times.302
lead
leash
leg irons
linstock
lion
load
lute
mace
magistrate
mallet or hammer
mask
masks
match
mattock
medal
medallion
men
millstone
mirror
money bag
money bags
money pot
moneybag
moneybags
moneybags hearts
monstrance
moon
mouse
moustache
mug
musical instrument
musical instrumet
musket
muskets
nails
necklace
net
nk
nk indulgence
nk lance and cap
nk snakes
nk whistle
oar
olive branch
olive branches
olive leaf
orb
orb and cross
organ
pail
pail of milk
pails
palm leaf
papal tiara
paper or poster .
parasol
pen
pendant
petals leaves
petition
pig
pijlbundel
pike
pikes
pillar
pillar or herme
Pillars
pipe
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
1 times.
1 times.
3 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
3 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
7 times.
1 times.
2 times.
4 times.
6 times.
4 times.
1 times.
2 times.
9 times.
5 times.
1 times.
1 times.
4 times.
7 times.
1 times.
3 times.
1 times.
1 times.
3 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
20 times
3 times.
1 times.
2 times.
14 times
43 times
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
3 times.
52 times
1 times.
1 times.
4 times.
6 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
9 times.
5 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
15 times
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
17 times
24 times
19 times
3 times.
8 times.
1 times.
2 times.303
pistol appears 3 times.
pitchfork appears 4 times.
placard appears 2 times.
plaque appears 7 times.
plate appears 3 times.
plinth appears 2 times.
plough appears 1 times.
pole appears 19 times.
pole or lance appears 1 times.
pot appears 2 times.
primitive set square appears 1 times.
print appears 1 times.
pruning knife appears 1 times.
pulpit appears 2 times.
purse appears 1 times.
quill or feather appears 1 times.
quill pen appears 1 times.
quiver appears 1 times.
rake appears 2 times.
rapier appears 4 times.
ray of vision appears 1 times.
rays of light appears 1 times.
reins appears 15 times.
ribbon appears 1 times.
ribbons appears 2 times.
robe appears 1 times.
rod appears 9 times.
rod and net appears 1 times.
rope appears 42 times.
ropes appears 4 times.
rosary appears 7 times.
sack appears 2 times.
saddle appears 2 times.
sash appears 7 times.
scabbard appears 1 times.
scales appears 18 times.
scales weighing device appears 1 times.
scallop shell appears 1 times.
sceptre appears 6 times.
sceptre or rod appears 1 times.
schythe appears 1 times.
scourge appears 6 times.
scrol or ribbon appears 1 times.
scroll appears 4 times.
scroll or scarf appears 1 times.
scythe appears 9 times.
seat appears 2 times.
shackle appears 2 times.
shell appears 1 times.
shield appears 197 times.
shield of faith appears 1 times.
shoe appears 1 times.
sickle appears 1 times.
sieve appears 3 times.
sluice gate control appears 1 times.
snail appears 1 times.
snake appears 5 times.
snake entwined staff appears 1 times.
snakes or eels appears 1 times.
spade appears 6 times.
spade tee shaped tool appears 1 times.
spear appears 20 times.
spectacles appears 3 times.
spinning wheel appears 2 times.
spirit level appears 1 times.
spit appears 1 times.
spur appears 1 times.
spurs appears 16 times.304
squirrel appears 1 times.
staff appears 120 times.
staff or rod appears 1 times.
staff or sceptre appears 1 times.
stake appears 1 times.
standard appears 1 times.
stars appears 1 times.
statue appears 2 times.
statuette appears 2 times.
stick appears 2 times.
stick or whip appears 1 times.
stick scroll appears 1 times.
stick (cattle prod) appears 1 times.
stilts appears 1 times.
stirrup appears 1 times.
stirrups appears 1 times.
stork with orb appears 1 times.
.
straw appears 2 times.
streamer or text appears 3 times.
sun appears 1 times.
sun shaped disc appears 1 times.
surveying instrument appears 2 times.
switch appears 3 times.
sword appears 225 times.
sword of the spirit appears 1 times.
swords appears 5 times.
tabard appears 1 times.
tablet appears 3 times.
tablet or book appears 1 times.
tail of the beast appears 1 times.
tambourine appears 2 times.
tankard appears 1 times.
telescope appears 5 times.
text appears 1 times.
thread appears 1 times.
throne appears 6 times.
tiara appears 4 times.
tongs appears 2 times.
torch appears 20 times.
tower appears 1 times.
town appears 4 times.
train appears 1 times.
triangle appears 1 times.
trident appears 5 times.
trident or fish spear appears 1 times.
trowel appears 4 times.
trumpet appears 23 times.
trumpet Xflag appears 1 times.
trumpets appears 8 times.
turban appears 1 times.
viol appears 1 times.
violin appears 1 times.
vomit appears 1 times.
water appears 1 times.
water jar appears 2 times.
watering can appears 1 times.
weapons appears 1 times.
weights appears 3 times.
Wheel appears 1 times.
wheelbarrow appears 1 times.
wheelbarrows appears 1 times.
whetstone appears 1 times.
whip appears 7 times.
wooden horse appears 1 times.
wooden leg appears 2 times.
wreath appears 30 times.
wreath on pole appears 1 times.
wreaths appears 1 times.305
yoke appears 1 times.
Your task has been executed.
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note=xqil3 index of gestures of actual persons
option lines=0
query name=primary;part=p
index part=:gesture;type=count;signs=60
stop
306
Your task is being executed.
drawing sword
drilling
drinking
driving
driving wagon
elbow
emerging from cloak
falling
fighting
filling
firing
fishing
gaze
gazing
gazing at viewer
gestures towards enslaved provinces
gestures towards seated figures
gestures towards tyranny with his left hand
gestures with hand
gesturing
gesturing acceptance
gesturing at figures in gate
gesturing hopelessness
gesturing in response to light
gesturing supplication
gesturing to approaching troops
gesturing to enslaved provinces
gesturing to executions
gesturing to scene with hands
gesturing to troops
gesturing with hand
gesturing with hands
gesturing with hands in response to light
gesturing with right hand
gesturing, or possibly restraining cardinal,
times.
h
hand on cheek
hand on chest
hand on Del Rio's shoulder
hand on face
hand on hip
hand on shoulder of bishop
hands bound
hands clasped
hands folded on chest
hands on face
hanged
hanged by the neck
hanging
impaled
kneeling
kneeling tying
kneeling, hands bound
labouring
leaning
appears 1 times.
appears 3 times.
appears 3 times.
appears 2 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 9 times.
appears 4 times.
appears 1 times.
. appears 5 times.
appears 14 times.
appears 10 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 5 times.
appears 47 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 2 times.
appears 2 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 13 times.
appears 11 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 3 times.
with right hand appears 1
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
246 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
5 times.
1 times.
3 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
5 times.
4 times.
2 times.
2 times.
33 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.307
leans out of window
left hand on hip
left hand on victim's head
listening
looking heavenward
looking towards hedge preaching
lying
lying beheaded
lying bound
lying, hands bound
marching
milking
mounted
observing
one foot raised
part obscured
paying out rope
playing
playing organ
ploughing
pointing
pointing at maidens
pointing to lawyer or prisoner
pointing to torture
pointing (to ship)
possibly pushing
praying
pulling
pursuing
pushing
raising arm
raising arms
reaching
reading
reclining
releasing sail
restraining
riding
right hand on hip
right leg thrust forward
running
scrubbing
seated
shooting
sieving
sitting
sleeping
some appear to be pointing
spinning
stabbed
standing
standing working
standing;h
stooping
stretched
striking
struggling
supporting plaque
suspended
suspended by hands
swimming
swinging pike
tears hair
thatching
tied
tied to stake
touching
viewing scene
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
3 times.
24 times.
4 times.
1 times.
1 times.
15 times.
1 times.
10 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
3 times.
1 times.
1 times.
38 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
4 times.
17 times.
1 times.
4 times.
1 times.
1 times.
6 times.
4 times.
3 times.
2 times.
2 times.
4 0 times.
1 times.
1 times.
22 times.
1 times.
83 times.
2 times.
2 times.
17 t itne's
.
2 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
579 times.
5 times.
1 times.
17 times.
3 times.
2 times.
3 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
8 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
2 times.voting
walking
waving
whipping
wielding
wielding sword
wipes away tears
working
wringing hands
writing
Your task has been executed.
Leaving Kleio
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appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
1 times.
74 times.
5 times.
1 times.
16 times.
1 times.
1 times.
4 times.
6 times.
3 times.309
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note=xqil4 index of attributes of cherubs
options lines=0
query name=primary;part=ap:status="cherub"
index part=a:name;signs=2 0;type=count;
stop
Your task is being
apple
banderole
banner
breath
bridle
bush
censer
cockerel
column
compasses
cornucopia
crown
flag or scroll
fruit
hammer
heart
helmet
lance
mask
money bag
nk
olive branch
palm leaf
petals leaves
reins
scroll
shield
spurs
staff
statue
streamer or text
sword
text
trowel
trumpets
water jar
wreath
executed.
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
4 times.
9 times.
5 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
5 times.
1 times.
3 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
9 times.
Your task has been executed.
Leaving Kleio310
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note=xqil5 index of allegorical figures
options lines=0
query name=primary;part=ap
index part=:collect[:status];type=count; signs=4 0,-
stop
Your task is being executed.
agricultural labourer
allegorical
allegorical figure
angel
angelic creature
animal
animal head
animals
ape or bear
apocalyptic creature
apocryphal beast
artisan woodman
ass or rabbit
baby
bat
beaked creature
bear
bear or dog
bearer
beast's head
beast's head, beaked
bees
beggar
bird
birds
bishop
boatman
bugler
builder
bull
burgher
cadaver
cardinal
cartographer
cat
celestial figure
cherub
cherubs
chicks
child
children
classical maiden
cleric
cleric or Jew
cockerel
commander
commoner
commoners
commoner/agricultural labourer
commoner;farm labourer
commoner;f i Sherman
commoner;labourer
cooper
corpse or statue
cow
cricket
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
15 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
2 times.
5 times.
1 times.
1 times.
3 times.
9 times.
1 times.
9 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
7 times.
1 times.
3 times.
1 times.
60 times.
1 times.
2 times.
10 times.
1 times.
1 times.
13 times.
1 times.
3 times.
1 times.
6 times.
1 times.
2 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
3 times.
4 times.311
crow
deer
devil
doctor or magistrate
dog
donkey or ass head
dove
doves
dragon
eagle
elderly man
elderly scholar
emperor
executioner
feigned cripple or soldier
figure in sheeps' skin
fish
flying insects
fox
frog
frogs
game animal
geese
gentry
gentry magistrates
gentry noble
gentry;beheaded
gentry;burgher
gentry;cleric
gentry;doctor
gentry; engraver -magistrate; sectretary
gentry;lady
gentry;magistrate
gentry;mourners
gentry;musician
gentry;nk
gentry;noble
gentry;preacher
gentry;regent
gentry;scholar
gentry;soldier
gentry;woman
gentry;youth
goat
God
goose
grasshoppers
hag
hand
hands
hands, pijlbundel 8 arrows
head
heart
hedgehog
hen
herdsman
horse
horseman
huntsman
imperial eagle
imperial eagle displayed
infant
infants
innkeeper
Jester
Jesuit
Jesuit monk
labourer
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
1 times.
2 times.
31 times.
1 times.
11 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
13 times.
5 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
8 times.
2 times.
4 times.
18 times.
3 times.
1 times.
1 times.
48 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
14 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
22 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
17 times.
1 times.
6 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
3 times.
8 times.
1 times.
8 times.
17 times.
1 times.
1 times.
4 times.
1 times.
3 times.
1 times.
1 times.
5 times.
1 times.
4 times.
1 times.
1 times.
4 times.
1 times.
1 times.
5 times.
4 times.
1 times.
3 times.312
lady
lamb
leopard
lion
lions 5
lobster
magistrate
magistrates
maid
maiden
maidens
maid;courtesan
man
martin
matron
minister
mole
monarch
monarch of Denmark
monk
monkey
monk;Jesuit
monk;pallbearer
monster
monster and wagon combined
monsterous creature
monster;devil
monstrous figure with five heads
monstrous head
Moslem;Noble
mother
mouse
mythological god
naked youth
native person
nautical centaur
nautical centaurs
nautical centuar
nk
noble
noble east european
noble;commander
noble;Holy Roman Emperor
noble;monarch
noble;soldier
noble;stadholder
noble;stadhouder
nun
officer
oriental
owl
owls
papists
peacock
pelican
people
pig
pigs
pijlbundel of seven arrows
pope
priest
prophet
Protestantism
queen
regent
regents
rotten fish
ruined soldier
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
1 times.
3 times.
1 times.
64 times.
1 times.
1 times.
22 times.
2 times.
7 times.
340 times.
8 times.
1 times.
3 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
8 times.
1 times.
27 times.
3 times.
3 times.
6 times.
7 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
4 times.
2 times.
1 times.
5 times.
2 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
53 times.
10 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
11 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
11 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
3 times.
6 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.313
sailor
satyr
scholar
scholar;cleric
scorpion
Sea monster
sea-monster
seven headed monster
sheep
shepherd
skeleton
snake
soldier
soldiers
soldiers/cavalry-
soldier; cavalryman
stadhouder
stork
swine
term
turk
twin
waardgelder
waardgelder;gentry
wardgelder
warrior
water bird
wolf
woman
woodpecker
wyvern
youth
Your task has been executed.
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
7 times.
1 times.
4 times.
1 times.
39 times.
3 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
4 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
3 times.
5 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
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note=xqil6 liberty caps
options lines=0
query name=primary;part=x:type='liberty'
index part= :name,-signs=3 0 ;type=count ;
part=:type;signs=3 0
continue
Your task is being executed.
hat
hat
hat
hat
hat
hat
hat
hat
hat
hat
hat
liberty cap
liberty cap
liberty cap
liberty cap
liberty cap
liberty cap
liberty cap
liberty cap
liberty cap
liberty cap
appears 10 times
041
050
052
060
063
063
071
087
087
098
Your task has been executed.
query name=primary;part=a:type='liberty'
index part=:name;signs=30;type=count;
part=:type;signs=30
continue
Your task is being executed.
hat liberty Cap 070
hat appears 1 times.
Your task has been executed.
query name=primary;part=c:type='liberty1
index part=:name;signs=3 0;type=count;
part=:type;signs=30
stop
Your task is being executed.
hat liberty cap 189
hat appears 1 times.
Your task has been executed.
Leaving Kleio315
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note=xqi24 gender of actual persons
options lines=0
query name=primary;part=p
index part=:collect[:sex];signs=15;type=count;
stop
Your task is being executed.
f appears 60 times'.
m appears 957 times.
mf appears 7 times.
nk appears 32 times.
Your task has been executed.
Leaving Kleio316
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note=xqi31 gender of allegorical persons
options lines=0
query name=primary;part=ap
index part=:collect[:sex];signs=15;type=count;
stop
Your task is being executed.
f appears 426 times.
m appears 470 times.
mf appears 1 times.
na appears 16 times.
nk appears 24 times.
Your task has been executed.
Leaving Kleio317
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note=xqi3 8 index of gender of provinces shown as allegories
options lines=0
query name=primary;part=ap:pname="hol" start or "zee" start or "brab"
or "geld" start
or "utre" start or "gron" start or "over" start
or "fries" start
index part=:pname;signs=25;
part=:sex;signs=10;
part=:status;signs=15
stop
start
Your task is being executed.
Brabant
Brabant
Brabant
Brabant
Brabant
Brabant
Brabant
Brabant or Holland
Flanders
Friesland
Friesland
Friesland
Friesland
Friesland
Friesland
Friesland
Friesland
Friesland
Friesland
Friesland
Friesland
Friesland
Gelderland
Gelderland
Gelderland
Gelderland
Gelderland
Gelderland
Gelderland
Gelderland
Gelderland
Gelderland
Gelderland
Gelderland
Gelderland
Gelderland
Gelderland
Gelderland
Gelderland
Gelderland
Gelderland
Gelderland
Groningen
Groningen
Groningen
Holland
Holland
Holland
Holland
Holland
Holland
f
-i
-i
f
f
f
-i
m
f
f
-i
-i
f
f
-i
f
f
-i
f
f
m
f
f
f
-i
f
f
-i
-j
-i
f
f
f
f
f
-i
f
f
-i
-i
m
-j
-i
f
f
f
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
naked youth
maiden
lion
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
naked youth
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
naked youth
lion
maiden
maiden
fish
fish
lion
maiden
maiden
maiden
003
012
015
018
020
021
028
191
020
073
001
003
014
015
021
023
024
025
050
065
132
191
001
003
004
009
012
013
014
018
020
021
023
024
025
028
041
050
052
065
070
191
073
050
065
138
138
081
003
012
013318
Holland
Holland
Holland
Holland
Holland
Holland
Holland
Holland
Holland
Holland
Holland
Holland
Holland
Holland
Holland or Brabant
Holland or Brabant
Holland or Flanders
Overijssel
Overij ssel
Overijssel
Overij ssel
Utrecht
Utrecht
Utrecht
Utrecht
Utrecht
Utrecht
Utrecht
Utrecht
Zeeland
Zeeland
Zeeland
Zeeland
Zeeland
Zeeland
Zeeland
Zeeland
Zeeland
Zeeland
Zeeland
Zeeland
Zeeland
Zeeland
Zeeland
Zeeland
Zeeland
f
f
-i
f
f
f
-i
f
f
f
-i
f
m
na
-i
m
f
-i
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
-i
m
f
-i
-i
f
-i
f
f
f
-i
f
f
-i
f
f
f
m
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
lion
fish
maiden
naked youth
maiden
lion
maiden
maiden
maiden
lion
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
soldier
lion
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
maiden
naked youth
014
015
018
020
021
023
024
041
050
052
062
065
073
138
001
191
028
073
018
050
065
073
012
015
028
041
050
065
155
073
001
003
012
014
020
021
023
024
025
028
041
050
052
065
070
191
Your task has been executed.
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note=xqi42 index of objects shown independently
options lines=0
query name=primary;part=o
index part=:name;signs=3 0;type=count;
stop
319
Your task is being executed.
altar appears 2 times.
altar rail appears 1 times.
anvil appears 1 times.
arbour appears 1 times.
arch appears 2 times.
arched ceiling on pillars appears 1 times.
Armada appears 1 times.
armour appears 5 times.
arms appears 2 times.
arms of Friesland appears 1 times.
arms of Gelderland appears 1 times.
arms of Groningen appears 1 times.
arms of Holland appears 1 times.
arms of Overijssel appears 1 times.
arms of Utrecht appears 1 times.
arms of Zeeland appears 1 times.
arms, flags appears 2 times.
artillery appears 2 times.
atlas appears 1 times.
bag appears 1 times.
baldechin appears 9 times.
bales appears 1 times.
balustrade appears 1 times.
banderole appears 1 times.
barrel appears 7 times.
barrels appears 6 times.
barricade appears 2 times.
barricades appears 1 times.
base of fountain appears 1 times.
basin or harbour appears 1 times.
battery appears 3 times.
battery and rampart appears 2 times.
beach appears 3 times.
beacon appears 1 times.
beacons appears 1 times.
bed appears 2 times.
bell appears 1 times.
bench appears 2 times.
Bible appears 1 times.
billhook appears 1 times.
bird appears 5 times.
birds appears 5 times.
block
, appears 1 times.
boars appears 1 times.
boat appears 9 times.
body appears 1 times.
bonfire appears 1 times.
book appears 22 times.
books appears 1 times.
booth or summerhouse appears 1 times.
bowl or dish appears 1 times.
bowl or tub appears 1 times.
bowsprit appears 1 times.
box or chest appears 1 times.
box or plinth appears 1 times.
box or trunk appears 2 times.320
branch
brazier
breastplate
bridge
bucket
building
buildings
bunches of fruit
bush
butterfly-
caltrops
camp
canal
cannon
cannon balls
canon
canopy
cap
carriage
carrot or root crop
castle
Catholic Apostolic Roman
cave
chain
chain and padlock
chair
chairs
chalice
channel
chariot
chest
chest or box
chicken
church
church spire
city
cloak
cloud
clouds
cloue
coat of arms
coffin
coin
coins
colophon
column
comet
compass
complex object
cornfield
cow
cradle
crane
cross
crossbow bolt
crown
crows nest
crucifix
cultivated land
curtain
curtains
cushion
dais
davit
deathbed
decorative
deer
desk
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
Churc appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
7 times.
2 times.
21 times.
15 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
13 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
3 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
11 times.
2 times.
2 times.
1 times.
2 times.
5 times.
1 times.
1 times.
18 times.
1 times.
14 times.
1 times.
15 times.
9 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
4 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
2 times.
4 times.
1 times.
1 times.
4 times.
1 times.
2 times..
5 times.
6 times.
17 times.
1 times.
8 times.
1 times.
3 times.
1 times.
12 times.
4 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
3 times.
1 times.321
disc
ditch or drain
docks
document
documents
documents and seals
dog
dog pig
dogs
donkey
doorway
drain or channel
drain or ditch
drawbridge
Drum
eagle
earthwork
encampment
fascine
fence
fencing
fire
fish
flag
flags
flames
floor
flowers
folly
foreshore
forge
fork
fort
Fort St Andries
fortifications
forts
foundation stone
fountain
frame
frogs
gallows
gallows 3
gaol
garden
gardens
gate
gate or door
gateway
gauntlets
gibbet
globe
globes
grass
grotesque head
gun carriage
guns
hammer
hands
hat
hatchet
head
heart-shaped panel
helmet
helmets
heraldic figure
hill
hillock
hills
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
2 times.
2 times.
1 times.
9 times.
6 times.
1 times.
28 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
3 times.
5 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
3 times.
11 times.
1 times.
2 times.
3 times.
3 times.
6 times.
1 times.
4 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
4 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
2 times.
2 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
4 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
3 times.
1 times.
3 times.
1 times.
2 times.
5 times.
1 times.
4 times.322
hillside
hive
hog
hoops
horse
horse shoes
horses
horses 4
hound
hounds
hourglass
house
houses
icons
iron vessels
island
items
Justice
keys
knife
ladder
lake
lamp
lances
landscape
lantern
leg irons
lights
lion
lions and shield
lions supporting shield
lizard
loom fireplace
mallet
map
marketplace
marquee
marsh
match
meadows
military camp
mirror
monster
monstrance
monstrous head
monstrous head and mouth
moon
mound
mountain
musket
musket balls
musket rest
musket-rest
na
naval battle
navigation beacons
net
nets
nk
orb
orb and cross
ornament
ornamental structure
owl
owls
package
pages
part fleur de lys
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
3 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
35 times.
1 times.
9 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
10 times.
6 times.
1 times.
1 times.
3 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
7 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
4 times.
1 times.
3 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
3 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
4 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
12 times.
4 times.
4 times.
2 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
3 times.
1 times.
1 times.323
part of weighing device
paving stone
Peace
pedestal
picture
pijlbundel
pike
pikes
pile of arms
pile of books
pillar
pillars
placard
plain
plant
plants
plaque
plinth
plough
pool
pool of blood
post
press
privileges
pulpit
pyramid or obelisk
quayside
rabbit
rabbit or sheep
rain and hail
rainbow
rampart
rampart and battery
ramparts
ramrods
rat trap
rays of light
reeds
reinforced rampart
reredos
river
River Maas
River Waal
road
roads
rock or altar
rocks
rope
rug
sack
sacks
scaffold
scaffolds
scale
Scales
scourge besom
scroll
scythe
sea
seals
seat
sentry box
sheep
sheep or pigs
shield
shield with crown
shields
ship
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
Appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
12 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
9 times.
2 times.
12 times.
5 times.
4 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
4 times.
3 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
10 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
3 times.
1 times.
4 times.
1 times.
18 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
5 times.
1 times.
8 times.
1 times.
3 times.
2 times.
3 times.
1 times.
59 times.
13 times.
2 times.
18 times.324
shipping
ships
shipwreck
shoe
shoot
shore
shoreline
shot
sickles
sieve
sign
skeleton
skull
sky
smoke
snake
snakes
spaarpot
spades
spears
spectacles
spit
Stadt huis
staff
stairs
stake
stakes
standard
star
starburst
stars
statue
statue of saint
staves
steps
stool
stream
stump
sun
swan
swans
sword
table
table cloth
tablecloth
tablets
tapestry
tent
tents
thistle
thornbush
thorns
three wheels
throne
tiled floor
tomb
tombs
torches
torn documents
tower
towers
town
town and harbour
town hall
town ramparts
town walls
towns
townscape
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
. appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
1 times.
15 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
13 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
3 times.
1 times.
1 times.
8 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
2 times.
2 times.
3 times.
1 times.
1 times.
11 times.
6 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
4 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
17 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
9 times.
1 times.
3 4 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.325
tree
tree stump
trees
treestump
triumphal car
trumpet
two birds
two scaffolds
vestments
village
vomit, gunfire
waggon and horses
wagon
wagons
wall
walls
warehouse
water
weapons
weights
well
wheel
wheelbarrow
wheels
wheels 3
wicker fence
windmill
window
windows
wolves
woods
workshop
wreath
yokes
Your task has been executed.
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
32 times.
2 times.
8 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
6 times.
1 times.
4 times.
15 times.
1 times.
4 times.
8 times.
1 times.
1 times.
4 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
9 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
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note=xqi59 index of allegorical hands in the sky
options lines=0
query name=primary;part=ap:status='hand' start
index part=:collect[:pname];signs=40
stop
Your task is being executed.
hand of God 041
hand of God 04 7
hand of God 05 0
hand of God 052
hand of God 063
hand of God 087
hand of God 12 5
Hand of God 13 9
hand of God 14 9
hand of God 14 9
hand of God 155
hands of God 055
Jehova 081
nk 153
nk 153
nk 153
nk 153
nk 153
nk 153
United Provinces 078
Your task has been executed.
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note=xq62 list of depictions of buildings, and the images they appear in
query name=primary;part=o:name="build" start or "castle" or "church" start
or "house" start or "stad" start
write part=:total[]
stop
Your task is being executed.
image (5 = "012") : object (1 = "o-l")
name building
type ruined
annotation artist implies Alva's regime caused decline of
economy (?)
image (7 = "014") : object (1 = "o-l")
name building
image (7 = "014") : object (2 = "o-2")
name church
image (7 = "014") : object (3 = "o-3")
name building
image (12 = "020") : object (4 = "o-4")
name buildings
annotation not usual depiction of Brussels
Reifenburg claims it is not Vilvoord either
image (14 = "023") : object (1 = "o-l")
name buildings
image (17 = "028") : object (3 = "o-3")
name buildings
annotation not the Grote Markt of Brussels
image (17 = "028") : object (3 = "o-3")
name buildings
image (19 = "041") : object (1 = "o-l")
name castle
image (19 = "041") : object (4 = "o-4")
name church
text (1 = "tex-1")
transcript D
image (19 = "041") : object (1 = "o-l")
name building
image (19 = "041") : object (3 = "o-3")
name buildings
text (1 = "tex-1")
transcript F
image (19 = "041") : object (1 = "o-l")
name building
annotation Gouda town hallt?)
text (1 = "tex-1")
transcript G328
image (19 = "041") : object (4 = "o-4")
name buildings
image (19 = "041") : object (1 = "o-l")
name buildings
image (19 = "041") : object (1 = "o-l")
name buildings
image (19 = "041") : object (3 = "o-3")
name building
relation (1 = "x-1")
name shield
comment arms of province of Utrecht
text (1 = "tex-1")
transcript tr.txt
text (2 = "tex-2")
transcript m
image (21 = "043") : object (1 = "o-l")
name building
comment large church, house or hall
text (1 = "tex-1")
transcript s'Hertogenbosch
image (23 = "045") : object (1 = "o-l")
name church
image (24 = "046") : object (1 = "o-l")
name building
type inn(?)
part (1 = "q-1")
name broom
comment projecting from building
partpart (1 = "r-1")
name inn sign
original shows head of king or jester
image (24 = "046") : object (1 = "o-l")
name building
comment large
type inn(?)
part (1 = "q-1")
name inn sign(?)
comment as well as the sign, another item hangs from the
pole
image (25 = "047") : object (2 = "o-2")
name church
text (1 = "tex-1")
transcript Utrecht
image (27 = "049") : object (2 = "o-2")
name church
image (28 = "050") : object (2 = "o-2")
name church
text (1 = "tex-1")329
transcript C.dijet
image (28 = "050") : object (3 = "o-3")
name house
type ruined
image (28 = "050") : object (2 = "o-2")
name building
type church(?)
warehouse (?)
image (28 = "050") : object (1 = "o-l")
name house
relation (1 = "x-1")
name window
image (29 = "051") : object (1 = "o-l")
name building
type industrial
part (1 = "q-1")
name chimney
part (2 = "q-2")
name wheel
type water-wheel (?)
part (3 = "q-3")
name forge
image (29 = "051") : object (4 = "o-4")
name building
type industrial
part (1 = "q-1")
name chimney
part (2 = "q-2")
name forge
image (29 = "051") : object (1 = "o-l")
name church
annotation plain building
text (1 = "tex-1")
transcript TEMPLVM RELIGIONI
image (34 = "057") : object (1 = "o-l")
name building
type church
image (34 = "057") : object (1 = "o-l")
name building
type allegorical
annotation composite object. Some markings on wall
image (34 = "057") : object (2 = "o-2")
name building
type church
annotation specifically baroque RC church In contrast to church
opposite, this one has statues, cupola.(?)
image (35 = "059") : object (5 = "o-5")
name building
type parliament house
relation (1 = "x-1")330
name cellar
relation (2 = "x-2")
name barrels
text (1 = "tex-1")
transcript November ye 5th
image (36 = "060")
name
type
image (38 = "062")
name
type
part (1 = "q-1")
name
type
part (2 = "q-2")
name
type
image (40 = "064")
name
type
image (41 = "065")
name
type
image (42 = "066")
name
type
image (42 = "066")
name
type
object (1 = "o-l")
house
stately house
object (2 = "O-2")
building
decrepit
window
barred
door
iron grilled
object (2 = "O-2")
houses
being repaired
object (1 = "o-l")
buildings
public buildings
object (1 =
building
church
"o-l")
object (2 = "O-2")
building
nk
relation (1 = "x-1")
name steps
relation (2 = "x-2")
name chimney
type smoking
image (44 = "068") : object (1 = "o-l")
name church
original G
type Reformed church
part (1 = "q-1")
name steeple
type broken
relation (1 = "x-1")
name chain
part (2 = "q-2")
name
type
image (45 = "069")
name
cage
full of geese
object (1 = "o-l")
Stadt huis
part (1 = "q-1")
name tower331
text (1 = "tex-1")
transcript t'Stadt huijs
image (45 = "069") : object (1 = "o-l")
name buildings
original H
image (45 = "069") : object (1 = "o-l")
name buildings
image (45 = "069") : object (7 = "o-7")
name buildings
image (47 = "071") : object (1 = "o-l")
name house
type grand
image (49 = "073") : object (1 = "o-l")
name houses
type burning
image (49 = "073") : object (2 = "o-2")
name houses
type burning
image (50 = "074") : object (3 = "o-3")
name buildings
comment in background
image (50 = "074") : object (1 = "o-l")
name houses
image (50 = "074") : object (4 = "o-4")
name church spire
image (51 = "075") : object (2 = "o-2")
name castle (?)
image (53 = "077") : object (4 = "o-4")
name house
type thatched
image (56 = "080") : object (5 = "o-5")
name church
image (56 = "080") : object (6 = "o-6")
name church
image (61 = "090") : object (2 = "o-2")
name houses
image (62 = "091") : object (1 = "o-l")
name castle
original 5
text (1 = "tex-1")
transcript HUNGARIA
image (66 = "122") : object (3 = "o-3")
name church
image (67 = "128") : object (9 = "o-9")
name houses
original 1(?)
image (71 = "133") : object (1 = "o-l")
name building332
image (71 = "133") : object (1 = "o-l")
name house
relation (1 = "x-1")
name windows
image (71 = "133") : object (2 = "o-2")
name house
relation (1 = "x-1")
name windows
image (71 = "133") : object (3 = "o-3")
name house
relation (1 = "x-1")
name windows
image (74 = "137") : object (8 = "o-8")
name church
image (74 = "137") : object (9 = "o-9")
name church
image (79 = "145") : object (1 = "o-l")
name house
type burning
image (84 = "150") : object (1 = "o-l")
name buildings
image (85 = "151") : object (1 = "o-l")
name building
type ruined
text (1 = "tex-1")
transcript ROMA
part (1 = "q-1")
name window
part (2 = "q-2")
name fixing (?)
annotation supports net
part (3 = "q-3")
name doorway
image (85 = "151") : object (3 = "o-3")
name church
image (86 = "152") : object (2 = "o-2")
name church
part (1 = "q-1")
name weather cock
image (86 = "152") : object (3 = "o-3")
name church
part (1 = "q-1")
name weather cock
image (92 = "161") : object (5 = "o-5")
name church
image (95 = "056") : object (1 = "o-l"333
name church
original stetterich
image (95 = "056") : object (1 = "o-l")
name buildings
text (1 = "tex-1")
transcript weis
text (2 = "tex-2")
transcript Quartir de NAVARE
image (95 = "056") : object (1 = "o-l")
name house (?)
relation (1 = "x-1")
name moat(?)
text (1 = "tex-1")
transcript Neersteyn
Your task has been executed.
Leaving Kleio334
Kleio Version 8.3.4 16.12.2000, 18:02:56
Historical Workstation Project / UNIX version
note=xq67 list of depictions of Discord and her attributes
query name=primary;part=ap:pname='discord'
write part=:total[]
stop
Your task is being executed.
image (11 = "018") : allegorical_being (4 = "ap-4")
pname Discord
sex f
gesture standing
pulling
attribute (1 = "a-1")
name cord
clothing (1 = "c-1")
name dress
text (1 = "tex-1")
transcript Zweijtragt
translation Discord
image (19 = "041") : allegorical_being (1 = "ap-1")
pname Discord
sex m
gesture flying
part (1 = "q-1")
name wings
attribute (1 = "a-1")
name staff (?)
torch (?)
attribute (2 = "a-2")
name chain
clothing (1 = "c-1")
name hat
clothing (2 = "c-2")
name robe
text (1 = "tex-1")
transcript Twijst
image (23 = "045") : allegorical_being (1 = "ap-1")
pname , Discord
status maiden
sex f
gesture running
attribute (1 = "a-1")
name torch
text (1 = "tex-1")
transcript Tweedracht
translation discord
image (25 = "047") : allegorical_being (4 = "ap-4")
pname Discord335
status
sex
gesture
hag
f
flying
text (1 = "tex-1")
transcript Twist
translation strife
attribute (1 = "a-1")
name torch
image (28 = "050") : allegorical_being (2 = "ap-2")
pname Discord (?)
sex f
gesture flying
text (1 = "tex-1")
transcript Twist
part (1 = "q-1")
name wings
attribute (1 = "a-1")
name chain
comment attached to ankle
attribute (2 = "a-2")
name torch
comment in right hand
image (38 = "062") : allegorical_being (15 = "ap-15")
pname Discord
status animal
gesture resisting
text (1 = "tex-1")
transcript Discordia
part (1 = "q-1")
name heads
type three
attribute (1 = "a-1")
name chain
image (49 = "073") : allegorical_being (5 = "ap-5")
pname Discord
status hag
sex f
gesture running
part (1 = "q-1")
name heads
part (2 = "q-2")
name snakes
attribute (1 = "a-1")
name chain
comment tied to burghers
attribute (2 = "a-2")
name head
type spouting sword which impales a book
image (50 = "074") : allegorical_being (10 = "ap-10")
pname Civil Discord Child of the Truce
original D336
status
sex
monk
m
gesture walking
clothing (1 = "c-1")
name
type
hat
cowl
clothing (2 = "c-2")
name habit
image (84 = "150") : allegorical_being (3 = "ap-3")
pname Discord
original f
status maiden
sex f
gesture sitting
h
attribute (1 = "a-1")
name hearts
type two
attribute (2 = "a-2")
name torch
clothing (1 = "c-1")
name hat(?)
clothing (2 = "c-2")
name dress
Your task has been executed.
Leaving KleioKleio Version 8.3.4 16.12.2000, 18:04:06
Historical Workstation Project / UNIX version
note=xqi70 index of names of allegorical persons
options lines=0
query name=primary;part=ap
index part= :pname; type=count ,-signs=55
stop
337
Your task is being executed.
Aaron
Academia
Adolph van Nassau
agriculture
Amalekites
Ambiguity
Argus
armed might and liberty
Arminian
Arminianism
Artois
Avarice
Beast of Revelation
Beggary
Belgica
Belgicus
Belial (a fallen angel) the Prince of Calvinists
Beneficence
Bethlen Gabor
Blindness
Bohemia
Bounty
Brabant
Brabant or Holland
Brandy Peddlar, or the common Alehouse keeper
Brownist
burghers
burghers (contraremonstrant)
Busse
Calumny Lies
Calvinists fleeing from the war in Bohemia
cardinal
Cartography
Catholics
Charity
Christ
Church
Civil Discord Child of the Truce
clerics
commerce
Concord
Confederation
Coornhert, Dirk Volkertz.
Covert Tyranny
Dampier
David
Death
Deceit
Despised religion
Diligence
Discipline
Discord
Disguised deceit
Disunity
dominion
appears 2 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 2 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 2 times.
appears 2 times.
appears 5 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 2 times.
appears 9 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 2 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 7 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 2 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 14 times
appears 1 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 2 times.
appears 3 times.
appears 2 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 4 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 4 times.
appears 9 times.
appears 4 times.
appears 2 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 8 times.
appears 1 times.
appears 2 times.
appears 1 times.338
Dutch army-
ecclesiastical power
Envy-
Envy Hate
Ernst Casimir
Error
Fame
Farnese, Alessandro of Parma
Father Time
Fear
Fidelity
Fidelity @
Flanders
Fortitude
Fortune
France
Frederik of Bohemia
Frederik V of Bohemia
French Huegenots
Friesland
gaze
Gelderland
gentry
German leaders (pro war)
German mercenaries Mathias
Germania
Gewelt
Gluttonous peasantry
God
God Victory
Good fortune
Greed
Groningen
group
group 8:nk
Habsburg domain
Habsburg dynasty
Habsburg dynasty
Habsburg interest
Habsburg Low Countries
Habsburg perfidy
Habsburg realm
Hainault
hand
hand of God
hands of God
Hate and Envy-
Hatred and Envy
hell
Henry IV of France
herald
heretic
heretics
Herodias
Het beest met seyen hoofden
.
Heusden
Holland
Holland or Brabant
Holland or Flanders
Hope
Hope
hound
Hur
Hypocritical Religion
Idolatry
ill-omen
Inconstancy
Independent Provinces
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
1
1
6
1
1
1
14
1
4
1
1
1
6
4
3
1
1
1
1
13
3
20
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
1
3
4
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
11
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
20
2
1
3
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times
times.
times
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.339
Independent Netherlands
Industry-
Infernal Hatred
Ingratitude
inhabitant of the land
Innocence
Io
Isabella
Israelites
Jehova
Jesuit
Jesuit order
Jesuit-Inquisition
John the Baptist
Joost
Judgement
Justice
Kees
keyser
Kramer
Leo Belgicus
Liberty
Love of the Fatherland, Patriotism
Low Countries
Lucifer
Luther Martin
Luther, Martin
Luxembourg
Madame Confiscatie
magistrate
Malevolent Practice, Child of the Truce
Mars
Mathematics
Maurits
Maurits of Nassau
Mechelin
Mechlen
Mentret
Mercury
Messenger
Minions of the 12 yrs. truce
Misericordia
Misery and her rabble
Misunderstanding
Moderation
Modesty
monastic order
Moses
Moslem
Mother of Herodias
Music
na
Namur
Neptune
Neptune the Admiral of the Sea
Netherlanders
Netherlands
Netherlands Inquisition
Netherlands Maid
Netherlands
nk
nk Deceit
nk group
nk group of 14
nk @
nkSlessien and Moravians
nk.4 8
nk@
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
3 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
11 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
17 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
6 times.
5 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
5 times.
1 times.
1 times.
3 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
4 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
4 times.
2 times.
2 times.
1 times.
2 times.
7 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
642 times.
1 times.
29 times.
2 times.
4 times.
1 times.
1 times.
10 times.340
Nobility
Occidental
Oldenbarnevelt, Johan
Opinion
opportunity
Overijssel
Palatinate of Bohemia, rebel kingdom of
Pallas Minerva
Papacy
Papists
Patriot
Patriotism
Patriots
Patrotism
Peace
Peace negotiations
Peace offer
Peace (aspect of)
Philip III of Spain
Piety
Pilgrimage
Politics
Politio
Polity (or Politique)
Power
Power wielded by Dutch Republic
Pride
Processor
Prosperity
Protestant
Protestant forces
Province
Province Protestant power
provinces group
Prudence
puritan
rain fertility
Ratio
Rationality
RC church
Reformed
Reformer
Religion
Religion or Netherlands Maid
Religion (or the Godly)
Roman Church
Satan
satyr
Science
Scottish (and English) mercenary troops
Sea Beggar
Sedition
see text
see text (Condition of misery)
seven headed beast
Sincerity
soldiers
Soldiery
Southern provinces
Spain
Spanish troops
Spanish Tyranny
Spinola, Ambrogio
Spirit of Error
States General
States General group
States of Holland
Stupiditiy
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
2
1
1
1
1
4
1
2
X
1
5
2
2
1
14
1
1
1
2
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
2
2
1
28
1
3
5
2
r
l
l
l
l
2
2
1
1
3
21
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
2
1
1
1
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.
times.341
sun Christ
Superstition
Suspicion
Swiss Republic
s'Hertogenbosch
Temperance
The Calvinist ©Hense-steden (towns)
the Church
The common people
The Indies
The Inquisition, especially the Jesuit
the Jesuit
the leaders or guardians of the United Provinces
The Low Countries
The moon
the Roman Church
the Seven-headed Beast
The Spaniards
The States
The sun
The United Provinces@too simplistic
Time
Treachery-
True Religion
True Watchman
Tyranny
Tyranny, or the Ghost of the Duke of Alva
United Netherlands
United Provinces
United Provinces Holland
United Provinces (or an attribute of UP)
United Province(s)
Unity
unity and armed might
Utrecht
Venus
Veritas
Vice, Impropriety
Victory
Victory and Peace
Victory @
Vigilance
Vindictiveness
Violence
Violence, or @
War
Watchfulness
Wealth through Peace
WeatherRain
WeatherWind
Wesel
Whore of Babylon
William of Orange
wind of fortune
Wretchedness
Zeeland
Zutphen
12 Years Truce
Your task has been executed.
Leaving Kleio
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
2 times.
2 times.
3 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
3 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
6 times.
1 times.
2 times.
13 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
8 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
13 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
4 times.
1 times.
3 times.
4 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
3 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
17 times.
3 times.
1 times.Kleio Version 8.3.4 16.12.2000, 18:05:06
Historical Workstation Project / UNIX version
note=xgi71 index of gesture of allegorical persons
option lines=0
query name=primary;part=ap
index part=:gesture;type=count;signs=60
stop
342
Your task is being executed.
addresses previous figure
advancing
arming
arms folded
arms raised
arms spread
beheading
biting
blessing
blowing
bound
bowed
bowing
carrying
charging
chewing fingers
clasping hands
climbing
climing
clinging
clinging (to wheel)
clutching
confronting
crouching
crushed
cutting
dancing
defacating
descending
disappearing
displaying
dragging
drinking
eating
elbow
embracing
emerging from cloak
emerging from cloud
exchanging
eyes raised
f
falling
fighting
firing
fishing
flung
flyiing
flying
flyingh
fying
galloping
gaze
gazing
gazing at arms of Toledo
gestures
gestures to himself
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
5 times.
2 times.
34 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
14 times.
2 times.
1 times.
2 times.
3 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
9 times.
1 times.
1 times.
8 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
5 times.
5 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
9 times.
17 times.
2 times.
6 times.
1 times.
1 times.
77 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
10 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.343
gestures with hand
gestures with hands
gesturing
gesturing with hand
gesturing with hands
gesturing with right hand to ear
grasping
h
h book
h heart in foot
h placards
h sieve
h something in left hand
hand on hip
hand on mouth
hand on shoulder
hands on mouths
hands raised
hands spread in amazement
hands together
hanging
head trapped
heads bowed
held by woman
hobbling
holds hand to face
holds nose
hovering
impaled
jumping
kicking
kneeling
kneeling hands crossed on chest
laying
leaning
leaping
listening
looking
looking over shoulder
lying
lying beheaded
lying (under ship)
mauling
nk
obscured by previous figure
open-mouthed
paw raised
pecking
perching
piered with knife
pillar
playing
plucking
pointing
pointing at Bible
pointing upwards
pointing with hand
pointing with left hand
points to Alva
points to or touches central figure of scene
pouring
praying
praying or possibly hands bound
preaching
prostrate
pulling
pushing
rampant
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
1 times.
2 times.
27 times.
5 times.
1 times.
2 times.
2 times.
445 times.
3 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
3 times.
26 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
3 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
13 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
144 times.
1 times.
1 times.
3 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
22 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
3 times.
5 times.
1 times.
1 times.
4 times.
1 times.
23 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
4 times.
8 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
2 5 times.
8 times.
9 times.344
reaching
reading
reaping
receiving
reclining
removing
resisting
restraining gesture
riding
riding (ship)
right hand on mouth
running
savaging
scattering
scooping
seated
seated fishing
secreting or removing article
sharpening
singing
sitting
spewing
spinning
stabbing
standing
stooping
stranded
striking
suckling
supplication
swimming
talking
throwing
thrusting
touches book
trampled
trampling
trumpeting
turning
underfoot
vomiting
vomitting
wading
walking
walking carrying
water flowing from breasts
waving
waving sword
wielding
wielding h
wielding mace
working
wringing hands
writing
Your task has been executed.
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
appears
6 times.
3 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
16 times.
1 times.
2 times.
23 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
134 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
3 times.
18 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
377 times.
9 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
2 times.
19 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
1 times.
5 times.
2 times.
1 times.
2 times.
1 times.
4 times.
4 times.
1 times.
112 times,
1 times.
3 times.
6 times.
1 times.
7 times.
1 times.
1 times.
3 times.
1 times.
1 times.
Leaving Kleio345
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note=xq89 list of depictions of Deceit, showing types of hat worn
options lines=0
query name=primary;part=ap:pname="deceit"
index part=c:name='hat';signs=10;
part=:type;signs=10
stop
Your task is being executed.
hat head-dress 052
hat head-dress 151
hat helmet 119
hat rat trap 041
hat rat trap 050
hat rat trap 13 9
hat rat trap 150
Your task has been executed.
Leaving Kleio346
Queries which output data as graphics
(Note: the images produced by these queries can only be generated from running the
database, which for copyright reasons is not published here. However, data which is
critical to the main argument is available in archives, as indicated in the text.
note=xqOO displays a particular image depending on settings
query name=primary;part=I:archivenr='055'
write=:each[]
stop
note=xq07 depictions of the pijlbundel as an attribute
query name=primary;part=a:name='pijlbundel'
write part= : total [] , back [2] :each[]
stop
note=xq33 depictions of Belgica
query name=primary;part=ap:pname='Belgica'
and ('belgica1 and root[0]/s/ap:status='maiden')
write part=: total [], back [1] :each[]
stop
note=xq36 depictions of allegorical lions
query name=primary;part=ap:status="lion"
write part=:total[],back[1]:action,each[]
stop
note=xq3 9 depictions of commoners
query name=primary;part=p:status='commoner' or 'commoners' or
'commoner?' or 'boer' or 'dock workers' or 'dockers' or 'farmer' or
'fishermand' or 'gaoler' or 'gunner' or 'gunners' or 'hangman' or
'hod carrier' or 'inkeeper' or 'labourer' or
'labourers' or 'milkmaid' or 'peasant' or 'peddlar' or 'ploughman'
or 'sailor' or 'sailors' or 'sellar' or
'thatcher' or 'workmen'
write part= : total [] ,back[l] :each []
stop
note=xq44 depictions of actual regents
query name=primary;part=p:status='magistrate' or 'regent'
write part=: total [], back [1] :each[]
stop
note=xq48 depictions of thrones
query name=primary;part=o:name='throne'
write part=:total[],back[2]:each[]
stop347
note=xq4 9 depictions of Maurits as an actual person
query name=primary;part=p:pname="Maurit" start
write part=:total [],back[l] :each[]
stop
note=xq57 depictions of the pijlbundel shown independently
query name=primary;part=o:name='pijlbundel'
write part=:total [],back [2] :each[]
stop
note=xq58 depictions of thrones excluding Tyranny of Alva
query name=primary;part=o:name='throne'and not
('throne' and root[0]/w:db_title='tyranny of alva')
write part=: total [] ,back [2] :each []
stop
note=xq65 depictions of figures wearing crowns
query name=primary;part=c:type='crown1 or 'crown imperial' or 'crown
closed1 equal
write part=:total[],back[2]:action,each[]
stop
note=xq66 depictions of Discord
query name=primary;part=ap:pname="Discord"
write part= : total [] ,back [1] :each []
stop
note=xq72 displays depictions of a particular gesture depending on
settings
query name=primary;part=ap:gesture='
'
write part=:back [1] :action,each[]
stop
note=xq75 depictions of actual soldiers
query name=primary;part=p:status="soldier"
write part= : total [], back [I] :each[]
stop
note=xq76 allegorical depictions of soldiers
query name=primary,-part=ap: status = "soldier"
write part=:total[],back[1]:each[]
stop348
note=xq77 allegorical depictions of regents
query name=primary;part=ap:status="magistrate" or "regent"
write part=:total [],back[1] :each []
stop
note=xq78 depictions of Frederik Hendrik as an actual person
query name=primary;part=p:pname='Fred' start and not 'Frederick V of'
write part=:total [],back[1] :each[]
stop
note=xq79 depictions of Liberty
query name=primary;part=ap:pname='liberty1
write part= : total [], back [1] :each[]
stop
note=xq87 depictions of allegorical commoners
query name=primary;part=ap:status='commoner' or 'commoners' or
'commoner?' or 'boer' or 'dock workers' or 'dockers' or 'farmer' or
'fishermand' or 'gaoler' or 'gunner' or 'gunners' or 'hangman' or
'hod carrier1 or 'inkeeper' or 'labourer' or
'labourers' or 'milkmaid' or 'peasant' or 'peddlar' or 'ploughman'
or 'sailor' or 'sailors' or 'sellar' or
'thatcher' or 'workmen'
write part=:total[],back[1]:each[]
stop
note=xq88 depictions of persons wearing a rat trap
query name=primary;part=c:type='rat trap1
write part=:total[],back[2]:each[]
stop
note=xq90 depictions of Provinces kneeling
query name=primary;part=ap:gesture='kneeling' and (:pname="hol" start
or "zee" start or "brab" start or "geld" start or "utre" start or
"gron" start or "over" start or "fries" start)
write part=:back[1]:action,each[]
stop
note=xq91 depictions of Provinces seated
query name=primary;part=ap:gesture='seated' and (:pname="hol" start
or "zee" start or "brab" start or "geld" start or "utre" start or
"gron" start or "over" start or "fries" start)
write part=:back [1] :action,each[]
stop
note=xq92 depictions of allegorical persons kneeling
query name=primary;part=ap:gesture='kneeling'
write part=:back[1] taction,each[]
stop
note=xq93 depictions of actual persons kneeling
query name=primary;part=p:gesture='kneeling'
write part=:back [1] :action,each[]
stop349
note=xq94 depictions of actual gentry-
query name=primary;part=p:status='gentry'
write part= : total [] , back [1] : each []
stop350
Section B
Archives: Details from the Prints
Archive 1, images of Frederik Hendrik
Archive 2, images of the Leo Belgiens
Archive 3, images of commoners
Archive 4, images of regents
Archive 5, images of Maurits
Archive 6, images of soldiers
Note: the format of the reference number of the Archive images is Archive number
followed by the sample reference number, hence Al_043 is from Archive 1 (images
of Frederik Hendrik), and sample image 043. If there is more than one Archive image
from a single source, it is rendered thus: A2_065-l, A2_065-2.351
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Section C
Primary Sources: A Sample of Rebel Dutch Political Prints
List of pictorial primary sources
The table below shows the sample reference number, the medium of the original, the
inventory number where applicable, and the collection in which the original is held.
001
003
004
009
012
013
014
015
016
017
018
020
021
023
024
025
028
030
041
042
043
044
045
04S
047
048
049
050
051
052
053
054
055
056
057
058
059
060
061
062
063
064
065
066
067
068
069
070
071
painting
painted panel
print
print
painted panel
painting
painting
painting
print
print
print
painting
painting
painting
painting
print
painting
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
na
PDS 121
fm516
SvG444
1167
1304
793
RMCC.S00091
fm515A
fmS15
fm518A
na
na
na
na
AV408-II
na
fml373
fml330
fmS1668A
fml629
fml355
fml502
fml431
fml3 68
fml501
fml352
fml329a
fml2 68
fml256
fml253
fml668
fml359
fml281
fml421
fm966
fm980
fmll52
fmll74
fml248A
fml415
fmS1267c
fml270
fml297
fml3 01
fml302
fml328
fml416
fml649
Kasteel van Oidonk
Stedelijk Museum het Prinsenhof
RPK
SVG
Centraal Museum
Museum Schone Künsten
Bijlokemuseum
Catharijneconvent
RPK
RPK
RPK
Kasteel Beloeil
Kasteel Eerde
Zeeuws Museum
Haboldt Sc Co
AVS
sold 1965 Dunrobin Castle,Scotland
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
private collection
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK072
073
074
075
076
077
078
079
080
081
083
086
087
090
091
095
098
099
119
122
124
125
127
12 8
129
131
132
133
134
136
137
138
139
140
143
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
155
156
157
158
161
189
191
192
195
196
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
engraved locket
engraved locket
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
medallion
medallion
medallion
medallion
fml708a
fml232
AVS1525
AvS1488
AVS145 0
AVS1244
AVS13 09
AvS14 96
AVS1564
AVS1074
na
SvG780
SvG1272
SVG1042
SVG1166
SVG1164
SvG100 8
SVG1007
KC2178
KC2176
na
na
na
fmS1162A
fml679
fmll52A
fmS1423B
fml445
fmS1315A
fml019
fml298
fml363
fml273
fml23 8A
fmS1253A
fmS1090B
fmS1090A
fmS1240Aa
fmS1240Ab
fml286
fml452
fml433
fmS12 06A
fmS997B
fml313
fml633
fmS1259a
fml647
fml288
fmS1126A
nk
nK
nk
nk
RPK
RPK
AVS
AVS
AVS
AVS
AVS
AVS
AVS
AVS
private collection
SVG
SVG
SVG
SVG
SVG
SVG
SVG
KC
KC
Koninklijk Penningkabinet
Koninklijk Penningkabinet
University of Southampton
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
RPK
Koninklijk Penningkabinet
Koninklijk Penningkabinet
Koninklijk Penningkabinet
Koninklijk Penningkabinet
441442
Copyright Information
The following prints are reproduced by kind permission of the Rijksmuseum,
Amsterdam:-
FM515
FM1330
FM1368
FM1253
FM1174
FM1301
FMS1162A
FM1019
FMS1090B
FM1433
FM1647
FM515A
FMS1668A
FM1355
FM1668
FM1248A
FM1302
FM1679
FM1298
FMS1090A
FMS1206A
FM12 88
FM516
FM1629
FM1352
FM1359
FM1415
FM1328
FM1152A
FM13 63
FMS1240Aa
FMS997B
FMS1126A
FM518A
FM1501
FM1329a
FM1421
FMS1267C
FM1416
FMS1423B
FM1273
FMS1240Ab
FM1313
FM1281
FM1355
FM1502
FM1268
FM980
FM1270
FM1649
FM1445
FM123 8A
FM1286
FM1633
FM966
FM1373
FM1431
FM1256
FM1152
FM1297
FM1708a
FMS1315A
FMS1253A
FM1452
FMS1259a
The following prints are copyright Atlas van Stolk Museum, Rotterdam (copyright
permission applied for):-
AVS1525 FM1232 AvS1488 AvS1450 AvS1244 AvS1309 AvS1496
AVS1564 AVS1074 FM514.
The following prints are reproduced by kind permission of the Museum Mr Simon van
Gijn, Dordrecht:-
SvG444 SvG780 SvG1272 SvG1042 SvG1166 SvG1164 SvG1008
SVG1007.
The following prints are reproduced from the book Pamphlets, Printing and Political
Culture in the Early Dutch Republic, by C. E. Harline, published by Martinus Nijhoff
Publishers, Dordrecht (copyright permission applied for):-
KC2178 KC2176.
Paintings of the Tyranny of Alva
001
- reproduced by kind permission Ooidonk Castle, Ghent.
003 - reproduced by kind permission Collection Stedelijk Museum Het Prinsenhof, Delft.
012 - reproduced by kind permission Centraal Museum, Utrecht.
013 - reproduced by kind permission Museum Schone Künsten, Brussels.
014
- reproduced by kind permission Bijlokmuseum, Ghent.
015 - reproduced by kind permission Catharijneconvent, Utrecht.
020 - copyright Domain de Beloeil, Beloeil, Belgium (copyright permission applied for).
021
- reproduced by kind permission Kastei Eerde, The Netherlands.
023 - reproduced by kind permission collection Koninklijk Zeeuwsch Genootschap der
Wetenschappen, Zeeuws Museum, Middelburg.
024 - copyright Haboldt & Co,137, Rue du Faubourg Saint Honore,
- 75008, Paris
(copyright permission applied for).
028 - copyright holder unknown.Addendum
Sample Images Cross-Referenced to Page numbers
This list of sample reference numbers is cross-referenced to the pages of Volume 1
where they are discussed.
Image Page Number
001 155
003 156, 158
004 146, 147
009 15, 26, 128, 134, 135, 136, 139, 144, 147, 148, 152, 154, 193,
240
012 154
013 156, 158
014 155
015 157
016 139, 147, 192
017 139, 147, 148, 157
018 144, 151, 163, 165, 168, 222, 241
020 154, 155
021 156
023 156, 158
024 157, 181
025 92, 104, 128, 178, 191, 232, 233
028 154, 181
030 151, 161
041 33, 187, 195, 204, 208, 209, 223, 234, 237, 244, 247
042
043 168, 169, 178, 197, 198, 208, 233
044 232
045 169, 189, 208, 234
046 169, 182
047 161, 192, 193, 196, 201, 226, 235, 247
048 170, 232
049 192, 193, 226
050 16, 40, 43, 118, 169, 175, 176, 181, 182, 187, 191, 192, 196,
202, 204, 208, 209, 237, 244, 247
051 169, 170, 171, 178, 196, 199
052 26, 175, 183, 196, 197, 204, 237, 247
053 234
054 161, 168, 228
055 247
056 96, 180, 187
057 37, 118
058 169, 238
059 161, 229
060 36, 192, 193, 204, 207, 208, 209, 222, 233, 237, 245, 246
061 92, 164, 175, 182, 196
062 164, 168, 169, 170, 196
063 175, 178, 180, 183, 187, 197, 204, 237, 247
064 164, 168, 169, 170, 175, 180, 182, 189, 197, 202, 233, 246
065 99, 169, 171, 208, 243
066 168, 188, 207, 243, 244
067 168, 195, 202, 234
068 110, 125, 161, 169, 207, 208, 222
069 188, 201, 233
070 178, 180, 192, 197, 204, 205, 209
071 169, 171, 178, 188, 189, 193, 198, 201, 204, 237Image Page Number
072
073
074
075
076
077
078
079
080
081
083
086
087
090
091
095
098
099
119
122
124
125
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128
129
131
132
133
134
136
137
138
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140
143
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
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153
155
156
157
158
161
189
191
192
195
196
168,
164,
244
168,
33,
169,
169,
169
168,
164,
169,
182,
188,
43,
169,
204,
164,
169
192
151,
151,
211
168,
208
169,
192
175,
231
207
193,
175,
92
175,
169,
33,
247
163,
183,
169,
198
209
169,
161,
161
169,
169,
169,
169,
197
228
206,
165,
170,
196,
193,
169
232
237
169,
211,
247
189,
197,
181,
202
181,
182,
233
169,
247
193,
170,
205,
169
199,
170,
188,
175,
247
169,
197
237,
196
192
212
220,
. 241
. 208
, 247
, 193,
209,
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, 208
, 207
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207,
195,
180
175
247
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196,
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199,
233
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247
245
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Section D
Illustrations
Contents
Figure 1, 050 (FM1329a). Detail, x 4, showing detail of paper.
Figure 2. Screen shot of Kleio IAS in use
Figure 3, FM413. An illustration of iconoclasm by Frans Hogenberg.
Figure 4, S022. Anon., Tyranny of Alva.
Figure 5, SOI 9. Anon., Tyranny of Alva.
Figure 6, S027. Anon., Tyranny of Alva
Figure 7, S036. Anon., Tyranny of Alva.
Figure 8, S033. Frans Francken II, Tyranny of Alva.
Figure 9, S005. Anon., Tyranny of Alva.
Figure 10, S026. Anon., Tyranny of Alva
Figure 11, S032. Attributed to Frans Pourbus, Tyranny of Alva.
Figure 12, S029. Anon., Tyranny of Alva.
Figure 13, S035. Anon., Tyranny of Alva
Figure 14, S034. Dirk van Delen, Tyranny of Alva
Figure 15, 050 (FM1329a). Detail, x 3, showing the expression and gaze of a
commoner.
Figure 16a, 050 (FM1329a). Detail.
Figure 16b, 050 (FM1329a). Detail.
Figure 17. Anon., De Lev ens fontein, c. 1550.
Figure 18. Emblematic 'Liberty Cap'. A. Alciati, Emblematum libellus (Venice,
1546),
emblem 151.
Figure 19. Emblematic 'Liberty Cap'. A. Alciati, Emblemata cum commentariis
(Padua, 1621), emblem 151.
Figure 20, FMS1417A.547
Figure 21. Emblematic illustration of the she-goat who kicks over the pail with her
hoof and spills her own riches. A. Alciati, Emblemata cum commentariis (Padua,
1621), emblem 141.
Figure 22, FMS588A.
Figure 23. Obelisk of Caligula in St. Peter's Square, Rome.548
Copyright Information
Figure 3 - Reproduced by kind permission of the Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam.
Figure 4 - Reproduced by kind permission of Deutsches Historisches Museum, Berlin.
Figure 5 - Copyright holder unknown.
Figure 6 - Copyright holder unknown.
Figure 7 - Copyright The Hermitage, St Petersburg (copyright permission applied
for).
Figure 8 - Reproduced by kind permission of Bornem Castle, Belgium.
Figure 9 - Reproduced by kind permission of Collection Musees du Temps Besancon,
Besancon, France.
Figure 10 - Copyright holder unknown.
Figure 11 - Reproduced by kind permission of the collection du musee des Beaux-
Arts de Dole, France.
Figure 12 - Copyright holder unknown.
Figure 13 - Copyright Bellsting Museum, Rotterdam (copyright permission applied
for).
Figure 14 - Reproduced by kind permission of the Collection Stedelijk Museum Het
Prinsenhof, Delft.
Figure 17 - Reproduced by kind permission of Bibliotheque de l'Universitie, Liege,
Belgium.
Figure 20 - Reproduced by kind permission of the Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam.
Figure 22
- Reproduced by kind permission of the Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam.as
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Figure 16b, 050 (FM1329a). Detail.o
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Section E
The Tyranny of Alva
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Section F
Details of Digital Representations
This table shows the medium of the original, the medium it was scanned from, and the
the resolution at which it was scanned, followed by the sample reference number.
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Section G
Structure of a KLEIO Database
mod.file
This file defines the shape of the database.
item name=edate;usage=number
exit name=edate
item name=fdate;usage=number
exit name=fdate
item name=ldate;usage=number
exit name=ldate
item name=fdate;usage=category
sign sign=w;write="worked"
sign sign=a;write="from_about"
sign sign=c;write="circa"
sign sign=m;write="married"
exit name=fdate
item name=ldate;usage=category
sign sign=w;write="worked"
sign sign=t;write="until_about"
sign sign=c;write="circa"
exit name=ldate
item name=annotation;usage=category
sign sign=r;write="represents"
exit name=annotation
database name=primary;first=i;overwrite=yes;write=structure
element name=scannr;image=digital;type=image
part name=Z;write="relationpartpart";
position=name,type,annotation;
part name=Y;write="relationpart";
source=Z;
part=Z
part name=X;write="relation";
source=Z;
part=Y
part name=i;write="image";
position==archivenr, scannr, orignr;
part=T, W, B, D, E, PX, V, S
part name=T;write="technical";
position=from, size,mechanism,at,pixels,filesize
part name=W;write="work_of_art";
position=mediiim,format,original_title,db_title;
part name=B;write="bibliographical";
position=original__title,pdate,town,address,page;
part name=D;write="documentation";
position=edate,post,ante,dimensions,references
part name=E;write="example_held_at";
position=invnr,collection,town,country,others
part name=PX;write="personnel";
position=annotation;
part=PDES,PENG,PPUB,PUNS,BAUT,BPUB,BPRI,BUNS,ARTS,UUNS
part name=PDES;write="print_designer";588
position=surname,forenames,fdate,ldate,claimed_status,source, annotati
on
part name=PENG;write="engraved_by";
source=PDES;
part name=PPUB;write="published_by";
source=PDES;
part name=PUNS;write="without_assigned_role";
source=PDES;
part name=BAUT;write="author";
source=PDES;
part name=BPUB;write="publisher";
source=PDES;
part name=BPRI;write="printed_by";
source=PDES;
part name=BUNS;write="without_assigned_role";
source=PDES;
part name=ARTS;write="artist";
source=PDES;
part name=UUNS;write="other__media";
source=PDES;
part name=V;write="overview";
position=overview,annotation,Müller
part naitie=S;write="scene";
position=action,annotation;
arbitrary=P,AP,O,Text
part name=P;write="person";
position=pname,status,sex,gesture,annotation;
arbitrary=Text
part=Text,Q,A,C
part name=Text;
position=transcript,translation,annotation;
part name=Q;write="part";
source=Z;
arbitrary=Text
part=Text,X,R
part name=A;write="attribute";
source=Z;
arbitrary=Text
part=Text,X,Q
part name=C;write="clothing";
source=Z;
arbitrary=Text
part=Text,X,Q
part name=AP;write="allegorical_being";
source=P;
part name=0;write="object"
source=Z;
arbitrary=Text
part=Text,X,Q
part name=Text;
source=Text;
part name=R;write="partpart";
source=Z;
arbitrary=Text
part=Text,X
element name=status;order=multiple
exit name=primary589
Text description of images
Descriptions of all the images analysed are held in a text file. When compliled by
KLEIO IAS, the file is held in the following format (the text below shows the
compiled data for the image 064 (FMS1267C)). The format is largely self-
explanatory; the information following the 's $ scannr' tag is made up of the
coordinates of part of an image
- a scene
- which then becomes available for data
retrieval.
i $ scannr = 064010.tif:dynamic / archivenr
= 064
t $ from = photograph / size = 11x22 / mechanism = Sharp flatbed / at
= 600dpi / pixels
= 2700x1320x256 / filesize = 3.4mb
w $ medium = print / format = picture? / db_title
= @ / original_tit
= Afbeelding van 't Nederlandts Bestandt
d $ edate = 1609 # Müller / dimensions = 90x40cm # size of fml267 /
references
= Müller vl 156-57, vIV 134
e $ town = Amsterdam / invnr
= fiaS1267c / collection = RPK / country
= Netherlands
px $ annotation = See Müller I and IV for personnel of various states
peng $ surname
= Visscher / forenames
= Claes Jansz. / fdate = print
; Müller vIV 134 / ldate
= excudit. / claimed_stat
= CJ
Visscher?
v $ overview
= Title at top, celestial scene, background of towns and
shipping, left, group of nobles, centre, victory wagon,
right, thrones and celestial scenes / muller = The allegorical
figures in this image are particularly subtle and reflect a concern
for the breakdown of order and failure of discipline, (magna
gladiorum est licentia, Cicero Fam.4,9,12., "the license of he sword
is great, ie daring murders are prevalent", Lewis and Short plO62)
s $ scannr
= 064010.tif:66,8:2667,157:dynamic / action = title
text $ transcript
= AFBEELDING VAN "T NEDERLANDTS BESTANDT /
translation
= Depiction of the Dutch Truce
s $ scannr
= 064010.tif:553,136:1691,475:dynamic / action =
allegorical love-making
ap $ pname
= Venus / status = maiden / sex
= f / gesture
= sitting ;
gesturing
c $ name
= hat / type
= head-dress
c $ name
= necklace
text $ transcript
= Venus
ap $ pname
= nk / status
= cherub?
q $ name
= wings
a $ name
= reins # by which he drives chariot
ap $ pname
= Mars / status = warrior / sex = m / gesture
= standing ;
embracing
a $ name
= sword
c $ name
= hat / type
= helmet, plume
c $ name
= armour
text $ transcript
= Mars
ap $ pname
= Peace? # drawing chariot / status
= doves
o $ name
= chariot # in which Venus sits
o $ name
= chariot / type
= lion shaped
o $ name = wolves? # drawing chariot
o $ name
= clouds
s $ scannr
= 064010.tif:73,322:948,734:dynamic / action = commerce,
ship building590
p $ pname
= nk group / status = commoners ; dockers / sex = m /
gesture
= labouring ; h
a $ name = wheelbarrows
p $ pname
= nk group / status = gentry ; merchants / sex = m /
gesture
= gesturing ; discussing
a $ name = commodities
p $ pname
= nk / status
= commoner ; wagon driver / sex = m / gesture
= pulling ; h
a $ name = whip
p $ pname
= nk / status = commoner / sex
= m / gesture
= walking ;
carrying
a $ name = basket # carried on pole
p $ pname
= nk / status
= hunter? / sex = m / gesture
= walking ;
carrying
a $ name
= game
p $ pname
= nk / status
= commoner / sex
= m / gesture
= walking ;
carrying
a $ name = sack
o $ name = ship / type
= cargo vessel
o $ name
= wagon / type
= burdened with sacks
o $ name
= ships / type
= under construction
o $ name
= town and harbour / type
= finely drawn and with old walls
s $ scannr = 064010.tif:64,687:523,1251:dynamic / action = debate
p $ pname
= nk group / status = soldiers
p $ pname
= nk / status
= officer? / sex = m / gesture
= standing ; h
a $ name = staff?
c $ name = hat / type
= helmet
c $ name
= jerkin
p $ pname
= nk / status
= soldier ; musketeer / sex
= m / gesture
=
standing ; gesturing with hands
a $ name
= musket
a $ name
= cartridges
a $ name
= sword
c $ name
= hat / type
= helmet
c $ name
= jerkin
c $ name
= shirt / type
= slashed sleeves
c $ name
= breeches
p $ pname
= nk / status
= soldier ; pikeman? / sex = m / gesture
=
standing ; gesturing with hands
a $ name
= pike? # trailed from right hand
a $ name = sword
c $ name
= hat / type
= helmet
c $ name = ruff
c $ name = armour
p $ pname
= nk / status = soldier / sex
= m / gesture
= walking
a $ name
= sword
c $ name = hat
c $ name
= ruff
c $ name
= jerkin
text $ transcript
= Miletes Gendarmes Crijghslie / translation =
soldiers, warriors
s $ scannr = 064010.tif:209,444:1579,1259:dynamic / action =
procession
p $ pname
= James I of Britain / status = monarch / sex = m / gesture
= walking ; pushing ; h
a $ name
= staff / type
= sceptre
a $ name
= sword
a $ name
= spurs
c $ name
= hat / type
= crown
c $ name
= ruff591
c $ name = robes / type
= rich
text $ transcript
= Iacobus Magne Brittanie Rex
text $ annotation = first letter is monog. / transcript
= *isscher
excudit
p $ pname
= Henry IV of France / status = monarch / sex
= m / gesture
= walking ; pushing ; h
a $ name = staff / type
= sceptre
a $ name = sword
a $ name
= spurs
c $ name
= hat / type
= crown
c $ name
= robes / type
= rich
p $ pname
= Neyen, Jan Maertensz. / status
= monk ; envoy / sex
= m /
gesture
= sitting ; h
a $ name
= reins # by which he guides gun carriage
c $ name
= robes / type
= clerical
ap $ pname
= War? / status = soldier ; cavalryman? / sex = m /
gesture
= walking
a $ name = chains # by which he is pulled along
c $ name
= hat / type
= helmet
c $ name
= armour
text $ transcript
= La Guerre 't Oorlogh
ap $ pname
= Wretchedness? / status = nk / sex
= nk / gesture
= lying
; trampled
text $ transcript
= Calamitas Ellende / translation = Misfortune
Wretchedness?
ap $ pname
= Suspicion / status
= maiden / sex = f / gesture
=
sitting ; h
a $ name
= bird
text $ transcript
= Cr*a Serije / translation
= 8
q $ name = marks
c $ name
= hat
text $ transcript
= Suspicio Vermoeden / translation = Suspicious
presumption
ap $ pname
= 12 Years Truce / status = maiden / sex = f / gesture
=
sitting ; h
a $ name
= sword
x $ name
= medals / annotation
= there is some text here
a $ name
= chain # by which she drags war
c $ name
= hat / type
= tiara
c $ name
= cloak / type
= rich
c $ name
= dress
text $ transcript
= Induciae La Treve 't Bestandt / translation
=
Truce, The Truce, The Truce
ap $ pname
= Discipline / status = maiden / sex
= f / gesture
=
sitting ; h
a $ name
= bridle
c $ name
= robes
ap $ pname
= Prosperity / status = maiden / sex
= f / gesture
=
sitting ; h
a $ name
= cornucopia
c $ name
= hat / type
= head-dress
c $ name
= robes
text $ transcript
= Prosperitas Voorspoet / translation = Prosperity
Prosperity
ap $ pname
= Vice, Impropriety / status = nk / sex
= m? / gesture
=
lying ; trampled
a $ name = nk snakes?
text $ transcript
= Licentia Ontucht / translation = Presumptious
liberty Unseemliness?
o $ name
= gun carriage # on which seated characters ride592
x $ name
= wheels
x $ name = gun barrel
o $ name = spears
o $ name = armour
o $ name = shields
o $ name = helmets
o $ name = spears? / type
= bound
text $ transcript
=
... Disciplina / translation = Bound by Discipline?
o $ name = drum
s $ scannr = 064010.tif:1532,642:2177,1238:dynamic / action
= riding
p $ pname
= Isabella Clara Eugenia of Austria / status = noble ;
archduchess of Austria / sex
= f / gesture
= riding ; h
a $ name
= staff / type
= rod
c $ name
= hat / type
= tiara
c $ name = ruff
c $ name = robes / type
= rich
p $ pname
= Albert / status = noble ; archduke / sex
= m / gesture
=
riding ; h
a $ name
= staff
c $ name
= hat
c $ name
= ruff
c $ name
= cloak
ap $ pname
= Patriotism? / status
= maiden / sex
= f / gesture
=
walking ; h
a $ name
= bridle # of Isabella's horse
c $ name
= hat / type
= head-dress
c $ name
= dress / type
= rich
text $ transcript
= Amor Patrie 'S Landts
liefde / translation = Love towards one's native soil, love of
country.
ap $ pname
= Modesty / status
= maiden / sex
= f / gesture
= walking
; gesturing ; h
a $ name
= bridle # of Albert's horse
c $ name
= Dress
o $ name
= horse # guided by Patriotism / type
= rich harness
text $ transcript
= Isabella Clara Eug. Arch. Aust. Due. Brabantie /
translation
= Isabella Clara Eugenie Archduchess of Austria,
Duchess of Brabant
o $ name
= horse # guided by Modesty
text $ transcript
= Albert Arch Aust Dx Brabant / translation
=
Albert, Archduke of Austria, Duke of Brabant
s $ scannr
= 064010.tif:1098,375:1785,814:dynamic / action = pastoral
p $ pname
= nk / status
= commoner ; ploughman / sex
= m / gesture
=
ploughing ; h
p $ pname
= nk / status = commoners builders / sex = m
o $ name
= plough
o $ name
= houses / type
= being repaired
s $ scannr
= 064010.tif:1669,173:2251,909:dynamic / action =
enthronement
p $ pname
= Maurits of Nassau / status = noble ; prince ; stadhouder
/ sex = m / gesture
= standing ; h
a $ name
= sword
a $ name
= shield % shows arms of Nassau?
text $ transcript
= Mauritius, Pr. Auraicie Co. Nass... / translation
= Maurits, Prince Prince of Nassau?
ap $ pname
= Belgica / status
= maiden / sex = f / gesture
= sitting
c $ name
= hat / type
= head-dress
c $ name
= collar
c $ name
= dress593
shows lions opposed / annotation
= r
shows lion rampant / annotation = r
ap $ pname
= States General? / status
= gentry / sex
= m / gesture
=
standing ; gesturing ; h
a $ name
= gloves
c $ name
= hat
c $ name = cloak
ap $ pname
= States General? / status
= gentry / sex
= m / gesture
=
standing ; gesturing ; h
a $ name = gloves
c $ name
= hat / type
= plume
c $ name
= cloak
text $ transcript
= Ordines / translation
= nk ordained magistrates?
o $ name = lions supporting shield % shows pijlbundel seven arrows
o $ name
= marquee
o $ name
= scroll
text $ transcript
= BELGICA LIBERA 't Vrije Nederandt / translation
=
Belgica, the Free Netherlands
o $ name
= shield % shows lion with band / annotation
= r Overijssel
o $ name
= shield % shows two lions / annotation
= r Friesland
o $ name = shield with crown % shows lion emerging from waves /
annotation
= r Zeeland
o $ name
= shield with crown
Gelderland
o $ name
= shield with crown
Holland
o $ name
= shield with crown % shows lion above cross / annotation =
r Zutphen
o $ name
= shield % shows lion and crosses / annotation
= r Utrecht
o $ name
= shield % shows imperial eagle displayed / annotation
= r
Groningen?
o $ name
= throne
s $ scannr
= 064010.tif:2117,173:2435, 459:dynamic / action =
allegorical
ap $ pname
= Fame / status
= maiden / sex
= f / gesture
= flying
q $ name = two heads
a $ name
= trumpets
s $ scannr
= 064010.tif:2189,182:2664,1266:dynamic / annotation =
shields in this scene represent southren towns or provinces. Some
attempt to diff. by shading the various rampant lions. / action
=
enthronement
p $ pname
= Philip III of Spain / status monarch / sex
= m /
gesture
= standing ; gesturing ; h
a $ name
= medal / type
= Order of Golden Fleece
a $ name
= sceptre
a $ name
= shield % shows Habsburg arms?
c $ name
= hat / type
= crown
c $ name
= robes / type
= rich TEXTPhilippus III. Hispanie Rex
p $ pname
= Spinola, Ambrogio / status = noble ; marquis / sex
= m /
gesture
= standing ; h
a $ name
= medal / type
= Order of Golden Fleece
a $ name
= sword
a $ name = shield % shows arms
text $ transcript
= Ambrosius Spinola Marquis de Benasro /
translation
= Ambrosius Spinola Marquis of (BAlvases)?
ap $ pname
= Belgica / status
= maiden / sex f / gesture
= sitting
; gesturing
c $ name
= hat / type
= tiara
c $ name
= collar
c $ name
= robes / type
= rich
o $ name
= lions and shield % shows crossed staffs
o $ name
= marquee594
o $ name
=
Hainault
o $ name
=
o $ name
=
o $ name
=
o $ name
=
o $ name
=
Artois
o $ name
=
Namur
o $ name
=
Antwerp
o $ name =
annotation
o $ name
=
shield
shield
shield
shield
shield
shield
shield
shield
shield
with
with
with
with
with
with
with
with
with
= r Mechelen
scroll
crown
crown
crown
crown
crown
crown
crown
crown
crown
% shows four lions / annotation = r
shows lion rampant
shows lion rampant
shows lion rampant
shows lion rampant
shows fleur de lys / annotation
= r
% shows lion with bar / annotation
= r
% shows lion and walls / annotation
= r
% shows verticle bars and badge /
text $ transcript
= BELGICA ARCHIDUCI* SUEDITA t Neerlandt onder
d'Aertsharrogt / translation
= Belgian Archduchy .... the
Netherlands under the ArchduchySOUTHAMPTON UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
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